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Programme 1978-1981 

1. To promote responsible conservation of leathercraft products 

and artistic and archaeological objects of leather as well 
as other objects through communication among the members. 

2. To encourage the exchange of experimental findings or other 
relevant information providing this does not interfere with 
the sovereignity of a particular work or with the priority 

reserved for the publishing of this finding. 
3. To examine the merits of available methods and to develop 

new ones in matters concerning the salvage of dry, pulveri¬ 

sing archaeological leather finds. 
4. To broaden the knowledge on leather manufacture in order to 

obtain a better understanding of the causes of leather decay, 

in particular the red rot. 
jy To study the conditioning of leatherwork v/ith respect to ex¬ 

position and storage. 
6. To refine the composition on leather dressings employed in 

the treatment of decaying leather. 
7. To assess existing training programmes and to stimulate their 

development by propagating themas as well as by translating 
the instructions on which they are based into various Ian- 

9uages. CO - 
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

A particulary instructive work in point is the "Conservation of leather, 
skin and parchment", published by the Konservatorskolen Det Kongelige 
Danske Kunstakademi, Peder Skamsgade 8, 1050 K^benhavn, 1980. It con¬ 

tains the text of 26 lectures and intends to inform restorers - who 
are supposed to look after collections including among other things, 
also leather objects - how to study and detect deterioration, arrest 

its expansion, prevent disintegration and thus conserve properly all 
leather items of artistic, archaeological and bookbinding inherence. 
Although the purpose of the organizers of this training course is 
allegedly only to initiate the interested restorers in the field of 
leather conservation, the digest in question, presents highly relè¬ 
vent well documented and thorough coverage of subjects as composi¬ 
tion of the animal skin, its possible defects and discoloration, struc¬ 
ture, chemical composition of skins and hides and all stages needed to 
manufacture them into leather or parchment. Likewise methods of ana- 
Vysis - some of them quite sophisticated and certainly beyond the reach 

of restorers - are described at length. The major part of this sylla¬ 
bus is, however, devoted to the conservation of the leather varieties. 
The archaeological leather receives, rightly, a very extensive atten¬ 
tion, as it presents many, of ten unsurmountably problems . Pretreatment, 
cleaning, dehydration, stabilization, impregnation and conservation 
of waterlogged leather are therefore explained with view to the inten¬ 
tion to archieve a responsible upkeep. Even the removal of old con¬ 
servation mediiims such as British Museum Leather Dressing and Neutral— 
fett SSS (which proved difficult) and Polyethyleenglycol (which is to 
be extracted from the leather in alternate baths of ethanol and water) 
is described. Ethnographic leather, gilt leather, garments and shoes 

of leather and parchment are also dealt with in full detail. 

E. Jagers in her lecture "On the deterioration after treatment of 

painted leather wall-hangings in three castles in Rhineland" (IIC Vien¬ 
na Congress 7-13 September 1980:Conservation within Historic Buildings) 
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draws attention to the damage that might be inflicted to such lea¬ 
ther by the very dressing used for its conservation. In this case 
the neat’s-foot oil which was rubbed in the back of the hangings, 
permeated the leather and spoilt the paint layer Ln front by ren¬ 

dering it soft swollen and sticky. 

H. van Soest and P. Hallebeek at the same IIC Vienna Congress (see 
Proceedings: The Restoration and Conservation of gilt Leather , 
pp. 162 - 165,) report on their progress in the analysis investigation 

and conservation of gilt leather wall-hangings. 

Z. Szalay in his "Conseirvation and restoration of lyed and embossed 
leather objects" presented at the same IIC Vienna .'’■ongress, conveyes 
a critical evaluation of the components participating in the compo- 
istion of fat liquors, that is oil-in-water or watar-in-oil emulsf 
Advantages and disavantages of the alcohols as emulsion ingredient... 
are considered to be very important in this contex:, are assessed, 
and after that the findings of Szalay are put forth to justify the 
formulation of a optimal leather dressing, which should contain: 1500 
ml. buthyl alcohol, 8 g cetyl alcohol, 20 g crude leat'-foot oil 
and 3 ml cedarwood oil. These are intimately mixed with 50 ml of wa¬ 
ter. 

W. Schinitzer writes well-informedly and exhaustively ("Restaurierung 
von Schattenspielf iguren" - Arbeitsbl’atter filr Res:auratoren, Heft 
2, 1980) about the "shadow puppets" - the protagonists in the shadow 
plays, popular in China, Japan the Malay Peninsula and Indonesia. 

The writer explains that the puppets are cut out of hides which are 
prepared in a manner similar to that employed in parchment making. 

The wet hides are stretched on wooden frames and are allowed to dry 
slowly under tension. As far as the Malaysian and Indonesian types of 
puppets are concerned the hides of which they are made are reduced 
in thickness to 0,5 - 1 ,5 mm by shaving them. The puppets are then 
painted in the desired design with tempera i.e. mineral pigments and 
egg white. Cracked paint or paint layers that tend to flake off are 
consolidated with diluted egg white (one egg white is dissolved in 
60 - 70 ml of water and left to stand for 24 hours in a covered vessel 
This fluid is then applied on the damaged areas. The areas on the r>Mp- 
pet treated thus are covered with silicone relined paper and fui^ 
pressure-fixed by means of a hot spatula (temperature corresponding 
to the mark: synthetic fabrics on the dial of a pressing iron). The 
Chinese shadow puppets are in contrast to the Malaysian and Indonesian 
transparent because the hides intended for puppets are finished by 
rubbing them in oil. Their thickness varies from 0,1 to 2 mm depending 
on the particular Province in China and the decoraiions on them are 
drawn not with paint but with dyes, which stay transparent like the 
hide and thus do not obstruct the passage of ligh: through the puppet 
a requirement that is essential to the Chinese fashoin of shadow-theat 
The conservation of such puppets is usually limitted to massaging of 
oil of vaseline into them. 

W. Stayman has accomplished a close survey of the naterials and tech¬ 

niques involved in the manifold approach of softening and dressing of 

leather, parchment and fur, in her all comprising nonograph (Softening 
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of Eskimo Seal Fur Skin Artifacts. A report submitted to the Depart¬ 

ment of Art in Ccmformity with the requirements for the Degree of 
Master of Art Conservation. Queens University Kingston, Ontario, 
Canada, November 1977). Besides the systematically arranged rich in¬ 
formation, which undoubtedly will be of much help in conserving well 
objects of leather, parchment and fur, the author had also the good 
sense of adding £S an appendix to this publication her correspondence 
with manufacturers of the products, she had carried out her experiments 

with. The result is an amusing and at the same time instructive expo¬ 
sure of the often irrelevant incompetent and misleading explanations 

that are it appears commonty given in reply to such inquiries. 
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THE PRINCIPLES OF RESTORATION OF UNIQUE BINDINGS 

Endel Valk-Falk 

Estonian State Art Museum 

Tallinn 

USSR 

Practically every largw library has a department of rare 
collections. The uniqueness of the binding of a book is one 
of the many attributes that contribute to its rarity. In. 
the process of its restoration it is imperative that all 
the details of a binding’s construction as well as all its 
parts be preserved to the maximum. In order that these 
bindings^ when to be restored^ be handled by restorers with 
correspondingly sufficient skill and qualifications, the 
author proposes here a method of evaluating the uniqueness 
of such bindings as well as their state of preservation, 
and to group them accordingly. 

Depending upon their state of preservation, the unique 
bindings can further be divided into 4 groups. The aims of 
their restoration are: 

1) to stop the further process of deterioration by 
chemical meains, and provide ideal storage conditions 
and protective cases, 
2a) to restore the bindings as near to their original 
state as possible vdth the aid of modern materials 
and technioues, 
2b) to reconstruct the binding to fairly resemble the 
original with the aid of preserved details and 
impressions, and 
3) an attempt to create a 'new binding in the old 
style' on the basis of some analogy, i,e,, eclectics 
or to create a new binding in a completely new style. 

It is only subsequent to the determination of the 
uniqueness, the state of preservation and the principles 
of restoration that the required methods of restoration 
should be decided upon. Whatever the 
should be such as to ensure minimum possible alterations 
to the characteristics of the binding. 

The pride of every book collection - those of libraries, 

ueeums and private collections included - is its rare books, 

base are displayed at tbe exhibitions and ° 

he Visitors, l-hey are afforded the best available storage 
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conditioas sind exhibition facilities and, when required, 

restored by the most competent restorers. 

The historical value of a book and its rarity are deter¬ 

mined by such factors as its age, the number of its existing 

copies, its authorship, originality of the text, its 

prxjvenauace, etc. In addition, other factors, e,g,, illustra¬ 

tions, script (design, type) and uniqueness of the binding 

(style, craftsman,etc,) determine the book's artistic value 

and considerably contribute to its rarity. Apart from 

valuable binding materials, the binding boards may be decora¬ 

ted with precious stones, metals and ivory. Other essential 

attributes of uniwueness are the unparalleled technical 

realization of the binding and the richness and craftsman¬ 

ship that have gone into its parts (fly-leaves, headbands, 

edges, etc,). 

The afore-mentioned well-known attributes of a rare book 

have generally been long-ascertained everywhere on the basis 

of the local distinctiveness and universally accepted 

principles of rarity. 

As the present article deals v/ith the rarity of a book 

from the viewpoint of only one of its characteristics - 

the uniqueness of binding - I suggest using Table 1 (see 

pg. 9) to determine this characteristic and group unique 

bindings into 4 groups accordingly. The maximum total 

points that any binding can receive are 100 - this binding 

would be amongst the most unique bindings existing - and 

the minimum number of points 1, Since the binding resorers 

in the U.S,S,R. are accorder 4 different Category Certifi¬ 

cates of competence - III, II, I and Higher, the uniqueness 

of bindings is also divided into 4 groups: in the first 

group belong the bindings which have a total of 1-20 points, 

second group 21-40 points, third group 41-70 points, and 

the fourth group 71-100 points. Such a classification 

facilitates allocation of unique bindings to be restored 

to restorers with differing degrees of competence. The most 

unique books (71-100 points) are handled by the most competent 

restorers having Higher Category Certificates, and so on. 

Should only one or two attributes fall in the third or 
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fourth groups of Table 1, the binding to be restored should 

first be processed by the experts in the corresponding field 

(gilder, a metal smith, etc.) in consultation with the 

restorer who would process the binding further so that the 

most xinique features be best preserved. 

One of the characteristics of the rarity of a book is its 

age. Very often, though not always, the extent of deteriora¬ 

tion, and sometimes even other damage to the binding, corres¬ 

ponds to its age. In addition to chemical, biological and 

mechanical deterioration of the binding, the book may have 

been re-bound, which may considerably decrease the unique¬ 

ness of the binding. 

The unique bindings to be restored may further be grouped 

on the basis of the originality of the binding as follows; 

1) The binding is original, or 

2) The binding is preserved in an altered state» Either 

a) the binding is new and has different attributes 

as compared to the known or presumed original, or 

b) the body of the book has been re-bound with the 

binding of some other old book, or 

c) only the body of the book has preserved - the 

binding is detached and lost or deteriorated or 

damaged beyond restoration or reconstruction. 

The bindings falling in 2nd group here cannot generally 

be accorded as much value for uniqueness as thèse in the 1st, 

i.e. , original bindings. In case of 2a and 2b, there do exist 

however, cases where the second binding is even more unique 

than the original from the standpoint of their technical 

realization and/or binding materials used. In such cases, 

of course, they should be treated on par with the original. 

The choice of conservation and restoration methods of a 

uniaue binding depends, in addition to the degree of its 

historical and artistic value, i.e, the degree of its unique¬ 

ness and its materials, on the state of its preservation. 

Just as in order to determine the degree of uniqueness of a 

binding, the degree of uniqueness of its every single detail 

was considered in Table 1, in order to determine its state 
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of préservatioiL, the degree of damage or deterioration of 

every part of the binding should be determined seperately. 

For this, I propose using Table 2 (see pg. 10)» The maximum 

points to be alloted for maximum damage of any one king 

(chemical, mechanical,etc.) to any one part is 10 and the 

minimum 0. In order to arrive at the total damage to any one 

part, add the points alloted for each kind of damage and 

divide by 4» Add the resulting points for total damage to 

each part to obtain total damage to the binding. To obtain 

the per cent state of preservation, subtract this total from 

100. 

If the value of the state of preservation of a unique 

binding is far less than 30%, the possibility and the 

necessity of ^±ts full restoration is questionable. In such 

a case it might be better to limit the processing to conser- 

Tation treatments or provide it a protective case and ideal 

storage conditions so as to protect it from further damage 

and deterioration. This can be carried out by Ilnd and Illrd 

Category restorers. 

If the state of preservation is such where no portions of 

any part is missing but the parts have only been weakened 

and need to be strengthened, the binding may also be entrus¬ 

ted to Ilnd and Illrd Category restorers. 

If the value of the state of preservation of a binding is 

rather low and very large portions of many parts are missing 

but the historical and artistic value of the book itself 

very great, complete reconstruction of the binding should be 

considered. This can be entrusted to only 1st Category 

restorers. 

If the vsilue of the state of preservation is more than 

50% and the portions of the details missing not very large, 

complete restoration of the original forms and attributes 

should bo undertaken using the best available materials 

corresponding as far as possible to the original ones. 

Modern materials should only be used if proved to confirn 

to the aims and principles of restoration. This should be 

entrusted to only Higher Category restorers. 

,Vhat should be the aims of restoring a unique binding? 
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a a) Preservation of the manuscript text (incunabula 

or first printing), 

b) Easy handling of the book, i.e., its good open- 

ability for reading, microfilming, reproduction,etc*, 

c) Preservation of the characteristics of the style 

of the binding, and 

d) Increasing the permanence/durability of the binding. 

Unfortunately, the question whether a rare book or 

binding requires restoration is not always determined by a 

competent committee but a single custodian of the rare 

books department. And it often happens that the intentions 

behind this has been only the consideration of the needs of 

of the readers. The restoration of the aesthetic integrity 

of the book or a binding, requiring detailed research into 

its construction history and materials, have not even been 

contemplated. 

In order to achieve the above-mentioned aims of restora¬ 

tion, the afore-mentioned state of preservation of the 

binding should be taken into consideration. From this stand¬ 

point there exist three principles for preservation of 

unique bindings; they are 

I) to stop the process of deterioration of the binding. 

The pre-requisites for this are well-equipped chemistry, jfi 

microbiology, photo, etc. laboratories. The.co-operation 

of experts from diverse fields should help elaborate the 

desired methods and enable the restorers to undertake the 

required treatments for conservation. Furnishing the 

qualities of permanence and durability to unique bindings 

with the help of modern chemistry without supplementary 

binding operations and additional materials would be ideal. 

Creation of the required storage conditions (environmental, 

climatic,etc.) is one of the principle means of ensuring 

longevity. Protective cases play a major role in the 

preservation of the original bindings. Very often it is yi 

upon the construction design and materials of these cases 

that the fate of the urique binding depends. 

Ila) The most complicated task is restoration of the 

binding when some portions of its parts are badly damaged 

or missing. In order to restore the original attributes of 
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a blading, research into all its aspects followed by 

fixation of its existing attributes of style are essential. 

Only then a decision can be reached at as to what the 

restored binding should look like. 

Ilb) The task involving a great amount of responsibi¬ 

lity, however, is reconstruction of a binding very little 

of the original of which has preserved. Here an important 

role is played not only by knowledge of the art and science 

of binding but àlso by chance. What I mean by chance is 

the possibility of the reconstruction of, say, leather 

binding composition with all its individual tooled 

designs, and this with the aid of some chance impressions 

or characteristics preserved on another binding part, e.g., 

covering boards. It is not always in such cases that clear 

impressions can be detected on the covering boards, as this 

depends upon the craftsman of the time (amount of pressure 

applied while tooling) and the hardness and the receptivity 

to pressure of the wood of the boards, etc, Hov/ever, 

experience has shown that in a majority of cases the 

general design is clearly traceable from the existing boards 

and the reconstruction of the design thus possible on nev 

vegetable-tanned leather covers. At the least the genera- 

outline of the original design should be transferred v/ith 

the odd of a fillet to the new covering leather so as to 

ascertain and fix its historical provenance. Here serial 

bindings are an exception, as duplicating the design is 

possible in almost all its complete details. 
Ill) If the binding is completely missing or has been 

damaged beyond any hope of salvation or the book has beet 

repeatedly re-bound, the last existing binding not being 

in harmony with the rest of the book and having no unique¬ 

ness of feature as opposed to the known or presumed unique¬ 

ness of the original or if the body of the book is excep¬ 

tionally unique, the book then should be provided with a 

new binding in the so-called t 'old style*, or one that 

harmonizes with the characteristics of the age and the 

body of the book. 

Should in such cases reconstruction of 'the old style 
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on the basis of any existing distant feature or impression, 

etc. not at all be conceivable, the restorer should boldly 

create a new binding wd-th the objective of furnishing ideal 

binding characteristics ensuring that it is in harmony with 

the body of the book. 
Here varying results may be achieved depending upon the 

personal taste of the restorer and the choice of materials. 

If the restorer has sufficient artistic, historical and 

technical training and is able to create the elements of 

style (construction, sewing, headbands, clasps, bosses,etc.) 

with a sense of piety, the result could be praiseworthy. 

A restorer with insufficient tradning, however, is inclin¬ 

ed to exaggerate with the creation of the so-called »old» 

elements, very often committing errors pertaining to the 

essential peculiarities of a style and age, and ignore the 

principles of permanence and durability. There are cases 

where some authors suggest the deplorable practice of 

artificial ageing of new covering leather. Many modem 

materials (chrome leathers with nitro-lacquers) do not 

permit duplication of some of the older techniques such 

as blind-tooling. The result in such cases is eclectics or 

unpleasant imitation. 

The profile of the boards, the choice of the directions 

of the annual rings of wood, their hardness, the position 

of the clasps, etc. have fixed characteristics in each style 

and age. All these combine to form the total characteristics 

of any given age or school. Error in any one important 

detail may mar the final outcome. Thus, a thorough knowledge 

of the style characteristics and the fixation of every nuance 

contribute to the uniqueness of the newly created binding, 

enriching in its turn the book itself. 

Ever more nev/ bindings are created in the ‘old style' 

and the results are but mediocre. When expert binder- 

restorers are not available use of modem constructions with 

the aid of modern materials and glues should be rather 

preferred in creating new bindings and protective cases. Hie 

new binding should, of course, confirm to the aims set out 
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earlier. I would aot like to spell out here an^ particular 

biading method as such. The two thousaad years' old 

history of biading should be sufficient to give us an 

account of the advantages and disadvantages of various 

styles and methods of binding. It only remains to be hoped 

that such new styles will be appreciated by the custodians 

of rare books. 
If the book requiring restoration has been evaluated as 

per the afore-mentioned tables and the degree of uniqueness 

and the nature and extent of damage established, it is then 

the restoration council that should decide the methods and 

materials to be employed. Today the restoration practice has, 

at its disposal, a large variety of methods, and the result 

would depend upon a correct choice. If either the techniques 

of a book (intaglio, miniature paintings,etc,) or its mate¬ 

rials (chamois, etc,) do not permit use of strong pressure 

or certain glues, such methods and materials should defini¬ 

tely be avoided. During restoration great care should be 

taken to preserve the finest nuances of the entire book- 

the depth of colours, grain, compactness and shade of paper, 

relief of the text and illustrations, etc. The stylistic 

characteristics should remain unaltered while resewing a 

binding. Thus, the spines of the Greek-Slavonian bindings 

should not be rounded or the body of the book should not 

extend beyond the covers after restoration. Often a problem 

arises as to what should or should not be done. It is imper¬ 

missible to recut the body of the book but it is equally 

inç)ermissible to alter the proportions of the covers by 

adding new strips to the boards. A mistake then has somewhe¬ 

re been made. The error of one restorer is compounded, 

bringing about a number of alterations of the original 

characteristics. V/hat is the solution? for often a restorer 

alone is called upon to solve a number of practical oues- 

tions in the process of restoration. One of the solutions 

lies in imparting thorough training to the restorers by 

probationary periods under expert binders and restorers. 

Another is group practical seminars in binding restoration 

at libraries, archives or museums. On the Ascona seminar 
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model, such seminars have been held in Estonia and, in 1980, 

one was held in a manor-museum Arkhangelskoe near Moscow, 

in which many experienced restorers from various major resto¬ 

ration centres of the U,S*S*R* participated. IXiring the 

seminar the methods, tools and materials being used by vari¬ 

ous restorers were studied. And the organizers of the semi¬ 

nar profited by almost 3OO bindings being conserved. 

The experience of the Soviet restorers should enable them 

to organize in future larger regional practical restoration 

seminars for bindings of common stylistic characteristics - 

such as Greek-Slavonian bindings, incunabulas, etc. In this 

way principles and restoration practices can be further 

evolved and developed, the beneficiaries of which would ex¬ 

tend much beyond the participating restorers and owners 

through better preservation of unique bindings - those awe¬ 

inspiring legacies of our generation - for centuries to come. 

Table 1._ 

Binding Attributes 

1 ) Type of binding: boards", •' 
codex, pouch binding, chain- 
book, block-book, etc. 

‘ 2) Binder: well-known/unknovm 
3) Provenance: hand-written notes, 

ex-libris, supra libro, etc, 
4) Age: dated/presumed. 
5) Covering material: vegetable- 

tanned leather, white leather, 
alum-tawed skin, morocco, parch¬ 
ment, textiles(silk, velvet, 
brocade), precious metal or ■ 1 
bone plates, S 

6) Decorative techniques: blind-^ ; 
or hand tooling, gilding, batik, j • 
intarsia, filigree, embossment, j 

?) Decorative hand-made paper for • 
fly-leaves, etc. , 

8) Headbands made by hand _ ! 
I 9) Bosses: corners, clasps, chains, ? 
! decorative studs, nails, etc. ; 

10)Edges of the body: gilded, , 
_ ornamented, coloured, etc. ^ _^ 

Increasing degree of 
unicueness. in points_ 
1-2 3-4 5-7 8-10 

Total points 
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Tabre_2. 

Part of the 
binding 

0 Covering material; 
leather, parchment, 
textile, metal,etc. 

2) Covers: wood, paste¬ 
board, papyrus, etc. 

3) Spine 
4) Bosses: metal, pre¬ 

cious stones, deco¬ 
rations, e tv. 

5) Sewing 
6) Headbands 
7) fly-leaves 
8) Book edges 
9) Illustrations 
10) 0ther accessories: 

book-marks, protec- 
tive cases, etc. 

Nature and Extent of Total 
• damage damage 
; , ' "-'T" .... 

iBhemi-'mycolo-lentomo- }raecha- 
'cal gical jlogical nical a-»-b-»-c->-d 

1 
i 

Total points: 

State of preservation in % = 100 - Total points. 

o 
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CONSERVATION OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL LEATHER IN THE STATE 

HERMITAGE MUSEUM 

K.F.Nikitina 
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» 

Abstract 

The paper is based on the experience of leather conser¬ 
vation in the Laboratory for restoration of archaeolo¬ 
gical findings made of organic materials. Some methods 
of the evaluation of the preservation condition of dry 
and wet archaeological leather, the classification of 
the leather according to the degree of its deteriora¬ 
tion as well as the technique of conservation and res— 
Iteration of leather objects are given. 

The variety of archaeological leather objects brought 
to the laboratory for restoration, their different his¬ 
torical and artistic value and scientific importance, 
the unique properties and qualitative features of the 
leather as material in every separate case, the diffe¬ 
rent state of the preservation of the findings, - 
makes it necessary to arrange them into classes. 

Archaeological leather found in various conditions 
differs, first of all, in the moisture content. Cha¬ 
racteristic of the findings from Novgorod, Pskov, Sta- 
raya Ladoga is high moisture content, whereas objects 
from Middle Asia, Northern Caucasus, Altaj buria/"! 
mounds, Kheikass Autonomous Eegion are characterized by 
dryness. 
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To decide the technique for leather conservation, we 
conditionally divide the findings into two groups; wet 
and dry. The objects dried when kept in repositories 
are also included in the latter group. 

Of basic importance for conservation is the classifica¬ 
tion of objects according to the state of their preser¬ 
vation. We define three degrees of preservation: good, 
middle and poor. In practical work, it is very seldom 
that the preservation of the object can be defined in 
one way. For example, a woman’s fur coat from Oglakhty 
(1st century B,C, - I st centupy A,D,)demonstrated all 
stages of deterioration. The upper part of both coat- j 
breasts preserved well (the losses here resulted from i: 
the action of rodents and insects and from mechanical 
breaks), the losses on the skirt part of the coat and 
on the back are of quite a different character and 
origin. They are the result of decomposition. 

The state of preservation of leather depends, in main, 
on the following factors: 

- the material itself (its kindj preliminary proces¬ 
sing - method of dressing and tanning, on the degree of 
wear when the object was used etc.)} 

- the conditions in which the finding lay buried 
(moisture, salinity of the soil, nearness of other ma¬ 
terials) ; 

- the adequacy of field conservation, packing and 
transportation; 

- the conditions of their keeping (the influence of 
the temperature-humidity regime, light, cleanness of 
the environment, and others); 

There are no methods for determining the degree of pre¬ 
servation of archaeological leather objects. The ab¬ 
sence of such methods can be accounted for by the dif¬ 
ficulty in getting samples of the same type and of the 
same degree of preservation, even in having some ap¬ 
proximate comparable data. There is a number of analy- 
ses which, strictly speaking, cannot be performed on | 
sajnples of archaeological leather. 

A.S a rule, organoleptic methods which require much prac¬ 
tical experience, microscopic technique and tests on 
water-solubility are used in our laboratory to estimate 
the presrvation degree of the objects. 

By organoleptic methods of estimation of the preserva¬ 
tion condition of archaeological leather it is possibln 
to determine mechanical damages, change of colour,such 
properties as flexibility, softness, compactness, the 
state of the face layer and so on. By means of the 
microscopic method state of preservation is estimated 
by studying the character and position of the collagen 
fibres in the derma section. The content of moisture 
in leather is estimated with reference to the weight of 
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completely dry leather. Tests on water-solubility make 
j it possible to judge about the degree of collagen de¬ 

composition, 

I The indications of the good presV/ation condition of 
! archaeological leather are: a relatively high tensile 

strength, absence of putrefaction spots and light co¬ 
lour, flexibility and ductility, hardness, resiliency, 
the normal degree of parting of fibres, their length 
and orientation, a relatively high temperature index 
of the beginning of shrinkage, no signs of getting 
gelatinized when wetted with water. 

The leather of poor and middle state of preservation is 
caracterised by the change of these properties. It is 

^uch darker, the darkening being caused by strong oxi- 
^^ation ("burning"). It is particularly seen on samples 

of dry leather that the darker the leather, the worse 
it is preserved. The tensile strength decreases con¬ 
siderably. When the samples of wet archaeological lea¬ 
ther of poor condition are washed in water, they often 
disintegrate in the fingers. Dry leather under deforma¬ 
tion or slight force turns into powder. The leather 
loses resiliency (often irreversibly), becomes horny, 
can warp. Its porosity diminishes. In the process of 
drying the fibres get compact ^nd shrivel. In drying, 
the samples of wet archaeological leather show consi¬ 
derable shrinkage in area ana volume. The ability of 
fibres to be sticked together increases (the fibres are 
not parted). Separate bundles or whole areas of fibres 
are observed to get shorter and stick together. Fibre 
structures become more compact, the fibres get closer 
to each other, they change their orientation. The sta¬ 
bility of derma to acids and alkalis (vinegar, soap) 
decreases. Swelling in water and wettability of hair 
(fur) considerably increases. The temperature of the 
beginning of collagen shrinkage under the actioh of hot 
water becomes lower. Leather in poor state gets gela- Rinized even under the action of cold water, whereas 

ccording to the standard techniques sheepskin begins 
to shrink at +60°. The shrinkage temperature in well 
tanned leather is provided by strong links resisting 
the hydrolysis in water at high temperature. An irrever¬ 
sible change of the hide’s protein is considered to 
take place in the process of tanning. The tanning ma- 
merials interact with the functional protein groups. 
These irreversible changes provide the stability of the 
proteins against-alterations under the influence of 
external factors. To isolate the tanning materials 
from archaeological leather and to define their nature 
is an extremely difficult problem, often an unsolvable 
one. 

Partial untanning appears to take place in archaeolo¬ 
gical leather. How is the link between the tanning 
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materials and the functional protein groups destroyed? 
How do the techniques of leather dressing and tanning, 
the conditions in which it lay hurried affect the rate 
of the untanning process? These questions have not 
been studied. 

One of the old methods of leather conservation is wet¬ 
ting in salty water. Leather swells in a salt solution 
at 10 g/1 concentration, at a higher concentration it 
becomes dehydrated and dries in. Dehydrating (desal¬ 
ting) properties are characteristic of sulphates and 
carbonates. The archaeological leather found in the 
Pazyryk burial mounds are strongly salted. Thin leather 
on burial horse masks (Altaj, Pazyryk, 4th-5th century 
B.C,) is entirely strewn with salt crystals (sulphates)^, 
The attempts to completely remove them failed. The lea-V> 
ther is badly preserved, that is why it could not be 
subjected to water treatment. The salt was cleared away 
under the microscope by mechanical means. Note should 
be given to the idea, however, that the sulphates and 
carbonates might play the role of the conserving agents. 
By drying and dehydrating the leather, did not the 
salts prevent the development of putrefaction bacteria? 
Better preservation of archaeological leather is obser¬ 
ved also under bronze plates and decorations. What is 
at the bottom of this? These questions call for 
attention and study. 

The pH of environmental medium affects the preservation 
of leather as well. The least change of the dimensions 

(it means also swelling and shrinkage) is observed at 
pH 6-7. 

Systematic treatment of archaeological leather findings 
began at the State Hermitage in the 50s when numerous 
findings from excavations in Pskov carried out by G,P. 
Grozdilov (details of footwear, bags, purses, leather 
balls, fragments of various leather objects, scraps of 
leather dating back to 9th-I5th centuries A.D.) were 
brought to the Department of primitive culture, All'th^^^ 
articles were wet, of middle degree of preservation. 
Their conservation was carried out by consolidating 
them with the glycerol, polyvinyl alcohol and water mix¬ 
ture, according to the method suggested by the Hermitage 
head restorer N,A,Rumyantsev, The method proved relia¬ 
ble, as time showed it. Leather objects from Pskov which 
underwent conservation in I955-5H being well pre¬ 
served in normal museum conditions. The findings which 
did not go through conservation were practically dest¬ 
royed: they became dry, warped, and in many cases dis¬ 
integrated. It is to be noted, however, that at high 
humidity (over 70%) leather objects impregnated with 
glycerol and polyvinyl alcohol begin to suck in uoisture, 
and if the conditions of high humidity become protrac¬ 
ted, there is a danger for the leather to grow mouldy 
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and rotten. In case when mould or ”fat” coating and 
moisture appeared on the surface, the leather article 
was rubbed with wads wetted in ethyl alcohol, sometimes 
in the 1-4% thymol solution in ethyl alcohol. Though 
being dark and fatty, the leather objects treated by 
this method preserved well their shape and size. The 
mixture can be easily washed out of the leather. 

As it was established in our laboratory, archaeological 
leather findings excavated wet and in a satisfactory 
state must be kept wet before the laboratory treatment 
begins. We suggest that such findings be immediately 
put in polyethylene bags with thymol crystals in them 
to prevent the object from drying and growing mouldy, 
jffhe bags should be hermetically sealed, 

The laboratory treatment of such leather is carried out 
in two steps: washing and fat liqouring. 

The state of preservation permitting (the leather is 
compact, possesses some flexibility;, the object is 
immersed into a bath with a washing solution (water, 
alcohol, glycerol, thymol) at room temperature or war¬ 
med up to The dirt, earth particles are washed 
away with soft brushes and are wiped off with fingers. 
The fingers control the softening of the leather, they 
smooth out the creases and wrinkles, feel the presence 
of stamping which is sometimes impossible to see under 
the dirt. This operation should be carried out with 
great precaution. 

If the object is in a poor state, it should not be im- 
merces into a bath, but is to be washed and cleaned with 
wads wetted in a washing solution and wrung out. Softe¬ 
ned pieces of dirt are carefully removed with a scalpel 
and a brush, the article is only slightly wetted with 
the wads. The leather does not undergo impregnation 
with the washing solution, but is only a little moiste¬ 
ned from the ■surface. Leather of poor condition posses- Kes a high moisture capacity, sucking in the excess of 
oisture. It often disintegrates in the fingers. 

Cleaned leather objects (most often they represent se¬ 
parate details, as the threads with which the object 
was sewed together got rotten) are dried with blotting 
paper napkins. Then they are placed between sheets of 
blotting paper and two sheets of plywood (or glass) and 
are subjected to semi-drying. In case when it is neces¬ 
sary to smooth out the article, some marble weights of 
various size ajre put on the plywood. In 2-3 days the 
slightly moist leather of good condition is spread out 
face down on a sheet of glass and is impregnated with 
neat’s—foot oil with the help of a brush a few times 
till the oil continues to soak into leather. For drying 
it is put between sheets of filter paper and glass or 
plywood. If after drying tne leather is not sufficient- 
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ly flexible the impregnation with the oil is repeated. 
In cases when the shape of the object is complicated, 
the object is dried on some wooden supports (boot lasts, 
blocks;, polyethylene bags with sand tfilter paper and 
bandage packings are used); sometimes fine crubled cork 
is put into the article (purses, bags, balls). 

In a number of cases fat liqouring of wet leather is 
carried out with lipodermliquor. The object is immersed 
into a bath with a slightly warmed water-1ipodermliquor 
mixture (1:1) and is kept in it from 2-3 days to 2 weeks, j 
The mixture is periodically warmed and agitated. The j 
object is massaged with the fingers in the bath. The i 
leather is taken out of the bath when the mixture beco- : 
mes thick and dark. The paste lipodermliquor is used iDA| 
industry for fat liqouring the fur skin of small ani- “ 
mais. When diluted with water, it forms a stable fine 
emulsion. It contains sulphonated sperm oil, and it does 
not alter the leather tissue colour. 

For fat liqouring in baths we also use the emulsion RK 
which is composed of the following components: stearin, 
lanolin, white mineral oil, cetyl alcohol, glycerol and 
triethanolamine (the emulsifying agent - less than 2%). 
The fat liqouring emulsion is produced by the industry 
as a cosmetic. The treatment is c^ried out in a bath 
as above (slight warming up to 50°C, massaging the lea¬ 
ther with the fingers, keeping it in the bath from two 
days to two weeks). The drying of the object is carried 
out as described. As a result of such treatment (after 
final drying), the leather becomes so flexible that it 
is possible to perform all the restoration processes: 
smoothing out to preserve the shape of the article, 
glueing up, relining etc. If after the treatment with 
neat’s-foot oil the leather becomes too fat and glues 
up badly, the excess _of oil in the places of glueing is 
removed with a cottongauze wad wetted in white spirit. 

The conservation of poorly preserved wet archaeoloçical^^ 
leather requires a special approach. Such leather irre-^^ 
versibly loses its compactness, flexibility, strength.^ 
The degradation of leather tissue is so great that it is 
impossible to preserve the article without a consolida¬ 
ting impregnation. As a matter of fact, what takes 
place during conservation is the filling of the crumbly 
degraded leather with apolymer. As a result, a new 
leather-like material, with new, relatively uniform, 
properties is formed. For this purpose ein aqueous dis¬ 
persion of copolymer VA-2EHA (vynyl acetate and 2-ethyl 
hexyl acrylate) is used. This copolymer is internally 
plasticised, transarent, possesses good adhesive proper¬ 
ties, physically stable, chemically inert. It penetrates 
the leather tissue readily, non-toxic and convenient in 
work. In the process of impregnation the polymer plays 
the role of a filler, filling the interfibre space. 
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As a result of the impregnation vsith the copolymer dis¬ 
persion, the degraded archaeological leather becomes 
strong and stable to temperature and humidity fluctua¬ 
tions. The impregnation is carried out from the reverse 
side with a brush. The concentration of the impregna¬ 
ting mixture depends on the friablility of the leather. 
The feature of wet archaeological leather treatment is 
that the consolidating impregnation with the dispersion 
is performed together with the emulsion fat liqouring 
and that both operations aa?e done simultaneously. The 
fat liqouring emulsion is put on the object with a cot¬ 
ton-gauze wad directly after a layer of dispersion is 
spread on the surface with a brush. Both substances are 

gfchoroughly rubbed with the fingers into the_thickness 
pf the leather by massage-like motions. If it is diffi¬ 
cult to attain a through permeating of the substances, 
the treatment is undertaken from both sides of the 
article. 

Wet archaeological leather of middle and poor preserva¬ 
tion can exfoliate, Por example, the details of a boot 
consisted of two or several layers. Careful examination 
under the microscope showed that it was one and the 
same detail which got exfoliated like birch bark. In 
such cases it was convenient to carry out the treatment 
of each layer separately. Then they were glued up to¬ 
gether» 
To sum up, wet leather in any state of preservation 
must, first of all, be brought from the expedition to 
the laboratory damp as it was in the earth, not letting 
it get mouldy or dry. Then, in the laboratory, the 
finding is carefully examined visually, necessary ana¬ 
lyses are made (the presence of paint, remains of tex¬ 
tile fibres, metallic and other dedorations, remnants 
of hair if it is fur, etc,). The state of preservation, 
strength, compactness, flexibility, tensility, the 
state of collagen fibres, water-solubiliby (gelatiniza- Kion) etc are defined. The object is weighed,measured, 

ade a drawing of and, the state of preservation per¬ 
mitting, photographed. All the operations preceding 
conservation should be performed with much care and as 
quick as possible. 

Dry leather of good condition sometimes needs only clea¬ 
ning, assorting the details^ glueing up, relining and 
supplementing the losses which are- as a rule, of mecha¬ 
nical origin. Very thin, dry archaeological leather of 
light colour is found to be successfully conserved by 
Zoltan Shalai method (Hungary)» impregnation with a 
mixture composed of tertiary butyl alcohol, neat’s-foot 
oil, cetyl alcohol, with preliminary wetting in water 
with glycerol. 
The sleeve of the leather lining from the so called 
’^rose-coloured’* garment found in the burial tomb place 
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Moshchevaya balka (8th century A.D., Northern Caucasus) 
made of several scores of small pieces of thin leather, 
was crumpled, warped, had many losses and putrefaction 
spots. After treatment according to Zoltan Shalai me¬ 
thod it straightened out, became lighter and much more 
flexible. It should be noted that the leather of this 
article was in a state of satisfactory preservation, 
though it required much restoration work. 

Dry archaeological leather of middle and poor condition, 
as well as wet archaeological leather of similar state 
of preservation, needs complex conservation, that is, 
both fat liqouring and consolidating impregnation simul- , 
taneously. The treatment procedures for dry eirchaeologi- 
cal leather are nearly the same as used in wet leather 
treatment, but some features characteristic of the con-" 
servation of dry leather should be given. Cleaning of 
such objects is carried out mostly by mechanical means. 
Dirt, insect envelopes, rodent excrements, dry pieces of 
earth, clay etc,, are removed with a scalpel and brushes. 

When fur is cleaned, it is necessary to check up the 
state of the hair and the epidermis layer. In case when 
the hair came off the derma, and the epidermis layer is 
destroyed, the treatment begins with the consolidation 
of the fur which came off the skin. The consolidation 
is performed with VA-2EHA dispersion using a brush and a 
comb. Then dirt is removed from the fur and the derma 
by mechanical means. Sometimes the object is also 
cleaned with the help of a vacuum-cleaner through 2-3 
layers of moistened cotton-gauze. 

Leather with salt crystals formed on the surface is clea¬ 
ned using a magnifying glass or a microscope, in parti¬ 
cular if there are traces of paint, resin, stamping, 
applique, etc. When cleaning dry leather, particles of 
materials preserved on the surface (paint, metal oxides, 
resin, chalk etc.) should be examined, as these may 
serve as indications of what the object was intended for 
and how it was used. All sorts of dints, holes, marks ^ 
and dents should also be paid attention to, because it 
is not always that they represent mechanical damage. 
Breaks at the edges, holes from old stitches, dents can 
belp to restore the correct shape of the article, as 
Yvell as the stamping relief and the applique work orna¬ 
ment, All these data, obtained as a result of careful 
examination of the monument before the procedures of 
cleaning and conservation begin, enables the restorers 
to distinguish traces of biochemical and physical da¬ 
mage from those of functional wear and treatment with 
some tool. They can also give some extremely important 
information for solving many problems of complex scien¬ 
tific study of the archaeological material. 

Archaeological objects of dry, thin, nearly horn-like 
leather are, as a rule, found in a very warped state. 
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their shape being changed beyond recognition. To flatten 
out such articles and to return them their original 
shape is an extremely difficult task;. Impregnation with 
the copolymer dispersion sometimes helps to flatten out 
the deformed leather objects. During the impregnation 
andfat liqouring procedures which are carried out simul¬ 
taneously the article is smoothed out, with much care 
taken, sometimes it is simply moulded with the fingers. 
The procedure is very delicate, it should be performed 
properly, gently and gradually. The drying in such 
cases must be slow, the object must be firmly fixed on 
some support till it gets completely dry and stabilized 
in shape. A child's shoe from Moshchevaya balka (8th 

^entury A.D., Northern Caucasus) was treated in this 
Way. The shoe was placed on a bag with sand for drying. 
The bag had the form of the shoe and was put into the 
shoe like a last. Some blotting paper paddings were 
put between the bag ajad the shoe, the shoe was tightly 
bandaged to the "last” from the top. 

Archaeological leather findings in a very poor state 
require a special approach. Most often such objects are 
deformed irreversibly. The leather breaks, disintegrates 
into fragments under the slightest mechanical force, is 
often turned into powder. No fat liqouring and impreg¬ 
nation in such cases are possible, but sometimes we ma¬ 
nage to preserve the finding. Thus, for example, a lea¬ 
ther quiver from the Oglakhty burial place (1st century 
B,C, - 1st century A,D,, Khakass Autonomous Region) was 
relined on a VAf-2EHA copolymer film produced of the 
thick dispersion of the copolymer. Relining on a poly¬ 
mer film on tulle, gossamer, cambric or canvas solves 
the problem of preserving the finding in the state it 
reaches us. 

For glueing up the fragments and relining we also use, 
besides the VA-2EHA copolymer dispersion, methylol - 

^olyamid glue (PFE-2/I0), and some other glues. The los- 
j^es are supplemented with canvas or cambric, if the 
leather is very thin. The relining cloth is glued up to 
the edge of the article from the reverse side. From the 
face side the cloth is put in several layers. The sup¬ 
plements are cut out by using patterns which are traced 
out on a thin polyethylene film. The upper layer of the 
supplements is tinged. Small losses are filled with 
putty made of leather powder obtained after tne pumu- 
cing of dressed leather, or with leather powder recei¬ 
ved from archaeological leather rubbed into powder. 

All archaeological leather articles treated in our labo¬ 
ratory can be kept in usual museum conditions (at 18 C 
±2°C and relative humidity 55% ^ 5%). 

In our work we keep to the following basic rulesi 
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1. All objects before treatment must be thoroughly 
examined, described and fixed, 

2. The materials used when interacting with those of 
the object to be restored must not provoke any undesi¬ 
rable after-effects. 

3. The means end methods of treatment must fit the 
object to the utmost. 

4. The approach to axchaeological findings must be 
differential, as each of them is unique and possesses 
its own inimitable attributes and properties. 

We try as much as possible to unite different procedu¬ 
res of treatment. Materials used are harmless for 
people and convenient in work. All the restoration ma¬ 
terials are used in full, there is no waste. The clas-AV* 
sification of archaeological findings we suggest (with^?^ 
a strict individual approach to each object having in 
mind) helps to correctly decide and technologically 
carry out the conservation method. 
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Owing to a number of their peculiar properties (the 

presence of combination of various organic and mineral 

substanusy high hygroscopicity), leather and parclment 

are damaged by microorganisms easily enough. Damage of 

these materials, caused by microbes often takes place 

also under the conditions of their storage in museums. 

In spite of this, the problem dealing with microorga¬ 

nisms growing on leather and parchment has been scanti¬ 

ly explored. 

The aim of this paper is the study of microorga¬ 

nisms damaging leather and parchment, the investiga¬ 

tion of influence exerted on their growth by the en¬ 

vironment, and finding methods of desinfecting the 

damaged parchment. 
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Micro organisms and the nature of damage 

caused by them 

To reveal 'bacteria, examination was carried out of 

many parchment manuscripts and leather bindings in books 

kept in libraries, archives and museums situated in va¬ 

rious geographic zones of the Soviet Union (Moscow, the 

Moscow region, Georgia, the Ukraine, Lithuania, Latvia, 

Estonia). The objects examined had different origin, 

age, treatment, state of preservation, conditions of 

storage. The most characteristic kinds of damage were 

examined, such as deformation, brittleness and thinness 

of sheets resulting even in the destruction of their 

wholeness, various pigment formations, white films, 

decoloration of the text. 

A great number of bacteria wag isolated from the 

damaged sections of the parchment. For exançle, 30 

strains were revealed in parchment charters dating XIV- 

XVTII centuries. 6 strains were isolated from a single 

sheet of a Greek manuscript of XIII century. Examina¬ 

tion under the microscope showed that the bacteria 

microflora of the materials under study was represent¬ 

ed mainly by spore-forming bacteria. Judging by their 

morphological properties and the form of their colo- 
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nies most of them can be regarded as Bacillus. Species 

of this genus were isolated as a rule from the deep 

layers of the parchment and grew on the parchment agar. 

Nonspore-forming bacteria, cocci of various size were 

found along with bacilli. Two strains of bacteria con¬ 

taining pigments of yellow and red colour were isolated 

from one of the parchment manuscripts. Bacteria which 

form pigment giving the medium pink colouring were also 

isolated from the damaged parchment. Bacteria belonging 

to Sarcina genus were discovered in the coloured layer 

of miniatures on a X7III century parchment. 

To find the degree of contamination in various 

parchments and leather the authors isolated and record¬ 

ed the total number of viable bacteria in samples, 

using Kox*s cup method. It was shown that the degree of 

contamination in the studied materials varied widely: 
i 6 

there are 10-10 bacteria cells in 1 gr. of the sub¬ 

strate (Table 1). Thus, the microflora contaminating 

ancient parchments and leather is represented by va¬ 

rious bacteria. Among them the most numerous are ammo¬ 

nifying bacteria of the Bacillus genus, which can de¬ 

stroy proteins - the main components of the materials 

under study. There is no doubt that the species of 

microorganisms taking part in the destruction of an¬ 

cient parchments in the long period of their existence 

are much more numerous. Even when skins are dressed in 

the process of making parchment and leather, bacteria 

can penetrate into their deep layers and remain there 

in a nonactive state for a long time; when optimal 

physico-chemical conditions (humidity, temperature, pH) 

are created in the medium, these bacteria become acti¬ 

ve again. 

Mycromicets were isolated from the contaminated 

manuscripts and charters, from leather in book-covers 

and from leather found in archeological excavations. 

On contaminated parchment and leather fungi form films 
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of grey, orange, black, brown ana ^hlte colour. In some 

cases there were coloured spots ui >r the films in the 

pfiLTchment. There were spots of var us hues due to the 

contamination by fungi in leather c dark colour. Among 

the fungi that were isolated there were specimens of 

Zygomycetes, Ascomycetes and, in most cases specimens 

of Deuteromycetes. 

The study of environmental conditions that prevent 

the growth of mould fungi on leather and parchment 

The most important problem in the fight against 

microorganisms damoging antiquities and works of art is 

to devise prophylactic measures based on science. Many 

factors influence the activity of microorganisms (humi¬ 

dity, temperature, sources of nutrition, pH of the me¬ 

dium, light, pressure etc.); changing them can be used 

for controlling the growth of microorganisms. 

The main factor regulating the growth of microorga 

nisms in museums is humidity. Microorganisms do not pos 

sess any systems capable of satis|ying their need of wa 

ter at the expense of their metabolism; therefore they 

depend to the highest degree on the moisture contained 

in the substrate. The presence of moisture depends di¬ 

rectly on the level of relative humidity of air. Date 

show that the maximum level of relative humidity for 

growth of mycelixim fungi is 70%. 

Leather and parchment possess high hygroscopicity 

and as compared to other materials, respond particular¬ 

ly strongly to changes in the humidity of air. Excessi¬ 

ve dryness results in the destruction of these materi¬ 

als, and the level of humidity needed to make them 

elastic (68-70%) threatens to produce growth of mould 

fungi. 

A series of experiments were conducted on parch¬ 

ment and leather to find the optimal tenperature and 

humidity parameters. For this purpose specimens of an¬ 

cient and modern parchment, as well as those of vege- 
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table tanned leather were infected with fnngns spores. 

Before this the specimens were sterilized hy 

rays (2.5 K|z.di,. dose). The specimens that were infected 

were kept in chambers under conditions of constant hu¬ 

midity and tenperature. It was found that lowering the 

humidity level results in lowering the speed of growth 

in mycelium fungi on materials containing collagen, and 

this process acts on spore bearing. At low humidity le¬ 

vels the growth of some species of Pénicillium which 

bear many spores under ordinary conditions, took place 

without completion of the life cycle only in the vege¬ 

tation phase. It was found that when fungi grew on 

parchment, their stability relative to one factor, na¬ 

mely, low bnmidity, was higher when the other factor 

(tenperature) was nearly optimal (Table 2). 

Fungi isolated from leather and parchment were 

studied, to reveal xerophite strains (organisms capable 

of growth in materials with low moisture content). Me¬ 

dia with high osmotic potential were employed for this 

purpose. In the course of the experiments the growth of 

fungi on media having different osmotic potential was 

compared with their growth on leather and parchment 

specimens. When constant humidity dropped from 1CX) to 

95%, the intensity of fungi growth on the specimens di¬ 

minished; xerophites grew with the same intensity, and 

hydrophite strains did not grow at all when the humidi¬ 

ty level was 95%» 

On account of this phenomenon it is recommended to 

use xerophite strains in'experiments aimed at revealing 

such humidity levels that are safe for keeping leather 

and parchment. 

In our experiments xerophite isolated made up 50% 

of all the isolated strains, and this fact suggests the 

possibility of selecting xerophite forms in closed 

echosystems in museum funds, archive depositories and 

libraries. 
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PislDlectiD^ and straipihteniii^ of parcinnent 

damaged by microorganisms 

Growth of microorganisms on parchment is accompa¬ 

nied as a rule hy various physico-chemical processes 

making sheets rigide brittle auid deformed* Therefore 

it became necessary to find a method of desinfection 

which eliminated any deformation of parchment. 

The authors of the published data suggested the 

use of thymol, formaldehyde, trichloromethyl, p-chlo- 

rine-m-chresol, ethylene oxide to desinfect parchment* 

However, all these methods are either not effective 

enough, or they change the parchment properties to a 

great degree. 

In our work we used catamin AB as a desinfectant. 

Its choice was not incidental. It had already been 

used to disinfect paintings and museum fabrics. It was 

found that catamin AB is an effective means of combat¬ 

ing microorganisms (micromycets and bacteria)• It dis¬ 

solves easily in water, alcohol and a number of other 

organic solvents employed in restoration practice. It 

has a neutral or nearly neutral reaction of the medium, 

it is odorless and colourless in the working solution. 

These properties fully satisfy the requirements that 

are necessary in work with disinfectants. 

The experiments were carried out on models con¬ 

sisting of fragments of modern parchment. The samples 

were infected with the suspension of bacteria and fun¬ 

gi spores. Bacteria and fungi isolated from contamina¬ 

ted parchments were used as test organisms. The in¬ 

fected samples were placed under conditions that were 

optimal for the microorganisms, and then allowed to 

grow for a month. After that the samples were disin¬ 

fected. The 3% aqueous-alcohol solution of catamin AB 

was employed as a disinfectant. The proportion of wa¬ 

ter and alcohol was 1:3 respectively. This compound 
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was foimd experimentally to be the most favourable for 

parchment. 

Three methods for disinfection techniques proved 

to be the most effective: 

1. Immersion of parchment in a disenfectant solu¬ 

tion for 5 min. 

2. Application of the solution to the parchment 

surface with a brush. 

3. Insertion of the parchment between sheets of 

filter-paper soaked in the disinfectant solution for 

30-40 min. 

In all three cases, after treatment the parchment 

was put to dry under a press for 3 days. The efficiency 

of disinfection was checked by placing the treated 

sanples on nutrient media. 

It was found that in all three cases the experi¬ 

menters attained complete disinfection and avoided par¬ 

chment deformation. Moreover, it was found that after 

the treatment the parchment became softer and more fle¬ 

xible . 

A number of analogous experiments on ancient par¬ 

chment confirmed the conclusions made by the authors. 

Only the second and the third methods can be re¬ 

commended for practical use. The second method is in¬ 

tended for particular cases (for example, when only a 

small part of the sheet is to be treated), and is cho¬ 

sen by the restorer according to the problem he wishes 

to solve. The third method is employed as a somewhat 

modernized technique of distant moistening, where a 

disinfectant solution is used instead of water. 

To determine the action of disinfection on the 

parchment properties, its physico-mechanical and phy¬ 

sico-chemical properties were studied before and after 

the treatment. The physico-mechanical properties were 

determined by the safety coefficients in stretching. 
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ty ultimate elongation, hardness and elasticity of the 

material. 

The physico-chemical properties were determined 

hy the coefficients of hygroscopicity, moisture out¬ 

flow and acidity (Tables 3 and 4). Table 3 shows the 

experimental results in the form of proportion between 

the figures obtained before and after the treatment. 

Parchment sançles treated with the solvent were studied 

as controls. It should be noted that because of its 

anisotropy it was difficult to evaluate the degree to 

which the disinfectant acted on the physico-mechanical 

properties of the parchment. The structural irregulari¬ 

ty of collagen produces difference in the mechanical 

strength of parchment saicples. Nevertheless the data 

obtained enable us to say that catamin AB produces no 

harmful action on the chemical and physical properties 

of parchment. 
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CONSERVATION OF CASKETS AND FURNITURE COVERED WITH LEATHER 

P. Hallebeek and H.A.B. van Soest 

Central Research Laboratory for Objects of Art and Science 
Gabriel Metsustraat 8 
1071 EA Amsterdam 
The Netherlands 

abstract : 
Moisture and oil contents in vegetable tanned leather 
are discussed. 
The determination of this balance and the correction 
of a disturbed balance are explained. 
Cleaning formulations and proper dressings for leather 
are proposed. 
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Part I.Practical approach. 
In the following outline valuable caskets,cases and 
other furniture pieces,covered with vegetable tanned 
leather,free of any finishing coating are discussed in 
terms of the premeditated conserving action that led to 

their salvation. 
The care of leather used to cover such objects or as 
upholstery,requires the presence of well dosed amounts of 

both oil and moisture in that leather. 
As however in such cases only the grain side of the leathe 
is within reach-and the grain side is usually less 
accessible than the flesh side-it is extremely diffi¬ 
cult to attain an equally well distributed fatty matter 

throughout the leather. 
One complication that often occurs during oiling of 
leather,is the depression of the moisture content of the 
leather,a result from interjecting more oil than the 
subtle balance between oil and moisture could actually 

tolerate. 
With view to better maintenance,old leather-in which this 

balance is often gravely disturbed-is normally treated 
with excess oil.The consequence is that the water is 
driven out of the leather by the oil and that the leather 

becomes thereby desiccated and thus the reverse is 
attained of what had been intended as a preservation act. 
But even if the right amount of oil is used but the oil 
is nonetheless not evenly distributed in the leather 
texture,the effect of the oiling cannot be rightly 

considered to be a preserving one. 
The capacity of oiled leather to absorb moisture and the 
influence of changes in oil content on the already 
present moisture in the leather,are discussed at length 

in part II. 

Determination of the oil content. 
With oil content is meant here all fatty substances which 
are not chemically fixed to the leather. 
This kind of oil,but not the chemically fixed part,can 
be extracted from the leather and then measured. 
The optimal oil content in leather should be about 5% 

by weight. 
If the oil content is found to be less then 5% 

the lacking oil portion must be added,so that the 5% 

oil content is secured. 
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Supplement of the required oix content. 
The oil content of a particular 17th century leather 
fragment (size 34X26 cm,0,4 mm.thickness and a weight 
of 70 grams ) was found to be 1,5-2^ and it was esti¬ 
mated that about 2 grams of oil must be added in order 
to lift the oil content of the fragment to 5$. 
In other words,if an emulsion,containing 12^ oil is used 
in this example,then 17 grams of the emulsion must be 
applied to the fragment in order to adjust its oil 
content to the desired 5%. 

The calculations are given here with the purpose of 
demonstrating that for real conservation of leather, 
in practice only sparing amounts of oil are necessary. 
On the other hand excessive oiling could not be expected 
to do any good at all.It will however dry out the leather. 

Equal distribution of the oil. 
There are four ways to bring oil into the leather. 
1. Pure oil is massaged into the leather. 
2. Emulsified oil is applied to the leather whereby the 
v/ater included in the emulsion does at the same time the 
service of swelling the leather fibres,thus opening 
interfibrous paths,along which then the oil penetrates 
the leather. 
3.Oil diluted with an organic solvent is applied to the 
leather in the same manner as the emulsified oil mentio¬ 
ned above. 
The rate of penetration is however slow,due to the matted 
unswollen leather. 
4.A mixture of water,oil and organic solvents is applied 
to the leather;the purpose is to profit from the advan¬ 
tages of the already cited three previous methods. 
The choice from one of these oiling operations depends on 
the state of the leather.that needs dressing. 
For instance a fine leatherwork should never be treated 
with an emulsion of less than 12^ oil. 
Otherwise,to much moisture will come into the leather in 
the process of continuous adding of emulsified oil in 
order to reach the 5^ level. 
On the contrary,gilded leather-of which only the flesh 
side is accessible to dressings-is usually treated with 
an emulsion of about 1% oil. 
The aim in this instance is to use the larger quantity 
of available water,not only for the swelling of the 
leather,but also to make it soft and to flatten it. 
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Cuir bouilli is host impregnated with oil dissolved in 
organic solvents. 
Hexane,white spirits and iso-propyl alcohol are the 
solvents which are used most for this purpose.Chosing 
one of them-if this seems necessary-depends again on the 
kind of leather and its state of preservation. 
Preparation of dressings is based on the necessity not 
only to put oil into the leather but also to disperse it 
evenly. 
Solvents which evaporate quickly obstruct such regular 
spreading of the oil,as the solvent that still remains 
behind the evaporation front,exactly because of the 
evaporation,is continuously enriched in oil.In its turn 
this enriched oil solution is drawn-again due to the 
evaporation-from the interior of the leather. 
The result is that the surface pores are plugged with oil 
(where it is least needed)awhile the inner part of the 
leather is deprived of lubricant. 
The dressings v/hich have been found to be of practical 
merit are discussed in part II. 

Pread.iustment of the leather. 
1. Deacidification. 
Prior to oiling,the leather is subjected to an acidity 
test.If the measurement indicates values of less than 
pH 3 , fumigation with ammonia is considered to be a 
necessity.The leather is put in a closed space next to a 
vessel containing a 15^ solution of ammonia,and left ther 
for about 15 minutes.Through ammonia fumigation the pH of 
the leather is raised to values of above pH 3 . 
If oil emulsion is to be used after fumigation,several 
days should be allowed to pass,as otherwise the still not 
evaporated excess of ammonia and the water from the 
applied emulsion will render the leather dark brown. 
2. Cleaning. 
Oil,wax,dirt,dust which have been accumulated on the 
grain side,on the flesh side,or on both sides of the old 
leather,hinder the passage of dressings and must be 
removed before oiling. 
This is most effectively done with a cleaning fluid 
prepared as follows; 
to 1 liter of distilled water are addedri gram of 
carboxymethylcellulose(natrosol 250 HHR,manufacturer : 
Hercules)20 ml.of neutral soap(treopal N100,manufacturer : 
Hoechst). 
The mixture is shaken vigorously and left to rest for one 
day in order to allow the carboxymethylcellulose to swell 
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Then 10 parts of this mixture are poured-dropwise and 
under constant stirring-in 100 parts of trichlorotri- 
fluoroethane(manufacturer: I.C.I.). 
id.trichlorotrifluoroethane enters the human body through 
the skin or by inhaling.lt is a depressant for the 
nervous system.There must be adequate ventilation during 
use and plastic gloves should be weared. 

Frequency of oiling. 
Determination of the fat content in old leather indicates 
whether it needs oiling again.Deficiency(less than ’)% 

fatty matter)should be,by all means,eliminated through 
new oiling.But repeatedly oiling without any evidence 
of such deficiency is useless as an assistance to the 
safeguarding of the leather. 

Part II.Comparative study on some conservation materials 
for leather. 
1.Introduction. 
In this part of our paper we will present the results of 
the first chapter of our research program on leather,in 
all its applications. 
The intention of this program is to make a comparison 
between a range of products we have been using up until 
now for the conservation of mainly gilded leather. 
In this respect are the most important properties of this 
products their penetreting capacity and the influence 
the have on the uptake and evaporation of moisture in 
the leather depending on the changes in atmospheric 
conditions. 

2.1.Used emulsions and fat containing solutions. 
A. Emulsion o/w.Composition : 
neatsfoot oil:5 cc.castor oil:5 cc.turkish red oil:5 cc. 
sorbitolrlO grams.emulsifier : 15 cc.(arkopal,Hoechst). 
ammonia:20 cc.(15^).water : 300 cc. 
B. Bodymilk:Cheseborough,fat content : 5^,w/o emulsion. 
C. Pliantine:(B.M.L.),fat content : 25^,solvent : hexane. 
D. Emulsion o/w.Composition : 
neatsfoot, oil:5 cc.castor oil:5 cc.turkish red oil:5 cc. 
glycerine:25 cc.emulsifier : 15 cc.(arkopal,Hoechst). 
ammonia:20 cc.(15^).water :300 cc. 
E. Babylotion: Boots,fat content : 10^,o/w emulsion. 
F. Bodymilk:Nivea,fat content ; 5^»o/w emulsion. 
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2.2.Description of the samples. 
For our tests we have chosen gilded leather from the 17, 
18 and 19 century and new leather,calfskin,vegetably 

tanned. 
Dimensions of the samples: 10X10 cm. 
At first we determined the fat content of each sample 
without any treatment and according to these values we 
applied to six samples of each period the required quan¬ 
tity of product depending on the weight of the sample 
to bring the average fat content at a level of 5^. 
An exception was made for the new leather. 
The fat was applied on the flesh side of the leather by 

means of a medium size brush. 
After this treatment the samples were stored for about 
six weeks,according to previous investigations,at 20 C 
and 50^rh.After this period the leather is expected to be 
in balance and no more migration effects are taking place. 
Then the samples are each divided in two parts,one part 
for moisture determination and the second part is split 
on the "skiving machine"in three horizontal layers: 
the grain side,the corium(middle) and corium base or flesh 
side.Each of these layers is used for determination of 

the fat content. 

2.3.Methods. 
For the determination of the moisture content we followed 
the prescription as stated in the book of A.L.C.A.methods 
nr.B3.Essentially this method consists in the weighing of 
the sample,drying in a electric oven for 3 hours at a 
temperature of 99°C and again weighing after cooling. 
From the difference in weight before and after drying the 
moisture content can be calculated. 
The disadvantage of this method is that no distinction is 
made between the two possible ways in which the moisture 
in the samples is present,namely in the capillaries 
between the fibres and chemically bound to the proteins 
of the fibres,from which the second possibility is of 
more interest than the first one because the quantity of 
water bound to the fibres gives an indication about the 
condition of the leather and the possibility to raise this 
percentage by means of- the applied oil containing products 
An other method which makes it possible to distinquish 
between the two forms of water in the leather is to use 
different environments for the samples with changing 
relative humidities and constant temperature,because at 
a relative humidity of 45^ and a temperature of 21 C the 
leather is loosing its capillary water. 
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For the determination of the fat content we followed 

» 

A.L.C.A.nr.B4. 
This is essentially a soxhlet extraction method. 
The fats and oils in the leather are dissolved by means 
of a solvent.Sample and solvent are kept separate.In this 
way it is possible to weigh the fat residue after evapo¬ 
ration of the solvent. 
After a comparison of different possible solvents like 
chloroform,petroleum-ether,methylene chloride and butanol 
we choose for methylene chloride. 
In this case it is possible to extract almost all the 
free fats and oils from the leather. 
By using this method we can only determine the free fats 
and oils in the leather,because the percentage of fat 
bound to the fibres is not extractable by means of a 
solvent. 
At the moment there is no known method,chemically or 
physically to determine this percentage. 

3.Explanation of the tables. 
The characters A to G are referring to part 2.1 where 
the used products are mentioned. 
The results are given in percentages by weight with an 
inaccuracy of 0,5%. 
By comparing the figures for the fat content in three 
layers of one sample one can determine which product is 
giving best penetration and at the same time even distri¬ 
bution . 
For the moisture content it is most important that the 
percentage is not going down compared with the untreated 
sample and especially not driven away from the middle. 
From the tables it can be seen which types of emulsions 
are giving best results for leather samples from diffe¬ 
rent periods. 
These are: 
for 17 century leather :B,D,E,F. 
for 18 century leather :E,D,F. 
for 19 century leather:E,F. 
for new leather :C,D,E,F. 
As a general conclusion one can say that for all types 
of examined leather the products E and F are giving best 
results. 
So at present we are developing: 
1.An emulsion of the o/w type,which contains a non-ionic 
emulsifier. 
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Results. 

Distribution of fat and moisture in the horizontal 

divisions. 

Table I 

17^^Century Leather 

product grain middle flesh result 
fat water fat water fat water fat water 

un- 
— 

treated 1 ,8 8, 8 1 ,4 11 5 2,5 11 6 reference 

A 2,3 11 ,0 1 ,4 12 0 4,5 10 8 - + 

B 5,4 8, 5 1 ,3 11 5 3.0 10 6 + + + 

C 11,9 8, 8 7 ,3 10 4 10,4 10 6 - - 

D 6,3 10 ,4 1 .8 12 5 10,2 11 ,0 + + 

E 1,8 9, 1 2 ,5 11 ,4 3,6 11 ,1 + + 

F 4,3 11 ,8 1 ,8 13 ,8 12,5 10 ,8 + + + + 

Table II 

IS^^Century Leather 

product grain middle flesh result 
fat water fat water fat water fat water 

un- 
treated 1 6 10 5 0, 9 12 ,9 1,6 12, 0 reference 

A 0 8 12 4 0 7 12 ,9 5,5 10, 9 - + 

B 1 0 11 8 0 4 13 ,0 4,1 11 . 5 - + 

C 6 5 10 6 7 2 11 ,2 15,8 10, 5 - - 

D 5 ,2 10 ,3 2 9 12 ,8 00
 

11 , 0 + + + 

E 4 ,8 11 ,0 3 ,7 10 ,8 5,6 10, 0 + + + 

F 1 ,8 11 ,8 2 A 13 ,1 6,3 11 . 3 + + + 
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Results. 

Distribution of fat and moisture in the horizontal 

divisions. 

Table III 

19^^Gentury Leather 

product grain middle 
fat water fat water 

flesh 
fat water 

un¬ 
treated 1.1 8,9 3,1 11,2 1,6 9,8 

A 0,4 9,2 0,5 10,9 2,1 10,6 

B 0,6 10,6 1.4 11,1 3,5 10,6 

C 3,0 8,2 5,6 10,7 13,5 9,3 

D 3,5 8,5 3,1 10,2 7,6 8,8 

E 2,9 10,8 1 ,6 12,8 2,6 12,2 

F 3,7 8,7 3,4 11,1 2,8 10,6 

result 
fat water 

reference 

+ 

+ 

+ + + 

+ + + 

Table IV 

New Leather 

product grain middle flesh result 
fat water fat water fat water fat wate 

un¬ 
treated 9,1 9,8 6,8 10,7 7,4 9,8 reference 

A 11,3 8,6 6,9 9,9 6,7 8,3 + - 

B 10,9 9,3 9,9 10,4 11,6 9,3 + - 

C 13.1 8,7 8.3 10,8 11 ,8 9.9 + + + 

D 11,5 8,5 6,5 10,9 10,4 10,0 + + + 

E 11,6 8,2 9,9 11,4 7,8 10,1 + + + + 

F 12,8 8,4 8,8 10,0 12,3 7,9 + + + 
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The fats and oils we want to put into the leather,such 

as neatsfoot oil,castor oil and lanoline. 
A buffer to keep the pH of the leather within the desired 

limits. 
2. A three fase emulsion of the o/w type which contains 
at the same time water and a organic solvent,which evapo¬ 

rates rather slowly in order to get a better distribu¬ 

tion of the fat. 
3. A fat containing solution made up from the same oils 

and fat as the emulsions and a organic solvent. 
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Programme 1978-1981 

1. 

2 . 
3 . 
4. 

5. 

6. 

9 . 
LO. 

Les effets des solvants sur les couches picturales 

(Dauchot-Dehon). 
Le blanchissement de certaines zones de la couche colorée 
(Mâle, Bergeon, Martin, Belcour, Lepage, Lepavec, Cellier e.a) 
Analyse des liants (Masschelein-Kleiner). 
Investigation of the painting technique of Rubens (Preusser). 
Identification and dating of media by means of differential 

thermal analysis (Preusser). 
Etude colorimetrique du vieillissement des couleurs utili¬ 

sées en restauration (Stefanaggi). 
Investigation of Medieval German painting and polychromed 

sculpture (Richter). 
Analysis of paint media (drying oils, natural resins and 

waxes)(White). 
Technical studies on East Asian paintings (Winter). 
Investigation of composition and alteration of green pig¬ 

ments (Mairinger). 
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» 
Abstract: 

The authors examine a very particular time in the 

history of the teaching of art technique, the foun¬ 

dation of the academies of art in Italy in the early 

19th century, and focus on the technical results ob¬ 

tained by the students of these academies, as exem¬ 

plified by paintings presented for the Curlandese 

Prize Competitions of the Academy in Bologna. Special 

emphasis is placed on the technique of varnishing, on 

the origin of this practice, and on its significance. 

The conclusions are centered on the importance for 

the conservator of evaluating the function of the ori¬ 

ginal varnishes before selecting the method of resto- 

^ ration to be applied. 
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The inauguration of the Academy of Fine Arts re¬ 

presents for the history of 18th and 19th century Ita¬ 

lian art a revolution in the cultural organization of 

the visual arts and the beginnings of a new method of 

passing on artistic knowledge from generation to ge¬ 

neration. 

The ancient master-apprentist relationship is 

transformed, allowing the student to profit from mul¬ 

tiple influences offered him in the institutional set¬ 

ting, Technically speaking, whereas the Renaissance 

student learned from observation of the teachings of 

his master, and therefore obtained a kind of practical 

knowledge of the techniques of painting, in the aca¬ 

demic structure he is exposed to the most varied exper¬ 

iences. The technique that up until the end of the l/th 

century were kept as secrets inside the workshops, and 

passed on in manuscripts from master to student, become 

arguments of public discussion and debate in the pages 

of widely circulated Journals printed by the newly 

formed cultural industry. The reprinting of the an¬ 

tique writings and formulas testify to the growth of 

interest in the classical teachings among a public of 

young artists that included a large group of dilettants. 

The Academy became the principal institution dedi- 

c'^ted to the conservation both of the paintings them- 
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selves and of the knowledge of painting technique. In 

the art galleries and in the art schools, art education 

was no longer based on the pedantic repetition of 

teachings but on a continual evolution in the use of 

different practices. 

Copying the works of old masters which were now 

available in the art gallery replaced the formerly 

essential "excursion to Rome" undertaken by the great 

artists of the past and offered an immediate contrast 

^f styles and techniques. This inevitably led to an 

appreciation of the differences in the use of materials, 

of the meaning of the various technical innovations, 

and of the way different traditions were implemented 

and combined. 

In commenting upon the tonal implications of this 

practice, D. Selvatico wrote in 1856: 

Almost all artists up until, we might say, 
yesterday, were able to produce, by long study, 
diligent copies of Titian, of Bonifacio, and 
of the other old masters who were considered 
as among the best in the use of color and 
transparency; but (we might ask ourselves if) 
they were also able to imitate the tonality 
and, above all, the transparent glow of these 
paintings. To tellthe truth, it does not seem 
to me to be so. I seem to have noticed more 
frequently in these newly finished copies that 
they were close to the originals in strength, 
but not nearly as fresh of diaphanous. My 
impression was worse on seeing them after a 
certain period of time. They seemed as if 
emptied of color, black in the shadows, opaque 
in the luminous spots... 

But the indiscriminate copying of paintings was 

seen as a possible danger from the point of view of the 

study of technique: 

It is essential that the paintings used for 
copying be well conserved, and if possible 
of fresh and lucid color, inasmuch as the 
passage of time often alters the effects of 
chiaroscuro and the very colors (of the pain¬ 
tings); (many paintings) frequently also 
suffer from modification of the surface var¬ 
nishes due to cleaning, a use that cannot 
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be condemned often enough. 

(Jacopo Alessandro Galvi, 
in a speech during the 
award presentations for 
the academic year 1808) 

The practice of cleaning paintings was already 

a subject of debate, a part of the larger debate on 

the learning of technique. Finding paintings of good 

quality for copying served as a stimulus for research 

in this area. 

It should be emphasized that we consider the most 

important aspect of the academic situation of this 

period to be the vast number of technical notions a- 

vailable to young artists. The gathering together and 

organization of artistic knowledge that was the result 

of this cultural revolution was yielding its first 

fruits in the unification of hundreds of formulas and 

teachings that had been dispersed in the past. The 

library of the Bologna Academy provided a setting for 

the gathering together of the many treatises on pain¬ 

ting, constituting a sort of large informative "corpus" 

that all students had access to. Moreover, this corpus 

contained not only local treatises but also materials 

from countries such as France, primarily, and England, 

and thereby provided basic texts for the analysis of 

antique painting techniques. 

The paintings produced in the academic environ¬ 

ment, although part of a tradition in taste that tended 

to limit innovative movements, must be appreciated for 

the capacity these artists possessed to make use of 

their knowledge of past technical interventions in new 

and various ways. 

In the art exhibits held in the academy, for the 

purpose of awarding the yearly Curlandese Prizes, the 

paintings that are present, although coming from dif¬ 

ferent cultural contexts, all demonstrate the impor¬ 

tance given to the material aspects of painting. This 

can be seen in the disparity of efforts presented by 
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each artist, and in certain characteristics of the 

paintings that have survived various attempts at res¬ 

toration. 

We would like to present three examples of these 

paintings, giving special attention to the use of 

varnishing. 

The first exam.ple to be studied is the painting 

"II Valore," by Vincenzo Pizzoli (Piccolo Premio Gur- 

landese, 1822). It must be pointed out that because 

of an unhappy effort at lightening the surface of the 

painting, in many parts it appears that the removal 

of the last layer of varnish has also removed the final 

glazing that constituted the definitive "final coat"^^^ 

of the painting, that molded and smoothed out the fi¬ 

gure. The distorted vision that appears in the "un¬ 

covered" part is unconvincing, and should not negati¬ 

vely influence a critical judgement of the painting. 

Two samples of the painting taken one from an intact 

area of the painting and one from an area no longer in¬ 

tact, were analysed by physio-chemical methods. The 

rigorous and minute attention given to the preparation 

of the canvas may be noticed. Several layers of white 

priming, varying in thickness and in tonality, probably 

provided a firmer adhesion to the canvas. The final 

coat of the painting, in the area where it still exists, 

demonstrates very little fluorescence under ultraviolet 

light, indicating the presence of a mixture containing 

substances other than resin. In the areas where the 

varnishes have been stripped, the samples show very 

light traces of the same substance in the furrows of the 

brushstrokes. Any critical judgement would be less 

harsh if the painting could recuperate its "own" surface, 

and therefore the qualities that rendered it worthy of 

the Gurlandese Prize. 

In the study of another painting, "Vanity," by 

Glemente Albert (Piccolo Premio Gurlandese, 1825), it 

is useful to note that the painter is the son of a re- 
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nowned copyist of antique paintings, and an important 

theorist, Francesco Albert, teacher at the Bologna 

Academy from 1805 until 1856. 

The choice of technique usèd in the execution of 

this painting with the conviction that this "manner” 

of painting wo’jld be the most durable, certainly de¬ 

rived from the study and imitation of antique tech¬ 

niques, The appearance is opaque, without variation 

in luminosity between the colors, which are rather dull 

and lacking in transparency. There is no trace of var¬ 

nish either originally or subsequently applied, which 

might indicate that our vision of the work is different 

than that which the author obtained on finishing the 

painting. Physio-chemical analysis of the paintingl^'^ 

indicates that the canvas was treated with animal glue, 

flour, and very little oil; over this was placed a 

layer of red mastic in an oil binder; a blue-green 

color in the srme oil binder has given a yellowish 

cast to the overlying white color (in this case, white 

lead), giving it a poorer and duller aspect. Above 

this is found a light grayish layer which has been de¬ 

termined to be "extraneous" and classified as dust and 

smoke, but there is no trace of varnish. 

Another example, "Oreste insequito dalle Furie," 

by Luigi Basiletti (Premio Grande Curlandese, 1804), 

seems to comply completely to those rules of academic 

competitions prescribing the us e of finishing tech¬ 

niques. The surface of the painting, consisting of 

opaque glazes, has a warm coloring. If one did not no¬ 

tice traces of varnish scattered around in several mi¬ 

nute fragments, recognizable as original by its carac- 

teristics, and which certainly covered the entire pain¬ 

ting, the painting would seem to be perfectly intact. 

Tn the places where these fragments of varnish do appear 

the tonality of the colors is reinforced by exactly thos 

effects that any layering of varnish will produce. 
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The stratographic study of a sample (blue color) 

permits the identification of eight very bhin la;;; e’-s, 

the surface layer of which is of extremely flourescent 

resinous varnish. It also demonstrates that in the 

intermediate layers there exists a proteic substance. 

Even though these three paintings possess such 

obvious stylistic differences, it is worthwhile to exa¬ 

mine them together as to the use of varnish. 

By varnish one commonly means to indicate a solu- 

|tion that is an inexact mixture of various substances 

dissolved in a solvent. The action of these varnishes 

on the surface of the painting may be categorized as 

having two functions: 

-the formation of a protective layer that guards 

the colors underneath from external agents such 

as humidity, abrasion, and light; 

-the furnishing of an imperfectly transparent "fil¬ 

ter” t'lat tends to render more uniform the tonality 

of the painting as seen in its entirety, and to 

reinforce the intensity of the darker colors so 

that they sink deeper into the background allowing 

the lighter colors to emerge. 

In other words the varnish mi.'.tates substantially the 

appearance of the painting at the time of its defini¬ 

tive completion. This kind of tonal variation was ac- 

•curately calculated by the artist and forseen in selec¬ 

ting the "final coat" of his product, 

A warning issued by Selvafcico testifies to the 

wide use of varnishes for the latter function: 

In painting with glazes it is very impor¬ 
tant to consider the alterations that occur 
in the oils and varnishes, since it is in¬ 
evitable that such substances undergo a 
yellowing effect. One must calculate the 
future yellowing of these oily and resinous 
substances in the preparation of the tints 
in the glazes. 

This perplexity is apparent in various judgements 

given by the Academic Commission (Commissions perma- 
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nente per 1'Accademia: Calvi, Pedrini, Frulli; 1808); 

Regarding the coloration, it can be noted 
that in tinting the air, or in other words 
in creating a slightly rusty background, 
the artist was forced to spread this same 
tint over the other objects so that they 
might agree with the background, an un¬ 
desirable condition. 

The judges would desire a more correct use 
of drawing and less abuse of varnishes in 
painting ... 

However at the same time another painting was 

criticized, that would have been worthy of a prize if 

only; 

... it wasn't so cutting, nor its contours 
so hard, cold, and unagreeing in its tints!! ! 

These judgements indicate that many of the pain¬ 

tings produced in the Academy or shipped there for the 

annual prize competition, were presented with a "final 

coat" chosen with particular care to the tonality and 

thickness. 

In a letter accompanying her painting to the com¬ 

petition in 1792, Elizabeth Vigel Le Brun wrote in her 

own peculiar style: 

Jai I'honeur de vous prévenir que mon petit 
tableau n'a point di Blanc-d'oeuf (egg white), 
il nestou pas assez sec Je vous prirez donc 
Monsieur de vouloir bien en faire metre un 
artiste; 8 jours apres qu'il sera arrivé a 
Bologne. Voici la maniéré de l'arrangé. 
C'est d'avoir un Blanc d'oeuf y metre un demie 
petite cuiellire (cuillère) d'eau devie (acqua- 
vite) avec un monceau de suc en die ("sucre 
candi," candied sugar) gros comme une noisette, 
sil sen trouve a Bologne. Batre le tout ensemble 
jusqu'à quel faxe mouse ensuite prendre une 
épongé propre, pour etaler egalement le Blanc 
d'oeuf sur le tableau sil ny a point de suc- 
en-die ny eau de vie alors battè seulement le 
Blanc Doeuf, 

Although there are no definitive proofs for these 

suppositions, reconstructed from archivistic materials 

and chemical examinations; they are of obvious impor¬ 

tance to the conservator. The presence of varnishes 

and oils that have yellowed with age cannot be consi- 
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dered purely ts an element disturbing the vision of 

the art word, but must also be seen as belonging to 

the technique of painting during this period. These 

are the years in which research and debate ov-r pic¬ 

torial technique reached their maximum intensity, after 

which they are rapidly extinguished as an academic 

concern. 

If we recognize that that which was written in 

the antique manuals and manuscripts found an expression 

in that which was realized in practice by the academic 

painters, one is forced to take a new look at the vali¬ 

dity of the actual methods ôf cleaning paintings of 

this period, and also to reconsider the critical status 

of many masterpieces of other periods whose original 

varnishes have been removed. It is well known that the 

polemics on the use of oil and varnish as a final gla¬ 

zing go back much farther than the i9th century. These 

considerations should therefore be extended to both the 

formal and material appearance of many paintings that 

have recently undergone restorations altering their 

original integrity. 

(Based on a study originally made for the exhibition 
held at the Modern Art Gallery, Bologna, 1980) 

NOTES: 

1) Final coat - in Italian, "rifinitura,” means the 
glaze and/or varnish applied by the artist to either^ 
affect the visual aspect of color tones of the painting 
or preserve it or both. 

2) The chemical analyses were made by Drs. Matteini 
and Moles of the Opificio delle Pietre Dure of Florence. 
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i 

RESUME ; Le présent travail propose une classification des 

solvants en fonction de leur pouvoir de pénétration et de 

leur temps de rétention dans les corps poreux comme le 

sont la plupart des objets d'art.Partant de ces données 

et tenant compte des interactions possibles solvant- 

solvant et solvant-soluté ,nous proposons une liste de 

mélanges à tester successivement pour résoudre les 

problèmes de nettoyage. 

^.INTRODUCTION 

Le nettoyage d*une peinture,d* une sculpture polychro- 

mée,d’une peinture murale est toujours une opération 

dangereuse.il faut au préalable la justifier très soigneu 

sement et ne l’entreprendre que sur des impératifs d’or¬ 

dre esthétique ou matériels valablement étayés. 

La présente étude se situe au moment où le nettoyage a 

été jugé indispensable.Elle est destinée à rendre cette 

opération périlleuse aussi contrôlable que possible. 

II.PARTIE EXPERIMENTALE 

II.1 Viscosité 

Nous avons utilisé un viscosimètre à chute de bille 

d’après Hoeppler,Haake B/BH,diamètre 15.937 mm,distance 

de chute lüü mm.Les caractéristiques des billes sont les 
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suivantesrajverre borosi1icate,densité 2. cig/cm3,diamètre 

15.66 mm,K“Q.Q5 mPa.s.cm3/g.s;b]pour les valeurs infé¬ 
rieures à IcPrverre borosilicate,densité 2.222g/cm3, 
diamètre 15.61 mm,K=O.OÜ6 mPa.s.cm3/g.s. 

La cellulr est maintenue à 20°C à l*aide d*une circula'- 
tien d'eau reliée à un thermostat.L'échantillon a un 
volume de 40 ml.La viscosité dynamique est calculée en cP 
selon la formule: 

OÙ K est la constante de la bille,est la densité de la 

bille en est .la densité du liquide à la temaérafe 
ture de 2Q°C en g/c;vi3, t est le temps de chute en secon¬ 
des . ^ 

Les glycols et le cyclohexanol présentent des viscosités^ 
trop élevéesCplus 6»^ 20 cPjpour être mesurées par ce 
dispositif. 

11.2 Tension superficielle 

L'appareil de mesure est un tensiomètre Ûoqnon-Ab'-ibat 
qui est basé sur le principe suivant.Une lame de platine 

spécialement dépoli et parfaitement mouillable est anenée 
au contact du liquide.Ce dernier forme un ménisque ajtour 
de la lame et l'attire vers lui avec une force F égale au 

produit de la tension superficielle T par la longueu" de 
la ligne de contact 1: 

F= T X 21 = m X 0.961 

Ün mesure m à l'aide d'une balance électromagnétique et 
l'on déduit T en dynes/cm. 

11.3 Vitesse d'évaporation- hétention 

Environ 16 mg de solvant sont déposés à l'aide d'jne 
seringue sur un fragment de peinture de 13 mm de dianètre 
coupé de manière standard à 1'emporte-pièce.Lü fragment 
pèse toujours environ 60 mg.La peinture est une toile Â 
ornementale datée de 1696 dont le ciel offre une grande V 
surface uni f orme, ün y trouve du bleu de Pruss'e mêlé à du 
blanc de plomb sur une préparation à baae de blanc da 

plomb Le vernis contient de la résine mastic 

On suit l'évaporation à l'aide d'une thermobalance 
Linseis L 51/lOS en position horizontale,placée dans une 
chambre thermostatisée.La vitesse d*enregistrement est de 
360 mm/h.Les mesures sont établies sur le palier de la 
courbe.Les solvants ayant un très long temps de rétention 

feront l'objet de mesures ultérieures jusqu'au retou~ au 
poids initial. 
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III .RESULTArS ET DISCUSSION 
Lorsque l’on dépose une goutte de suivant à la surface 

d*un tableau ou d’une sculpture polychromée,on observe 

d’habitude trois pnénomènes: 
1.une partie du solvant disparait dans les po-es et les 
craquelures; <£.une autre partie s’évapore; 3.parfois le 
solvant gonfle ou dissout le vernis ou le surpeint pré¬ 

sent. Suivons ces trois pistes. 

III.1 Pénétration du solvant 

La manière dont un solvant pénètre dans un corps po¬ 
reux est le résultat d’une série complexe de phénomènes: 

hydrostatiquesCsiphons,vases communiquants],diffusion, 
Écapillarité,adsorption,etc...Oeux facteurs aisément mesu- 

irables y jouent un rôle important:la viscosité et la 

tension superficielle du solvant. 

On conçoit aisément que les solvants les moins vis¬ 
queux s’écouleront le plus facilement.Là grande majorité 

des solvants présentent une viscosité très faible,infé¬ 
rieure à 2 cP;les alcools supérieurs à l’éthanol sont de 
viscosité intermédiaires,entre 2 et 10 cP;la famille des 

glycols et le cyclohexanol sont très visqueux,plus de lü 

cP. 
La viscosité d’un mélange ne peut pas se déduire des vis¬ 
cosités des constituants.On constate souvent un maximum 

ou un minimum en fonction des concentrations respectives. 

Par ailleurs,le déplacement du solvant dans 
de diamètre inférieur à 1 mm obéit aux lois de 

les pores 
la capilla 

-rité: 
loi de Jurin 

où A etst la tension superficielle du liquide,p la densité 
du liquide,g l’accélération de la pesanteur, R le rayon 

du capillaire à l’endroit où s’arrête le liquide et H 
J.a distance parcourue par le liquide dans le capillaire. 
Bette distance sera donc d’autant plus grande que la ten¬ 

sion superficielle du solvant est grande,ce qui signifie 
aussi que le liquide mouille mal. 
Ceci est contraire à l’intuition mais il faut en tenir 

compte quand on utilise des substances tensioactives par 
exemple dans les colles de fixage pour les écailles de 
peinture.En diminuant la tension superficielle de la col¬ 
le,ces substances améliorent le mouillage à l’endroit où 
l’on dépose la colle mais elles entravent la migration 
capillaire de cette dernière. 

Tenant compte de ces deux facteurs,viscosité et ten¬ 
sion superficielle 5 nous proposons un classement des 

familles de solvants en quatre catégories:à pénétration 
faible,moyenne,forte et très forte[Tableau I]. 
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Ill.tî Evaporation et rétention du solvant 

C'est HANSEN qui proposa le premier la théorie généra¬ 

lement admise aujourd'hui selon laquelle l'évaporation 

d'un solvant imprégnant un corps poreux s'effectue en 
deux ph.ases:une phase rapide intéressant le film de sol¬ 

vant resté en surfaceC'wet stage"] et une phase plus len¬ 

te pour le solvant qui a pénétré à l'intérieur du substrat 

C"dry stage"],Cl]. 

Les vitesses d'évaporation que l'on trouve dans la 
littérature technique correspondent d'habitude à la pre¬ 

mière phase.Elles ne tiennent pas compte de la rétention 
dans l'épaisseur du film. 

Il existe pourtant de nombreux travaux sur la rétent 

dos solvants car ce phénomène joue un role important lors | 
du séchage des films de résinesCS,3,4,5,B,7,8].Qn explique] 

d'habitude la rétention par une migration plus ou moins 
rapide du solvant d'une cavité à l'autre de la substance 
Filmogène.Ainsi s'expliquerait qu'une molécule linéaire 
soit moins retenue qu'une molécule ramifiée,qu'une molé¬ 
cule planeCbenzène] soit moins retenue qu'une molécule 
non plane[cyclohexane]. 
De même,une augmentation de la température ou l'inclusion 

d'un plastifiant faciliteraient la migration et diminue¬ 
raient donc la rétention. 

L'étude de la rétention des solvants dans les couches 
picturales a été abordée par JONES [4] et DAUCHüTCS] à 

l'aide de molécules marquées. 
Nous avons opté pour une méthode gravimétrique vu la 
difficulté de se procurer les traceurs correspondant à 
toute la gamme des solvants utilisés en conservation. 
La figure 1 détaille les résultats obtenus. 

Nous en déduisons une proposition de classement en 
quatre catégories: 
1 ]les solvants dont il reste plus de 10% après 1000 min^l 

éthyleneglycol,formamide,acide acétique,ncide formique, 
butylamine,térébenthine,cumène. 
Ces solvants sont très dangereux ,il vaut mieux les 

éviter ou ne les utiliser qu'en très faible quantité. 
= solvants à rétention"TRES F0HTE"CTableau I]. 

d]les solvants dont il reste plus de 10% après 100 min.: 
diacétonealcool,diméthylformamide, 

white spirit,tertiobutylamine. 
Hormis le white spirit dont le pouvoir solvant est très 

limité,il faut tenir compte de la rétention non négli¬ 

geable de ces solvants.Ils sont à éviter sur des pein- 

' tures récentes,y compris celles du XIXe siècle. 
= solvants à rétention "FORTE". 

3]les solvants dont il reste moins de 10% après 100 min.: 

méthanol,éthanolj propanol,isopropanol,butanol,isobuta- 
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-tnel, eau, ammcniaque[BN j , acétone , méthy 1 ethyl cétone ,H- 

et 3-pentanone,méthylisobutylcétone,formiate d*éthyle, 
acétate de méthyle,acétate d®éthyle,acétate d*isopro- 
pyle,acétate de butyle,acétate d*amyle,heptane,isooc¬ 
tane ,cyclohexane,méthylcyclohexane,benzène,toluène, 

paraxyiène,tétrachlorure de carbone,chlàroforme,diohlo- 
rométhane,dichloroéthane,1,1,1-trichloroéthane,dioxane, 

tétrahydrofurane,éther diéthylique,diisopropyléther... 
Cette liste non limitative regroupe la majorité des 
solvants utilisés en conservation. 

= solvants à rétention''FAIBLE*'. 
43les solvants dont la rétention est pratiquement nulle; 

Parmilessolvants dela catégorie 3]] Tï en est 
dont la quantité retenue n*est plus détectable par nos^ 
moyens; V 

isooctane,méthylcyclohexane,diisopropyléther,tétrachlo- 
rure de carbone,dichloroéthane,acétate d*éthyle,acétate 
d’isopropyle,benzène. 

C*est une des raisons qui nous a fait choisir l’isooc¬ 
tane comme diluant dans noa mélangesCvoir plus loin]. 

En conclusion,pour éviter des interactions qui peuvent 
etre nuisibles à longue échéance,il est à recommander de 

sélectionner des solvants à faible rétentionCcatégories 
3 et 4]J vu le nombre et la diversité de ces solvants , 
ce choix est possible pour la majorité des traitements. 

Quand il faut avoir recours à des solvants à rétention 
plus élevéeCélimination de surpeints huileux],il est 
prudent de n’en utiliser qu’une quantité aussi minime que 

possible,d’essuyer soigneusement l’excédent avec plu¬ 
sieurs tampons d’ouate sèche,et d’accélérer finalement 
l’évaporation à l'aide d’un sèche-cheveux. 

Il est en effet illusoire d’avoir recours à des'Vinçages'’ 

Cela ne fait qu’augmenter la quantité des solvants qui 
pénètre dans les couches de peinture et qui devra ensuite 
en ressortir. 

III.3 Action dissolvante 

Pour dissoudre un solide,les molécules de solvant 
doivent s’introduire entre les molécules de ce solide , 

et les disperser en surmontant les forces d’attraction 
qui les unissaient. 

En fait,la plupart des substances filmogènes vieillies 
ne se laissent plus disperser jusqu'à l’échelle des molé¬ 
cules.Elles ne forment plus une solution,le solvant 
parvient seulement à les gonfler jusqu’à un état proche 
du coacervat[10].Cet état de ramollissement permet néan¬ 
moins leur élimination mécanique au scalpel ou au tampon 
d'ouate. 

La nature des interactions possibles d’un solvant 
donne une idée des substances qu’il est susceptible de 
dissoudre. 
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i 
■Les principales forces d'interaction sontC11♦ le: j : 

a3les FORCES D* OR IENTATION,entre molécules qui par suite 
d'une distribution non symétrique des charges électriques 

présentent un MOMENT DiPOLAIRE. 

b]les FORCES INDUITES entre molécules dipolaires et non 
dipolaires.La POLARISABILIVE de la molécule sans dipole 

permanent favorise la formation du dipole induit. 

c}les FORCES DE GISPERSION entre molécules non dipolaires. 

d] les FORCES DE uIAISON HYDROGENE,ou mise en commun 
■d'un atome d'hydrogène entre un donneur de proton et un 

IPlapteur de proton portant une paire d'électrons libres. 

e] les FORCES COULOMBIENNES entre ions.Les solvants qui 
parviennent à surmonter ces puissanter forces d'inter¬ 

action sont dits "dissociants". 

f} les FORCES DE TRANSFERT DE CHARGE entre un donneur et 
un accepteur d* electrons.Ces solvants sont dits "coor- 
dinants" car ils forment des liaisons de coordination 
avec le soluté.Comme c'est le pouvoir donneur d'électrons 

qui détermine 1'aptitude à ioniser les composés dissoute, 

ils sont aussi souvent "ionisants". 

TABLEAU 1 

Propriétés des principales familles de solvants 

solvants 

hydroc. 

saturés 

i_ 
hydroc. 
aromat. 

pénétra- réten- inter- 
tion tion actions 

faible faible [c] 

solutés 

paraffines,graisses, 
cires,bitumes,color. 
caroténoides,caoutch. 
natur.,polycyclohexa- 
none,butylmétacrylate 

forte faible Cb][c]; 

CdDCf]: 

peu 

idemCcfer + haut] + 

résines natur.fraî- 

chesCpas shellac,co¬ 

pals, sandarac] 

la plupart des rési¬ 

nes synthétiques. 

dérivés 

chlorés 

forte à faible Ce] 

très [a]:peu 

forte Cb]:arom. 

idemCcfer t haut] 
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solvants pénétra¬ 

tion 

réten¬ 

tion 

inter¬ 

actions 

solutés 

esters moyenne Faible Ce]; 

Ca]Cb3Ce]; 

très peu 

Cd3capt.H ; 

peu 

idem CcFer+haut]+ 

qq.colorants 

éthers Faible Faible Cc3CF3 

Cd3capt.H 
Ca3Ce3: 

très peu 

idemCcFer+haut] 

pas les résines 

synthétiques 

0 
alcools: 

méthanol 

éthanol 

moyenne Faible Ce]Ld]Ce] 

CF] 

idemCcFer+haut]+ 

shellac,sandarac, 

copals Frais , 

PVA,cert.acryliques 

autres Faible Faible idem 

diacétone 

alcool 

Forte Faible 

évapor 

lente 

idem+[a] 

cétones moyenne Faible Ca]Ce] 

Cd]capt.H 

Ce]CF] 

idemCcFerFhaut] 

plupart des résines 

natur.et synth.Cpas 

shellac],colorants, 

encres,peint.à 1* 

huile récentes. 

glycols 

polyols 

éthers et 

esters 

très 

Forte 

très 

Forte 

Ca]Cb]te] 

Cd]Ce]Cf] 

hygroscop. 

décapants très 

dangereux là éviter 

amides très 

Forte 

Forte 

à très 

Forte 

Ca]Cb]Ce] 

Cd];DMF 

capt.H 

CeDCFD 

décapants:éviter 

Formamide, ^ 

à éviter sur des 

peintures récentes 

y compris XIXe siècle. 

amines très 

Forte 

très 

Forte 

Cb]Cc!)Cd) 

Cf] 

dangereuses,toxiques 

à éviter 

NH^OH idem Forte huiles polym.shellac 

acides 

carbox. 

très 

Forte 

très 

Forte 

Ca]Cd]Cf] protéines 

Rappel;ÇaDforces d’orientation,Cb]forces induites,Ce] 
Forces de dispersion,CdDliaison hydrogène,CeDforces cou¬ 
lombiennes, Cf^3Fnrces de transfert de charge. 
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IV .CD.NClUSIDN; CHÜIX ü£S SULVANrià 

Nous partons du principe qu*il Faut éviter les sol¬ 
vants dangereux pour la peinture[à pénétration et réten¬ 

tion très Fortes], ou pour 1 *uti1isateur et ceux qui ont 

tendance à Former des produits colorésCessences de téré¬ 
benthine et d*aspic,acétylacétone,isophorone,etc...]. 

Il est souvent Favorable dtenploye»- un mélange conte¬ 

nant un ’’diluant" peu pénétrant, peu retenu et peu actiF 
et un solvant plus eFFicace.Selon l’eFFet observé,on 
pourra ainsi augmenter ou diminuer la concentration du 

solvant actiF. 
Ceci n’sst réalisable qu’avec des mélanges simples,ayant 

^eux,ou maximum trois constituants.il est d’ailleurs 
K^roné oe croire qu’en Faisant des mélanges compliqués 
de nombreux solvants on additionne leur eFFicacité.Bien 
au contraire les interactions multiples qui s’établissent 
entre eux entrent en compétition avec la solvatation. 

Nous proposons la liste suivante de mélanges de sol¬ 
vants .Ils se sont révélés les plus Favorables à l’utili¬ 

sation . 

TABLEAU II 
Liste ces solvantsÇà tester successivement] 

solvants propor¬ 

tions 

usage 

isooctane dégraissant 

white-spirit idem Ccire] 

diisopropyléther cire 

paraxylène dégraissant, 

vernis Keton N 

Frais 

isooctane+isopropanol 50/50 vernis résineux 

P^sopropanol+toluène 50/50 idem 

•ï sooctane+éthanol+éther 80/20/10 i dem 
tt »t II 55/30/15 idem 

isopropanol + méthy1éthy1cétone 75/25 i dem 

isopropanoltméthylisobutyl- 50/50 
cétone 

méthanol+dichloroéthane 50/50 surpeints[huile] 

isopropanol+ammoniaque+eau 90/10/10 idem 
Il II II 50/25/25 i dem 

toluène+diméthy1Formamide 75/25 i dem 

acétate d’éthyle + DMF 50/50 idem 

Formiate d’éthyle+dichloro- 50/50/2 protéines 

-méthane+acide Formique 

isopropanol+toiuène+eau 65/50/15 polysaccharides 
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SOIÎMAIRE 

L'étude du blanchiment conduit à distinguer les 

"chancis de couleur " et les blanchiments en général des 

chancis de vernis. On fait l'inventaire d'un certain nom¬ 

bre de cas de blanchiment que le Service de Restauration 

des Peintures des Musées Nationaux a eu récemment à exa¬ 

miner et on donne le résultat d'une étude effectuée en 

collaboration avec le Laboratoire de Recherche des Musées 

de France sur un tableau de Romanelli. Cette étude a con¬ 

duit à relier le blanchiment dans ce cas précis à une al¬ 

tération du liant sous l'action de l'oxygène ou de l'humi¬ 

dité de l'air. Un traitement spécifique a pu être recomman¬ 

dé et a donné satisfaction, mais il y aurait lieu de bien 

définir les conditions d'emploi du produit utilisé dont le 

mécanisme d'action est de nature chimique et de surveiller 

le comportement du tableau au vieillissement. 
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■I 

A la demande de restaurateurs du Service de la Restau¬ 

ration des Peintures des Musées Nationaux (l), une étude 
concertée sur le blanchiment -où les deux partenaires ont 
été le Service de Restauration et le Laboratoire de Recher¬ 

che des Musées de France- a été entreprise. 
Un premier travail effectué au Service de Restauration 

a consisté à rassembler des cas représentatifs des divers 
phénomènes groupés sous le vocable de blanchiment. Dans une 

deuxième phase, le laboratoire aura à analyser scientifique¬ 
ment le phénomène et essaiera de déterminer les causes de 
l'altération. Le troisième travail, celui des restaurateurs 
consistera à trouver comment pallier l'altération, si sa ré- ; 

versibilité est possible. 
On ne retiendra pas dans cette étude les problèmes de 

chanci de vernis, altération superficielle bien connue et 
opacification qui pourrait être due entre autres raisons à 
une microfissuration du vernis. 

Le mot blanchiment, traduction française du mot anglais 
"blanching", sert à désigner une altération de la couleur 
qui apparaît sous le vernis, quelle qu'en soit la cause. Le 
phénomène de blanchiment peut être dü selon le cas à une al¬ 
tération du pigment, du liant, ou être le résultat d'une in¬ 

teraction entre pigment et liant (2) . 
Le mot "chanci de couleur" est souvent utilisé, avec 

des significations diverses selon les ateliers, pour dési¬ 
gner un blanchiment. Il pourrait être réservé , par analogie 
avec le terme "chanci de vernis", aux phénomènes de même na¬ 
ture que celui-ci, c'est à dire de microfissuration du liant 
qui peuvent être une des causes du blanchiment. 

I- INVENTAIRE DES ALTERATIONS 

Nous présenterons d'abord l'inventaire, classé par cou¬ 
leurs, d'un certain nombre d'altérations qui ont été obser¬ 
vées sur des tableaux en cours de restauration et qui sont 

imputables d'une manière générale à des phénomènes de blan¬ 
chiment. 

Blanchiment des bleus i 
Nous réservons une mention toute particulière à un phé¬ 

nomène bien connu des spécialistes, la décoloration du smalt 
dans l'huile (3), parce que ses apparences peuvent être mul¬ 
tiples selon l'usage de ce pigment, pur ou en mélange, en 
glacis sur un autre bleu ou sur un rouge pour obtenir à l'o¬ 
rigine un violet. 

Louvre INV 516 CANDIDO "Sainte Famille" 

Le manteau de la Vierge présente des plages de couleur 
indéfinissable jaunâtre, opaque : il s'agit de smalt alté¬ 
ré qui à l'origine avait été utilisé en glacis sur un rou¬ 
ge sous-jacent pour obtenir un violet. 
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Louvre INV 130 BRONZINO "Le Christ et la Madeleine 

Présence de deux plages gris-jaunâtre (aiguière ; dra¬ 
pé du christ) : smalt altéré. 

Louvre INV 732 VASARI "La salutation angélique" 

Le smalt est très altéré dans les zones riches en liant 
du manteau de la Vierge, peu altéré soit sur le bord du ta¬ 

bleau protégé par le cadre, soit dans les zones chargées en 
blanc (lumières du drapé). L'harmonie chromatique voulue 

par Vasari se trouve aujourd'hui transformée par l'altéra¬ 
tion du smalt. 

Louvre INV 1052 BLOMAERT "L'Adoration des bergers" 

Une étrange couche jaunâtre, opaque, sur le manteau de 
la Vierge a été considérée autrefois à tort comme un chanci 

persistant non régénérable. En fait il s'agit d'une couche 
riche en smalt qui s'est altérée. 

Louvre RF 1961-12 VOUET "La prudence amène la 
Paix et l'Abondance" 

Musée Magnin, Dijon VOUET "Vierge à l'enfant" 

Dans ces deux cas, les ombres des plis des manteaux bleus 

réalisées en smalt, sur fond de lapis dans la Prudence du 
Louvre, d'azurite dans la Vierge de Dijon sont devenues jau¬ 
nâtres et opaques : l'altération a inversé le rapport ombre- 
lumière . 

Musée Magnin, Dijon Ex-MORAZZONE "Déposition de Croix" 

Francesco del CAIRO 

Le manteau de la Vierge bleu grisâtre s'est révélé être 
constitué de smalt très décoloré. 

Louvre INV 2007 TOURNIER "Crucifixion" 

Les plis de la robe de laque rouge de la Madeleine, cons¬ 
titués de smalt mêlé de laque, apparaissent aujourd'hui opa¬ 
ques et jaunâtres : l'effet violet original est fortement 
trahi par l'altération complète du smalt. 

Musée de l'Assistance Publique de Paris COYPEL 
"l'Adoration des bergers" 

Ici les plis du manteau de la Vierge présentent une cou¬ 
leur gris-jaunâtre très prononcée dans les ombres : l'analy¬ 
se révèle un mélange de smalt et de lapis, riche en lapis 
inaltéré dans les lumières, riche en smalt très altéré dans 
les ombres. 

Il nous a semblé intéressant de mentionner ces divers 
exemples d'altération du smalt qui entraîne une dénaturation 
importante de la couleur originale. Si le phénomène est ai¬ 
sément reconnaissable par des restaurateurs et des scienti¬ 
fiques, il nous parait utile que les historiens d'art soient 
avertis que la couleur actuellement visible est le résultat 
d'une altération irréversible. 
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Signalons aussi deux exemples de "maladie de l'outremer", 
qui est une destruction irréversible du lapis par l'acidité 
du milieu (4) : 

Louvre INV 8037 LESUEUR "Saint Bruno confirme la 
règle des Chartreux" 

Hôpital de Garches RIVALZ "La guérison de l'aveugle" 

Blanchiment du rouge | 

On constate souvent dans les ombres des plis des drapés 
rouges une opacification partielle des glacis superficiels 
riches en liant qui semblent microfissurés : 

Musée Condé, Chantilly ENGUERRAND QUARTON 

Louvre INV 1466 METSU 

Louvre INV 20456 GERARD 

Blanchiment du vert 

Cette altération se produit 
du XVIIème siècle. 

Louvre INV 5362 MAUPERCHE 

Louvre MI 954 PYNACKER 

Blanchiment du brun 

Ce phénomène est généralisé 

Louvre INV 533 G. RENI 

Louvre MI 981 SNYDERS 

Louvre INV 576 ROMANELLI 

Ce dernier tableau fait l'objet d'une discussion ci-aprè? 

Ou bien le blanchiment est localisé dans les ombres bru¬ 
nes des carnations des compositions du XVIème siècle, pein¬ 
tes sur bois,dont la matière lisse et transparente est riche 
en liant : 

Louvre INV 841 SEBASTIANO DEL PIOMBO 

"Saint Antoine" 

Musée Condé, Chantilly LUINI "Le sommeil de l'Enfant 
Jésus" 

Louvre INV 97 FRA BARTOLOMEO "Le mariage mystique de 
Sainte Catherine" 

Peut-être l'évanouissement du stil de grain est-il la 
cause de la destruction de la couleur dont seul le support 

"La Vierge de Miséricordejjjf^' 
% 

"Portrait de l'Amiral Tromp" 

" Charles X" 

souvent dans les paysages 

"Paysage" 

"Paysage" 

à toute une plage brune 

"Saint François" (vête¬ 
ment du Saint) 

"Les singes voleurs de 
fruits" (bords riches 
en glacis bruns) 

"La récolte de la manne 
dans le désert" (sur le 
vêtement jaune-brun de 

la femme agenouillée) m 
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du colorant subsiste (2). 

II- EXAMEN DU LABORATOIRE 

Une partie des cas ainsi recensés a été l'objet d'exa¬ 
mens au L.R.M.F. Nous rapporterons ici l'étude effectuée 
sur un tableau de Romanelli, "La récolte de la Manne dans 
le désert" (H. 1,98 x L. 2,12 m), qui fait partie d'une sé¬ 
rie de sept tableaux sur l'histoire de Moïse ; peints en 
1657, ils ont décoré les appartements d'Anne d'Autriche au 
Louvre. 

Un vernis très jauni et épais recouvrait toute la sur¬ 
face picturale. Après allègement du vernis,on a constaté la 

présence sous ce vernis de zones présentant à l'oeil un phé¬ 
nomène de blanchiment. Les plages concernées sont les sui¬ 

vantes : 
- la draperie vert sombre qui revêt le personnage age¬ 

nouillé à senestre, 

- le sol verdâtre en bas, 
- la robe beige de la femme à dextre, 
- la poterie brune tenue par le personnage à senestre. 
Le phénomène visible à l'oeil n'est pas décelable à 

l'examen microscopique de la surface. 
La couleur verte de la draperie présente cependant un 

cas particulier. En sus du phénomène de blanchiment obser¬ 

vé à l'oeil, on décèle au microscope la présence d'une al¬ 
tération constituée de microcraquelures superficielles en 
forme d'arborescences et qui affecte une mince couche de 
vernis ancien encore présent en surface après un allègement. 
Il s'agirait dans ce cas d'un chanci de vernis, dont l'effet 
optique vient s'ajouter au blanchiment de la couche pictu¬ 

rale sous-jacente. 
En outre, il faut signaler, à la surface de la robe 

beige de la femme à dextre et sur l'urne à senestre, la pré¬ 

sence de petites taches brunes qui correspondent à des zo¬ 
nes où des repeints et des mastics ont été récemment enlevés. 

L'étude stratigraphique de la matière picturale ainsi 
que l'analyse des différents constituants ont été effectuées 
sur des échantillons prélevés aux endroits concernés, de fa¬ 
çon à connaître, d'une part la nature de la matière pictura¬ 
le, et d'autre part à tenter de voir si ces phénomènes appa¬ 
raissent visibles dans la profondeur de la matière. 

L'analyse a révélé que la matière picturale est cons¬ 
tituée d'une préparation rouge orangé composée de grains 
d'ocre rouge à gros broyage enrobés dans une quantité impor¬ 
tante de liant jaunâtre parfois concentré en gouttelettes. 
La couche de couleur, unique, est elle aussi riche en liant. 

La préparation et la couche picturale sont étendues avec 
un liant huileux présentant une forte acidité qui pourrait 
être due à l'adjonction d'une quantité notable de résine na¬ 

turelle ayant vieilli. 
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Dans la plupart des cas de blanchiment que nous avons 
rencontrés, la différence d'aspect entre les coupes d'échan¬ 

tillons issus de zones altérées et les coupes d'échantillons 
issus de zones saines de même couleur ne se manifeste pas 
toujours de façon significative. Parfois le blanchiment af¬ 

fecte une épaisseur notable de la couche colorée, parfois 
il se limite à une zone superficielle très mince diffici¬ 

lement perceptible sur les coupes. 
Dans le cas du Romanelli étudié, le blanchiment n'est 

pas visible sur la coupe. Une observation intéressante a 
cependant pu être faite sur les coupes : la matière colorée ,j 

de celles-ci, initialement peu blanchie, s'est couverte à 
l'air de zones blanchâtres affectant des parties plus pro- 
fondes. Ce blanchiment, non existant lors de la fabrication 1 
de la coupe, est progressivement apparu par la suite et 
présente le même aspect que celui qui a été initialement 
servé à la surface du tableau. Un nouveau polissage de la 1 

coupe l'élimine complètement. 
Ces faits semblent montrer que le blanchiment est pro¬ 

voqué par une cause externe (rôle de l'humidité ? rôle de 
l'oxygène ? ) et qu'il évolue en progressant de la surface 

vers l'intérieur de la couche colorée. 
Cette observation est corroborée par la présence sur 

la robe beige des taches brunes mentionnées plus haut. Cel¬ 
les-ci n'étaient pas, contrairement à ce qu'on a d'abord 
pensé, des altérations de la couleur originale, mais au 
contraire des zones représentatives de la matière originale 
demeurées intactes parce que préservées des influences ex¬ 
térieures par les mastics ou les repeints. Par contre, la 
couleur beige de la robe serait le résultat d'un blanchi¬ 

ment généralisé du brun initial. 
Une matière susceptible de blanchir peut donc demeu¬ 

rer inaltérée si elle est efficacement protégée des influen¬ 

ces extérieures par une autre couche picturale. 

L'observation au microscope de la matière blanchie pré¬ 
sentée sous forme de coupes a montré que les pigments ne pa¬ 
raissent pas être impliqués dans le phénomène et que celui^| 
ci se manifeste dans les zones les plus riches en liant. ^ 

En effet, les couches où l'apparition du blanchiment 
est la plus favorisée sont généralement des glacis épais 
et homogènes (cas de la couleur verte contenant du rési- 
nate de cuivre), ou des semiglacis, couches riches en mé¬ 
dium et ne contenant qu'une faible quantité de pigments gé¬ 
néralement translucides dispersés dans le liant (cas des 
couleurs brunes). Par ailleurs, le blanchiment ne se mani¬ 
feste pas dans les matières colorées chargées en pigments 
opaques (blanc de plomb par exemple). Ainsi une couleur sem¬ 
ble d'autant plus susceptible d'être le siège d'un blanchi¬ 
ment intense qu'elle est à l'origine riche en liant altéra¬ 
ble, pauvre en pigment et étendue en couche épaisse. 
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L'hypothèse la plus vraisemblable concernant le support 
physique précis de l'altération est la formation d'une mi¬ 

crostructure de nature non encore identifiée (microfissura¬ 
tion, microcristallisation, microprécipitation, microémul¬ 
sion,...) ayant pour conséquence des réflexions multiple-s 
au sein du liant de la couche colorée, associées à une dimi¬ 
nution de la transparence de la matière (5). Les observa¬ 

tions faites en microscopie optique ne permettant pas de vé¬ 
rifier cette hypothèse, des essais au microscope électroni¬ 

que à balayage (G = 1000) sont en cours d'expérimentation. 

Comme on l'a vu, la cause du blanchiment dans le tableau 
de Romanelli est vraisemblablement liée à la nature des 

constituants du liant et à sa technique d'élaboration. L'a¬ 
nalyse a montré que dans ce cas la matière picturale contient 
un liant à l'huile probablement additionné de résine. Or 
on sait que les résines vieillies sont aisément dégradables 
par l'humidité qui peut dissoudre une partie de leurs cons¬ 
tituants acides (6) et provoquer des phénomènes de micro¬ 
fissurations par perte de substance et opacification par ré¬ 
flexion dans un milieu hétérogène à nombreuses interfaces. 
Ce phénomène physique, qui provoque l'altération des vernis 
appelé chanci, pourrait être également à l'origine du phéno¬ 
mène de blanchiment des liants contenant des résines. 

III- ESSAIS DE TRAITEMENT 

Compte tenu des précédentes observations, il a été pro¬ 
cédé dans un premier temps à des essais avec des produits 
généralement utilisés pour traiter les chancis de vernis, 

tels le diacétone alcool, la diméthylformamide, etc...(7). 
Mais aucune action efficace n'a été constatée sur le blan¬ 
chiment . 

Nous avons alors tenté d'utiliser un produit qui, dans 
des cas semblables, avait donné de bons résultats (8). Il 
s'agit du diméthyl-amino 2- éthanol. L'essai s'est révélé 

positif et toutes les parties blanchies ont pu être traitées 
avec ce produit, avec un résultat satisfaisant et durable. 

Le mécanisme d'action pourrait faire intervenir une sa¬ 
lification des acides libres qui conduirait à la formation 

de sels d'ammonium et à une solubilisation entraînant le 
bouchage des microfissurations. 

Il resterait à déterminer : 

- si une augmentation de l'acidité du liant (liée éventuel¬ 
lement à la présence de résine) est fréquente dans les 
phénomènes de blanchiment dûs au liant, 

- de plus, le processus invoqué pour le mécanisme d'action 
du diméthyl-amino 2-éthanol étant de nature chimique, 
quel en serait le comportement au vieillissement, cette 
réserve commandant la prudence dans l'emploi de ce produit. 
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Japanese white pigments before modern times 

fall into three groups: white clays, white com¬ 

pounds of lead, and oyster-shell white (calcium 

carbonate), White-clay pigments were commonly 

used up to the 15th or 16th centuries and show 
some variation of composition, perhaps corre¬ 
sponding to geographical origin. Lead-based 

white pigments were for long assumed to corre¬ 
spond to basic lead carbonate or 'lead white'. 
Recent work at the Freer Gallery of Art has 
shown that basic lead chloride is also fre¬ 
quently found. Around the 15-16th centuries, 
white clays were entirely displaced, and lead 

compounds partly displaced, by a calcium 
carbonate white made from pulverized oyster 

shells. 

Introduction 

The range of pigments used in Japanese paintings is, 

for the most part, both limited and fairly unchanging 
over historical time. However, some variations of usage 
do occur» The best-established ones are: (a) blue pig¬ 
ments --for example, azurite was sometimes replaced by 
indigo, perhaps when the former was in short supply (1); 
(b) the introduction of new pigments in comparatively 
recent times, either through contact with the west or by 
the development of the 'glass-matrix' colors (1, 2); 
(c) white pigments» The last of these forms the subject 
of this note» 

Probably the best-known Japanese white pigment is 
oyster-shell white (2, 3), a material that appears to be 

a 
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unique to that country , At one time there appears to 
have been an assumption that the use of shell white 
extended back over all known periods of Japanese paint¬ 
ing, but this is almost certain to be incorrect. Other 
classes cuaL we may consider are white clays, and white 
pigments based on lead. In modern times, zinc oxide and 
titanium dioxide may be found, but the use of these 
appears to be very recent. Mica (muscovite) has some¬ 
times been used as a pigment, but probably more for the 
special effects obtained from the high reflectivity of 
the particles rather than as a conventional white (4), 

White clays 

The earliest white-clay identifications are from 
paintings in pre-Buddhist tombs of the 6th century 
A.D, (1), In addition, Yamasaki has identified white 
clay in wall paintings of the 8-16th centuries in a 
number of Japanese temples (1), and described this 
material as one of the characteristic pigments of Japan, 
at least in earlier periods. It has also been found on 
scroll paintings in a nimiber of instances, for example 
on nine Buddhist paintings of the 12-15th centuries in 
the Freer Gallery of Art (5), The period of use was from 
the earliest known paintings up to its displacement by 
shell white in the 15-16th centuries. 

X-ray diffraction studies in the Freer Gallery of 
Art on white-clay pigments have shown up some variation 
in composition (6), The extent of this has not been 
fully defined, but generally they appear to fall into 
two classes: (a) pulverized quartz, usually mixed with 
various other minerals probably related to palygorskite 
in many cases; (b) kaolinite, often relatively pure. 
These types may well reflect different geographical 
localities from which the clays were extracted, but 
details of such associations have not been worked out up 
to the present. 

White compounds of lead 

Lead white (basic lead carbonate), extensively used 
in European painting practice before the present century, 
is also known in East Asian paintings, though it was not 
used so widely. Its manufacture in China by some equiv¬ 
alent of the Dutch process appears to go back to at least 
300 B„C, (7), In Japan it has been reported on paintings, 
for example by Yamasaki and Emoto (1), Gettens (2), and 

"Historically, Chinese painters are reputed to have 
used a white made from clam shells, but I am unaware of 
any identification of such a material on a painting. 
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FLtzHugh (8), 

In certain cases, a report of 'lead white' appears 
to have been based solely on evidence such as the density 
of a white pigment to radiographic x-rays, or to a chem¬ 
ical finding of lead in a microscopic sample. Recent 
work using x-ray diffraction (9) has shown that in 
Japanese paintings basic lead chloride is often the 
white pigment found, rather than the basic carbonate. 
On 28 Japanese paintings attributed to the 15th century 
or earlier in the Freer Gallery of Art, 20 were found to 
carry basic lead chloride, 6 had basic lead carbonate, 
and 2 carried both of these white pigments. Thus the 
basic chloride occurred almost three times as often as 
the basic carbonate in this particular set of paintings. 
So far, however, the basic chloride has not been found 
on a work from China or Korea, The historical signifi¬ 
cance of these results will be discussed in the full 
publication (9) and is presumably related to pigment 
manufacturing methods being practised in Japan before 
the onset of the use of shell white. 

The above work was complicated by the fact that the 
basic lead chloride can appear in either or both of two 
forms. The commoner of these is laurionite, PbOHCl (10), 
a crystallographic form often obtained by precipitation 
from solution. In addition, a compound that appears to 
be related to the non-stoichiometric lead oxide chloride 
blixite (11) sometimes appears in conjunction with lauri¬ 
onite, The method by which the basic chloride was made 
is not known at present. 

Lead whites also occur, though rarely, on later 
Japanese paintings. Several in the Freer Gallery of 
Art from the Edo period proved to have basic lead car¬ 
bonate (2, 8), 

Other white compounds of lead have occasionally been 
found. Lead sulfate was reported on the ceiling paint¬ 
ings of the 8th-century Tôshôdaiji temple in Nara (12), 
An \mprecedented discovery was that of lead phosphate on 
a 14th-century Buddhist painting in the Freer Gallery by 
the author (9), Lead sulfate was also found on a 
Chinese painting of the Yuan or Ming periods (9), 

Calcium carbonate whites 

From about the 16th century onward, the dominant 
white pigment in Japanese paintings becomes shell white 
(1, 2, 3, 8), The method of manufacture, described by 
Gettens (2), consists in the cleaning and pulverizing of 
oyster shells (after an aging period to allow organic 
matter to decompose) following by lévigation and washing 
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of the product. This pigment is perhaps unique to Japan 
(1), It appears to have displaced the white clays, and 
partly displaced the lead whites, around the 15-16th 
centuries, Yamasaki has been quoted (3) as suggesting 
the paintings in Hokanji temple in Kyoto (reconstructed 
1439) as the earliest established usage of this pigment, 
though presumably occasional earlier occurrences remain 
a possibility. 

The Japanese word gofun is usually used in Japan in 
modern times for the oyster-shell pigment, and this word 
has to some extent been adopted into English (e,g, 2, 3), 
It should be noted that the same word has historically 
been used for other white pigments in Japan, in particu¬ 
lar for lead white (4), In addition, the same two-char¬ 
acter compound has been used in Chinese to signify 
lead white (13, 14), 

Although shell-white as such was probably not used 
in earlier periods, lime plaster can be found as a 
ground for tomb paintings, A notable instance is the 
7-8th century tomb of Takamatsuzuka, excavated in 1972 

(1, 15), 
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During the past years some methods have been recommended 
for removing the weathering crusts which usually develop 

on medieval stained glass. Glasses containing higher 
amounts of iron and manganese sometimes corrode under for¬ 
mation of unsoluble dark brown oxides and oxide hydrates 
of these elements. The transparency is sometimes reduced 
to an extent which considerably impairs the appearenance 

of the stained glass windows. As far as known no method 
has been reported for cleaning these browned glasses up 

till now. 

Reduction of the brown corrosion products my means of 24 % 
hydrazine hydroxide showed a brightening effect of the 

treated glass. The treatment turned out to be harmless 

for the glass. 

Introduction 

The weathering of medieval stained glass usually takes 
place under formation of weathering crusts (1,2). These 

deposits, which form on the glass surface as corrosion 
products, are m.ainly composed of gypsum and syngenite. 
They may contain solid impurities which come from the at¬ 
mospheric surroundings (e. g. quartz, rust, soot). They 
can reach a thickness up to a few millimeters and may 

strongly reduce the transmission of light. Cleaning of 
the glass for instance with a glass-fibre brush causes no 
great problems for a restorator. The transparency of the 
glass can often be restored in a satisfactory way if the 
third or half of the thickness of the weathering crusts 

is removed. 

Browning of medieval.stained glass 

Apart from the extensively described corrosion (3 - 10) 

another type of corrosion can be observed; The glass dar- 
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kens up to almost brown opacity, corrosion products seem 

to develop inside the glass. In some cases this type of 

corrosion occur on glass surfaces which seem to be abso¬ 
lutely unaffected. Examination of such glasses by means 
of optical microscopy reveals no homogenious staining as 
it would be in the case of solarisation. The surface is 
covered with an extremely fine network of cracks along 
which deep brown compounds are deposited. 

Up till now no methods of restoring these browned glasses 
have been described. Since stained glass of high artistic 

value are disfigured by a strongly reduced transparency 
restoring the original appearance is of particular inter¬ 
est. For instance the early Romanic "Tree of Jesse"-windov^^ 
of St. Brigida at Legden in Westfalen has been so strongl^l 
altered that the colours were more or lessinvisible. Du- ^ * 

ring the restoration in 1965/67 the browned outsides of 
the glasses were removed by grinding and polishing. Apart 
from the problems involved with such a radical treatment 

the results were also unsatisfactory, because the painted 
inside could not be restored with the same method (11). 

Formation of cracks in glass surfaces 

Glass corrosion is caused by acids or bases (12, 13). At 

the first stage of acidic attack the alcali ions are re¬ 
placed by protons. A high content of alcali makes medie- j 

val glasses extremely sensitive to acids. In context with ■ 
the ion exchange reactions silicate gel layers are formed 
on the corroded glass surface. The structure of these gels 
differ from that of glass. In the case of loss-of-water due 
to changes of relative humidity in the surroundings, the 

volume-contraction of the gel causes a fine network of 
cracks (14). 

In consequence of the ion exchange reaction only alcali 

ions are replaced, while the other components remain in 
the gel masses. Secondary reactions, under participation 
of atmospheric components (air pollutants), lead to dif- 
ferent soluble and non soluble compounds. The soluble ones ■ 
are washed away during weathering; the unsoluble remain 

of the glass surface forming the well known crusts. 

In glass containing higher amounts of iron and manganese, 
oxides and oxide hydrates of Fe(3+), Mn(4+) and Mn(3+) 
can be formed while corrosion occur. These dark brown un¬ 

soluble compounds are deposed on the surface of the cracks 
(15), causing the browning effect. 

Reaction of reducing agents with corroded glass 

A method for removing these brown staining should aspire 

to a selective conversion of the brown compounds into so¬ 
luble, respectively colourless ones. Reduction of the 
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Fe(3+)-, Mn(4+)- and Mn(3+)-ions to Fe(2+)- and Mn(2+)- 
ions yields the desired effect. 

Small samples of discoloured medieval glass from Altenberg 
Cathedral (about 1380) were treated with some different 

reducing agents. The strong acidic solutions of SnCl2 and 
TiCl3 corroded the glass as well as a sodium dithionate 
solution. The reduction using a 24 % hydrazine hydroxide 

solution however has proved to be successful. After 2 - 
10 hours treatment the brown oxides disappeared while -the 

glass wasn't affected at all. 

Leaching of medieval stained glass by bases 

Hydrazine hydroxide is a weak base (pK^ = 5.77), the used 
24 % solution has a pH-value of about 11. Since glass is 

generally not stable to bases, the degree of decomposition 
of the medieval glass from Altenberg by alcaline attack 
has been studied. Using grains of glass which remained 

between the sieves ASTM E 11-61 with 60 mesh/inch and 80 

mesh/inch the leaching by different bases has been compa¬ 
red with that of hydrazine hydroxide. In the experiment 
were used 1,5 g of grains respectively; they were treated 
90 hours at 20^0 with different bases. After filtration, 

rinsing with water and drying, the residue was weighted. 
The weight difference was calculated relative to the to¬ 
tal weight and to the surface. The results are listed in 
Table 1. 

Table 1; Leaching of medieval glass from Altenberg (1380) 

Base 

Concentration 
in weight % 

Weight loss 
in % 

Weight 1( 
in mg/cm' 

NaOH, 20 % 0,86 0,057 

NaOH,10% 0,69 0,046 

NaOH, 5 % 0
 

00
 

0,045 

NH^OH, 10 % 0,59 0,03 9 

NH^OH, 5 % 0,48 0,03 2 

N2H5OH, 24 % 0,24 0,017 

H2O (pH = 6) 0,51 0,034 

Sodium hydroxide leaches glass very strongly. The durabi¬ 

lity of glass is much bigger, when ammonium hydroxide is 
used. Low concentrated ammonium hydroxide solution (5 %) 

Hydraziniumhydroxid etwa 24 % N2H^0H reinst 
E. Merck, Darmstadt 
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attacks glass to the same extent as weakly acidic deioni¬ 

zed water (pH = 6). 

The influence of the concentration of NaOH is obvious. In 
comparison to NaOH and NH4OH the attack of hydrazine hy¬ 

droxide on glass is negligable. 

The reactivity of hydrazine hydroxide solutions increases, 
when their concentration is lowered. This effect is due to 

a very fast formation of a thin, but compact gel layer on 
the silicate surface, which hinders further alcaline attack 
The formation of such a layer has to be understood in 
connection with hydrogenbonds between the silicate and its 

surrounding medium (H2O, N2H4). The 24 % hydrazine hydro- ^ 
xide solution causes a sufficient "passivation" of the 

surface to further attack. ” 

The influence of glass composition 

The chemical durability of glass to hydrazine hydroxide 
in relation to the glass composition could not be deter¬ 
mined in a series of leaching experiments using grains, 
because the available amounts of samples were to snail. 

Fifteen samples of glass with different provenance, all 
which were browned (Table 2), were treated over a period 

of 48 hours with 24 % hydrazine hydroxide. After washing 
with water and drying with a towel the samples were exa¬ 
mined by means of optical microscopy to see, whether they 

were damaged. 

No damages could be observed; simultanously the dark brown 
colour of the iron- and manganese compounds disappeared in 

most of the samples nearly completely. The black srain as 
well as the crusts of the corrosion products on the glass 
surface remained unaffected. The latter turned from their 
grey, yellow or red colour to white, as the pollution with 

rust was also reduced. 

Table 2: Glasses treated with hydrazine hydroxide 

Dating Provenance Colour 

1160/66 Soest, St. Patrokli violet 

1304/14 Koln, Dorn light blue 

1330 Rothenburg 0. Tb. colourless 

1340 Augsburg, Dorn, Thron Salomon amber 

13 40 Augsburg, Dorn, Thron Salomon violet 

1 379 Nürnberg, St. Sebald amber 

13 80 Altenberg, Dorn light green 

1415 Münnerstadt, Elisabeth-window violet 



Dating Provenance Colour 

1 420 Miinnerstadt, Ritterkapelle yellow 

1420 Miinnerstadt, Ritterkapelle light violet 

1 420 Miinnerstadt, Ritterkapelle blue 

1425/30 Iphofen, St. Veit violet 

1456 Nürnberg, St . Lorenz, Paumg.-w. colourless 

1495 Eichstatt, Holbein-window light blue 

1 500 Landau, Hi. Kreuz colourless 

Restoration of browned glasses with hydrazine hydroxide 

The reduction of iron, resp. manganese oxides and oxide 
hydrates with hydrazine hydroxide is a rather slow reac¬ 
tion. Therefore the browned glass should be treated with 
the reducing agent a longer period. The best result can 
be achieved when the corroded glass is immersed into the 

solution. The disadvantage is that the individual pieces 

of glass have to be dismanteled from the lead. Using a 
well wetted compress on the flat lying glass-window the 
results may be the same, but the duration of the treat¬ 

ment will surely be prolonged. Because of the fact that 
hydrazine catalytically decomposes, care should be taken 

to keep the agent reactive by changing the compress fre¬ 
quently. 

Generally the treatment with hydrazine hydroxide should 
be kept as short as possible. No exact data can be given; 
the cleaning process should be stopped when the desired 
state is reached. After the glass is removed from the 

cleaning bath it has to be washed in running tap water. 

If the browning is not affected within a 24 hours treat¬ 
ment, the cleaning process should be stopped. 

Hydrazine hydroxide is a toxic compound. Above all the 
contact with skin should be avoided. The time handling 
with hydrazine hydroxide has to be kept as short as just 
necessary. 
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Abstract 

Thanks to the generous support by the UU - Foundation 
(stiftung Uolksuagenuerk) it uas recently possible to 
establish extensiue tree-ring chronologies for beech uood, 
uhich were successfully employed in the dating of panels 
of early german artists. 
Indiv/idual boards of beech panels as haue been used for 
instance by Lucas Cranach the Elder (1472-1553), frequent¬ 
ly contain more than 150 annual rings, thus representing 
a sufficiently large period of time to allou for the re¬ 
lative and absolute dating of the panels. Alltogether 35 
panels of this artist were investigated and assigned to 
their time of origin. The recurrence of oertain character- 
istio ring sequences reveal that some panels had been as¬ 
sembled from boards of one and the same tree. 
The technique employed in the manufacture of beech panels Iuas different from that of contemporary oak panels in that 
fcapuood uas included regularly. This might give the art 
historian additional information as far as the accuracy 
of dating is concerned. 

I ntroduction 

Gver nearly fifteen years (Bauch,1968) dendrochronological 
analyses were extended from archaeological and architec¬ 
tural objects to panels and uoodcarvings and have 
proven a valuable aid in dating and localization of such 
objects. Besides the dendrochronological studies uith oak 
panels of Dutch, Flemish, English and German artists bet- 
ueen 1 400 - 1 900 (Bauch,Eckstein, 1 970 ; Eckstein et al. ,1 975; 
Bauch et al., 1 978 ;E1etcher , 1 980 ; K1ein , 1 98 1 ) also beech and 
lime panels of early german painters have been studied in 
the past three years (K1ein, 1 979 ;Klein,Bauch , 1 981 ) . 
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f^;aking use of the experience gathered uith oak panels j 

dendrochronological dating is nou being applied also to | 
beech uood, a matter uhich shall be discussed in this pa- i 

per. Since there investigations are still under uay, the ! 
presentation must yet be considered of a preliminary naturej 
The final evaluation of .the results shall be given at the ‘ 

6th Triennial [Meeting of the IGGff Committee for Conserva¬ 

tion in September 1981. 
Beech uood as a panel material uas used almost exclusively 

by L.Cranch the Elder and his immediate associates (Cadorin, 
\yeillon,1976). Notuithstanding the species differences the 

experience uith beech uood may subsequently be transferred 
also to lime uood uhich uas extensively employed by early 

german painters. 

Basic approach to beech uood dendrochronology ' 

In historical times beech uood uas the rare exception uith j 

regard to its use in uood construction (Hollstein,1973). j 
hence it uas so far impossible to establish a continuous i 
chronology up to the present time -contrary to uhat has ij 

been reported repeatedly for oak- for dating beech panels. | 
Houever, such dating uas achieved in approximation by com- | 
parative analysis based on oak chronologies (3azeuitsch, 1 

1 953;Hollstein, 1 973) . For this reason extensive initial 
cross-dating uork had to be done to establish reliable | 
statistical measures of chronological compatibility of re- | 
cent beech uithin and betueen different sites and, subse- | 
quently, betueen beech and oak uithin the same site as uell 

as over larger distances. 
As a result, the mean chronological sequences (arithmetic 
average of several individual trees) of beech and oak from 
the same site proved compatible uith the necessary degree 
of statistical confidence, notuithstanding the differences 
in structure and physiological behaviour of the tuo specie^ 

This affirmative outcome of the initial investigation in ] 
turn permits the absolute dating of the mean chronological 

sequence established from the panels used by Lukas Crana 

the Elder and his associates. ^ 

Application of the beech chronology 

Up til nou 3G individual boards from 15 paintings of the 
above mentioned artist uere related to each other and datecfl 
in absolute terms. The evaluation of further 2G paintings, 
each assembled from up to 9 individual boards, is still 
in progress. Presently the beech chronology pieced togethei 
from such paintings -all signed and dated in the period 

of 1526-1533- comprises nearly 2GG years. 
In addition to the successful absolute dating the relative 
comparison betueen panels proved beyond doubt that indivi¬ 

dual boards uere frequently taken from the same tree (Eig. 
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Among the paintings constructed from boards of a single 

tree are the fullouing: 

- Lucretia, Genaldegalerie Ber1in-Dahlem,Kat.Nr.1832, 
signed 1 533 ; 

- Portrait of iiartin Luther, Gemaldegalerie Berlin-Dahlem, 
Kat.Nr.617, classified; 

- Portrait of Philipp f;elanchthon, Gemaldegalerie Berlin- 
Dahlem, K at.Nr.619, classified ; 

- The Ill-matched Louers, Gemaldgalerle Berlin-Dahlem, 
Kat.Nr.1606, dated 1535; 

- Portrait of Duke John Ernest of Saxony, Gemaldegalerie 
Berlin-Dahlem, Kat.Nr.II 55, classified; 

^ The Three Electors of Saxony: Frederic the Dise, John 
B the Steadfas: and John Frederic the Magnanimous,(left 

and right side), Kunsthalle Hamburg, Kat.Nr.606, classi¬ 

fied. 

B1832 
Lucretia 

Fig. 1: Charts showing characteristic annual ring sequences 
of beech boards from the same tree. 

Similary, a characteristic growth ring sequence of the boards 
joined for the paintings "Portrait of a Gentleman" Gemalde¬ 
galerie Berlin Dahlem,Kat.Nr.618, signed 1528 and "Portrait 

of a Young Girl" Louure, Paris, Inu.Nr.1767, classified, 
showed then to be of the same tree. In this case the last 

growth ring could be dated to the year 1521. 
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Conclusions ij 

From the investigations carried out so far it becomes evi- 1 
dent that, uith regard to the work of L.Cranach the Elder, 
the da-'ino of !■•is paintings is possible uith a sufficient | 
degree of accuracy. The determination of any given year, | 

houever, is limited to the last grouth ring available for 
measurement. Any approximation of the felling date by ex- | 
trapolating the estimated number of sapuood grouth rings, 
as is commonly done uith oak, is not considered feasible 
because beech does not develop a visibly differentiated 
sapuood. Cnly biological tests such as anlayses of starch, 

cell nuclei and enzymatic reactions uill give an indicationi 
of the presence of physiologically active sapuood in beec^^ 
From the absolute dating, houever, it may be assumed thatÉp 

for making the panels merely the bark uas removed and the 
entire tree utilized. Any information about approximate 
periods of uood storage and drying can be given only after 
the final evaluation of the results from all paintings in¬ 
vestigated (Klein,Bauch,1981) . 
Uood biological and dendrochronological analyses of recent 
beech uood have given proof for the compatability of grouth 
ring patterns of beech and oak from the same site. This in 

turn has lead to the absolute dating of beech uood panels 
used by L.Cranch the Elder.By establishing a beech uood 
chronology similar dating procedures have become possible 
for lime uood, structurally and physiologically closely 
related to beech. This considerably uidens the scope of 
tree-ring dating in its application to uooden art objects. 
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GROUPE DE TRAVAIL: MATERIAUX SILICEUX 

Coordonnateur: Licia Vlad Borrelli 

51, Via XXIV Maggio 
00187 Roma 
Italie 

Les points sur lesquels on s'était proposé de articuler 
le travail de ce groupe étaient les suivants: 
1) Théorie et méthodologie de la restauration des 

matériaux siliceux; 
2) Bibliographie raisonnée; 
3) Etude sur la technique de la dépose des mosaïques 

(supports, liants, protectifs, etc.); 
4) Etude biologique sur la résistance des adhésifs et 

sur le développement de la microflore sur les objets 

siliceux de fouille; 
5) Etude chimique et physique sur les nouveaux consoli¬ 

dants et sur les nouveaux matériaux employés pour les 
supports et pour les intégrations des lacunes dans 
les matériaux siliceux. 

Les études présentées à la réunion de Zagreb avaient 
touché aux problèmes de la conservation et de l'identifi¬ 
cation des matériaux. Les rapports qui suivent regardent; 

a) Presentation d'une méthode de classification systématique 

de bibliographie sur la matière; 
b) Mésuration de coéfficents d'expansion thermique d' 

anciennes terrescuites d'origine grecque; 
c) Etude minéralogique et avec l'aide de la spectroscopie 

Mossbauer sur des céramiques à sgraffito d'époque 

byzantine dans la lagune de Vénise; 
d) Nouvelle technique pour le prelief d'une section 

stratigraphique de terrain archéologique. 

L'intérêt du groupe s'est, donc, adressé plutôt à la 
recherche et à l'identification des matériaux qu'aux 
problèmes de la conservation. C'est le même phénomène qu'on 
vient de constater dans maintes autres études de ce comité. 
Il marque une inversion de tendence qui, si elle aurait 
étée souhaitable il y a quelques dizaine d'années, maintenant 
peut soulever certains soucis et surtout la crainte 
d'effacer ou de pousser en deuxième rang le but même du 
comité, c'est à dire l'examen des problèmes relatifs à la 

conservation. 
On aurait en effet désiré, à côté de cette participation 
de représentants des sciences de la nature, une égale présence 
de restaurateurs, l'équilibre du groupeen aurait gagné et 
l'éventail de problèmes qu'en serait découlé aurait mieux 
répondu aux points qu'on s'était proposé de toucher. 
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AVANCE D'UNE BIBLIOGRAPHIE DE CONSERVATION ET RESTAURATION 

DE MATERIAUX SILICEUX 

C. Saldana de Goust 
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Avenida Reyes Catôlicos 6 
Palacio de America 
Madrid 3 
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RESUME 

Présentation d'une méthode de classification systématique 
de bibliographie permettant la recherche soit par auteurs 
soit par thèmes concrets. A partir des classifications dé 
jâ présentées par ICOM et par IIC/Abstracts, nous avons 
étudié la possibilité de préparer une bibliographie sur 
les problèmes de Restauration et Conservation de maté¬ 
riaux siliceux (Céramique et Verre). Nous sommes arrivés 
h la conclusion qu'il était nécessaire d'articuler cette 
bibliographie autour d'un cadre rigide et détaillé,tenant 
compte de toutes les spécialitées et sources nécessaires 
pour notre profession. 
pette bibliographie, donne la possibilité d'être augmen¬ 
tée facilement par un aussi grand nombre de fiches ou de 
thèmes au fur et à mesure de leur publication. En même 
temps, la classification numérique permet son intégration 
directe h un programme d'ordinateur de bas prix offrant 
ainsi de nombreuses voies pour le futur. Nous avons cla¬ 
ssifié actuellement plus de 300 articles et présentons 
ici un nombre réduit de ces fiches afin de servir d'illus 
tration à la méthode. 
Elle est donc divisée en trois parties: 
- Tout d'abord une relation en ordre numérioue den fiches 
- Deuxième partie, divisée en sept groupes qui permet la 

classification thématioue. 
- Une dernière partie avec un index alphabétique par au¬ 

teurs. 
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PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENTS OF THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT 

OF ANCIENT TERRACOTTAS 

E.G.Mavroyannakis 

Nuclear Research Center Democritos' 

Athens 
Greece 

Abstract 

Tiierr,:al expansion is an importarit physical i)ro- 

perty of fireclays,as it is directly related to tlieii' 

ther.LsiL a.i_eing bo' ' ''/ior. As every operc-tion on mate¬ 

rials for conservation purposes affects more or less 

their properties,it is necessa^ry to mnovv therraal ex¬ 

pansion in order to avoid astonishing situations 

after treatement. Ho;/ever,thermal expansion is of 

more general importance concerning degradation even 

in cases where chemical and biological processes are 

prevented. 

In this paper preliminary results on the thermal, 

expansion coefficient are reported,and the importance 

of further development of thermal analysis is pointed 

out • 
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Introduction 

TheraoJ. properties of fireclays are very iaportant 

as they è^ive inforaation on the material structure 

and ccaposition. These properties chenge ,hov/ever, 

following transformation and degradation processes 

of materials. He suiting changes of the fireclay 

thermal properties ma,y he also attrihuied to proces¬ 

ses of the jjroduction and firing technologies. 

The purpose of this paper is to present prelisii- 

nary results of measurement of thermal expansion coef¬ 

ficient of ancient terracottas of Greek origin, and 

compare them with modern material. V/e have used pot¬ 

sherds coming from various parts of Greece as shown 

in Fig.I. These terracottas are even cf various eras 

as shown in Table I,and to our Imowledge therr.ial ex- 

paxision :'aea.&urenents have not been done up to now . 

T able I 

lotsherd's era Origin 

L.ino.an Crete ;Festos, 

Arhane s,Fourn: 
Cla.ssic Olympia 

byzantine otylis 

L. : 0 d e rn Amaroussion: 

(t a.roussi ) Athens 

h c rs.f,Ll hxp an s i on 

TI'iexmoH expfmsion is a function of the following 

chanacteristics of firecla.ys : 

(a) composition and structure of the raw 

uiaterial used for the production of 

the clay, 

(b) production teclinology of the clay as 

well as of the unfired objects, 

(c) firing processes and technology, 

(d) weathering of fireclays. 

lill processes change to a higher or lower degree 

thermal exptmsion. However,processes changir^porosity 

allow :iore freedom to the fireclay grains to expand 
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during heating without changes of the volume. As 

fireclays occome more dense dimensional changes are 

iriore important, and the expansion coefficient is in¬ 

creased . Conversely,as porosity increases the ther- 

]::al expansion coefficient must decrease. Pore size, 

shape,filling conditions affect greately thermal ex¬ 

pansion. Porosit^^' is however a function of all cha¬ 

racteristics mentioned above. In any case,thermal 

expansion may be used as a physical paramete-r of 

the fireclays,and may bring out unknown details 

and ved-uable information . 

Cue to the considerable nuiaber of parameters 

effecting thermal expansion,further work is needed 

for develOTjing this method of anal^^sis . 

Thermal Expansion Coefficient 

The thermal expansion coefficient is thermodyna¬ 

mically defined as follows : 

(I) 
I, àv. 

where V is the volume,! absolute temperature and p 

pressure (held constant), a is the volume expansion 

coefficient related to the linear expansion coeffi¬ 

cient a^ by the well known relation 

a 
(2) 

The coefficient a^ is related to the compressi¬ 

bility K and the heat capacity C by the Grttneisen 

relation 

(3) 

where is the Grlneisen parameter independent of 

temperature, and ranging between I and 2 for diffe¬ 

rent ma.terials. 

It is to be mentioned that heat capacity and 

compressibility depend on the composition and the 

structure of the material . 

In our case we have measured a^ by using a 

Perkin-Slmer TMA system and samples of small dimen¬ 

sions like ‘3X5k5mm and less than 4 grs of weight. 

For calculations,expression (l) is not a linear 
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function of temperature,however is a v/eak fun¬ 

ction of temperature and can he reduced to the known 

form : 

(4) 

where I is the initial thickness and tX i’ts varia¬ 

tion forfciô = ^'T temperature increase . 
In the measurements we have used the following 

heating-cooling program : 

Linimum temperature 25^0, 

Maximum temperature 300 C, 

Heating rate 5^C/min, 

Cooling rate 5 C/min* 

The temperature range 25-300°C has been devided 

into three consecutive ranges: 25-100,100-200,200- 

300°G,in order to he able to apply the relation (4) 

in a linear range, for good statistical results we 

have used 3 to 4 pieces from each potsherd,performing 

3 to 5 runs for each one according to the above pro- 

gra-n . 

Experimental 

We have measured for each temperature range and 

sample the avarege expansion coefficient by performing 

a number of runs as in Table II . The first heating- 

run for each piece has not been taken into account, 

as the moisture of the sample affects greatly the ex¬ 

pansion processes. After the first run terracottas 

are well stabilizedand measurements may be performed. 

The thermal expansion coefficient as well as the root 

mean square error is given in the Table II. It is ini- 

portant to note that pieces of terracottas measured 

belong to the same potsherd taken by chance from a 

lot of them . More work is therefore needed to find 

representative terracottas from each area and define 

the thermal ex.pansion coefficient. So,it will be pro¬ 

bably possible to confirm if differences resulting 

from Table II are really characteristics of each area, 

technology trend etc. V/e believe that correlation 

with the porosity may give better information. We are 
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Table II 

. . ^ a,XIO-^ 
Origin luns----I---- 

_25-I00_C/Ï00-200_C/200-300_C 

Arhanes 10 5,6 ;0,4 6,8-0,3 

5,6-0,3 

8,I-<),3 
Fourni 9 4,4 ;0,3 

-0,4 
-0,6 

7,5;^,5 

Festos 

Olympia 

II 

14 

5,2 

7,0 

6,2-0,7 

6,8-0,3 

8,4-0,3 
6,6-0,6 

Stylis 

I.ia.roussi 

10 

20 

6,2 

6,8 

-0,6 

-0,4 

6,6-0,3 
7,5-0,6 

e,op,4 
8,7-0,8 

actuaJLly v/orking on this problem,hoping tha.t v/e would 

coon be able to have results lor a first correlation 

with thermal expansion . 

It has been found that A1 is not a linear fun¬ 

ction of temperature as shown in Fig2. 

AL 

2^? 100 200 300 

Fig. I 

Concluding lomark 

On the base of preliminary results of the ther¬ 

mal expansion coefficient, differences exist for terra¬ 

cottas of various origin, however, we bilieve that it 
is too aarly to advance any proposition,before measu¬ 

ring porosity and expansion coefficient for higher 

te^iiperatures, and other thermal analysis programs. 

Acknowledgements: The author is indebted to 

hr A. vVntonopoulos and A.Kokkinos for their assistance. 
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Abstract 

A systematic research about a large number of well authenticated 

Byzantine sgraffito ceramics found in the Lagoon of Venice has been 

performed. The employed materials have been studied by chemical, mi- 

neralogical and Mossbauer techniques. Some preliminary results seem 

to indicate that the early Venetian sgraffito ceramics are an imita¬ 

tion of the Byzantine pieces arriving at the market of Venice from 

the Byzantium Empire. 

Introduction 

Venice in the Medieval times has always been tightly connected 

with Byzantium not only for its traffics and commerces, but also 

artistically. The golden age of the artistic production, influenced 

by Byzantine art in Venice, is the XI - XIII Centuries, when many 

Costantinopolitan artists and artisans are present in the islands of 

the Lagoon. In this period, besides the world famous mosaics of Tor- 

cello, Murano and Venice, many masterpieces of sculpture, metal¬ 

work and jewellery are produced. In these centuries there is a massi¬ 

ve importation of artistic objects from the Capital of the Empire, 

which reaches its maximum with the capture of Costantinople during 

the IV Crusade ( 1204) and the consequent great pillage made by 

Venetians. To the thousands of objects arrived to Venice, many of 

which can still be found or seen in its monuments and museums, many 

fragments of early sgraffito ceramics that stll bring to light erra- 
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tically from the Lagoon are to be added. These sherds, whose date 

range from the end of the XI to the first half of the XIII C.(Talbot 

Rice, 1930), are extremely important for the beginning of the Vene¬ 

tian production of sgraffito ceramics, which reached a very high 

qualitative and quantitative standard of production during the Re¬ 

naissance. 

A complete history of Venetian ceramic art has not yet been 

written because of a lack of data and information about the early 

products, mainly due to the absence of excavations, very difficult 

in the lagunar environment. In fact even the very serious campaign 

conducted at Torcello in 1961-62 by a Polish team of archaeologists 

(Leciejewiçz et al., 1977) did not clarify enough this problem.Their 

hypothesis on the Roiaan heritage in the ceramic manifacture is sure¬ 

ly valid for the High Middle Age, but the beginning of the local 

sgraffito production, already in the XII C., must be demonstrated 

by more convincing arguments. So, up to now,the positive possibility 

to trace the origin and the evolution of the sgraffito seems not to 

exist and first an importation and later a local imitation of the 

sgraffito technique may be hypothezed (Lazzarini et al., 1981). The 

findings of sherds showing typical Byzantine characteristics confirm 

this more probable hypothesis which must nevertheless be concretely 

proved. 

Having already performed a study on Venetian sgraffito ceramics 

of the Renaissance period (Lazzarini et , 1980) we have thought 

interesting to submit to scientific investigation not only some im¬ 

ported sherds but also othersherds that may be considered as the 

first examples of local Venetian prodiction on imitation of the By¬ 

zantine style.These last sherds have been selected among those she¬ 

wing intermediate characteristics between the early Byzantine and 

early Venetian sgraffito ceramic, which are dated to the second half 

of the XIV C. (Lazzarini et al♦, 1981). 

The purpose of the study is to confirm the inportation and the 

hypothetical beginning of the manifacture in Venice, by various types 

of analysis, and to conpare the results with those of Venetian sherds 

of the XV and XVI C. previously reported (Lazzarini et al, 1980). 
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Description of Potsherds 

All the potsherds belong to open forms: dishes or small bowls, 

have or had a white slip covering the ceramic body and a transparent, 

sometime yellowish,glaze. The decorations, impressed by the sgraffi^ 

to technique, are very simple,mostly floreal or geometric, of the 

type illustrated in the plate XIII of Talbot Rice's book. They date 

to the late XI or XII C.; only the samples B9 and BIO may be little 

later in date. The samples VBl and VB2 show motifs different from 

the typical early Byzantine sgraffito and must be more ancient than 

the half of the XIV C. because they have been found at S.Leonardo 

in Fossa'Ntela, an island deserted after that date. 

It has been possible to sacrifice some samples for destructive 

analyses owing to their small dimensions (a few square cm) and their 

low artistical value, even if of great historical importance and ra¬ 

rity. (Their frequency in the Venetian terrains is 1:5000 with re¬ 

spect to the total ceramic fragments superficially found). 

0 

Experimental 

Only the samples Bl, B2, B3, B4, B5 and B7 were studied on thin 

cross-section by a mineralogical microscope. The remaining samples . 

are too precious to be cut! 

Diffractometric and chemical analyses were carried out on cera¬ 

mic bodies. The first with a Cu radiation (40 kV, 20 mA), the la^ 

ter using an XRF energy dispersive spectrometer, with a Mo anode(15 

kV, 100 |U.A, energy range 0-10 keV, live-time 400 s). Only the Magn£ 

sium was determined by atomic absorption photometry. The ignition 

loss has been determined at 1000°. 

The non-destructive conversion X-ray Mossbauer scattering (CXMS) 

technique has been used in order to study the glaze of the painted 

ceramics. The interested thickness is about 10 . 

Transmission Mossbauer spectroscopy has been used in order to 
57 

study the ceramic body. The source, Co(Rh), has been always kept 

at 95 K in a cryostat with a vertical beam geometry while the sam¬ 

ples were studied at variable tenperature, between 77 and 300 K. 
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Chemical Analysis 

The percentual composition, expressed in the oxide foim, o£ the 

sgraffito Byzantine sherds together with the samples VBl and VB2 

found at S.Leonardo in Fossa Mala are beside reported. A remarkable 

homogeneity is observed between the samples B1 and B2 on one hand and 

B4 and B9 on the other. The composition of the ceramic bodies B3 

and BIO is unlike showing that the clays were extracted from dif¬ 

ferent places. A large ignition loss is presented from the samples 

Bl, B3, BIO, VBl and VB2. 

Even if it is difficult to compare directly this type of data, 

it is undoubted that only the chemical analyses of S.Leonardo in 

Fossa Mala are close to the Venetian ones of the XV and X\M C. (Laz- 

zarini et 1980). 

In Figure the logarithmic plot of the XRF analysis for the sam¬ 

ple B3 together with that of sample VB2 are reported for comparison 

purposes. 

10 

10 * 

» 
* O' 

10 3 

10 

10 

Nfijieralogical Analyses 

The samples Bl and B3 have a brown paste, typical of a reducing 

atmosphere while the remaining ones have a red ceramic bc'dy indica¬ 

ting an owen with an oxidative atmosphere. All the samples show a 
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porphyric-hypocrystalline structure, with a variable amount of vi¬ 

trified groundmass (high in B1 and B2, average or low in the remai¬ 

ning samples),and show very different grain size among the minerals 

of the sandy skeleton. 

The sample B1 has a good porosity, fenocrystals of large size, 

made of quartz and feldspar, frequently polycrystalline, with sharp 

edges. Very important is the presence of calcite not only in few re¬ 

cognizable crystals but also in many nodules where it appears modi¬ 

fied by the baking conditions and with clear signs of decomposition. 

This indicates that the probable firing temperature is 900-950° C 

against a temperature between 1000 and 1100° argued from the Vene - 

tian ceramics. The presence of calcite nodules,responsible for brea¬ 

kage and rupture during the baking, indicates the use of undepurated 

or unseasoned clay in contrast with the Venetian procedure (Lazzarini 

et ^., 1980). Mullite, present in thiny needles, is not very abun - 

dant in agreement with the low baking temperature. Opaque or semi¬ 

opaque minerals, mostly of haematitic composition, are also identi¬ 

fiable. The white slip appears as a mass of highly birefractive 

small needles and prisms of quartz, with few opaque particles. Its 

average thickness is about 120 ^ . The glaze is colourless and fractu 

red. 

The sample B2 is very different from Bl: the sandy skeleton is mo¬ 

re abundant, but of a smaller grain size. Quartz, feldspar and plagio 

clase are more corroded along the boundaries. There is not trace of 

calcite, while the mullite, much more abundant and well iso-oriented 

even if not well grown, points to a higher firing temperature in com 

parison with Bl. 

The sample B3 looks different from Bl and B2. It seems more vitrj^ 

fied, with extremely fine grains, few fenocrystals of quartz and 

feldspar, many crystals of calcite and small mullitic needles. The 

white slip is thin ( 60-70 |u), while very little of the glaze has sur 

vived to the sandy abrasion and to sea-water corrosion. 

The samples B4 and B5 are very similar to B2 even if B4 contains 

trace of muscovite. The white slip in B5 is 70-80jU thick, one and a 

half time the glaze thickness. 
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me sample B7 contains big silicate fragments of quartzite per¬ 

haps added to clay as an extender. Calcite nodules and mullite are 

also abundant. 

The mineralogical characteristics of the samples VBl and VB2 

are very close to the Venetian sample ones previously described 

(Lazzarini et , 1980). As expected, the lack of uniformity in 

the mineralogical analyses of Byzantine potsherds in comparison 

with the Venetians indicates a various provenance of the Byzantine 

clays. 

The diffractometric results were not sensible enough to diffe¬ 

rentiate the various sherds. In addition to the ubiquitous quartz, 

felspar and plagioclase, the analyses showed the presence of calci¬ 

te in the samples Bl, B2 and BIO and the haematitic lines in B2. 

Mossbauer Results 

The Mossbauer spectra of the Byzantine ceramic bodies are in ge¬ 

neral less complex than the Venetian ones (Lazzarini et al., 1980). 

They consist of a superposition of a quadrupole doublet with a six- 

line magnetic component. A large diversity in the relative intensity 

of the two components is observed ,in particular between the sample 

B4 and the others. As previously reported the doublet may be consi¬ 

dered as the resultant of the component due to the paramagnetic stru 

ctural iron(III) with the component due to the superparamagnetic 

a^'^Ee202 in small particles. The sextet due to the relatively large 

particles of a - Fe20j exhibits in general a hyperfine magnetic value 

smaller than that of the pure a- Fe202. This is perhaps due to the 

formation of non-stoichiometric oxides of type ( ' 

Unlike Mossbauer spectra of Venetian and Paduan sherds no iron 

(II) component is present in the Mossbauer spectra of Byzantine pot¬ 

tery even if the brown paste of BI and B3 is typical of a reducing 

atmosphere in the baking. Unlike Venetian spectra no magnetite is 

present in the Byzantine samples. 

The CXMS spectrum obtained from the glaze of the sample B3 is re 

ported together with that of V2 (a Fusina fragment of plate decora¬ 

ted by branches, XV C.) and V14 ( a Sant'Erasmo fragment of plate 

decorated by a sgraffito floral ornament, half of the XVI C.). 
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The CXMS parameters for the samples V2 and V14 are identical but 

different from the corresponding ones of B3. So the pigment used from 

the ' boccalari ' or ' scodellari ' in Venice was different from 

that used from the jug- and bowl-makers in Costantinople even if in 

both the cases the yellow pigments contain iron(lll). 

Conclusion 

Even if this study is still incomplete and other potsherds,found 

together with kiln waste products and leftovers in Venice, Greece 

and Turkey,must be investigated,a general conclusion may be done. 

The hypothesis of the Roman heritage, affecting the early Vene¬ 

tian sgraffito ceramics (Leciejewiçz et al., 1977), even if sugge- 

stive,.is inconsistent not only with macroscopical observations or 

stylistic and typological considerations (Lazzarini et al^. , 1981), 

but also with the present chemical, mineralogical and Mossbauer in¬ 

vestigations carried out on a large number of well authenticated pot 

sherds. On the contrary the Venetian sgraffito art was strongly in¬ 

fluenced by the Byzantine pieces arriving at the market of Venice 

from the Byzantium Empire. The quickly spread of the sgraffito art 

into the West, after the fall of the Byzantium Empire, is due to the 

wonderful production of Venice and Padua, soon become very important 

centres of exportation of standard and fine wares. 
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ABSTRACT 

The removvil of 'stratigraphic sections', or 'sedimentary 

peels' from ea?th surfaces has been used by geologists from 

almost 100 years. More recently, it has been applied to the 

field of archai::ology where it has found many applications. 

It is a useful method for studying and preserving the 

stratigraphy of an excavation away from the site. It is also 

J^eful in the context of a museum or educational display 

to explain the work of the archaeologist. 

While a number of adhesives have been suggested for use 

in taking such sections^, none have proven successful under 

the field conditions found in Japan. In particular, cellulose 

nitrate, an adhesive used for making sections in Europe, was 

unsuccessfully applied to the dense and mcist earth sections 

frequently found at Japanese excavation sites. This paper 

will outline a set of procedures, and describe a specially 
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formulated adhesive, used to make stratigraphic sections ir 

Japan. The successful results of this work can be applied 

to most field conditions found throughout the world. j 

I. Site Preparation: 

A level horizontal or vertical earth surface is carefu 

prepared. This represents the back of the stratigraphic 

section against which the adhesive and support will be 

attached. : 

II. Pretreatment for Soil with a High Moisture Content: 

If the moisture content of the soil is below 30%, it c 

oe treated directly with epoxy, as discussed in Step III. 

If the moisture consent is above 30%, the water will inhibij 

the polymerization of the epoxy and an intermediate step mu 

first be applied. This involves the spray application of a 

\;ater-activated isocyanate solution directly to the earth 

surface; approximately 400 grams per square meter is WT- 

recommended. If an excessive amount of isocyanate is used 

on a very porouse m-^terial such as sandstone, a deep 

impregnation will result, causing the removal of too deep 

a section. The isocyanate is activated by the water in the 

soil, and creates a thin film which adheres the particles 

of soil, stone, etc. together. 
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III, Application of Backing Materials: 

If the moisture content of the soil is 30% or below, 

or after the erath section has been treated with isocyanate, 

it is ready to recieve a 'prime coat' of a specially prepared 

epoxy resin, refered to as TOMACK NR-51. This epoxy exhibits 

greater flexibility and adhesive strength than cellulose 

nitrate. It is especially appropriate for the three general 

^oil conditions found at Japanese excavation sites, shell 

mounds, eartn mounds, and alluvial soil. The increased 

adhesive strength is especially important when sampling 

sites with pounded earth layers, such as are encountered 

in the floors of dwellings. Such dense layers are very hard 

and difficult to remove intact. 

The epoxy is a three component adhesive consisting of: 

1) Araldite Ep^'xy GY250 mixed with AEROGEL, an antisagging 

agent consisting of fumed silica, necessary for working on 

vertical surfaces, CALCIUM CARBONATE, to improve adhesive 

strength, EPONIT, and IJONYLPHENOL, an epoxy thinner 

{ 5 parts ), 2) Araldite Hardener HY837 ( 1 part ); 

Pl=irdeners HY83'.’ and HY850 can also be used to vary the gel 

time between three and twelve hours, 3) Syntaron, a 

modified phenoric compound, used to plasticize the epoxy; 

flexibility is important when peeling the section away from 

the earth ( 1 mart ). 

The flexibility of the resin can be increased by 

adding more Syntaron, such as when the stratigraphic 

section is to be stored in a rolled state. However, this is 
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not advisable because of the risk of destroying the clear 

boundaries between layers and because of the rigidity of 

many of the layers. 

The first coat of epoxy can be sprayed on or applied 

with a brush. After the epoxy has hariened, starch-free 

cheese cloth made of cotten and hemp is attached with an 

additional layer of ep'. xy. This cloth is softer and conform 

to the contour of the substructure more ea.iily than 

fiberglass cloth. It is also lightweight and inexpensive. 

t 

IV. Section Removal; 

After the epoxy has completely set, the entire layer 

can be peeled away from the original earth surface. 

The freshly removed stratig^'aphic section is then cleaned Î 

with a brush and water to remove any non-adhering material.! 

V. Contrast Improvement: 

m 
In its dry state, the earth layers lose much of the^ 

color contrast. The color contrast can be permanently 

maintained by filling the pores vacated by water with a 

plastic resin which'wets' the surface. A non-aqueous 

isocyanated, thinner than the type used in Step II, is used 

in this connection, and is painted on to the surface of the 

stratigraphic section. 
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brush and water 

(3) Attaching starch- 
free cheese cloth 

(6) Contrast improvement 

Figure 1. How to remove and preserve a 
stratigraphic section from 
an archaeological site. 
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VI. Attachment to a Rigid Support: 

In this final step, the stratigraphic sections can be 

cut to any size or joined to make larger sections. It is 

recommended that the sections should be mounted on panels f 

display and storage. Araldite Epoxy GY1252 and Hardener HYÊ 

mixed with glass microballoons for extra body, are used to 

affix the sections to rigid panels. 

CONCLUSION 

Ideally, it would be better to devise a method in whic 

the initially exposed soil surface can be used as the surfa| 

actually displayed. In the above outlined procedures, this 

surface becomes the back which is covered by epoxy. In the 

future, the author intends to further modify these procedui: 

to allow the initially exposed surface to also serve as th€ 

displayed surface. 

The author has had good success with this combinati^^ 

materials in applications involving a range of soil condit; 

The technique is fairly easy to apply, and gives very good, 

permanent results. The ability to use this system in 

conditions of high or low soil moisture content, and with 

dense, hard soil layers as well as for soft, sandy conditio 

makes this an appropriate technique for taking stratigraph: 

layers at a large variety of archaeological sites. 
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The destruction peculiarities of archaeological amber 

findings are described. An improved archaeological amber 

conservation method applying vacuum-device is proposed. 

Numerous archaeological findings testify to the fact 

that in East Baltic countries adornments of amber were 

made in the Early Neolithic Age when the littoral sea 

had washed out sediment containing amber in Sarabian pe¬ 

ninsular, A significant quantity of adornments, amulets 

and other articles of amber have been found in the rem¬ 

nants of the Stone Age settlements in North-West Lithua¬ 

nia. Adornments of amber and their fragments have been 

detected in the settlements where archaeological monu¬ 

ments of the first centuries A.D. have been researched. 

These valuable archaeological amber collections are 

preserved in the Palanga Amber Museum, a branch of the 

Art Museum of the Lithuanian SSR, opened in 1963. The 

exposition of this unique museum presents a comprehensive 

history of the formation of amber, the traditions of its 

processing and applying since the Stone Age to the pre- 
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sent days. 

The Baltic amber or succinite is excavated wood resin 

of the coniferous trees "Pinus succinifera ", Among the 

most characteristic chemical succinite features is the 

presence of succinic acid in it. This feature is widely 

applied in diagnosing the belonging of amber findings to 

the Baltic succinite. Succinite is a comparatively inert | 

stuff but at the same time it is capable of oxidizing u|j^^ 

der the action of oxygen. In due course oxidizing penetra¬ 

tes into more and more deep layers in the result of which 

a distinctly expressed oxidized zone of reddish-brown 

hue appears on the surface of amber. The zone thickness 

depends on oxidation intensity and duration. The thick¬ 

ness of oxidized crust of amber findings hardly reaches 

1 mm in some cases, in others it exceeds 2 lam and in cer¬ 

tain cases the whole amber is oxidized. Apparently, this 

is explained by different oxygen access to the hurried 

amber. 

The received for restoration amber archaeological 

findings have fragile, darkened, covered with cracks, 

often expoliated weathered crust. As the process of oxi¬ 

dation under atmospheric conditions at the access of 

lights, especially ultra-violet rays, takes place more 

intensively, all the archaeological findings need urgent 

conservation. 

The task of conservation is to stabilize amber, to 

reveal its hue and inner texture, to preserve the traces 

of processing on the surface of articles. 
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The conservation of archaeological amber by means of 

dammar resin solutions applying the method proposed by 

the German restorer Huber Paul in 1934 has some draw¬ 

backs. As the conservation processes under usual condi¬ 

tions are very long, amber swells in the solution in con¬ 

sequence of which the surface loses its scientifically 

valuable data on the processing of article surface. The 

^sserably for consolidating archaeological amber const¬ 

ructed by us allows to speed up the conservation process 

much. The operating principle of the assembly consists in 

mechanically plunging the object under conservation into 

the consolidating resin solution at vacuum conditions. 

For that purpose a mobile little table is mounted into 

the assembly, a vessel with the solution is put on it 

and the amber under conservation is suspended over the 

vessel. The chamber is pressurized, vacuum is established 

and the object is plunged into the solution. It is estab¬ 

lished that the optimum vacuum value for amber impregna¬ 

tion is 20mm Hg’. 

^ The optimum dammar resin solution concentration 

and impregnation time were determined observing the 

weight gain of the samples. The impregnation was repea¬ 

ted for several times until the weight gain ceased to 

increase. It was established that the rate and duration 

of impregnation depend on the thickness and porousness 

of the crust. Amber is consolidated most effectively 

with 4-6 % dammar resin solutions in turpentine, repea- 
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ting the impregnation 4-10 times with the intervals for 

drying in the air. For opaque amber with a comparatively 

compact oxidized crust is recommended processing before 

impregnation over the vapour of ethyl alcohol and tur¬ 

pentine mixture (1:4) solutions under vacuum in the 
I 

course of half an hour for increasing amber permeability. | 

Dammar resin consolidates amber well but its protec¬ 

tive coating action against further oxidation process iif^ 

not great.We have carried out e.g. an experimental sto¬ 

ring with the aim of verifying the effectiveness of the 

protecting coating under museum conditions. We covered 

the conserved findings with the solutions of polybutyl- 

methacrylate, amber varnish slag. After a five-year pre¬ 

servation it became clear that the samples covered with 

polybutylraethacrylate in acetone were in the best condi¬ 

tion. 

About 1000 units of archaeological amber have been 

conserved by the above described method in our conser¬ 

vation shops. They are pendants, buttons, rings, beads. m 
things of cult and many other articles of amber of 

unique form decorated with geometrical ornament of va¬ 

rious processing stages. Talismans and articles of cult 

are of the most various forms and processing. The schema¬ 

tic figures of people, animals, fish, vessels of amber 

reflected the primeval artistic style, the attitude of 

ancient people. Their preservation is one of the most 

responsible tasks of our restoration practice. 
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TNTRODUCTION 

Moted to the history of origin^ the purpose and the 

possible role of the document printed on the next 

pages. 

The paper'The Conservator - Restorer, a Definition 

of the Profession', is the result of three years of dis¬ 

cussion about wordings, definitions and content between 

the members of this working-group, which now has renamed 

Itself. It is the working-group TRAINING IN CONSERVATION 

A.ND RESTORATION of the ICOM - Conservation - Committee. 

The initiating document was elaborated by the west- 

german conservators association'Deutscher Restauratoren- 

verband' under the chairwomanship of Agnes Ballestrem, 

at present assistant coordinator of this ICOM - CC - working- 

grpup. Later , in 1979, that document, in some other form, 

was adopted by the same association as their legal definition, 

entitled'Das Berufsbild des Restaurators'. 

French and english translations of this first 

document were incorporated in the papers of the first 

ineeting ( ICCROM ST 1/3 ) of the Standards and Training 

Committee of the ICCROM General Assembly in 1978. 

With some, more generalising modifications it was 

then adopted by the General Assembly 198o of the Swiss 

Association for Conservation and Restoration with a french 

and a german version as their legal definition. Other eur- 

pean nationaloconcervation organisations are in the process 

of adopting this document as well. 

The ICOM - CC - working-group started to discuss 

the ICCROM text in 1978. A first round of interventions 

were made during 1979-8o and incorporated in the 'second 

proposal', again modified during the'Symposium on Didactic 

Mlaterial', held as a joint meeting of ICCROM and this work- 

ing-group in septembre 198o in Rome. 
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The version now presented for adoption to the 

membership of this working-group during the Ottawa ICOM 

Conservation Committee Triennial in 1981 will, subject to 

alterations and modifications, then be forwarded to the 

Committee's Directory Board for approval, our recommen¬ 

dation be to have it proposed for adoption to the 

Coucil of ICOM, who in turn could submit it to the next 

ICOM General Conference. 

The advantage of such broad recognition is evident 

in view of the many and continues differences and arguments 

about the content of f.e. conservation training programs, 

job - descriptions, responsibility-levels, classification- 

problems a.o. . 

H. C. von Imhoff 

Coordinator 

April 1981 
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Unlike most professional activities, the profession 

of the conservator-restorer *) is not yet protected.Any - 

one who conserves and restores is called a conservator or 

restorer, rather than those, who have been trained 

properly. 

Other professions have passed through this same 

phase during their evolution - like for example the pro¬ 

fession of the physicist, of the lawyer and of the 

architect. From a concern for the profession, for the 

objects these people treat and to protect clients, attempts 

have been made at various times to 

- a clearly define the profession, 

- b delimit it in respect to related professions, 

- c require proper training, 

- d make it a protected profession. 

The Conservator-Restorer's Activity 

The conservator-restorer's activity consists of 

conservation, maintenance, restoration and technological 

examination of cultural heritage. 

By conservation and- maintenance is meant any 

intervention on cultural heritage, which delays, 

prevents or hinders its material decay. 

By restoration is meant any intervention to regain 

a destroyed, disturbed and/or impaired readability 

and/or visual unity of the object for better comprehen 

sion of its meaning and message. 

Technological examination determines the material 

constituents of the object as well as the technology 

used in its production. 
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Conservator-restorers work in museums, in monuiment 

protection services, or on their own.As a complement ito 

the interpreting activities of the art historian, the ethn 

grapher and the archaeologist, it is the conservator- 

restorer's task to comprehend the material aspect of 

objects of historic or artistic significance in order to 

prevent their decay and to conserve them. 

The impact and the ranking of the conservator - 

restorers activities. 

The conservator-restorer has a particular respionsa- 

bility in that he treats irreplaceable originals, which 

are often of great artistic, historic, cultural, socio- (I 
logical, scientific and commercial value. These objects 

are 'a significant expression of the spiritual, religious 

and artistic life of the past, often documents of a his¬ 

torical situation, wether they be works of the first 

rank or simple objects of evreyday life' **) . 

Indeed, the value of such objects lies not only 

in the quality of the execution, but also in the quality 

of their message as historical documents and consequently 

in their authenticity. 

The historic object's documentary quality is the 

basis for research in art history, ethnography and other 

scientific disciplines. Since they all depend to a large 

degree on analysis and interpretation of'their'objects , 

their authenticity and appearance take on special signi¬ 

ficance . 

But society also has a right to this quality of 

authenticity, at least as substantious : these objects 

are eloquent testimony of the most varied aspects of human 

evolution and social organisation. They carry information 

and establish value scales, which must be accessable to 

This justifies the considerable expense of conserving ( 

cultural heritage, but equally underlines the importance 

of utilizing these means wisely in the public interest - 
that is, for the conservation of the object and its 

complete message and its qualities of authenticity. : 

Any conservation or restoration intervention runs 

the risk of harmful transformation or manipulation of the | 

object. The conservator-restorer's task is to distinguish: 

between the necessary and the superflues, the possible and 

the impossible, the intervention that fosters the objects 

qualities and the one which is detrimental to it. 

The conservator-restorer must be aware of the 

documentary nature and potential of an object. As each 

objects contains historic, stylistic, iconographie, 

spiritual, intellectual, technological and/or aesthetic 
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miessaçes, one must expect the conservator-restorer to 

b’O knowledgeable about all these aspects and be able to 

identify their traces and correlate them, as it is he who 

encounters them during his research and work on the object. 

All interventions must be preceded by examinations 

undertaken in a scientific and methodic way, which attempt 

to understand the object in all its dimensions and, at 

the same time weigh the consequences of each manipu¬ 

lation. Who for lack of training is unable to carry out 

such examinations or who, for lack of interest or other 

reasons, neglects to proceed in this way, cannot be entrusted 

with the responsibility for treatment. Only a well trained 

and educated, experienced conservator-restorer is capable 

of correctly interpreting the results of such examinations, 

only he/she is aware of the consequences of the decisions 

to be made, and of the responsibilities. 

If one considers that all scientific statements 

are developed using the following system - investigation 

of source, analysis of the object, interpretation and 

sythesis - then the need for the same methodological approach 

to interventions on an historic or artistic object be¬ 

comes evident, only then the completed treatment becomes 

a new affirmation of an object and its significance, which 

may surpass the purely scientific message and considerably 

affect earlier findings. 

Unlike the specialized historian of whatever dis- 

ciplin, who describes and interprets the object, the con¬ 

servator-restorer works on the object itself. His work is 

similiar to that of the surgeon - a manual activity above 

all. However, as in the surgeon's case, manual skill and 

practical sensitivity must be linked and are guided by 

theoretical knowledge and the capacity to, most often 
immediately, assess a situation, act upon it, well evaluating 

the consequences of the decission taken there and then. 

An additional, essential element of a conservator- 

restorer is his sensitivity towards the perception of the 
object original state, condition and significance, which 

enables him to respect its actual state always during any 

Intervention. 

Today the conservator-restorer is asked to work as 

part of a team. Just as the surgeon cannot be simultaneously 

a radiologist, histologist and psychologist, the conservator- 

restorer is not at the same time art- or other -historian, 

chemist or another expert in natural or human sciences. 

But his work, like the surgeon's, should be complemented 

by the findings, the research and the analysis-results of 

these teampartners, whose collaboration he must be able to 

sollicit at the right time. This cooperation will function 

well if he/ he is able to formulate the questions scientifi- 
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cally,percise and to interpret the given answers correc;tly 

in their context. 

The conservator-restorer's function is thus to 

solve conservation and restoration problems by methodic: 

approach, appropriate use of methods of~examination> 

critical evaluation of the results and correlated use 

of an up-to-date theoretical knowledge, practical exper¬ 

ience and artistic sensitivity. 

Delimitation against related professions. 

fuL ^ The conservator-restorer will have to be care 

to delimit his professional activities against those of 

artistic professions or the crafts. A basic criteria of 

this delimitation is that by his activities the conserva¬ 

tor-restorer does not create new cultural objects. It Is 

the craft and the artistic professions, such as smith-for¬ 

gers, guilders, cabinetmakers, decorator and others, to 

physically reconstruct, what no longer exists or what 

cannot be preserved, hopefully under guidance and aware 

of the findings the conservator-restorer*sexaminations 

of the remains have providied. 

It is also their function and competence to recon¬ 

struct lost or destroyed cultural heritage if need be, on 

the basis of historical, archaeological and other research, 

scientific investigations and analysis and thus pass oni 

important information and traditions. 

The recommendation as to wether the intervention 

on an object of historic ond/or artistic significance shoi 

be undertaken by an artist, a craftsman or a conserva¬ 

tor-restorer can only be made by an experienced, educated 

and well trained conservator-restorer, as it is he who 

has the full complement of means to examine the object, 

determine its condition and find its material documentary 

significance. 

Training and education of the conservator-restorer 

To conform with the professional characteristics 

and specifications described above, future conservator- 

restorers must receive training based on technical and 

scientific principles and general education in human 

sciences. Where such training should be given, what type 

of institution lends itself best to it, will not be 

examined here. 
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Basic training consists of technical training, 

w/hich involves the developement of manual skills as well 

as the transmission of theoretical knowledge about 

miaterials, techniques and objects encountered in practice. 

Training in scientific methodology is to foster 

the capacity to solve conservation problems following 

a systematic approach, using percise research and inter- 

p)reting the results critically. 

Ir. this context theoretical training and education 

includes the following subjects: 

— kr.owledge of technology and materials 

— chemistry, biology and physics for conservation 

— histroy of art and civilisations 

conservation and restoration technology and 

their history 

ccnservationtheory and ethics 

methods of research and documentation 

The emphasis in training conservator-restorers 

should always be placed on practice, both in working on the 

object and in confronting the conservation-student with it. 

The interpretative and artistic sensitivity must be 

educated further during the entire formation. 

The conservator-restorer's self-critical attitude 

towards his own knowledge, his own activity and his 

decisioniraking must be stimulated eirly on as a basis 

for the necessary critical attitude towards any problem 

or solution of conservation and restoration. 

During advaces training, the subjects and the 

professional knowledge must be improved, heightened and 

enlarged, while the training in administration and 
management has to be added. 

Written work showing the combination of theoretical 
knowledge and critical attitude will be expected. As during 

the basic training emphasis must be also placed in this 

period on the continues confrontation with objects, their 

conservation and restoration problems. 

The progress of advanced training over basic 

training consists particularly in acquiring more systematic 

and more thourough examinationcapacity of all aspects of 

the conservation of an object and this object itself, 

a better familiarity with planing and justifying of inter¬ 

ventions, and the developement of independent working habits. 
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The solution of more difficult conservation and 

restorationproblems will have to be defended, even 

including the particular case of a decision not to under¬ 

take any intervention. 

A thesis or diploma - paper should terminate the 

training. Internships are essential par:s of training at 

any level. 

*) In this paper the professional concerned is 

called 'conservator-restorer. This is s compromise, 

as the same professional is called ' corservator ' in the 

anglo-saxon aerea, while he/she is called 'restorer* **) 

in Romance and german languages. 

**) G.S.Graf Adelmann , 'Restaurator und Denkmalpf lege ' 

in'Nachrichtenblatt der Denkmalpflege in Baden - 

Württemberg', Vol.8, N° 3, pp 61 f. . 
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WORKING GROUP TRAINING OF RESTORERS 

Some remarks about recent developments in formal training 

in conservation and restoration - educational systems and 

i:heir consequences in different countries 

(Coordinator; H.C. von Imhoff 

Le Bugnon 308 
1782 Belfaux 
Switzerland 

More than double the number of papers have been sent in by- 

members of the working group on training, now renamed 

'Training in Conservation and Restoration', to be accepted 

for the preprints of the IGOM - CC - Triennial 1981 in 

Ottawa, compared to Venice 1975 and Zagreb 1978* This is 

not a proove but certainly an indication for a more pro¬ 

nounced concern and profound interest in problems related 

to education and training in this profession. Similar indi¬ 

cation can be derivated looking at the growing number of 

participants in the sessions of the group, some lo in Venice, 

well over a hundered in Zagreb, three years later. 

The politic prominence and significance conservation of 

cultural heritage has gained worldwide during the last 

decade ( World Heritage List, UNESCO - Recommendation on 

movable cultural property, ICOMOS - activities, ICCROFi, 

IGOM - projects Cairo and Kuweit a.o. ) and the subsequent 

economic and administrative implications of this change in 

importance have helped to develops the awareness.that there 

is greater need than ever to regularise in whatever way 

- the training of conservator - restorers. 

- the ascertation of their continues professional developement, 

- their status, scope and role within the administration, be 

it an international, a national or else one, 

- their responsibility and role in the administration of 

cultural heritage, 

and by doing so, discuss the philiosophy and ethics of con¬ 

servation in general, 

A first step to provide for a sound basis for discussion 

can be to define the profession in clear terms understand¬ 

able for all concerned and interested. Starting out from 

a workingpaper of the westgerman restorers association DRV 

edited under the chairwomanship of our assistant coordinator 

Agnes Ballestrem, and discussing wordings and meanings since 

1978 within the working group, such a definition is now 
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presented under the title ' THiC CONSERVATOR = RESTORER, 

A DEFINITION OF THE PROFESSION ', paper 81/22/o of 

these preprints; indications to its possible role and 

regarding future steps are given in its introduction. 

Parallel to the definition of our trade it is necessary 

to discuss to what extend one person can englobe all what 

even specialised conservation entails without her becoming 

a Jack of all trades, but master of none (81/22/1) and 

to discuss how this increasing responsibility can and 

should be shared with our partners, the conservation - 

scientists, curators, historians, administrators, 

wardens and others ( 81/22/2 ). 

One fundamental to help solve some of the problems is 

certainly a thoroughly planned training in conservation 

and restoration. The ways to institute it will be and are 

national ones, at least for the industrialised nations of 

the northern hemisphere - the ways of training have to fit 

tceir respective traditions, their cultural values, their 

administrative patterns and specific ways adopted for 

problemsolving and can only develops on a government 

structure and economy strong enough to support such 

activities.. 

For the countries,which in the North - South - Dialog 

are part of the southern interlocutors crew, training 

in conservation is something which normally happens abroad 

and which often is not specifically adapted to the needs of 

the individual country. Already the selection of candidates 

for training is a problem,the solution to which is more 

often a political one than one based on educational 

criteria and proper motivation. IGGROIl and its regional 

centres and a few other initiative countries have embarked 

on ways to find some kind of solution to these problems. 

Compared to the size of the task, the amount of material 

to await conservationtreatment and the difficulties to ^ 

overcome forming supportive, financially sound and K 

intelligent structures within the different countries, thesb^ 

beginnings are only droplets in the bucket. 

There are several reviews of the ways single institutions, 

whole countries train, there are comparison papers, within ; 

these and previous IGOM - preprints, there is IGGROH’s ■ 
Training Index and R.Straub's only typewritten manuscript, 

which compares and lists european and northamerican programs; 

with comments, annotations,listings to subjects of interest.! 

These show that the anglo-saxon countries seen to have found 

ways to train and educate and position their conservators 

within society to fit the requirements of conservation, • 

their own need and satisfaction. Those pregrans may need to . 

be refined and further developed, but seem generally to be 

appropriate. 
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Tlhe same seems true for eastern european countries,in 
different degrees of accompletion so, if one compares f.e. 
Yiugoslavia to Poland, While all these nations have 
recognised that conservation is to be taught at univer¬ 
sity level or in connection with university-like institu¬ 
tions, the mediterranean latin countries have established 
defined carreers, the latest being Portugal to put it into 
liaw in 193o, all based on some kind of National Institute 
of Conservation and Restoration,with annexed training 
responsibilities, the conservator - restorer viewed as a 
specialised technician. Besides the highest level obtain- 
alble in Spain in this field, there are no connections or 
recognitions by universities. 

With no possibility to incorporate training in conservation 
into their universities, Westgermany and Switzerland are 
in a difficult situation as well. While.besides Austria 
and Denmark,Germany has as institution , similar t© 
university for the fine arts field^the so called 
academy of art, which can incorporate conservationtraining, 
S^witzerland lacks these possibilities or has too narrow 
legal definitions of similar institutions,as to offer 
possible alternative ways. An attempt to use the arts and 
trade college institution there to build a trainingprogram , 
failed . Whilst the administration pretended human problems 
as the reason, as 8 of lo students quitt furiously and the 
only conservators contract was not renewed, the actual 
reason is a complete mi.sconception by the school authorities 
and by the service of monu-ents people at different levels, 
of what conservation is contrary to the Swiss Associa¬ 
tion for Conservation and Restoration, who has adopted a 
slightly different version of the ’definition' 81/22/o -i.e. 
in essence the old dispute ’renovation’ versus conservation, 
renovation momentanously winning in the current of a 
nostalgic 'heimatstil' and a mystifiing conception of 
craftsmanship. 

One of the keyquestions in the developement of these 
different national ways to conservation training is the 
elasticity of the -oniversitystructure specifically and 
and of the educational system generally - countries with 
strong emphasis on pure academic and scientific scholar- 
liness.have immense difficulties to incorporate conservation 
training into their universities, like Germany, France, 
Switzerland and others, France nevertheless succeeded. 

Countries,whose system allows for a bachelor injstudioart 
or a baccalaureat in ceramica are at ease to accept con- 
servationstudents within their ranks and will rank^them 
as equal later. Contrary to this,systems and nations, where 
any type of manual work is automatically classified as 
blue collar activity and at the respective level, that 
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means, financially and socially lower than wiiite collar 
work, are in trouble to classify their conservators at 
a level equal to the collègues in the team which perform.s 
the administration of our cultural heritage, backed by the 
authority which dérivâtes from the appropriate social 
position, which is given to the curator, the archaeologist, 
the historian, the scientist, the top administrator, all 
of them trained at university. Experience tells us that 
who is paid higher, is ranked higher, is given more 
responsibility, is having more authority. What this 
means in conservation is well known to all of us 1 
It is not merely a question of legal and administrative 
gpructures, but one of hum an impact and human relations als 
What happened in Switzerland is a craXty illustration of ^ 
the importance of tnese considerations and of the import anc^n 
of the paragraph in the 'DEFINITION*, which deals with 
'the delimitation to other professions'. 

One thing to help training in conservation develope in 
the right direction,is the availability of appropriate 
didactic material. Up to now every conservator, who is 
involved in teaching conservation, has to make up all 
his teaching aids himself. Some bibliographies exist,- 
some readinglists, some films to document specific tech¬ 
nologies, a few slideshows to guide the practioneer, 
one or the other book incidentally suitable for teaching, 
but no series of textbooks for teaching, no leaflets 
available to everybody, nor medells for sale, etc. - 
with the exception of some of IGCROMs recent publications 
and some Smithsonian material.- 

Butterworth has started its series'conservation in art 
and archaeology', to report the state of the arts of 
the different specific disciplines . They'll be of help 
for teachers in conservation, once they are on the market* 
In the direction of proper conservation teaching ^d -text¬ 
books the ehglish Crafts Council is pionneering with its ^ 
project CONSERVATION SCIENCE TEACHING PUBLICATIONS (81/22/(^ 
remarkable not only for its aim, but also for the open 
concept and manner of approach, directed solely by the 

subject matter. j 

This lack of didactic material became painfully obvious ; 
during the' symppsi-um on didactic material for teaching in 
conservation' in the first week of September 198o in 
Rome, .organised jointly by IGCROM and this working group. 
The nearly 5o participants were all mainly teachers in 
conservation and brought ever^hing they knew was interesting 
and serving their teaching - it was not much yet. So two^ 
recommendations were voted on and guidelines for production 
in the main categories of didactic material produced, but 
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not published yet. The recommendations read: 

no, 1 

The participants of the symposium on didactic material 
in conservation in September 1981 in Rome ask IGCROM to 
collect in a systematic way continuously information 
about existing didactic material in conservation and 
about didactic material relevant to teach conservation. 

The listing of this material and material under pro¬ 
duction should be made available to those interested 
with some kind of publication. 

To the extend possible ICCROM should collect this material. 
By means of a committee it could be evaluated and decisions 
made as to wether this material should or could be trans¬ 
lated and/or edited, 

of didactic material shall be considered: 
books, films, video, slides, technical cards, model a.o. 

No, 2 

ICCROM is asked by the participants to set up a committee 
of conservators, conservation scientists and experts in 
education to prepare a regular ICCROM course, or if needed, 
different types of courses, to train and educate teachers 
in conservation and conservation science in educational 
techniques, 

-Evaluation of training programs by^heir own,in the mean¬ 
time experienced former students and by experts from 
outside will help to ameliorate the courses. Ample infor¬ 
mation aid intensive collaboration of all concerned will 
help to foster developement of training in conservation 
and restoration in every aspect, in every direction and 
by all wio are responsible and entrusted with the preser¬ 
vation of cultural heritage. 

H. C, voi Imhoff 
]May 1981 
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CONSERVATORS OR CHARPERSONS? 

H.W.M.Hodges 

Art Conservation Program 
Queen's University 
Kingston K7L 3N6, Ontario 

Canada 

The conservator today is expected increasingly to perform 

a dual role as a specialist restorer and as a generalist to monitor 

museum functions and environment. It is argued that this tendency 

is already leading to an inefficient use of man-power, and it is 

suggested that training programmes should now be considering 

training specialists in museum environmental control, leaving other 

specialists free to work unhampered in the traditional srudio- 

orientated manner. 

There is a persistent myth that the conservator is a quiet 

operator, more nearly approaching the classical concept of the 

alchemist than one might think possible. Inured from the world in 

his studio, he is seen as a man of great skill and endless patience, 

who has learnt, partly by example and partly by his own diligent 

reading and research, how cunningly to manipulate scalpel, brush 

and materials, and how best to bend the gifts of science to his 

particular needs. In this, as in all myths, there is a grain of 

truth. Such people really do exist, or should I say, rather they 

endeavour to approach this definition. 

This is not the place to explore how the myth grew or 

why it is perpetuated, other than to suggest that we, the educators, 

may be to some extent to blame for its survival. The sa<l truth is 

that in the field of conservation today there is nlace for fewer 

and fewer such alchemists. In the real world the conservator is not 

only required to perform acts of transmutation, but also to deal 

with the major enemies of museum collections - dirt and ignorance. 
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There was a time when one might have beli> ved that this 

would not always be so; briefly it seemed as though courses in 
museology and museum studies might produce a body o. professional 

curators adequately trained to cope with their main duties - 
preservation, study and display. Now we know that this is not to 
be so; museum administration and interpretation have pre-empted 
all but a minor part of such training, and curators arrive on the 
market less able to look after the health of a coll'^ction than a 
well-versed Victorian housekeeper. Let those who can do: more 

and more the care of collections has been sequestered to the 

conservator. 

In the 1940's, when the words conservator and conser¬ 

vation were first coined to describe our then nascent profession, 
these broader areas of concern were seldom consider*.d. We were, 
most of us, reared in studios and laboratories, and it was in those 

confines that we were supposed to work. At that time we were 
meant to be the mythical alchemists, and woe betide us if we dared 

to overstep our threshold. It was unthinkable that we should be 
asked to advise the curator about such matters as s .orage or 
display. It need hardly be said that the outcome o^ this policy 
was an appalling deterioration in the condition of '.he more 
delicate items in the collections. Eventually it v. as to dawn 
upon all but the most stubborn of rurators that they needed help, 
and it fell upon the conservators to spend increasing amounts of 
their time attending to what are (or should be) curatorial duties - 
control of environment, proper storage and display "echniques, and 
the general maintenance and cleaning of the collections. As a 
corollary less time could be spared by the conservalor to undertake 

the work for which he had primarily been trained - repair and 

restoration. 

The situation has been made the more acute with the growing 

popularity of the travelling exhibition. Whether o le elects to 
sympathise with the concept of bringing culture to ohe people or to 

condemn it as a mere political gambit, it has becoire a fact with 
which we have to live; and this despite that fact that some objects 
stand little more chance of survival in transit tha.i an octoge¬ 
narian would have on a .raining course for commandes. It is the 
curatorial body that has decided upon the policy; it is the con¬ 
servator who has been a iked to implement it. 

Had my title not already suggested it, by now it must be 
obvious that I have a complaint to make. It is not, however, that 
I feel that conservation has become too broadened or over-extended. 
Far from it, it is axiomatic that if it is essential to the well¬ 
being of our collections that the conservator must undertake these 
wider responsibilities, then so be it. The situation, nevertheless, 
presents those concerned with the education of conservators with a 
very real problem, namely: is it reasonable to expect future con¬ 
servators to be both guardians of the collections and specialist 

restorers at the same time? 
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Until quite recently one could have argued with considerable 

justification that this was so, and that the restorer could also 
advise on the generalities of conservation. Indeed it holds good that 
any conservator, ao matter how narrow his area of specialization is 
intended, should receive a sound broad background training in con¬ 
servation principles. We are, nevertheless, collecting in our museums 

an ever wider range of materials, much of quite recent origin, and 
a considerable proportion of which was never created with longlevity 

in mind. The preservation aspect of our work has hence become 
increasingly complex as, too, has the restoration aspect due to the 
increasing number of materials and techniques available for our use. 
In short, any conservator who has a thorough grasp of air-condition¬ 

ing, lighting, the construction and maintenance of museum storage, 
the packing and transportation of objects, the care of objects on 

’■^display, and the ability to maintain a varied collection in clean 
and hygenic conditions, not to mention keeping an old building in 
serviceable condition, is already a specialist, and has no need to 
retire to a studio from time to time to perform miracles of restor¬ 

ation to prove his capabilities or usefulness. 

The crux of my argument, then, is this: have we now arrived 

at a time when training programmes should be considering museum 
environmental control, in the sense just described, as an area of 

specialization? Or should we continue to insist upon one of the 
more traditional aspects of specialization - fine art, paper, 
furniture, textiles, archaeology, ethnography - and trust that 
the broad background that they are given during this training will 

be sufficient for our students to get by? 

As things stand, many conservators are required to act as 
trouble-shooters for the museum and are equally expected to work on 
problems of restoration that demand considerable concentration. To 

be dealing at one moment with a difficult operation in the studio, 
and to have to relinquish it to cope with some quite different 
question of conservation, often at short notice, is a far from ideal 
method of working. Furthermore, without giving offence to my 
colleagues who are specialists in various fields of restoration, 
one wonders which of us are sufficiently versed in museum environ¬ 
mental control to be able to give immediate and spontaneous advice 
on all its aspects. My feeling is that far too often we are obliged 
to do a considerable amount of "homework” before we can provide an 

answer with any confidence. If this trend towards a dual role for 
the conservator continues to extend, and there is no sign that it 
will do otherwise, we can only become increasingly less efficient. 

The field of conservation has often been compared with 
that of medicine, an analogy that one should follow more closely. 

Within the medical profession, specialization is, of course, 
accepted as normal, although it was not always thuc. Equally the 
profession has to rely upon its general practitioners, its family 

doctors, and those whose concern is public health and preventive 
medicine. It is unthinkable that the profession could operate 
without the support of the latter, and yet is this not precisely 
what our own profession is attempting to do? 
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I recognize that this proposal will not meet with universal 
approval. Unlike the medical profession, where the division between 
surgeon and doctor came early in its history, we became an entity as 
a result of the merger of many specialists, and the concept of a 
conservator who is not studio or laboratory based must be alien to 
our way of seeing things. However, it is not being suggested that 
we should train conservators who are ignorant of st'odio practices 
and restoration techniques. What is being proposed, rather, is that 

museum environmental control should be allowed as a specialization 
within a training programme alongside other areas o^ specialization, 
and that during the period of training students sho”ld become familiar 

with studio work, just as at the present students specializing in 
studio work became familiar with the general concepts of museum 

environmental control. m 
It could be argued that the subject of museum environmental 

control is too amorphous and that there is a danger of training Jacks 

of all trades and masters of none. In fact the field is very far 
from being amorphous, and there exists an enormous literature that 
needs to be mastered before one can adequately advi-.e on environmental 
control. Admittedly the information is at present '^ery widely 
scattered and, apart from a few areas, very little attempt has been 
made to correlate it to such an extent that for som^. aspects one m.ust 
still refer to The Deterioration of Materials by G.^i. Greathouse and 
C.J. Wessel as a source book, a work that was published in 1954 with 
a very different readership in mind. It is also worth observing in 
this context the large number of fairly superficial technical bulletins 
and pamphlets that have been produced in recent year's by various 
organizations, all of which are intended to help th"* curator or layman 
resolve the problems of museum design and maintenance, and the care of 
collections. Despite these well-intentioned efforts many museums 
remain charnel-houses for antiquities and works of '.rt. It is not 
that the subject matter is amorphous but that, because it is not 
usually our primary concern, we have allowed it to appear so, while 
deluding ourselves into believing that a technical pamphlet can be 
read and acted upon by the layman. Obviously these technical 
bulletins have their uses, but they can no more replace the man on 

the spot than a book on self-medication can replace the family 
physician. Too often, one finds, an attempt to rel.-eve the symptons 

rather than cure the disease. 
m 

As to the Jack of all trades, this is exactly what is not 
being proposed. It is not being suggested that students be given a 

perfunctory knowledge of the care of collections, then to be turned 
loose on the museum world. It is a dangerous proverb that says that 
in the land of the blind the one-eyed are kings: in the realm of 
conservation the one-eyed may be a greater menace than the blind. 
Only in rare cases of disaster, such as flood and fire, does our 
profession need the help of paramedics. What is envisaged, rather, 
is a conservator with a thorough understanding of the anatoir/, 
physiology and pathology of the museum and its contents, an ability 
to diagnose or foresee malfunctions before any damage is done, and 
sufficiently versed to ’enow when he must turn to other specialist 
colleagues fer help. 
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Finally, one has to ask what is probably the most crucial 
question of all. Were one to train specialist conservators of the 
type just described, would they be given employment? My opinion is 
that, at this juncture, they would not, if only for the very good 
reason that the dual role has become expected of conservators, and 
it is obviously difficult to persuade employers to enlist two 
people to deal with work that they believe can be done by one. The 
dilemma in which one finds oneself is, thus, should one now begin 
to train students in this way and proselytize for their acceptance; 
or should we delay until the situation has become so chronic that 

training in this field is forced upon us? 
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CONSERVATION DES COLLECTIONS: CO-RESPONSABILITE DU 

CONSERVATEUR ET DU RESTAURATEUR - SES CONSEQUENCES 

J. Thiebaut 

Conservateur Direction des Musées de France 
Palais du Louvre 
75041 Paris 
France 

RESUME 

Quelques exemples rappellent les conflits qui 
peuvent se manifester entre le conservateur spécialiste 
de l'étude des collections et le restaurateur spécialis¬ 
te de l'état des collections. 

La solution de ces conflits réside dans la recon¬ 
naissance mutuelle des missions des partenaires, et la 
mise en commun de leurs activités au bénéfice des témoins 

culturels sans négliger les techniques de documentation, 
l'arbitrage et l'amélioration des formations de ces deux 
catégories de spécialistes qui doivent être, en partie, 
communes. 
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C'est une vieille querelle que celle de savoir 

qui du conservateur ou du restaurateur (termes utilisés 

généralement en français) est responsable de 1'état des 

collections, si l'on entend par état, à la fois : 

1- les bonnes conditions de stockage et de présentation, 

2- les précautions utiles lors des mouvements, transferts, 
exposition, 

3- les interventions judicieuses pour la remise en état 

en cas de dommages. 

Il semble parfois que le conservateur d'un dépar¬ 

tement ou d'un musée, homme de science et d'érudition, 

doive plutôt se consacrer à l'étude de l'histoire des 
collections et à l'exploitation rigoureuse de sa documen¬ 
tation pour éclairer des points d'histoire, de civilisa¬ 
tion, de courants esthétiques, d'évolution des techniques; 
qu'il doive aussi donner son temps à la présentation et 

à 1'"animation" des collections (ce dernier point est 
parfois contesté) afin d'en faciliter l'approche et la 
compréhension aux diverses catégories de visiteurs; qu'il 
soit, enfin, un agent actif de protection du patrimoine 

culturel local ou de sa spécialité en se tenant informé 
et en intervenant chaque fois que celui-ci risque d'être 
dégradé ou détruit. 

Dans cette conception, il reviendrait au restaura¬ 
teur de contrôler régulièrement l'état matériel des objets 

en présentation ou en réserve, avant ou après exposition 
et "à fortiori", d'intervenir en cas de dommages. 

Ainsi, le conservateur n'aurait à se préoccuper que 
des valeurs portées par l'objet et le restaurateur que du 
support de ces valeurs. 

Mais peut-on, dans la réalité, tracer une frontière 
aussi nette entre des activités qui, pour être menées par 
des agents différents, n'en convergent pas moins vers le 

même but ; la sauvegarde de témoins ? 
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Le respect de l'objet et les réponses qu'il est 

susceptible d'apporter à d'autres interrogations ne seront- 
ils pas renforcés et enrichis si chaque partenaire est 

soucieux d'un travail en commun, nourri des connaissances 
et des motifs de l'autre ? 

Le terme anglais de "curator" souligne -peut-être 
mieux que les vocables français de conservateur et restau¬ 

rateur qu'il traduit parfois- qu'il convient, comme dans 
la définition juridique française du "curateur", de prodi¬ 
guer au témoin à la fois la science et les soins. 

Examinons quelques exemples de pôles d'intérêt res¬ 
pectifs des partenaires, des dangers auxquels ils peuvent 
exposer les témoins et des remèdes possibles. 

Anxieux de percer les énigmes du passé, le conser¬ 
vateur pourrait avoir une attitude destructtice à l'égard 
de l'objet, en cherchant à procéder à des analyses trop 
poussées du support. 

Dans cette recherche, il s'opposerait à des conser¬ 
vateurs et à des restaurateurs qui soutiendraient l'obliga¬ 
tion du maintien de l'objet en son état et intégrité. 

Les méthodes d'analyse actuelles permettent, en 
partie, d'éviter ce dilemne, mais il est indispensable que 

des opérations d'investigation susceptibles de laisser des 
traces sur l'objet et pouvant, dans l'avenir, donner lieu 

à des interprétations sujettes à caution, soient précisé¬ 
ment localisées et documentées et qu'elles soient exactement 
transcrites au dossier de l'objet. 

De même, les méthodes de restauration actuelles sont 
assez affinées pour assurer, en principe, le sauvetage ou 
la réparation du témoin sans faire disparaître des éléments 
constitutifs de matériaux ou de techniques ce qui compro¬ 
mettrait des analyses ultérieures. 

Il est aussi indispensable, dans la phase de restau¬ 
ration ou d'entretien, que le dossier du témoin soit par¬ 
faitement documenté par l'indication des constats et inter¬ 

ventions successifs ainsi que des méthodes et produits em¬ 
ployés . 
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Des photographies d'état en dimension normale ou des 

macro-photographies seront toujours souhaitables. 

En conservation comme en restauration, il s'agit 

de transmettre le témoin dans le meilleur état possible 

(pour lui assurer une durée de vie plus longue) et un- 
témoin qui ne soit pas trop défiguré par des interven¬ 
tions (pour permettre des investigations ultérieures 

plus affinées ou dans d'autres directions). 

Examinons un autre cas de conflit possible. 

Dans le cas d'un objet très caractéristique ou 
exemplaire sur le plan esthétique, historique ou techni¬ 

que, le conservateur peut être tenté de la présenter 
durant de longues périodes ou de le proposer trop souvent 

aux demandes d'expositions temporaires. 

A 1'opposé, le restaurateur qui constate que le 

témoin souffre de mises en présentation ou d'expositions 
trop fréquentes répugnera à satisfaire de nouvelles deman¬ 

des . 

Il importe que les constats d'état réguliers effec¬ 

tués par le restaurateur soient pris en compte par le 
conservateur dans l'examen des demandes de présentation 
et d'exposition, même, et surtout, si ils doivent l'amener 
à les ajourner fut-ce au détriment de la "publicité" 
(dangereuse parfois), qu'elles apportent au musée. 

C'est l'occasion de rappeler qu'il faut sans doute 

revoir la politique mondiale d'expositions et ne pas céder 
à la tendance multiplicative de ces grands et fréquents 
changements de l'environnement des témoins. Les communi¬ 
cations de masse et les plus grandes facilités de voyage 
rendent moins nécessaires ces transplantations de témoins 

qui n'ont souvent résisté aux siècles que par l'immobili¬ 

té, l'obscurité et l'isolement. 

L'analyse et les interventions trop poussées et 

les changements d'environnement sont les dangers majeurs 

qui menacent le témoin. 

Pour des témoins constitués de certains matériaux, 

des conditions physiques pourront se révéler très agressi¬ 

ves. Pour les tapisseries, dessins, objets en plume, ce 
sera une trop forte lum.inosité, pour d'autre, une humidité 

ou une sécheresse excessive. 
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Un conservateur recherchant une présentation bril¬ 

lante et sophistiquée afin qu'elle soit plus attractive- 
pense-t-il - pour le public, pourra s'opposer au restau¬ 
rateur plus inquiet de la santé du témoin que de l'émer¬ 
veillement supposé du public. 

Les solutions des conflits sont toujours dans 

1 ' informiation réciproque et la documentation rigoureuse 
et si besoin est, dans l'arbitrage rendu par le _'espon- 
sable général du service on de l'établissement. 

Les réserves peuvent aussi constituer un champ de 
bataille exemplaire : 

Parce que certains témoins ne seront pas " à la 
mode"; ou dans le champ de recherche de l'érudit, ou la 

présentation dans les salles trop chargées, ou le tém.oin 
très abimé, on peut assister à un encombrement des réser¬ 

ves ou à des réserves très mal rangées ou mal équipées 
compromiettant la recherche ou la durée des objets sans 
parler des réserves non ou mal surveillées; le pire étant 
la "réserve-pourrissoir" où des témoins très endommagés 

et porteurs de germ.es contamineront des témoins sains 
non isolés de ces grands m.alades. 

L'organisation et le contrôle régulier des réser¬ 
ves doivent être le fruit d'une collaboration qui devrait 
être plus neutre que dans les exemples précédents entre 
le conservateur et le restaurateur. Il y sera moins ques¬ 

tion de prestige et peut-être pourront-ils communier dans 
le respect de l'objet à moins que le conservateur, limité 
dans ses projets d'exposition, de salles d'accueil ou de 
documentation par l'exiguité de ses locaux, soit porté à 
sacrifier les locaux de laboratoire, d'"infirmerie" et 
des réserves. 

Peut-être faudra-t-il envisager d'une manière géné¬ 
rale une inspection périodique des réserves par des agents 
extérieurs aux établissèrnents visités et relevant, soit 

de l'autorité de tutelle des établissements, soit d'une 
commission nationale de protection du patrimoine. 

Dernier exemple : les fouilles (où peut intervenir 
un troisième partenaire). 

Si le responsable de la fouille est conservateur 

autant qu'archéologue, il sera aussi soucieux d'une métho¬ 
de rigoureuse de fouille que des mesures nécessaires au 
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stockage convenable et aux premières opérations de net¬ 
toyage et de mise en état des témoins recueillis et il 
aura tendance à recueillir et déposer le maximum de 
témoins. 

S'il s'agit d'un archéologue "impénitent" peut- 

être serait-il davantage préoccupé par la conduite de 

la fouille et la tenu^.du journal qu'animé du désir de 
consolider et réserver pour des études ultérieures la 

totalité des témoins. 

Pour le restaurateur, la difficulté résidera 

dans le nombre important d'opérations à effectuer dans 
des conditions parfois précaires. Le temps, l'assistance 
de personnel suffisant, les matériaux ou outillages, lui 
manqueront souvent, surtout si les couches sont très 
bouleversées, les objets très dispersés et émiéttés. 

Dans ce cas particulier les facteurs extérieurs: 
contrainte de temps, de conditions climatiques, de moyens 

en personnel ou en matériel peuvent amener le responsable 
général à se prononcer sur les sacrifices nécessaires. 
La fouille proprement dite devrait être prioritaire, car 

le gisement constitue un ensemble significatif et parfois 

susceptible de disparaître rapidement qui doit être soi¬ 
gneusement quantifié et enregistré. A la limite, il faut 
donc procéder par sondage aléatoire à l'élimination des 

pièces ou des fragments qui ne pourront être reconstitués 
ou transférés dans des dépôts. La nécessité soulignée 
dans chaque cas d'une documentation très poussée est donc 

ici impérieuse. 

Les missions spécifiques et la responsabilité que 

ressentent les conservateurs et les restaurateu/s, cha¬ 
cun pour leur part, trouveront sans doute moyen de s'expri 
mer et les divergences éventuelles de s'atténuée si les 
uns et les autres participent, et si possible en commun, 
aux tâches de formation et de perfectionnement des métiers 
et professions intéressant le patrimoine culturel- 

En éveillant ceux qui se destinent à ces métiers 
ou en améliorant les connaissances de ceux qui en ont déjà 
la pratique, les uns et les autres devraient apprendre à 
s'apprécier mutuellement et à reconnaître leurs compétence 

spécifiques dans la sauvegarde des témoins. 

Cette reconp-aissance mutuelle, bien mieux, pourrait 

naître et se développer plus tôt si, dans chaque pays cons¬ 
cient de la valeur de son patrimoine culturel, existent 
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ou sont instituées, à côté ou à la place des écoles ou 
Instituts de restauration encore peu nombreux, des 

Ecoles Nationales des Métiers du Patrimoine ou du Patri¬ 

moine qui rassembleraient, dans un tronc commun et des 
sections spécialisées les divers personnels aux trois 

niveaux du recrutement et de la formation initiale; du 

perfectionnement^de la recherche et de l'expérimentation 
des méthodes, techniques et matériaux. 

Le Conseil Consultatif ou le Conseil Supérieur de 
ces écoles devraient évidemment rassembler les représen¬ 

tants des divers secteurs patrimoniaux: fouilüe^monuments, 
sites classés, musées,archives, parcs naturels,éco-musées, 
création contem.poraine etc... et veiller à y rassembler 

et éprouver les techniques auxiliaires nécessaires à 
l'amélioration de ces secteursila méthodologie, l'analyse, 

la documentation, l'informatique où l'effort de normali¬ 
sation doit être poursuivi (sans exclure les révisions 
progressives). 

En conclusion, les discussions légitimes, souvent 
fécondes d'ailleurs, qui peuvent naître entre "conservateurs" 
et "restaurateurs" doivent être résolues par : 

1- le partage de responsabilité( l'aspect juridique de 
cette question peut faire l'objet d'une réflexion 
commune). 

2- le travail en collaboration 

3- la documentation bien tenue (dans ce domaine, il fau¬ 

drait aboutir à un codage international des techniques 
et opérations d'analyse d'une part, à un codage inter¬ 
national des techniques et opérations de restauration 
d'autre part, codages d'autant plus nécessaires que 
des opérations de restauration doivent logiquement 

être précédées par des opérations d'analyse orienta- 
trices des interventions). 

4- l'arbitrage au bénéfice du "témoin", en cas de conflit 

de compétences, d'une part, en cas d'expérimentation^ 
d'innovation en matière d'analyse ou d'intervention, 
d,'autre part. 

Cet arbitrage peut être rendu à trois niveaux : 

- le chef d'établissement 
- l'autorité de tutelle du secteur patrimonial 

- la coiTunission nationale de protection du patrimoine 
(ou le conseil supérieur de l'Ecole Nationale du 
Patrimoine). 
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5- la collaboration à la formation des professionnels du 
Patrimoine 

6- chaque fois que ce sera possible, une formation commu¬ 

ne générale au sein d'une institution nationale de 
formation. 

ANNEXE : Schéma de tableau des responsabilités communes 
et spécifiques du conservateur ou du restaura¬ 

teur . 

Ce tableau peut servir de liste de contrôle 
d'opération pour la conservation des collections. 

+ 
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CONSERVATION DES COLLECTIONS 

SCHEMA DE 

TABLEAU DSS RESPONDABILITES 

COMMUNES ET SPECIFIQUES 

DU CONSERVATEUR ET DU RESTAURATEUR 

(LISTE DE CONTROLE 'COOPERATION) 

ACTIONS RESPONSABT- 

LITE DU 

CONSERVATEUR 

RESPONSABILITE DU 

RESTAURATEUR 

A-INVENTAIRE 

Etablisseinent et tenue à 
jour 

X X Fiche d'état de l'objet et 
tenue à jour 

1- inmatriculation X X 

2- description,photographie X X 

3- état de l'objet (avec le 
restaurateur) □ 

3- à l'entrée (avec le con¬ 
servateur) 

4- mode d'entrée X - 

5- historicpe: auteur,corn- 
mande,ventes,dépôts,ex¬ 
positions 

X 

□ 

X 5- indication des interven¬ 
tions connues antériemes 
à l'entrée. 

B-LOCALISATION 

1- affectation initiale 
(local examiné avec le 
res tai.irateur ) 

X 

□ 

X 1- contrôle des conditions 

du local(indication des 
remèdes apportés) 

2- inscription des moiTve- 

ments successifs:change¬ 
ment de local,passage au 
laboratoire:analyse,in¬ 
tervention, passage en 
réserve, dépôt, ejçxos i -f-i cre 
temporaires. 

X 

O 
X 2- contrôle d'état de l'ob¬ 

jet et des locaux pour 
chaque mouvement avec 
dossier et photographie 
pour les analyses et les 

interventions(techniques 
et produits utilisés) 
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ACTIONS RESPONSABILITE 
^ DU OœiSERVATEUR 

1 
RESPONSABILUE DU 

RESTAURATEUR 

C-ETAT ET SECURITE DES 

COLLECTIONS 

1-programme d'inspection 

des collections (établi en 
fonction de l'état avec le 
restaurateur) 

X □ X 1- programme d'inspection 
(avec le conservateur) 

- X 2- contrôle des inspections 

3-consignes d'entretien 
(avec le restaurateur) 

X □ X 3- indication des nettoyages 

(produits et techniques)' 

4- contrôle d'entretien 

S-mentions succinctes des 
dégradations et des inter¬ 

ventions . 

X 

□ 
X 5- indications détaillées 

des interventions:dossier 

et photographie(produits 
et techniques) 

D-PAPTICIPATION A LA FORMATIO^ 
ET A LA RECHERCHE 

1- prograitmes de formation 
et de perfectionnement: 

utilisation des exemples 
réflexions 

X a X 1- prograime de formation 
et de perfectionnement: 

utilisation des cas et 
réflexions 

2- prograittne d'analyse des 
collections(avec l'avis 
du restaurateur) 

X □ X 2- avis sur les programmes 
d'analyse 

3- avis sur les prograirmes 
d'intervention 

X □ X 3- prograrrme d'intervention 
(avec avis du conserva¬ 

teur) 

( 
: La tenue soigneuse du dossier des ténoins représente une quantité 

importante d'informations. Il semble souhaitable d'utiliser les codages 
normalisés et l'enregistrement autcanatique des données, plutôt que les 

enregistrements r<narxuets moins réguliers et plus longs. 
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ABSTRACT 

Art historians exist at different levels, from museum 
curator to undergraduate student; their motivation 
and ability differs and the approach in any technical 
course should vary accordingly. The ethical basis of 

a technical course related to conservation for art- 
history students at first-degree level is considered 
and the content of the course offered at Gateshead 
for Newcastle Polytechnic art-history student'- is 
briefly described. 

At the ICOM conference in 1978 Hanna Jedrzejewska made 
an excellent case for the inclusion of technical 
matters in the training of art historians. Her own 
(experience in supervising such a course for post¬ 

graduate students at the Academy of Catholic Theology 
in Warsaw is of considerable interest to anyone else 
engaged in a similar programme.! However, I would 
suggest that the comprehensive multi-disciplinary 
nature of that course could prove daunting to anyone 
with more limited experience who is yet interested 
in forming or supervising a similar programme. 

Conservators who could run such a course certainly 
exist, yet most would feel very strongly that 

practising conservation work is of greater importance 
not only to themselves but to the many works of art 
in need of attention than devoting a considerable 

amount of time to art history students, only some of 
whom may enter the museum profession. So, it is 
likely to be others who will run such courses and I 

would suggest that the danger of dilettantism that 
Hanna Jedrzejewska fears can be avoided by devising 
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a more limited programme than hers that will yet be 

of value. 

Before giving an account of my own experience in 
running a conservation/museum studies course for art- 
history students, it will perhaps be best to consider 

who the participants in such a course might be, for 
the term art historian or art-history student may 

indicate a person at one of a variety of levels - the 
museum curator, the postgraduate student on a museology 
course whose principal aim is to enter the museum 
profession and the undergraduate who has an interest 
in the subject but whose final aim may not yet be 

formulated. 

In the case of museum curators and postgraduates 
engaged in a museum studies course, their objectives - 

to collect, to conserve and to educate, should be 
clear and the importance of conservation work should 
certainly be appreciated. In my experience, young 
members of the curatorial profession with whom the 
lecturers on the Gateshead diploma course in conserv¬ 

ation come in contact are very sympathetic to 
conservation and the care of their collections. In 

a country of relatively small size such as the United 
Kingdom, which has an active professional body in the 
United Kingdom Institute for Conservation, it is 

generally true to say that there are possibilities 
for many young curators to visit conservation studios 
and to build up a rapport with conservators. Even 
if such curators had no opportunity for a study of 
technical matters during their University career, 
they may be able to acquire some of the information 

they need at a later time. In other countries of 
greater area and more scattered population this may 
of course be much more difficult and there one could 
argue an even stronger case for the inclusion of 
technical subjects in an art history curriculum. 

I believe that one may assume reasonably strong 
motivation for learning about technical aspects of 

the care of collections on the part of art historians 
who are museum curators or postgraduates on a museum 

studies course. Although the students for whom 
Hanna Jedrzejewska's course was formulated do not 
come exactly into either category, many are priests 
who will have a direct responsibility for caring for 
the art treasures in a variety of institutions. 

Therefore one would expect the same motivation from 
them as from postgraduate museology students and 

could plan accordingly. Also, the varied nature of 
the objects that are likely to be in their care 
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entirely justified the wide range of the course. 

However, undergraduate students have less motivation 
and, in my experience, a technical course has there¬ 

fore to be formulated differently. 

Most art history students at first-degree level have 
a very lively interest in anything connected with the 
arts but the majority have not usually decided upon 
a particular profession. Their strongest motive is 

generally to obtain a good degree at the end of three 
years of study and many postpone a décision or active 

moves towards a career until the third year. Another 
point to bear in mind is that such students are of 
idely varying ability from the technical and practical 
oint of view; some who take part in a technical 

course as part of their studies may in fact be totally 
unsuited to it. This combination of factors means 
that most of the students participate with less 

dedication than one would expect from a postgraduate 
student in museum studies, and indeed, the teacher 
must be prepared to accept this. 

These general remarks are based on the author's 
experience over six years as Senior Lecturer in 
Conservation at Gateshead Technical College, spending 
several hours each week on lectures on the history 

and properties of materials to students taking a full¬ 
time course in conservation of easel paintings or works 
of art on paper but also devoting part of two or three 
days per week to students taking the B.A. Degree in 
History of Modern Art and Design at Newcastle Polytech¬ 
nic. 2 The Polytechnic course is designed in such a 

way that academic work occupies four days per week 

while much of the fifth day is occupied by a practical 
option which is obligatory in the first and second 
years but truly optional in the third year. The 

practical options, of which Conservation/Museum Studies 
t Gateshead is one, are intended to provide opport- 
nity for work of a practical nature. They do not 

form part of the degree examination. Doubtless this 
results from a recognition of the fact that students 
who have chosen to take an art history course are more 

likely to have academic ability than practical 
expertise, but the fact that the work undertaken in 
the practical option is not examined certainly affects 
the motivation of some students. Having said this, it 

should perhaps be mentioned that a few students who 
select the conservation option have previously taken 
one year at art school, while a few more have taken 
practical art to a high level at school until the age 
of eighteen, and these are the students who usually 

make the most of the course. Other students of lesser 
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practical ability who still profit by the course are 
usually those of pa-^ticularly high intelligence who are 
well organized; they appreciate what the course can 

offer them and organize their academic studies so that 

they fit in time for the practical option without 

difficulty. 

At the beginning of the academic year new students 
are given three to four weeks to select one of the 
practical options. It is usual for them to visit 

the studios over that time to meet the lecturer, see 
the facilities and view work done by previous students 

on the course. The students select their practical 
option; the teacher has no choice of students. 

At this point the question of ethics arises. The 
inclusion of the word 'conservation' in the title of 
the course leads some people to think that conservation 
«^r restoration work is actually undertaken by the 

students. This is definitely not the case and it is 

always necessary to point out the fact to the students 
before they decide which practical option to choose. 

Sometimes e-tudents who have expressed an interest in 
conservation as a career decide rgainst taking the 

course wnen they learn that they will not be allowed 
CO attempt any conservation or restoration work. From 

the author's point of view it would be most unethical 
to permit any student who attends a class only three 
or four hours per week to attempt any treatment of a 
work of art. Training as a conservator requires 
continuous application and practice under the supervision 
of an experienced conservator over a long period with 
the benefit of supporting studies in science and art 
history. To major in art history and put in a few 
hours of practical work in conservation is totally un¬ 

acceptable and this is strongly emphasized to all 
potential students. Although this has the effect of 
deterring some completely, it seems best to have 
complete understanding on the part of the group as to 
exactly what they will or will not be allowed to do. 
Those who decide to embark on the course appreciate 
the ethics of the matter and so accept the limitations 
of the course and the fact that it is rather more 
structured than some of the other practical options 
open to them. 

m 

Constraints on the structure of the course are there¬ 

fore the following: 

i. ethical considerations 
ii. the level and varied ability of the students 
'.ii. the scope of conservation work undertaken at 
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Gateshe s-d. 

In connection with the third point, the Gateshead full¬ 

time conservation course is concerned only with train¬ 

ing on easel paintings and works of art on paper. These 

are the fields of conservation work that the Newcastle 
Polytechnic art-history students are able to observe 

on a regular basis and their own course is therefore 

constructed around work in these areas. Other discip¬ 
lines arc touched upon only when museum visits include 
a tour of other conservation studios in the district, 
as, for example, the conservation of archives or 

archaeological artifacts. 

m earing in mind that the art history students are at 
an early stage of their course and most of them have 

not decided upon a career, they are nevertheless 
treated as if they may one day decide upon a career in 
curatorial or conservation work, as some of them 
ultimately do. The teacher’s object then is to prepare 

them for this possibility in the full knowledge that 
they will require further, specialized training before 
entering either profession. Basically, therefore, the 

aim is to instil in all the students an understanding 
of the materials and techniques employed in paintings 

and works of art on paper, for without a real appreciat¬ 
ion of materials and techniques it is not possible for 
the art historian to understand the causes of deterior¬ 
ation, to recognise the nature of various problems, and 
to appreciate what may be possible in the form of 

conservation treatment. 

This is really the most basic form of technical education 

that all art historians require whether they are going 
into museum work or not. I believe that many art history 
lecturers realise this but are not able to offer it 
because they have not received the necessary training 

hemselves. 

In the Conservation/Museum studies course devised for 
Newcastle Polytechnic students the programme commences 
with a study of the materials and t'^chniques used in 
works of art on paper. Instruction is included on the 

nature of paper and causes of deterioration. 

The students are required to complete drawings in a 
variety of media, including metalpoint, ink, charcoal, 
crayon and pastel, and to consider the possible 
limitations of various media and particular problems 
that such drawings may present to the conservator. For 

the ink drawing they make up iron gall ink and have 

the opportunity to experiment with reed and quill pen 
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as well as modern steel pens. The students are 

required to keep their work so that they may observe 

subsequent chan-res, as, for example, the change in 
colour of a copperpoint drawing or iron gall ink. 
Whenever possible this practical work is related to 

work being undertaken by Gateshead conservation 
students in the adjoining studios. For example, if 

there is a drawing in the studios in a medium that the 
art-history students have been using they are invited 
tc. see it and the conservation student explains what 
difficulties may have been encountered in treatment. 
(Apart from ins-^ruction for the art historians, this 
is good practice in o'^mmunication for the conservation 

students.) Illuscration of the necessity for 
protecting an inscription in iron gall ink before 
treating a print is usually included also. It is in 

fact very necessary to illustrate this sort of point. 
One can explain the matter in class and the students 
realise that their own iron gall ink drawings are 

water sensitive, but the opportunity to view a museum 
object in which the properties of a particular material 

must be considered is a great help in achieving thorough 
appreciation of the point under consideration. 

Work in aqueous painting media is included. Experiments 

are made in a variety of media that the students prepare 
themselves - glair, egg yolk, glue and gum. Fading 

tests are conducted with commercially prepared trans¬ 
parent water colours, gouache and drawing inks. Owing 
to the deliberate inclusion of colours of widely 

differing permanence on the part of the lecturer, this 
exercise provides an experience which, judging by the 
reaction of the students, seems unlikely to be forgotten 
Once again it is clear that it is not sufficient merely 
to tell the students something; they must see it for 
themselves and this can be done withour putting any 

museum possession at risk. Of course, the results of 
the experiment must be related to the type of pigments 
and traditional mixtures used in watercolours in the 
past. This can often be done by reference to water¬ 
colour drawings in the conservation studios or by 
reference to the slide collection illustrating works 
that have been treated at Gateshead over the past 
twelve years. 

Instruction is given in the history of printing 
techniques and print recognition. The latter is 
supported with the opportunity to examine a collection 
of prints in a variety of techniques together with 
the plates from which they were made. This examin¬ 

ation is usually undertaken with a binocular microscope. 
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thus introducing the students to one method of 

technical examination. When a suitable opportunity 

occurs they are also introduced to the uses of examin¬ 

ation by normal, raking and transmitted light and the 

use of an ultra-violet inspection lamp. 

Adhesives used in paper conservation are considered 

and the students make up several adhesives. Methods 
of mounting are considered and they have the opport¬ 
unity to mount some of their own work At this stage 
a visit to a framer and mount-cutter in a museum 

studio is likely to be included so that they may see 

a variety of specialist equipment and traditional 
echniques such as the production of a line and wash 
ount. 

The work on materials and techniques employed in works 
of art on paper that has been described here in some 

detail takes at least two terms. Since the course is 
essentially practical in nature, the students are not 
required to undertake a lot of reading although 

frequent reference is made to a number of books. The 
students are not really at a stage where they may make 

an independent critical assessment of information in 
some books and it seems best therefore for the teacher 
to select various points from a book such as The 
Curatorial Care of Works of Art on Paper by Anne F. 

Clapp rather than asking the students to read it with 

the consequent risk that the information it contains 
might be misusedby the over-ambitious. 

Following work on paper students usually progress to 
the preparation of a wood panel for tempera painting 
applying glue size and a gesso or chalk ground. Each 
student normally traces the design from a reproduction, 
transfers it to paper in order to undertake a tone 
drawing in ink and then repeats the process on the •repared ground. They are encouraged to copy a detail 

rom a design that includes gilding so that they may 
practise this technique. Then the painting is carried 
out in egg tempera. Various stages of the exercise 
are related to work undertaken by the Gateshead 
conservation students, and even accidents, such as the 
dissolving of a small area of gerso ground by one art- 
history student who then had to fill the loss, can 
provide a useful object lesson. However, the whole 
process of the tempera panel takes many weeks and it 
is at this stage that the less able or enthusiastic 
second-year students sometimes become discouraged 
and tend to lose sight of the fact thet they are 
practising many techniques that the Gateshead 
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conservation students employ, an important differ¬ 
ence being the fact that the art history students are 

working on their own production not a museum painting. 

Students have the opportunity to progress to a similar 

study and practice of oil painting and may stretch a 
canvas and make a practical study of different colour¬ 
ed grounds, various oil media and varnishes and the 
different effects that may be achieved with them. The 
practical work in easel painting techniques is assoc¬ 
iated with discussion of causes of deterioration, 
demonstration of methods of technical examination and 

observation of the paintings undergoing treatment in 
the conservation studios. 

Practical work of the nature described above occupies 

most of the students' time on this technical course. 
Its relation to conservation needs and the work to be 

seen in the conservation studios is constantly emphas¬ 
ized. Museum studies form a smaller proportion of 

time spent by the students but it is, nevertheless, 
an important part of the course. A very high propor¬ 
tion of the works of art in the conservation studios 
at Gateshead are owned by museums and art galleries 
and it therefore makes very good sense for the art 
history students to see the conditions of display and 
storage in some of the museums. A study of the 

environment and use of environmental monitoring equip¬ 

ment is most meaningful if it is conducted in a 
museum. Also, since the students do not undertake 
conservation treatment they cannot undertake conser¬ 
vation documentation but this course of study is such 
that they should be able to identify various materials 
and techniques, so they are given a talk on museum 
registration methods and the practical experience of 
completing Museums Documentation Association forms. 
Other museum visits have a specific subject of study, 
such as security, a museum education department, a 
small local museum or a department of archives.^ 

If compared with a course of museum studies at post¬ 
graduate level, this elemenc of the Conservation/ 
Museum studies course for undergraduates may appear 
superficial. However, as the practical work under¬ 
taken by the students takes place entirely at Gates¬ 

head Technical College, it is desirable that the 
students should fully appreciate not only its relation 
to conservation studios there but to the museum world 
in general. Furthermore, it enables those students 
who think they might like to apply for a postgraduate 
course in museum studies with a view to entering the 
museum profession to make a decision on an informed 
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basis. Lastly, for those students who lack practical 

ability and therefore find parts of the course very 

demanding the museum visits form a welcome change from 

time to time. 

One must remember that this course of technical nature 

is not an examination suoject. It is followed by the 

students by choice, usually they form a small group, 

normally around four in number, never more than six. 

Fortunately the small size of the group makes it 

relatively easy for the teacher to rake minor adjust¬ 

ments to the programme according to student interests 

and it facilitates the students' observations of 

work in the conservation studios, also enabling some 

ixing between the art history and conservation students 

"(Members of a very small group are more likely to be 

received as individuals rather than as an anonymous 

group of students from another college.) 

The art history students have the opportunity to develop 

an interest in technical matters, to compile a port¬ 

folio showing evidence of practical work and to acquire 

information that may assist them in choice of career. 

Some have proceeded to further full-time training in 

conservation. The course should also provide a measure 

of enjoyment as well as a challenge; the fact that in 

some years one or more students have chosen to continue 

with the course in their third year even though there 

is no compulsion to do so is some measure of its success 

In conclusion, one cannot ignore the warning cry 'a 

little knowledge is a dangerous thing' that comes from 

many conservators whenever a course of this nature is 

mentioned. The ethical basis of the course must always 

be upheld by the teacher, who must constantly be aware 

of the potential dangers and who may have to be ready 

to resist requests from students or some pressure from 

^j^rt history lecturers to alter the content of the 

'IPiourse towards greater involvement in practical con¬ 

servation. In my opinion indiscriminate reading by 

students is to be discouraged and it is bt st to avoid 

full-scale demonstrations of particular conservation 

techniques since either may encourage a student to 

consider that a process seems easy and to suppose that 

a particular treatment would be equally suitable for 

a number of works of art. From this poin''- of view, 

the proximity between the Newcastle art-h?story 

students taking the technical course and the Gateshead 

conservation students is valuable, as the art hist¬ 

orians make observation of work that is often in 

progress over a long period. If they do not realise 

already, the Gateshead conservation students will 
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soon tell them that conservation involves demanding, 

complex and sometimes lengthy procedures. 

Clearly, any conservation-related technical course for 

art historians may be varied in content and character 

not only with relation to the level of the students 

but also the experience of the teacher. The import¬ 

ance and responsibility of the teacher is particularly 

great as the ethical basis of such a course must never 

be eroded. Yet another important feature is the 

association of any technical course with museum and 

conservation studio so that the subject forms an 

integrated whole in the minds and experience of the 

students whatever their level. 
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abstract 

The training procedures of the last twenty years are 
describedo While all are based on in-training, notable 
variations from one branch of conservation to the other 
occur, and the lack of co-ordination is pointed out. 
A new program is being proposed this year, the main fea¬ 

tures of which are outlined. Among its aims are the im¬ 

provement of theoretical subjects without relinquishing 

the advantages of practical studio contact, rationali¬ 

zation of teaching, equality for all branches, and a 

possibility of formal integration with academic education 

as well as with relevant crafts. 

1. PRESENT SYSTEMS 

The current training of restorers in Norway is based on 
internships in the conservation departments of the larger 
museums. Depending upon the particular branch of conser¬ 
vation» standards vary with regard to admission level, 
length and content of training program, and whether or 
not some sort of examination takes place during or at the 
end of training period. 

a) Conservation of paintings 

As in most western countries, this branch is relatively 
well-established, with the greatest number of specialists 
and the most favourable formal framework for training and 
career opportunities. 

In I960, the Norwegian section of the Nordic association 
of restorers (Nordisk Konservatorforbund/IIC Nordic Group) 
defined a standard for membership, comprising length and 
content of study and a final examination. 
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In 1965, the four largest museums agreed on a training 
program for painting restorers based on this standard, 
which was subsequently approved by the Ministry of Edu¬ 
cation. By making the successful completion of this pro¬ 
gram compulsory for anyone applying for official employ¬ 
ment in Norwegian museums, it was thus established as the 
first nationally formalized restorers' training program 
in Scandinavia, 

The program of 1965 can be outlined as follows: | 
Adm~t sslon; Matriculation examen, or equivalent. I 
Duration: At least 5-6 years, depending on previous quali¬ 
fications, like art school or a lower degree in art history 
(most apnlicants have one or both). 
The study is a paid internship throughout. It takes place 
in one or more of the established museum conservation de- 
partments, and includes a stay abroad of preferably -^-1 
year (mainly in Germany, Belgium, Italy, England and/or 
one of the other Nordic countries). 
Program: Combined practical work and theoretical study. 
Continuous studio training is considered essential, supple¬ 
mented by Part-time afternoon studies at art school (4- se¬ 
mesters), chemistry (2 semesters, with exam), and art his¬ 
tory at university (l-3 semesters, university exam not 
compulsory, may be replaced by an oral examination). Those 
who already have, for example, art school or art history, 
are naturally excepted and may complete the whole study 
after a minimum of 5 years. 
Shorter courses and seminars, e.g. in photography, IR-, 
UV-, and X-ray examination (w. exam) are interspersed. 
Technical history of painting (l semester) is taught at 
two or three-year intervals for art history students and 
conservation students jointly. A curriculum of the basic 
international literature (3-5000 pages) must be absorbed 
mainly by self-study. 
Evaluation: Internal evaluation after the first year, the 
student's competence to proceed being decided. 
At the end of study, a restored work of art, with a writte^ 
report, is submitted to a committee of three members (one 
art historian and two painting restorers, appointed by the^^ 
Federation of Museums, the Norwegian section of NKF/IIC, 
and the candidate's institution, respectively), and an oral 
(recently also a written) examination is undertaken. 

b) Prints and drawings 

The painting restorers' training model has later been 
adopted by this branch, with the adequate adjustments. 
The first successful candidate passed in 1973. Study periods 
abroad for paper restorers usually include England and 
Austria. 

So far, this training only takes place in the National 
Gallery, Oslo. 
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g) Library nnd archiv?;! material 

Unfortunately, no co-ordination has yet taken place be¬ 
tween the training for this branch and the one for prints 
and drawings in muséums. 

Conservation in archives has a long tradition in Norway 
based on the recruitment of bookbinders, who receive in¬ 
training at the initial stages of employment. 

In 1977, s preliminary plan was outlined for the use in 
the 7 state archives: 
Admission: 2 years of craft training (bookbinding). 
Duration and program: 3 years of internship, where courses 
in lamination, pH-measurments and deacidification, climate 
control etc, will be given, 

d) Textiles 

Since 1930, The Museum of Arts and Crafts in Oslo has set 
the following requirements for the employment of textile 
conservators: 
Admission: Basic training in textile crafts. 
Training: 2 years of in-training in textile conservation 
in Sweden, which has had the longest tradition and the 
highest reputation in this field among the Nordic countrie 
More recently, the studies abroad have been extended also 
to other countries, such as Switzerland, France, and 
England, 

In 1978, a majority of the country's textile restorers 
adopted a training model parallel to the one for painting 
and paper restorers, Basic training in textile crafts is 
still a prerequisite. 
While this scheme is for the moment formally the specific 
membership standard in the Norwegian section of NKF/IIC, 
it is not expected to be in actual operation until intern¬ 
ships again become available, which for lack of funds they 
are not at present, 

e) Archaeological material 

Like conservation of paintings, this branch as a specific 
museum task has traditions reaching back into the last 
century. 
The archaeological museums in Norway belong to the univer¬ 
sities. The formal responsibility for their conservation 
laboratories is as a general rule entrusted to chemists, 
who usually must organize and conduct the treatment of ex¬ 
cavated material on a large scale. Members of the conser¬ 
vation staff are selected on the basis of individual quali 
fications and receive initial in-training as technicians. 

From 1966/67, 1971, and 197^, respectively, separate 
training systems within the different archaeological 
museums have been adopted. Both training and subsequent 
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employment do as a rule take place in the same institu¬ 
tion. 
Duration; 3 or 4 years. 
Programs have included chemistry, physics, mathematics, 
and English (curriculum for matriculation examen), further 
more archaeology, prehistoric technology, materials, cli¬ 
mate, methods of examination and conservation, casting 
etc. Curriculums of basic literature have been made. 
Practical conservation in the museum laboratories through¬ 
out, and participation in field work. 
Evaluation; According to the system of 197^ (Stavanger), 
two evaluations take place. After the first year, the 
trainee’s competence to proceed is considered. At the end 
of the study, a committee (consisting of the curators in 
charge of the archaeological conservation departments) 
evaluates a treated object/solution of a conservation pro¬ 
blem, with a written report, 

Li^e the textile restorers, no internships are presently 
in operation in any of the five archaeological museums, 

f) Etnogranhlcal/cultural-historical material 

This branch (which basically deals with the same groups 
of material as the one above) is the one most closely as¬ 
sociated with traditional crafts. This is obviously the 
general situation in many countries. 

Most of the personnel entrusted (full- or part-time) with 
restoration in our numerous cultural-historical museums 
are craftsmen, usually highly skilled, but with little 
other training. Methods and ideas of treatment are more 
often than not confined to those of conventional repair 
and maintenance. 

One single, local attempt is being made to apply a modi¬ 
fication of the painting restorers’ model to the situation 
but the dimensions of the problems in this field are vast, 
and expert resources are lacking. 

Conclusion 

- The availability of qualified restorers does not meet 
the demand, and significant changes in the situation 
cannot be expected under the present circumstances, 

- Actual training opportunities vary considerably from one 
branch of conservation to the other, 

- Closely related branches, such as paper in museums and 
archives, have not yet succeeded in joining aims and 
teaching resources across the institutional borders, 

- Differences in organization of conservation units give 
differences in status and career structures. For example 
painting restorers are placed in charge of painting con¬ 
servation departments (with salaries practically at cura 
tors’ levels), while chemist s/curators with no previous 
training in conservation are placed in charge of archaeo 
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logical conservation departments. In the latter case, 
the trained staff personnel cannot rise to leadership 
positions. This influences the recruitment patterns 
within the respective branches, 
A general end well-known experience with all the intern¬ 
ship systems mentioned above is the difficulty of con¬ 
veying the desired amount of theoretical information. 
Because of the renumeration involved in the internships, 
some institutions also tend to regard the trainees as 
working power rather than as students. 

2, FUTURE PLANS 

The present situation has long called for a co-ordination 
of the training and a revision that could meet the varied 
demand for conservation personnel. 

In 1978, the Ministry of Education appointed a committee 
with a comprehensive six-part mandate concerning a natio¬ 
nally organized structure for conservation activities. 
One part of this commission was to propose a new plan for 
the education of conservation personnel. According to the 
mandate given, the committee was to consider 

- a delimitation between the various branches of conser¬ 
vation, with regard to common studies and specialization; 

- the institutions suitable for training programs; 
- recommendations for the duration and contents of study, 

and for its level of competence; 
- possibilities for Nordic co-operation; 
- and in particular consider how such a study wholly or 

in part can be integrated into the already existing 
educational systems in the country. 

The committee will submit its report this year. On the 
basis of the experiences with the present systems, the 
committee suggests what may be called a school organized 
directly under the Ministry as an independent unit, but 
operating in close collaboration with the museums. 

The complete training of the model proposed comprises 
three consecutive steps, (A), (B), pnd (C): 

(AV Broad introductory study. 1 (li) vear„ 

Admission; As for universities and high schools 
(these admission rules have recently been liberalized, 
in order to reduce the formal barriers for people 
with a craft’s background). 

This step is common for all branches of conservation, 
and consists of more or less traditional class-room 
teaching. 

Subjects are I) basic chemistry, II) introduction to 
materials and their causes of deterioration, III) climat 
storage, and transport, IV) introduction to scientific 
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methods of examination (and including a course in 
photography), V) documentation, VI) museums and their 
organizations, legislation, introduction to history and 
philosophy of conservation and restoration, and VII) 
a broad outline of cultural history, with emphasis on 
objects,and including such topics as style and techno¬ 

logy. 

No actual conservation is taught at this stage. The 
double scope of step (A) is to create a mutual esprjt 
de corns between the various branches, and to ratio¬ 
nalize some of the teach^ing. 

It is proposed to give this stage a formal level 
equivalent to a lower university degree. It should be 
open also to students other than the restorer-to-be, 
for example the art historian or ethnologist who ] 
aims at a museum career. 

Evaluation: Exam(s). 
A few months’ volunteer work in a museum studio or labora¬ 
tory is suggested between steps (A) and (B|, or as shorter 
periods within (A) (this accounts for possible prolongation 
of (a) to year). Such a period may give both the poten¬ 
tial student restorer and the administration of the school 
a better opportunity for mutual evaluation. 

(B) Basic sr)eciali2ationQ_2 yearaa. 

&dmlsalon; Successful completion of (A). The selection 
furthermore takes into account other relevant qualifl“ 
cations and personal qualities. 

At this stage the particular branch of conservation is 
chosen, i.e. either archaeological material, ethno¬ 
graphical objects, textiles, paper or paintings. 

The study will be given a "sandwich" structure, i.e. 
shorter block courses and seminars alternating with 
practical conservation work in museum studios and 

laboratories. 

A number of adequately equipped and staffed museum 
conservation departments will be selected within the 
Various branches, - i.e. mainly the larger museums 
already engaged in the present training functions. 
Contracts between the school and the museums will be 
made with regard to the number of students and the 
museums' obligation to provide them with suitable 
conservation tasks according to the progression oT 
the course program. Responsible supervisors in each 
studio/laboratory will be appointed from the museum s 
own conservation staff. These supervisors serve as 
connecting links between the school and the museums. 

Final evaluation; Submission of a journal from the 2 
years of work. Submission of restored work, with a 
written report. Examination. 
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Completed (A)+(B) qualifies for assistant (technician) 
positions. Independent positions cannot be annlied for 
without additional practice (c. 2-1 years) in a studio or 
la^ratoQ., 
For positions of chief restorer (head of conservation de¬ 
partment) a higher degree (C) must be held. 

(C) Higher degree 

This stage presupposes additional practice, as mentioned 
above. It is not possible to go directly from (B) to 
(C) (the additional practice should be ensured by making 
available assistants' positions for limited terms of 
2 or 3 years). 

At this stage credit may be given for other relevant 
training, such as a university background in the field 
of specialization, or arts/crafts' training (3 years of 
art school equivalates a lower university exapi of 1 
year). Combined with the conservation subjects (A)+(B), 
the restorer's total formal qualifications may thus, 
after a fixed credit system, allow him to embark on a 
project leading to a higher academic degree (equiva- 
lating M.A, or Ph.D.), 

Chief restorer positions at the regular curatorial 
level must be opened for this category of personnel. 

DIAGRAM OF TRAINING MODEL 

(According to the majority of the committee) 

(A) (B) 
Additional 
practice 

RESTORER (C) 

1 year (i) 2 years 

Theory Practice 

2-3 years on 
payroll_ CHIEF 

RESTORER 

Other relevant training 
(university/craft s) 

Final remarks 

The model sketched above has some disadvantages, 
Tt will draw heavily upon the few museums with we11-equipped 
conservation departments, and the initial growth in person¬ 
nel may be slow. Only in a few branches, competent staffs 
and resources will be able to fill the teaching programs 
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indicated. Here is v/here Nordic (and other international) 
co-operation may come in. 

fmong the advantages should be mentioned the low cost, 
compared to the expenses of equipping an entirely new school, 
and it can be realized for some branches in the near future. 

The model is flexible, and may easily be adjusted to fluc¬ 
tuations in the demand. Almost all the teachers will re¬ 
main in their museum positions. 
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AESTkACT ; The ultimate aim in teaching conservators is 
not just to produce more people with professional diplo¬ 
mas but to ensure a good preservation of cultural herita¬ 
ge, To achieve this goal it is not enough to feed the stu¬ 
dent,. with theoretical knowledge and develop his practi¬ 
cal skills«Even more important is a proper formation of 
his attitudes and working standards.These matters are only 
seldom included,if at all,in study programs and training 
activities.They are briefly reviewed in the presented 
paper. 

X 

X X 

The matter of proper working habits is of first importan¬ 
ce in the teaching of conservation.Quite often the gradu¬ 
ates come out of their studies very clever,skillful and 
sophisticated,but at the same time hopelessly messy in 
all their doings,and ignorant even of the simplest mat¬ 
ters of programming,planning,systematic organisation of 
work,responsibility,professional ethics,etc. They feel no 
need for further development,for methodical reading and 
experimentation. Sometimes they just feel too "artistic" 
to bother about being tidy in their work or to keep sys¬ 
tematic notes and records.Such attitudes and habits lead 
to professional incompetence and irresponsibility ,and 
are a source of dangerous menace to treated objects. To 
avoid the development of bad habits it is necessary to 
train the students in good habits ,in a very conse¬ 
quent way, all the way during their studies,And this is 
quite a problem for the teacher ! He has to find diffe¬ 
rent ways of approach to make the student understand that 
proper working standards are a matter as important,or 
even more, to his profession as his skills and knowledge. 
Implanting these habits is very much a matter of psycho- 
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logy (the student has to want ) and of personal 
example given hy the teacher. 

BASIC HABITS 

Habits may be defined as things so well intrained that 
they become almost automatic,a kind of second nature. 
They are very much determining the ways of thinking and 
of acting, and may be divided into several particular 

groups. 

Cleanliness and orderliness ; 

This mostly concerns matters of workshop and working area. 
How often one can see badly organized working areas,gene¬ 
ral disorder,heaps of things deposited on floors,lack of ||p 
organisation in cupboards,etcdn films and on slides sho¬ 
wing examples of treatment of very precious objects the 
backgrounds undiscreetly expose the lack of order in the 
workroom .On working tables not rarely messed are,all to¬ 
gether , treated objects,tools,coffee cups,cakes,lunch,la¬ 
dies purses and handbags,lipstick,scarves,gloves,asL-trays, 
cigarettes,matches,solvents,cotton-wool,paints,scalpels, 
brushes,dirty palettes,notebooks,etc.,etc.Quite often 
bottles with chemicals are standing directly on treated 
paintings,used cotton-wool is thrown to the floor,books 
and journals become stained,and glass and pottery "have 
accidents".No protection from damage,clean said dirty things 
are not kept separately,dust and spiders feel at home. 
We all know that picture too well. 

The task of the teacher will be to enforce,conse¬ 
quently, a very rigid regime of keeping systematic order 
in the whole environment connected with conservation, and 
also in drawers,cupboards and working table.A teacher that 
himself is messy will have difficulties in keeping stu¬ 
dents well in hand.Anyway,it will be the matter of the tea¬ 
cher's ingenuity to find the best methods to instil the 
necesssiry habits of clesinliness and orderliness. 

m 
There is a Chinese proverb saying that "ample reading is 
a very great treasure".But how often one can hear from 
people "yes,I have this publication in my library.But I 
have not had,as yet,time to read it.I am so extremely bu¬ 
sy.But I will certainly read the thing when work stops be¬ 
ing so crowded!". That obviously means never .Publi¬ 
cations have to be read (or at least well perused) iirme- 
diately when they come,so that the reader will more or 
less know what the thing is about. This is for constantly 
building up the general knowledge. 

Generally,the purpose of reading may be twofold: 1/ 
to look for some actually needed particular information, 
and 2/to know what happens; in the field. Reading has to 
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ta accompanied with systematic bibliographic notes,The 
situation :"I have read about i t recently,but am un¬ 
able to recall where it '/.’as" , should happen as rarely as 
possible• 

Reading has to be regular,systematic and well orga¬ 
nized «It must be a habit and a pleasure.A bit of a hobby 
with a hunter's instinct.Occasional hunting in the libra¬ 
ry for some specific information may give unexpected sa¬ 
tisfaction /l/. 

Professional reading has to be learned,The student 
has to become aware of the contents of his nearest libra- 
ry (possibly at the school),of who the authors are, of 
the necessary critical attitude towards presented views 
and informations,of the most effective ways for making 
notes and classifying the information.. He has to be star¬ 
ted in the proper way.This is the task for the teacher. 
He has to assist students in their first visits to the li¬ 
brary .Afterwards, he must give to the students some speci¬ 
fic problems to be solved on the base of published infor¬ 
mations,with the final task of presenting the collected 
material on a seminar,In this way the student should ma¬ 
ke reading his regular habit,and find it very helpful. 

The conservator should not go only on information collec¬ 
ted during studies.There must be a constant effort to gain 
more information and to better the practical abilities. 
So,besides regular reading the conservator must meet other 
specialists to exchange views and experiences,see diffe¬ 
rent workshops,participate in congresses ,and publish his 
own papers. 

Not only reading but also writing is a very essen¬ 
tial part in the process of learning.Besides occasional 
papers and reports there are the daily reports and notes, 
and also advanced planning and programs for treatment. 
These also should be made in written form and serve,later 
on, as reference material. 

But writing takes much time and who likes it.When it 
is well implanted and becomes an automatic habit,it is 
less objectionable,Again,a hard task for the teacher to 
instil this habit.This time maybe a scientist will do bet¬ 
ter th^ a technician,as he may also give methodological 
directives on the proper organisation of written texts. 

There is an enormous diversity of opinions,motivations, 
possibilities and suggested methods.A conscientious con¬ 
servator has to be always suspicious as concerns methods 
and opinions and have a critical attitude towards eve¬ 
rything concerning matters of antiquities. 

This critical evaluation always will have more value 
when done before than after treatment. In the 
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first case it is possible to prevent making mistakes ,in 
the second there is the classical situation of learning 
on one’s own mistakes (means ruining something in order 
to give better treatment to the next case). A critical 
assessment of everything has to be inseparable from the 
conservator’s daily routine.lt bears also creative ele¬ 
ments in the search for better solutions than the ones 
critically evaluated. 

But critical and creative can only be a conservator 
that has large experience and knowledge,also through ex¬ 
tensive reading,and initiative in looking for problems. 
It may seem strange but also here very strict implanted 
habits are necessairy.In this way critical assessments can 
be almost automatically made. 

On the other hand,towards uncritical attitudes are 
leading uncontrolled ambitions,uncritical fascination 
with one’s own achievements,fascination with new well 
advertised products without critical testing,etc. 

The role of the teacher is very difficult here. He 
himself must have a good critical disposition and expe¬ 
rience.Of help are here different kinds of seminars,dis¬ 
cussions of cases,and ’’simulated games" with subjects 
adapted for critical considerations. 

Imagination_and__responsibility : 

This generally is connected with matters of protection 
and safety,as well of objects as also of human beings. 
Included here is also the safety of the conservation la¬ 
boratory and of its equipment. 

Imaginâtion,backed by knowledge and experience, is 
necessary to foresee things that may eventually happen. 
Responsibility means ,in a practical way, actions done 
to prevent the anticipated things happening.So,the con¬ 
servator has to be constantly observant and reactive. 
It has to be his second prolessional nature,and this im¬ 
mediately points out to another deeply ingrown habit, 
concerning as well smaill as basic things. 

These reactions should not be restricted to the 
conservator’s own laboratory ,but to anything,anywhere. 
The task of the teacher is here mostly to provide good 
"training material" ,with properly chosen simulated ga¬ 
mes ,discussions , sub jects for written tests,and "innocent" 
traps laid in convenient places. 

Ethics.^Methodology : 

The conservator is as a rule considered to be a cultural 
person.This means,among others,a deep respect for ary 
old object and for the evidence it brings from the past. 
This respect has to be maintained during all operations 
in conservation ,notwithstanding the object’s type and 
value.lt is the main principle of ethics for all conser¬ 
vation treatment.lt is sometimes difficult to instil this 
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principle into the minds of the students,and to make it 
stay as another Ingrown habit. 

Closfly connected to ethics is methodology,a subject 
not included in lectures and only rarely touched in par¬ 
ticular cases.Methodology in fact means a combination of 
methodical and logical,systematically arranged,ways of 
thinking or acting,It needs a clear statement of the pur¬ 
pose of the undertaken task,followed with basic defini¬ 
tions , principles and factors of influence, and ended with 
precisely formulated conclusions.This logical order,when 
applied to procedures of conservation, helps in keeping 
a consequent program of treatment. 

Implanting proper ethical principles needs a teacher 
of high ethical standards himself.The introduction to 
practical methodology should rather be in the hands of a 
research scientist.In this way the students will learn 
some basic facts about writing lucid reports and papers. 
At present this thing is far from satisfactory. 

COMMENTS ON HABITS AND TEACHING 

Methods of implanting proper habits are a very individual 
matter and must be adapted to given conditions.connected 
with the school,students and teachers,But there are some 
common factors applicable to all cases : 

1/ it is a known fact that the first acquired habits are 
the strongest,So the procedures of implanting proper ha¬ 
bits have to be started at the very beginning of teaching 
It is almost impossible to "undo** the early acquired bad 
habits,So,the beginner must be very carefully guided du¬ 
ring his first steps in the new profession. 

For that reason it may be very dangerous to take 
students that already have had a "preliminary practice" 
in conservation at some other place.Quite often also,es¬ 
pecially when taking students to the lower technical gra¬ 
de, it is the practice to start training with purely manu¬ 
al operations withoiâtbuilding at the same time a proper 
background of good habits on the respective level. This 
may prove to be irreversible in effects. 

2/ the habits of systematic reading have to be well im¬ 
planted .This even may need learning some foreign langua¬ 
ge. The procedure of reading has to start early and go on 
all the time.It should not be treated as only an occasio¬ 
nal effort, for example just in the last semester on the 
occasion of preparing the final thesis. 

To become an experienced dedicated reader the stu¬ 
dent needs guided training introducing him not only to 
the bare technique of reading but also to the pleasure 
of "hunting" for information. 

The teacher must be an expert reader himself and 
have a good,modern and representative library.As concerns 
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very voluminous text-books,with all information already 
collected,classified and commented ,they are of more use 
to experienced readers.On beginners they may just act as 
"wet blankets" killing all the joy of hunting.The teacher 
must be well aware of this and adequately fill his libra¬ 
ry with journals,encyclopedias etc. 

5/. As already mentioned the matters of implanting proper 
professional habits have a strong psychological background. 
Some people have a natural tendency to be systematic,re¬ 
liable,keep order ,be well organized.But everyone reacts 
differently and has different predispositions.So,the im¬ 
plantation of habits has to be adjusted to each indivi¬ 
dual student so that he will positively respond and not 
rebel against the necessary discipline. ^ 

A lot will depend on the student.There are people IP 
orderly by nature or hopelessly messy.These characteris¬ 
tics or other psychological predispositions have to be 
well checked before admitting the candidate for study, 
by having special tests prepared for this purpose. 

4/ The importance of "simulated gaimes" for the develop¬ 
ment of imagination aind reactivity can not be underesti¬ 
mated.It is a very good and attractive training for futu¬ 
re authentic tasks, of course if properly devised. 

There is freedom to make errors and mistakes,as many 
as will come out.The students are learning to anticipa¬ 
te possible events,dangers and difficulties .No fear, 
that something may go wrong.lt even is good to arrive at 
impossible situations or catastrophic solutions.The bet¬ 
ter the chance that this will not be repeated in a real 
case. 

5/ matters of ethics,good habits and methodology are so¬ 
metimes treated with the students with a certain amount 
of disdain,as too "philosophical",unbecoming to the crea¬ 
tive profession of the conservator.But they have to un¬ 
derstand that conservation is just a very specific field 
where art,philosophy and technology have to blend to a 
consistent whole. { 

The student has to accept this fact.He not only 
should have proper habits as a permanent element of eve¬ 
ryday's practice but also have them included in the fi¬ 
nal examinations. 

6/ there also are purely didactic questions.Should the 
matters of habits be openly discussed with students or 
even be made as lecturesîOr should they just be gradual¬ 
ly and discreetly introduced without too much fuss or 
talking? Or maybe ridiculed by caricatures or films ? 
Here the teacher must be a good intuitive psychologist 
and strategist. 

The general answer will be : all depends on the stu¬ 
dent, the teacher and the particular habit. 
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FINAL COMMENTS 

In all considerations it was taken that a teacher will he 
constantly assisting the student and have a watchful lea¬ 
ding influence.Teaching may also he done hy occasional 
lecturers.In this case there must he somebody with a spe¬ 
cial responsibility for the proper professional formation 
of the student,But what to do in cases of self-teaching ? 
Maybe there is need for a good instructive booklet ? 

There are good habits and bad ones.The good ones 
have to be cultivated,the bad ones eradicated, A good tea¬ 
cher must have the ability of doing both things. 

One may also ask how can the effectiveness 
of teaching good habits be evaluated.The first step is at 
the time of graduation.But things may be quickly forgot¬ 
ten or the conservator may become "demoralized" e.g, by 
giving priority to matters of finance and gain,So the ef¬ 
fectiveness should once more be evaluated about 10 years 
after graduation. Just to compare how much has been gai¬ 
ned and how much lost,But this belongs to the catbegory 
of "wishful thinking". 
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CRAFTS COUNCIL CONSERVATION SCIENCE TEACHING PUBLICATIONS 

Helen Wilks 

Crafts Council 
12 Waterloo Place 
London SWIY 4AU 

Great Britain 

CRAFTS COUNCIL CONSERVATION SCIENCE TEACHING PUBLICATIONS 

The Crafts Council's Conservation Section is currently 
engaged on a major project to produce a series of 

elementary science textbooks for student conservators 
(both within museums and outside) and in particular for 

those with a non—scientific background. This series is 
being contributed to by a large team of professionals 

(conservation scientists, conservators, and experienced 
science teachers) and its preparation is being financed 
and administered through the Crafts Council's Conservation 
Section. Work began on the project in January 1980 

after meetings with representatives of organisations in 
the U.K. who have an interest in the training of skilled 
jconservators. A series of paperback books, A4 size with 
pilustrations and some black and white photographs , each 
book having between 60-100 pages, is being produced and 
published by the Crafts Council in two stages. The series 
will form a sequential teaching text and consist of 6-7 
books in total. The first three books in the series are 

already in preparation and will be published in February 1982 

This paper will outline the procedure for preparing these 
teaching books and deal with the reasons underlying this 
particular approach for their production. 
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The Crafts Council 

The Crafts Council is a government organisation funded 

through the Department of Education and Science (Grant 
for 1981/82: £1,400,000) which is primarily concerned 
with the work of the artist craftsmen (those who design 
and make new objects). However, since 1974 there has 
been a specific commitment to the development of skills 
relating to conservation. Although the Crafts Council's 

funds for conservation are small (Grant for 1981/82: 
£50,500) and are largely spent on projects and grants 
which facilitate the training of conservators, the contact 
which the Conservation Section maintains between those 
working in museum conservation departments, institutions^^ I 

private workshops, the architectural profession and 
building firms gives it a unique position for linking 
conservation activity. The Section works under the 
guidance of a Conservation Committee whose members are 
either practising conservators representing particular 
disciplines or people with specialist knowledge relevant 
to conservation. With the administrative facilities and 

resources it has available and by listening keenly to 
conservators' requirements, the Conservation Section is 

able to carry out certain projects itself which aim to 
benefit the conservation profession as well as awarding 
grants directly to other organisations and individual 

conservators. 

Background to* the Series 

At the end of 1979, when the Crafts Council's conservation 
grant schemes had been running for approximately five years 

the Section undertook a review of its policy and held 
meetings with representatives from the prinicipal 
organisations in the U.K. with a responsibility for 
conservation, several of which, and in particular, the U.K. 

Institute for Conservation, pointed out the difficulty 
which many conservators, both in museums and in private 
workshops, experience in acquiring knowledge of the basic 
scientific principles relevant to their work. The Crafts 

Council's attention was drawn to the problems facing 
conservators in museums wishing to study for the newly 
established Museums Association Conservation Diplomas and 
Certificates but who were often relatively isolated in 

their study and found it difficult to cope with the 
considerable amounts of conservation science forming part 

of the various syllabuses. The UKIC suggested to the 
Crafts Council that a correspondence course along the lines 
of those organised by the Open University for their degree 

courses would be invaluable to conservators. 

The Crafts Council, therefore, followed up this suggestion, 

asking advice from several of its Committee members and 
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representatives from various national museums with a 

large teaching commitment and with conservation scientists 
on their staff. The need for some elementary teaching 

texts dealing with the fundamental scientific principles 
governing conservation practice was expressed repeatedly, 
both by the large institutions who felt that it would 
greatly assist them in the training of their own conservators 
and by conservators themselves in small museums and in 

private workshops who felt they needed books at a more 
elementary level than were currently available and, even 
more especially, angled in such a way that the non¬ 
scientist would feel able to learn from them. 

^^he Student 

In the U.K. many conservators enter the profession from 
the arts, coming to conservation with either rusty school 

science or perhaps having very valuable practical skills 
but with little or no formal scientific training. Whilst 
the need for a sound understanding of conservation science 
amongst all conservators is now beyond dispute, the amount 
of science necessary to the trainee and practising 

conservator is still very variously perceived. To the arts 
trained, conservation science can often be difficult to 
understand, not only because there are few specialist 
courses available but also because the more standard 

elementary science books fail to give the conservator 
sufficient application to the work. The science called 
upon by the conservator is very much applied rather than 
theoretical and at times needs to involve a quite complex 

and advanced understanding in certain areas and these are 
not normally covered in introductory science books. On 
the other hand, conservation research papers and specialist 
conservation texts often assume an advanced, or at least 
substantial, knowledge of conservation science. In general, 
(apart from those on specialist courses) conservators 

^ll^ithin museums have the most access to formal instruction 
^Wn the subject but this varies considerably between the 

large national museums where there are often groups of 
trainees and conservation scientists on the staff to teach 
them and the small provincial ones which have very small 
conservation departments and where there may only be one 
student supervised by a conservator whose scientific 
background is limited. 

Formation of the Working Group 

The Crafts Council soon became convinced that an elementary 

series would be of great service to conservators in a wide 
variety of disciplines and that the project would be well 

supported by those within the U.K. best able to contribute 

to it. Following our initial informal investigations. 
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and influenced by the methods used at the Open University 
for the production of their teaching texts, we invited 
some leading conservators and conservation scientists 
with experience of teaching conservators to a meeting to 
discuss a proposal that the Crafts Council’s Conservation 
Section finance and organise the compilation of an elementarj 

conservation science teaching series of books using groups 
of authors. This meeting was held in January 1980 and 
representatives from the UKIC and the Museums Association 

were also present. A general approach for the series 
was outlined and the aims and level of science to be 
taught was discussed. The major conservation series being 

produced by Butterworths, and in particular, the volume 

on Physical Science for Conservators being written by ^ 
It was Dr. Nigel Seeley was taken into account. 

generally agreed that the Crafts Council's series should 

assume that the student had zero scientific knowledge, 
that it should be very definitely applied to conservation 
practice but without specialising in a particular field 
and that it should, where necessary, advance to approximate! 
1st year university level of understanding. It was also 

felt important that any books produced should be available 
at a low price helping to ensure that they would be acquired 
by individual students rather than being used simply as 

reference material on a library shelf. 

Format for the Series 

It was established that the format and size of the series 
should be a total of six to seven paperback books averaging 

between 60-100 pages per book, each of A4 size. In this 
way it was felt that no book would become so long as to 
be off-putting for the student. The large format had 
the advantage of being standard and also very suitable for 
accommodating clear diagrams and illustrations. It would 
also allow wide margins which would be useful for teaching 
purposes. Black and white photographs or illustrations 

on each page or double spread with one other colour on 

some would also assist in making the material clear and 

approachable for the student. 

For financial reasons, as well as to keep the impetus and 
interest in the end result of the project in sight, it was 
essential that work moved fairly fast and that we produced 

the series in two stages. This had the advantage of 
reducing the number of books being worked on at any one 
time to manageable proportions and at the same time 
ensuring that enough books would be available at once to 
make the teaching message of the series recognisable and 

valid. 
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The Problems of Production 

Conservators, essentially, whilst knowing in practical 

terms and often scientifically what such a series should 
contain (within their own specialist fields), were~not 

sufficiently conversant as scientists to undertake the 
writing of such a series. The conservator, therefore, 
represented the consultant or 'customer' and was essential 
in an advisory and critical role. Straightforward 
scientists on the other hand, whilst perhaps having vital 
teaching experience, would not know anything like enough 

about the practical nature of conservation to make the 
series a useful teaching document. The conservation 
scientists employed within several of the major museums 
j^d teaching institutions were therefore the obvious choice 
WoY authorship of the series. However, even conservation 
scientists of some experience are not always fully attuned 
to the difficulties of writing good didactic material for 

non-scientists - students who have often a wealth of 
knowledge in technical or craftsmanship terms but next to 
no formal scientific understanding, or even with a 'block' 
or fear of learning science. 

In trying to assemble a useful working group, I was very 
aware that all of these factors should be properly balanced 
and taken into account. It was also clear that any of 
the conservation scientists (or indeed any other member 

of the working group) were already fully occupied and that 
it would be impractical to consider receiving long texts 

from any one of these people. For all these reasons 
a team effort seemed the only way forward, but it was 

abundantly clear that an important supervisory role was 
not being fulfilled. My own role was an administrative 
one and wholly inadequate as far as the content for the 
series was concerned. The Crafts Council needed to find 
someone with a suitable scientific background and, unlike 

any other member of the group, fully experienced in writing »pod teaching material for the type of student we had in 

ind. Amongst the several suggestions made by the working 
group for appointing someone to fulfil this role, was the 
suggestion that we should contact the Department of Materials 
Science within the Faculty of Technology at the Open University. 

The Open University 

The Open University was established in 1969. It is a 
university which organises, tutors and runs degree courses 
for students (often in full-time employment) studying at 

a distance in their own homes with the aid of specially 
prepared text books. It offers degrees in a hugh variety 
of subjects and prepares television and racio programmes 
for its students as well as operating short training courses 
which reinforce and extend the teaching obtained by the 

student at home. 
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My introduction to the Department of Materials Science at 

the Open University through Michael Pascoe provided an 
invaluable lead. Professor Charles Newey and a senior i 
lecturer from the Department, Graham Weaver, were extremely 

quick to grasp the aims and objectives of the series and 
Graham Weaver, who had already done some archaeological 
research had special interest in the subject. Both were 
very interested in the educational problems posed by the 

project and expressed an interest in assisting. They had 

worked closely together at the OU during the last ten 
years teaching and producing texts for courses. This 
experience, coupled with their enthusiasm for the project 

outlined to them, provided us with the break that we were 
looking for. I knew it was essential that the ’outsider’ 
to conservation should be very aware of the necessity fc|^B^ 

experience within the practice of conservation and be 
prepared to listen carefully to conservators and conservatic 

scientists and consult closely with them. At the same time, 
however, it was necessary that an overall view of the projec 

was provided and this would be more difficult to achieve 
working from ’inside’. It was important that the scientis1 

fully respected the often very considerable practical 
knowledge of conservators and provided a means, not of 

transforming conservators into fully fledged scientists, 
but into conservators conversant and at ease in the 'languaj 

of science'. 

Following my visit to the OU, a programme of visits to 
several conservation departments of m.useums and to some 

private workshops was arranged for Graham Weaver. He 
spent time talking with conservators and conservation 
scientists, meeting and having the chance to discuss at 

some length with each member of the working group. These 
meetings were productive, giving Graham at least a glimpse 
of the way in which conservators work and also a chance 
to discuss a teaching approach for the series with all 
members of the working group. Several (both conservator 
and scientist) were sceptical of the use or possibility 

of making a cohesive elementary text (especially one 
which could apply equally to all areas of conservation) 
and it was almost their very sceptisism and doubt which 
assisted most in the development of a teaching scheme for 

the series. 

The Educational Scheme 

Drawing on his experience culled from the OU and from his 
recent series of visits, Graham Weaver produced a paper 
outlining an educational approach for the series which was 

presented to the second full meeting of the working group 

in July 1980. His paper put forward the following points 

as the educational aims of the series : 
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1) 

2) 

3) 

To permit access by the successful student to the 
next higher level of conservation science teaching 

(e.g^ Studies in Conservation, the Butterworth 
series, etc.) helping them to comprehend at better 
than recipe level. 

To encourage speculation about observation so that 
the scientific method is exposed as a continuously 
developing framework of useful ideas, not a set of 
authoritarian dogma nor a directory of facts. 

To provide a carefully sequenced and graded 

introduction to scientific theories and language 
including appropriate symbolism (e.g. chemistry) 
and mathematics (e.g. graphs) and hence to describe 
selected phenomena using such concepts as atomism, 
mechanics and electrostatics. 

4) To explain in the context of conservation practice 
how problems may usefully be described and thought 

about using scientific models and language. 

5) To offer to the student some immediately useful 
extension of their practical skills. 

The paper also discussed in some detail the problems 

relating to the teaching of science to those with little 
experience, affinity or else fear of the subject. His 

scheme focussed on the importance of using the student's 
practical experience to determine and illustrate the 
science that it was necessary to teach. The science 

should not, therefore, be taught simply for its own sake 
but only as it was necessary or applicable to the 
conservator's work. In attempting to define a common 
ground for the series within all fields of conservation, 

he proposed that the basic activities undertaken by all 
conservators, regardless of the objects worked on, should 

fc|ct as the key to placing the teaching within an area of 
"amiliarity and interest to the student - e.g. recognising 
and understanding materials and their products of 
deterioration; cleaning; joining, coating and consolidation 

In putting forward this method of approach it was stressed 
that the books would be neither handbooks to conservation 

practice or encyclopedias of scientific data. When more 
complex scientific explanations were required or implied 

than already taught at a given stage of the text, students 
would have to be carefully referred on to other more in- 

depth publications or else to a later point in the series. 

An early understanding that science cannot always provide 

a quick and ready answer would be imparted and false 
simplification of the subject would be avoided by 

acknowledging clearly areas of complexity. Issues of safety 
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and ethics would not be ignored and students encouraged 

to evaluate for themselves as they learned, finding a 
relevance to their own specialist area through carefully 

chosen examples and exercises. 

This approach involved considerable re-thinking of the 
methods normally used in the teaching of scientific theories 
and therefore was much more difficult for the authors to ] 

write. Long discussion took place on the content for ; 
the first three books (those forming the second half of 
the series have only been considered in outline to date). 

Despite the difficulties, the working group supported 
fully the aims and approach suggested by Graham Weaver, 
and he was appointed by the Crafts Council to take on 
the role of educational co-ordinator for the series witl^ft 

some assistance from Charles Newey. 

Preparation of Manuscripts 

Following this meeting Graham Weaver prepared synopses 
and guidelines for authors working on the first three books 
Between two and four authors agreed to work on each book, i 
and during the summer each prepared a more detailed synopsis 
These synopses formed the basis for discussion at three j| 
separate meetings (one for each book) held between the |j 
authors and Graham in early October 1980. At these | 
meetings structure and content was discussed in great detai 

before the books were divided into manageable sections 
with each author responsible for preparing the first full 
length of a particular section. First drafts were written 

during the final three months of the year and delivered 
to the Crafts Council at the end of December 1980 in time 
for work on second drafts to be commenced by Graham Weaver 
and Charles Newey at the beginning of January 1981 when 

their consultancy to the Crafts Council began. At the time 
of writing, second drafts are in preparation by Graham 
Weaver and Charles Newey in consultation with the origin^j^ 
authors and some conservators. On completion of second 
drafts, reading by conservators and authors will commence 
in order to provide Graham and Charles with the detailed 
conservation input ready for the preparation of the third 
(final) drafts. Work will commence with the designer and 
illustrator during May 1981 and final manuscripts for two 
books will be received in mid-July with the third arriving 
at the Crafts Council at the end of September 1981 in tihie 
for the publication of all three in February 1982. 

Febi’uary 1981 
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LA FORI-IATION DE RESTAURATEURS A L'UNIVERSITE DE PARIS I 

(PANTHEON-SORBONNE) 

J.P.Sodini et M. Berducou 

Institut d'Art et d'Archéologie 
3 Rue Michelet 
Paris 75006 
France 

[Hlsümll: L'université de Paris I (Panthéon-Sorbonne) a 
ouvert en 1973 la première filière française de forma¬ 
tion a^la restauration—conservation,dans plusieurs spé¬ 
cialités : vestiges archéologiques,collections ethnogra¬ 
phiques, objets d'art,documents graphiques,peintures de 
chevalet,peintures murales,mosaïques.Cette formation, 
sanctionnée par un diplôme national de l'Enseignement 
Supérieur,dure quatre ans,associant à l'apprentissage 
manuel et artistique du métier (stages,travaux prati¬ 
ques) un enseignement théorique très important,notam¬ 
ment en sciences.Elle est accessible aux bacheliers, 
les candidats étant retenus après entretien avec les 
responsables 'de la filière,Une sélection sévère (l sur 
2 à I sur 4 suivant les années) s'opère au cours des 
études; la spécialisation intervient tardivement. De 
nombre!^ organismes non universitaires participent à 
l'enseignement (écoles d'art,laboratoires scientifi¬ 
ques, ateliers de restauration publics et privés). La 
filière est très ouverte sur l'extérieur et la réalité 
de la, profession. Le but est de former des restaurateurs 
perfectibles,désireux de toujours progresser et possé¬ 
dant les outils théoriques qui leur permettront de sui¬ 
vre l'évolution du métier,mais aussi préparés aux con¬ 
ditions souvent difficiles dans lesquelles ils auront 
à l'exercer. 

INTRODUCTION| 

La maîtrise de sciences et techniques "Conserva¬ 
tion et Restauration des Oeuvres d'Art,des Objets et 
des Sites archéologiques et ethnologiques" a fait l'ob¬ 
jet d'une première habilitation du Ministère des Uni¬ 
versités (arrêté nO05525 du 4/10/74) pour une période 
de quatre ans,avec un renouvellement automatique (oct, 
1979-oct, 1980) ,puis d'iine nouvelle habilitation pour 
quatre années (oct.I980-oct,1984). 

Elle suit le régime général des M.S.T, (Maîtrise 
de Sciences et Techniques)créées en 1971 par le Minis¬ 
tère des Universités pour "professionnaliser" un cer¬ 
tain nombre d'étudiants,Elle comprend d'une part un 
Certificat Préparatoire de deux années,qui s'effectue 
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parallèlement au Diplôme d'Etudes Universitaires Géné¬ 
rales (DEUG,diplôme du premier cycle des \miversités), 
puis deux années de maîtrise proprement dite,Elle^se 
fonde nécessairement,suivant des taux fixés par décret 
ministériel,sur une association de la théorie (cours, 
conférences,travaux dirigés) et de la pratique (Travaux 
Pratiques,stages). Tout aussi nécessairement,elle im¬ 
plique un contact avec les administrations concernées 
(Service de Restauration des Musées,Service des fouil¬ 
les,Musée s de la ville de Paris,ICOM France,Ministère 
des Affaires Etrangères) ainsi qu'avec le secteur 

privé.C'est la seule filière universitaire appliquée à 
la restauration et à la conservation,ce qui lui assure 
un recrutement varié et étendu (province,étranger). 

Elle se propose de former à la profession de res¬ 
taurateur dans plusieurs spécialités;peintures de che¬ 
valet , peinture s murales,mosaïques,vestiges archéologi¬ 
que s, document s graphiques,objets d'Art,objets ethnolo¬ 
gique s. Première tentative française de ce type,elle 
constituait à sa création une double gageure: intro¬ 
duire à l'Université un métier traditionnellement arti¬ 
sanal, auquel seiüe la voie de l'apprentissage pouvait 
auparavant conduire} contribuer a la modernisation et 
à la revalorisation de ce metier en donnant aux jeunes 
restaurateurs les outils théoriques (physique,chimie, 
biologie)qui leur permettraient de comprendre et de 
renouveler leur pratique,de profiter des progrès cons¬ 
tants accomplis par la recherche scientifique appliquée . 
à la conservation et à la restauration du patrimoinè 

culturel. 

CHOIX PEDAGOGIQUES ESSENTIELS! 
Pour mettre en oeuvre cette conception neuve du 

métier et de son enseignement,il fallut élaborer un 
programme complet d'etudes dont le niveau soit d'emblee 
compatible a,vec un diplôme national de l'enseignement 
supérieur.On détaillera plus loin le contenu de ce 
programme de quatre ans,ainsi que les nombreuses col¬ 
laborations extérieures à l'Université que sa réalisa¬ 
tion nécessita.Quelques grandes options pédagogiques 
en guidèrent l'organisation et déterminent encore les 
améliorations ou ajustements qui y sont régulièrement 

apportés. 
I)Recrutement 

La toute première donnée est sans doute la defi¬ 
nition,à partir du choix d'un mode de recrutement,du 
"public" auquel la formation s'adresse.Par principe, 
cette filière universitaire veut Ôtre,pour tous ceux 
que leur milieu socio—familial n'y prédispose pas , 
le moyen de réaliser maigre tout leur vocation,lorsque 
celle-ci est bien avérée.La maîtrise est donc ouverte 
à tous les bacheliers, je-une s ou moins jeune s, d'origine 
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scientifique,littéraire ou technique et quelle que 
soit leur familiarité avec le monde de l'art ou celui 
de 1 'a.rtisanat. Certes,les candidats, trop nombreux,ne 
peuvent être tous retenus,mais il n'existe ni concours, 
ni exclusive a priori.Les responsables de la filière 
s'efforcent,au cours d'une longue série d'entretiens, 
de retenir les élèves les plus sérieusement motivés, 
les plus ouverts à l'aspect pluridisciplinaire de la 
formation,le s plus susceptibles d'en tirer profit.La 
sélection s'opère ensuite,au cours des deux premières 

d'études,sur la base des aptitudes,autant manuelles 
qu'intellectuelles,et de la capacité de travail qui 
se révèlent.Ce mode de recrutement entraîne,on l'ima¬ 
gine,une grande disparité d'expériences,d'âges,etc... 
chez les élèves,disparité sur laquelle nous revien¬ 
drons. On peut en résumer le principe ainsi; recruter 
non sur la base d'ijine connaissance du métier déjà ac¬ 
quise,mais sur celle du désir de l'apprendre et de 
l'ouverture d'esprit.Les études doivent donc satis¬ 
faire ^le premier et,si possible,entretenir la seconde, 
II) Spécialisation 

Ceci pose,1'option pour une spécialisation tar¬ 
dive des élèves dans tel ou tel domaine de la restau¬ 
ration semble couler de source.Les deux années de for¬ 
mation générale commune qui leur sont imposées permet¬ 
tent en effet,outre l'éducation de la main et du sens 
artistique,1a formation en sciences et en histoire de 
l'art,la découverte concrète de matériaux et de pro¬ 
blèmes techniques très variés; l'élève oriente ainsi 
sa spécialisation à l'aide de cet apprentissage diver¬ 
sifié et se ^dirige sur le domaine le mieux adapté à sa 
personnalité et à ses aptitudes.Cette large formation 
générale contribue aussi à diversifier les débouchés 
et à élargir les compétences;une collection muséale 
hétéroclite,un objet composite,une peinture sur sup¬ 
port insolite ne placent pas devant l'obstacle du 
"jamais vu".Enfin le refus d'ime spécialisation étroi¬ 
te et trop précoce fait émerger la Restauration comme 
discipline globale,avec une méthodologie,ime éthique, 
des exigeCVices déontologiques propres.Ce dernier point 
est extrêmement important; les jeunes diplômés une 
fois installés gardent le sentiment d'appartenir à une 
même commimauté professionnelle,animée de débats,de 
difficultés,de progrès qui peuvent être largement par¬ 
tagés. 
III) Fo mat ion scientifique 

!Dans ce bagage commun à tous les élèves,la for¬ 
mation scientifique,et en particulier l'acquisition 
d'xm bon niveau en chimie,occupe -une place fondamen¬ 
tale. Il s'agit en prem.ier lieu de donner aux futurs 
restaurateurs les moyens de comprendre leur pratique; 
la nature des matériaux anciens,le processus de leur 
vieillissement,les mécanismes mis en cause dans les 
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traitements qu'ils effectuent,1e comportement des ma¬ 
tériaux modernes,notamment synthétiques,qu'ils utili¬ 
sent, etc... ; ceci non seulement pour l'immédiat béné¬ 
fice qu'ils en tirent,mais aussi pour leur permettre 
dans l'avenir d'évoluer avec le métier,de suivre les 
progrès accomplis dans tel ou tel secteur de la re- 
cherche,de dialoguer avec les scientifiques et de com¬ 
prendre leurs publications. 

Ce qui est attendu aussi de l'enseignement des 
sciences,c'est en quelque sorte qu'il "pondère" l'im¬ 

mense part sensible et subjective du travail du restau¬ 
rateur, sans la réduire,mais en lui apportant un con¬ 
trepoint d'exigence de rigueur,d'esprit de question¬ 
nement, et en définitive de prudence.Le but est de for¬ 
mer des restaurateurs compétents,mais capables de sa¬ 
gesse en face du cas particulier de chaque oeuvre qui 
leur sera confiée: posant clairement les problèmes et 
connaissant bien leurs limites.Nous savons combien il 
est difficile de maîtriser toutes les données d'une 
restauration et à quel point l'inattendu peut toujours 
survenir; une solide formation scientifique développe 
à cet égard 1'imagination,encourage la modestie et la 
volonté de comprendre toujours mieux et toujours plus. 
C'est là encore un choix pédagogique essentiel qui 
s'exprime.On ne forme pas en quatre ans un restaura¬ 
teur expérimenté!Mais on peut tenter de former un res¬ 
taurateur qui soit d'ime part à l'abri des maladresses 
et des audaces risquées,et qui soit d'autre part hau-' 
tement perfectible. 

ORGANISATION DES ETUDES 
I)Variété des étudiants et des enseignants 

Celle des étudiants est d'abord un obstacle avant 
d'ètre une richesse.Les élèves (trente à quarante en 
première année,vingt à vingt cinq en deuxième,une quin¬ 
zaine en maîtrise) sont d'origine très diverse (bacca¬ 
lauréats scientifiques,littéraires ou techniques et 
souvent études antérieures en faculté de sciences ou 
de lettres,ou encore en écoles d'art,comme les Beaux 
Arts ou à vocation plus technique comme l'école Estien- 
ne ).Leurs motivations et leurs projets diffèrent éga¬ 
lement .. .Mais le fait de constituer un groupe durant 
au moins trois ans crée une ambiance très imie,encore 
que demeure la diversité des préoccupations: ainsi 
naît un esprit qui est fait de la synthèse de toutes 
ces diversités. 

A côté des disciplines purement scientifiques, 
enseignées par la faculté des sciences Pierre et Marie 
Curie (Université de Paris VI),et de la culture en 
Histoire de l'Art et Archéologie,assurée par Paris I, 
de nombreux cours ont dû être créés avec le concours 
d'organismes et de personnes extérieures à l'Univer¬ 
sité, Les cours de dessin,de couleur et de modelage 
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sont donnés par une Ecole de Dessin de la ville de Pa¬ 
ris.Plusieurs musées participent à 1 * enseignement (Clu- 
ny,Carnavalet,Département de la restauration des pein¬ 
tures du Louvre)ainsi que quelques grands laboratoires 
scientifiques (Laboratoire de Recherche des Musées de 
France,Laboratoire de Recherche des Monuments Histo¬ 
riques, Centre de Recherche sur la Conservation des Do¬ 
cuments Graphiques,Groupe de Recherche en chimie ma¬ 
cromoléculaire du C.N.R.S.).Aux côtés de ces cher¬ 
cheurs interviennent aussi des ingénieurs(institut Tex¬ 
tile de France,Centre Technique du Bois).Des artisans, 
des restaurateurs privés agréés des Musées de Fr8.nce, 
un peintre,encadrent les élèves en travaux pratiques. 
Certains enseignements généraux de conservation-res¬ 
tauration,le droit appliqué aux oeuvres d'art sont as¬ 
surés par des titulaires de l'enseignement supérieur. 

Cette gamme très vaste d'enseignants permet sans 
aucun doute à^la Maîtrise d'ôtre une sorte de creuset 
et de lieu d'échanges où petit à petit,par le biais 
d'ime réflexion coramime , s ' élabore une formation ample 
et neuve, 
II) Programma 

Pour ôtre admis en frta.îtrise proprement dite,les 
étudiants doivent Ôtre titulaires à la fois d'im Cer¬ 
tificat Préparatoire et d'un diplôme d'Etudes Univer¬ 
sitaires générales.Ce diplôme paut Ôtre préparé en 
Sciences Himiaines ,dans la spécialité Histoire des 
Arts ou Archéologie,et dans ce cas le Certificat Pré¬ 
paratoire ne comporte pas ces disciplines.il peut éga¬ 
lement être obtenu en Sciences (Sciences exactes ou 
Sciences de la nature)et les étudiants sont alors dis¬ 
pensés des enseignements scientifiques du Certificat 
Préparatoire. 
Certificat préparatoire,enseignements communs à tous 
les etudiants : 
—Initiation théorique généra.le à la conservation - 
restauration:méthodologie,formation documentaire et 
bibliographie;matériaux anciens,technologie et alté¬ 
rations , traitements envisageables;discussions,refle¬ 
xion critique.(2 heures par semaine chaque année). 
—Dessin: initiation au dessin,à la peinture,théorie des 
coiiLeurs (6 heures par semaine chaque année). 
-Travaux pratiques : restauration de céramiques modernes, 
travail du bois,dorure , stud^ge en prem.ière année; en 
deuxième année,restauration de céramiques et de verres 
anciens,restaurâtion de peintures de chevalet,moulages 
(une journée par semaine chaque année). 
Pour les étudiants scientifiques.initiation à l*His-v 
toire de l'Art sous la forme de deux cours méthodolo¬ 
giques et de l'étude de quatre productions artistiques 
particiuLières appartenant aux quatre périodes: antique 
médiéval,moderne,contemporain,Côh.hebdo.chaque année). 
Pour les étudiants littéraires.formation scientifique: 
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Chimie f^énérale en première année (structu.re de l’a¬ 
tome, liaisons chimiques,cinétique chimique,thermody¬ 
namique) ; Chimie minérale et organique,par semestre, 
en deuxième année. 
Mathématiques, en preniière et deuxième année (Analyse ; 
Statistiques et Probabilités). 
Physique en deuxième année (dynamique du point maté-, 
riel,dynamique et statique des solides,calorimétrie et 

changements d' état, électricité,ondes,optic'.ue ,physicue 
nucléaire.). 
Ces enseignements scientifiques occupent 6 à 8 heures 
hebdoma-daires chaque année. 

La première année de Maîtrise est ime année de 
préspécialisation; les étudiants choisissent en effet 
entre deux grandes options ’’Peintures" ou "Objets”.Un 
certain nombre de cours restent communs. 
Première a.nnée de Maîtrise,enseignements communs à 
tous les étudiants! 
-Conservation des Documents Graphiques:technologie des 
cuirs et pa,piers, techniques d’ analyses, étude des agents 
de détérioration,techniques de conservation,techniques 
de restauration. 
-Conservation des Textiles:nature des fibres végétales 
animates et synthétiques,technologie,propriétés com.pa- 
rées,agents de détérioration,techniques de conserva-' 
tion et de restauration. 
—Régime juridique du patrimoine culturel en France:les 
organismes de protection du Patrimoine culturel; sta¬ 
tut du Patrimoine culturel public (Entrée des biens 
dans le domaine public,régime et usage des collections 
publiques,exceptions à l’immutabilité); farotection du 
Patrimoine culturel privé (limitations du droit de 
propriété,commerce de 1’art,contrôle de ce commerce). 
-Biologie: rganisation des êtres vivants,éléments de 
biochimie,microbiologie, cycle des éléments ^dans la, 
biosphère, organisât ion et biologie des végéta,ux vas¬ 
culaire s, bactérie s et végétaux inférieurs,biologie de 
quelques types d’insectes. 
—Techniques scientifiques d’analyse des oeuvres d’art: 
exposé des méthodes (photo,microphoto ,miacro'photo ,-ultra 
violet,infra-rouge,radiographie X,m.icrochimie,chrom.a- 
tographie,spectrométrie d’émission U.V.,spectrométrie 
de fluorescence X,diffraction X.),interprétation des 
résultats,méthodologie. 
-Etude des matériaux synthétiques:généralités sur les 
matériaux macromoléculaires,principa\AX polymères ther¬ 
modurcissables et thermoplastiques,prox^riétés techno¬ 
logiques comparées et applications,études de labora¬ 
toire et réalisations concrètes dans la restauration 
et la conservation,iraprégna,tion à l'aide de monomères, 
techniques d’injection. 
-Etude des matériaux constitutifs de la peinture: |)ro- 
priétés physiques,optiqiies,chimiques et photochimiques 
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caractérisation,mise en oeuvre, ca.uses,processus et ef¬ 
fets du vieillissem-ent,qualités exigibles des liants, 
solvants et pigments utilisés en restauration. 
Enseignements de l’option ’’Peintures”: 
-Théorie de la restauration des peintures:panorama des 
techniques de 1'allègement,de la retouche et du trai- 
m'înt des support s,politique des choix à effectuer,his¬ 
toire des idées en restaurabion. 
-Histoire de la Peinture:histoire des techniques pic¬ 
tural es, m.orp ho logie de 1*oeuvre d'art,étude des sour¬ 
ces écrites anciennes. 
-Travaux pratiques:techniques picturales anciennes, 
copies de maîtres(huile et tempera). 
-Travaux pratiques:préparation à l'ancienne des ma¬ 
tières pictura.les,préparation traditionnelle des sup¬ 
ports à peindre,dorure. 
-Trava.ux pratiques: essais sjrstématiques et comparatifs 
de différentes techniques et de matériaux contempo¬ 
rains utilisés en restauration (solvants,retouches, 
vernis,rentoilage,refixage) 
Enseignements de l'option "Objets": 
-Histoire dés objets d'art:Approche technologique et 
stylistique,deux volets:les arts mineurs de l'antiqui¬ 
té et du Moyen-Age (émaux,orfèvrerie,ivoires),les arts 
décoratifs aux époo^ues modernes et contemporaines (Ob¬ 
jets d'art et de décoration intérieure,arts de la ta¬ 
ble , parure s vestimentaires,orfèvrerie). 
-Conservation et Restauration des objets : en travaux 
dirigé s,méthodologie générale, conduite d'-un traite¬ 
ment,politique des choix à effectuer ; en cycle de 
conférences ,nature physico-chimique,altérations et 
techniques de conservation - restauration des maté- 
rlaLix suivants:bois,marquetterie composite,pierre, 
verre, céramique,métaux, O s et i^^’oire. 
-Travaux pratiques:atelier de modelage. 
-Travaux pratiques:essais systématiques et comparatifs 
sur trois thèmes:teintures,veinis ,colles,recettes an¬ 
ciennes et matériaux contemporains;corrosion et netto¬ 
yage des métaux,nettoyage et consolidation des tex¬ 
tiles. 
-Trava^ux pratiques: restaur action de pièces anciennes, 
en fonction de ce qui est confié à l'atelier de la 
maîtrise par divers organismes ou personnes privées. 
-Sciences de la terre:principes des datations géologi¬ 
ques, géo dynamique externe,pétrographie. 

Cet ensemble représente,dans chaque option,une 
quarantaine d'heures d'enseignemient hebdomadaire. 

La dernière année d'études est entièrement con- 
sa,crée aux stages pratiques de spécialisation. 

IIl)Staps 
Des le Certificat préparatoire,un certain nombre 

de stages courts (et facultatifs) sont proposés aux 
étudiants pendant les vanances universitaires.Ils ont 
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pour but de familiariser très tôt les élèves avec la 
réalité de leur future profession et s’effectuent le 
plus souvent sur chantiers (fouilles archéologiques, 
restauration de peintures murales in situ),dans les 
a,teliers privés des anciens élèves insta,llés,d0ns * 
quelques centres parisiens ou provinciaux (Arts etTra,- 
ditions Popiüaires,Carnavalet,Sèvres,Boissons...). 

La quatrième année,quant à elle,consiste en un 
(ou deux)stage obligatoire d'une durée minimum de six 
mois,au terme desq^uels l’étudiant rédige un mémoire de 
Maîtrise relatant son expérience et le responsable de 
stage transmet un rapport confidentiel à l’université. 
Ces stages,souvent accompagnés de bourse,sont détermi¬ 
nants po\ir la. spécialisation et l’emploi des étudiants 
mais aussi pour le dynamisme de la filière entière. 

Nous avons toujours trouvé anprès des autorités 
des institutions concernées et des restaur-ateurs pri¬ 
vés la compréhension la plus tot8JLe,et nos étudiants 
ont toujours été bien appréciés. 

En France môme,de nom.breuses institutions ont 
accueilli nos étudiants:le Louvre,le Laboratoire de 
Recherche des Musées de France,le Laboratoire de Re¬ 
cherche des Monuments Historiques,le Centre de Recher¬ 
che sur la Conserva,tion des Documents Graphiques,le 
Centre d’Etudes Nucléaires de Grenoble,a.insique plu¬ 
sieurs ateliers publics provinciaux (Toulouse,Bordeaux 
Draguignan,Chamalières,Poitiers... ) et de nombreux 
restaurateurs privés dont le niveau nous paraît assu- 
ré.-La majeure partie des stages s’effectue cependant 
à l’étranger et sont pour nous le moyen d,’échanges 
particulièrement vivifiants.L'I.R.P.A.jle Restaure, 
1 ’ICCROiVI,le centre de Torun en Polo^pie reçoivent cha¬ 
que année certains de nos étudiants,mais en accueil¬ 
lent a.ussi différents musées allemands,la Fondaticn 
Abbeg,le KunstMuseum de Bô,le,le Centre de restanration 
de Budapest,le musée des arts de Barcelone,1’Institut 
de pathologie du livre de Madrid,plusieurs grands ate¬ 
liers de Bologne et de Florence,le British Museum et 
le Musée de Doncaster...Plus récemment,des stages ont 
pu ôtre organisés outi-e-Atlantique ,à Mexico ,New-Ycrk, 
Washington,Otta.v/a.. • 

En tout,plus d’une cinqua-ntaine d’institutiens 
ont reçu nos étudiants,et,jusqu’ici,s’en sont décla¬ 
rées satisfaites.Ces séjours à l’étranger constituent 
pour les élèves des expériences particulièrement ri¬ 
ches et stimulantes. Grâce aux réijinions, aux. discussions, 
aux mémoires de maîtrise qui les suivent,1’ensemble de 
la filière en bénéficie quelque peu,d.e m.âme que la pré¬ 
sence de nombreux étudiants étrangers en foma.tior 
constitue une source permanente d'enrichissement et 
d'ouverture (actuellement,on compte des étudiants ori¬ 
ginaires des pays suivants:Belgique,Canada,Chili,Grande 
Bretagne,Irlande jItalie,Mexique,Japon,Pologne,Pays-Bas, 
République Fédérale Allemande). 
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Ces stages,dont on voit la diversité,sont choi¬ 
sis en accord, avec l'étudiant et s'adaptent étroite¬ 
ment à sa personnalité,à ses compétences,à son projet 
professionnel. Ils sont,dans la. m.esure du possible,!' 
occasion d'une formation approfondie da,ns une spécia¬ 
lisation de pointe,ou au contraire , d'une forr"atior. 

élargie à des domaines coriplémentanres, commue c'est né¬ 
cessairement le cats,par exemple,pour les restaurateurs 
spécialisés en archéologie. 

ICONCLUSIONi 
Quatre promotions sont sorties à ce jour de la 

Maîtrise de Paris I,ce qui représente environ quarante- 
cinq étudiants.Ceux des promotions 76/77 et 77/78 ont 
quasiment tous trouvé un emploi,soit dans la restam-a- 
tion privée(peintures,sculptures,papiers,textiles,ob¬ 
jets d'art)soit,de façon parfois précaire,dans les mu¬ 
sées. Certains continuent à se spécialiser pour acqué¬ 
rir une stabilisation de leur emploi,en accord avec 
leur futur emiployeur. Quelques-uns poursuivent des re¬ 
cherches (thèses de troisième cycle) directement liées 
à la restannation (par ex. conservation. d.es négatifs 
photographiques,étude des vernis finaux utilisés en- 
restauration de peintures). La gamirie des emplois et des 
recherches est très ouverte;certains anciens élèves se 
sont spécialisés sur des questions aussi variées que 
la conserva.tion des bois gorgés d'eau,le rentoilage,la 
restauration des charpentes traditionnelles,celle des 
maquettes marines,d.es objets archéologiques*... 

beux" faits paraissent importants à souligner,Le 
prem.ier est que les anciens étudiants continuent à se 
voir et à échanger informations et expériences et qu' 
ils ont le souci d'entrer en contact avec leurs cadets. 
Le second est que,malgré l'opposition tranchée,et bien 
française,entre intellectuels et manuels (avec les pré¬ 
jugés ém.anant des intellectuels,mais aussi des ma.— 
nuels) ,une certaine voie nous pa.raît désormai-,s possi¬ 
ble qui associe les deux. 
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MEDIUM LEVEL COURSE FOR TEXTILE RESTORERS IN HUNGARY 

Agnes Tim5r 

Institute of Conjervation and 
P.O.B. 54 
1476 Budapest 
(Konyves KâlmSn krt. 40, 
1087 Budapest) 
Hungary 

Methodology of Museums 

The exposition of the organization and subjects of the two year cor¬ 

respondence course for textile restorers, compiled considering the 
type of Hungarian museum collections and the tasks of the restorers, 
must be placeo in the context of a short survey on the possibilities 
of extension troining of the Hungarian object restorers. 

In every country, the training of restorers is adjusted to the demands and 

possibilities of the country. During the compilation of the curriculum of 

our course two fvindamental aspects have been considered: 

1. Of what sorts of textiles consist the greater part of textile collections 

in Hungary? 

2, What basic training do textile restorers have and what are the tasks 

awaiting them in the museums? 

Except the church collections there are three great central textile col¬ 

lections in Hungary: one in the Hungarian National Museum (Magyar Nem- 

zeti Muzeum), one in the Museums of Decorative Arts (Iparmüvészeti Mu- 

zeum) and one in the Museum of Ethnography (Neprajzi Muzeum), The 

Budapest History Museum (Budapesti Tôrténeti Muzeum) stores somewhat 

less textiles. From these only the collection of the Museum of Ethnography 
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consists of textiles of the same type, in other museums (about 25 col¬ 

lections in Budapest, about 82 collections in the country) the collections 

contain textiles representing the folk art of the region, archaeological 

finds, secular and canonical costumes, flags, tapestries, embroideries 

and other different 'ypes of textile finds. Some museums also collect mo¬ 

dern textile works of art. The diversity of the collections makes the spe¬ 

cialization of textile restorers impossible. 

The number of different tasks in most museums is also an argument ; 

against specialization of the highest degree; besides restoration and con¬ 

servation restorers also are responsible for the collection, help during 

excavations and in exhibition designing and building. In most cases they 

can’t restrict themselves to the care of textiles, and h ive to do at least 

basic conservation of leather and wood finds, too. In I’ttle museums 

textile restorers must participate in the processing of the whole material 

of an excavation, and during the preparation of an exhibition in the resto¬ 

ration of metal and ceramic objects. 

In our museum., "assistant restorers" must be hig.^-school graduates. 

After one year of pi’actice the direction of the museum has to enable 

them to participate at the basic restorer’s course, organized by the ICMM, 

Only candidates havmg passed the entrance examination - biology and 

chemistry learnt in high school - are accepted. During the one month of 

the basic course the students have about 8 lessons daily dealing with the 

basic notions of restoration. 

There are two possibilities for extension training. After five years 

of practice a four year correspondence course for object restorers, or- ^ 

ganized jointly by the College of Fine Arts and the ICMM can be attended^jj 

The other possibility is to follow a two year medium level specialized 

course, organized by the ICMM, Courses specialized in the conservation 

and restoration of metal, wooden, silicate and textile objects are held. 

The choice is naturally motivated by the interests of the museum em¬ 

ploying the restorer in q.-estion. 

The first medium level course on the conservation and restoration of 

textiles began in January 1980, the second in January 1981. Both courses 
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have 15 students. Beside the collaborators of the ICMM all well-known 

textile restorers of Hungary participate in the preparation and running of 

the courses, eithei- as lecturers, or as sponsors of diploma pieces and 

members of the committee judging the diploma pieces. It happens that 

during a meeting in connection with the training other subjects of interest 

to all of us arc discussed or that outsiders receive invitations for a 

lecture held during the training. One of these valuable lectures - with 

projection of slides - was held by Pat Reeves, textile restorer of the 

Los Angeles County Museum of Art, another was a whole -day series of 

^ectures on the conservation and restoration of archaeological materials. 

During examinations questions on the latter were included. 

The two year course is subdivided into four terms. During the first 

two terms the students participate monthly at three-day consultations. 

During the third term they spend each month a week in our institute or 

in other textile restorer’s workshops. During the fourth term a diploma 

piece has to be prepared. After having defended this the student receives 

a diploma. 

Curriculum of the two year specialized course on the conservation 

and restoration of textiles 

1. t e r m 

1. General and inorganic chemistry 

Lecturer: Ms Pàrdényi 

Classes: 9 theory, 9 exercises 

Laws of chemical composition; theory of atoms and molecules; structure 
of matter; chemical systematics; systematization of inorganic compounds; 
^solutions; types of chemical transformations; exercises; preparation of 
solutions; preparative laboratory exercises. 

2. Organic chemistry and chemistry of plastics 

Lecturer: Ms Torok 
Classes: 16 

Basic notions of organic chemistry; organic compounds; nomenclature; 
solvents; surface active agenses; organic disinfectants; dyes; basic no¬ 
tions of the chemistry of plastics; plastics, resins and synthetic fibres 
used in the conservation of textiles. 
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3, Chemistry of textiles 

Lecturer: Ms Boross 

Classes: 10 theory, 4 exercises 
Physical and chemical characteristics of natural fibres; origin and types 
of vegetable, cellulose-based fibres, their microscopic, physical and che¬ 
mical characteristics; chemistry of cellulose, microscopic, physical and 
chemical characteristics of animal, proteine-based fibres. Chemistry of 
wool and silk. The theoretical training is completed by microscopic and 

chemical identification of fibres, 

4, Technology of textiles 

Lecturers: Mr Réti, Ms Nagy, Ms Martinko, Ms Timâr, Mr Domonkos, 

Ms Hegedüs 
Classes: 15 theory, 2,5 days visit to factories 
History and development of spinning, weaving, knitting and looping, 
bleaching, dyeing, printing and finishing; basic notions of technology; 
conclusion from the technique to the age; chemical agent and auxiliary 
materials used in different ages during production and decoration of texti¬ 
les, which can be found on the object needing restoration; The lectures 

are completed by visits to factories. 

5, Textile art 

Lecturer: Ms Tompos, Ms Combos 

Classes: 12 
Not-woven textiles; woven fabrics; hosiery; tapestries; gobelins; rugs. 
Lectures are held in the rooms of the Museum of Decorative Arts and 

illustrated by original objects and slides, 

6, Techniques 

Lecturer: Ms Nagy 

Classes: 14 
Weaving weave tapestry bobbin; tapestry weaving; woven (kelim) rug; 
burled rug. The students make a copy of a part of an original art object, 

7, Labour safety 

Lecturer: Mr Morgos 

Classes: 2 
Ceneral rules of work safety and fire protection. 

Examinations: 

- general, inorganic, organic chemistry; chemistry of plastics 

- textile chemistry 
- textile technology 
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2, term 

1. Textile art (con+inued) 

Lecturer: Ms Tempos, Ms Fel, Ms Dozsa 
Classes: 20 

Embroidered textiles; lace; secular and canonical costunies; accessories 
of costumes; ethnographic textiles. 

2, Care of textiles 

Lecturers: Mr Pecsi, Ms Pârdânyi, Ms Dalnoki, Ms Nagy, Ms Combos 
Classes: 22 

Influence of climate and light on textiles; biological parasites and their 
control; storage and exhibition of textiles; find rescue during excavations 
band in cripts; development and furnishings of textile restorer workshops, 

3. Techniques 

Lecturer: Ms Nag3' 
Classes: 20 

Embroidery, bead-work, woven bead-decorations; threading of beads; 
sewing; patching, mending. Practising of stitches used in restoration, 

4, Special literatur e, library 

Lecturer: Ms Muzslai 

Classes: 4 

Information on the library of the ICMM; catalogues and punched cards; 
(abstracting) journals; methodology of making literature lists. 

5. Documentation 

Lecturer: Ms Nagy 

Classes: 2 

Detailed documentation of textile restoration, making of microscopic and 
other photos, 

6, Publications 

Lecturer: Mr Eri 
Classes: 2 

Preparation of studies, articles, notes and lists of literature, advice on 
the use of literature. 

Examination: 

- textile art 

- care of textiles 
Practice mark: - techniques 
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3. term 

1. Conservation and restoration of textiles in theory and practice 

Lecturers: Ms Nagy, Ms Timâr, Ms Laki, Ms Boross, Ms Jâro, 
Ms Dalnoki, Ms Tesik, Ms Combos 

a/ operations before cleaning 
- description of the state of the textile 
- identification of soiling 
- test of colour-fastness of the dyes 

Classes: 8 
b/ Cleaning 

- vacuum cleaning 
- wet cleaning 
- dry cleaning 
- combination of wet and dry cleaning { 
- removal of opots 
- bleaching 
- role of pH 
- softening 

Classes: 18 
c/ care of textiles with metallized yarns 

- history of the use of mçtallized yarns 
- analytical identification of metallized yarns and metal parts 
Cleaning and conservation of metallized yarns and removable metal 

parts of textiles 
Classes: 8 

d/ Cleaning and conservation of textile combined with leather 

Classes: 3 
e/ soil science 

Classes: 2 
f/ Cleaning, conservation and restoration of archaeological textiles 

Classes: a whole day symposium with projection of slides 
g/ restoration of woven, knit, embroidered fabrics, laces, tapestries, 

gobelins, woven (kelim) and burled rugs 

Classes: 45 
h/ methods of restoring flags, doublong 

Classes: 18 
i/ restoration of costumes, making of patterns 

Classes: 45 
j/ dyeing of completing textiles and embroidery threads 

Classes: 18 

2. Theory and practice of the analysis of textiles 

During the last week of practice of the term the students carry out ma¬ 
terial analysis on their own diploma piece, but they inform each other on 

the processes and results. 
a/ microscopic and chemical identification of threads 
b/ tenuity and characteristic twist of threads 
c/ density of cloth, weft and warp density 
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d/ identification of weave 

e/ identification of dyes and materials used during printing and finishing 
f/ conclusion about the history of techniques 

Classes: 45 

4, term 

During this term the students restore and document a diploma piece, be¬ 
longing to the museum employing them. The work is done with the gui¬ 
dance of the sponsor, but at their own workplace. 

Each sponsor has two students; the latter may ask any time for the 
sponsor's help or advice. The sponsor recommends literature, controls 
the progress of the work and provides for adequate circumstances for 
taking photos. The sponsors are: Ms Nagy, Ms Laki, Ms Combos, Ms 

Perjes, Ms Sipos, Ms Mozer. The diploma piece is accepted by a com¬ 
mittee; the student has to answer questions of the committee concerning 
the work; having done this they receive a diploma. The diploma pieces 
are displayed for a short time in a museum. 

As you see from the curriculum and the number of classes, the stu¬ 

dents acquire the basic knowledge necessary for the conservation and 

restoration of textiles during periodical consultations, without suspending 

their everyday work. In this short time we are not able to form very 

highly specialized restorers; and anyway, our most important aim is to 

enlarge in the museums the number of those, who having the adequate 

basic knowledge and information, touch the textile objects with trained 

hands, and in a complicated case are able to make use of the special 

literature and find the help of highly qualified specialists. 
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ABSTRACT 

The much greater theoretical demands imposed on restorers, 

the essential collaboration with art historians and 

scientists have increasingly resulted in a clear-cut 

professional pattern distinct from other professions* 

Today, there is the danger of too heavy a scientific 

load on the restorer’s work. In most countries, the work 

of a restorer has become academic in nature. 

The nucleus of each training of restorers has been prac¬ 

tical conservation and restoration work on the object con¬ 

cerned* Also, the continued collaboration or partnership 

between restorer, art historian and natural scientist is 

prerequisite to right decisions as to the execution of 

restoration work and to the advancement of working 

methods* 

Tests on the recognition of an applicant's aptitude for a 

restorer’s profession are under discussion. At most edu¬ 

cational establishments a more-than-one-day artistic 

aptitude test is conducted, specifically on future pic¬ 

ture restorers* Proper examination tasks and admission 

talks or course work on the arts and natural sciences 

permit the applicant's full personality and his/her 

specific aptitude to be put on test* 
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TKe professional pattern of a" restorer'Kas continued to 

be under discussion. Even thé' professional reb|uirements 

a specialist has to satisfy for the preservation of art ! 

treasures have remained a._ subject of debate, ^ .L- 

The major role the sciences of art and nature play in the 

preservation of art treasures today has changed the earlier 

status of a restorer - the more or less gifted craftsman. 

The distinction of the restorer's profession from the 

sciences of art and nature has become a problem. 

Nowadays, there is an international trend toward imbuing 

the restorer's work with too much science, primarily in_ 

conjunction with academic education. Masterly documentation 
'■i''r-i"; ô 'no oi'i, 5^, r. fO •~h . .. w ■ î C'■■isirin'n, . 
"and exemplary diagnostic work oh the object concerned often 

bre O O ' a ^ rJU,::. £>" ' i-v.... A-.A ^ wi-p*" vb . 
displace the restorative perfgrmance proper and make it, 

perhaps, secondary. Thé high theoretical level of a 

restorer of today, which has to be expected from each one 
oi ; i .■■Jan;» 

in the interest of the objects being restored, may not 

lead to the'‘artistic talent and 'skill being partially 

sacrificed. 
J P'\ --tt h j 

The nucleus of each training'of restorers has been prac- 
ioo-'do ^rï-i ;-lTOi.v ,no,*; S'’ cos no i: fop'n&anp o 

tical Conservation and restoration work on the object 
:iifUri£;n 1no bo-jcs,. . 9o:s oniA 
concerned in conjunction with the continual advancement 

of artistic skills. The latter applies first and foremost 
fo ooziudfsxa orb o:f ann.raijso 3r!r,^;. ^ 4 

to restorers for paintings, sculptures and wall paintingsJ 
Dn,;.>)iow TO T'i3ii;eDn?ivh^ npj oT br-ü noi.^ 

The restorer's dexterity, his/her sense of the response 

of the material, of which the object is made, to'his 'job 

^thp int,u.itio,n and sensihiliKy'»è''',Tr®^?HÇf’^n9 apd 

iag,„cannQt .be supplanted by^.jtheqcqtipal traiping,,BL!t have 

to be acquired., ç|uÇiP.9-'WQrk^Qn,.jthe,,ohj,pct, rAny,.excellent 

documenta.t^iQn, is,,wor.t.hlçssQif thc^pBî.eçf .,d' art ihps^spf-^ 

fered .daiiaagei rathar., thqq .beqef.it,,by ..insensitive ..Ijand^ 

ri i> * e Isnü:?5n 3 7'Ui srij oo ’5 0v, ooojjoa no = 

t ri br.t- V JbLrjoca''‘s;r’ I.Lut 0 b> .vo.irb qr: oHt T.;;r<5nzc' 

u- yf; obu?/îq3 1 .coy 
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I do not want to support those who think year-long skill 

to be sufficient in order to be a good restorer. On the 

contrary, a restorer who is not able to upgrade his 

theoretical knowledge of the arts and natural sciences 

so far that he may be at least a partner for scientists 

dealing with the care for, and preservation of, art 

treasures, will necessarily resign himself to a standby 

restorer with a very limited scope of action. Without 

continued collaboration or even partnership between 

restorers, art historians and scientists proper decisions 

on restoration work are unthinkable. So is the further 

development of working methods and essentials for the 

preservation of monuments in order to make necessary 

decisions. The separation of brain work from manual work, 

i,e, the restorer's classification as a craftsman super¬ 

vised and guided by a scientist ought to be a matter of 

the past. This is, however, only possible if the 

restorer's level of qualification will be raised, and a 

sufficient number of scientists are willing to specialize 

in this collaboration with the restorers. The former 

should become partners as well. They are often too little 

acquainted with the working methods applied at restorer's 

workshops. 

The demands that are currently placed on a restorer con¬ 

form to those of other academic professions or at least 

to a medium-level education. 

The forthcoming tasks can no longer be tackled without any 

systematic training of future restorers and without a 

teaching program consistently oriented to the require¬ 

ments in the field. Only this way can the restorer's 

profession achieve the social status it deserves. 

For years there have been talks about the required degree 

of specialization, above all in connection with the 
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establishment of teaching programs. The breakdown into 

many restoration fields is making progress throughout 

the world. The foundation of larger workshops as well 

as the further specialization of museums call for 

restorers who, in addition to a general survey, will 

have to cope with specific fields of restoration work 

so that they become an indispensable partner for 

numerous museum problems to solve. Even the work done 

at the workshops for the preservation or historic monu¬ 

ments is now much more specialized than it was some 

years ago. Procedures and methods require so much tech¬ 

nical knowledge that an all-round restorer is necessarily 

doomed to mediocrity only. Here lies the contradiction 

that needs to be settled, for too high a specialization 

will narrow the field of vision. It will be a good 

sense of the right proportion between the degree of 

generality and the need for specialization that leads 

to efficient training programs. 

Selecting gifted applicants 

The question as to what the most important criteria for 

aptitude are an applicant has to meet at a restorer's 

training center is often asked. The individual subjects 

require, of course, different basic knowledge. Therefore, 

aptitude tests to single out the most capable applicants 

have to be conducted for each discipline differently. The 

following abilities are regarded as prerequisite in any 

case : 

- Artistic intuition 

- Manual skill, coupled with scientific precision and 
endurance 

- Propensity and ability to scien^ifically-founded work 
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In the following an attempt will be made at suggesting 

some possibilities of aptitude tests for picture restorers* 

Greater demands are usually imposed on •^he artistic abili¬ 

ty of future picture restorers than are on some other fields 

of restoration work. An academic picture restorer is ex¬ 

pected to make copies and reconstruct missing picture 

sections if required. One of the most essential precon¬ 

ditions that an applicant has to prove in this field is 

excellent artistic skill. To be able to judge the applicant, 

one has to set examination tasks and fix guidelines for 

assessment which permit a "measurable" comparison to be 

made. 

The artistic aptitude test 

There are training centers that deem sufficient an assess¬ 

ment of the artistic talent and skill in view of a sub¬ 

mitted file with the applicant's own artistic work. Most 

of the restorer’s schools, above all those which are 

affiliated to art academies, conduct aptitude tests 

lasting from three days up to three weeks. Irrespective 

of the length of the examination time deemed necessary, 

I consider the following examination tasks to be suitable 

and measurable within a comparison: 

- Drawing after a model (figure, portrait) and a still 

life (examination of observation power, proportionality 

rendering, and of the spatial coverage of nature) 

It cannot and may not be the goal of a restorer's apti¬ 

tude test to try his / her artistic imagination, 

- Painting in nature in connection with a colour test 

(examination of colour perception and the ability to 

perceive and reproduce colours) 

High sensitivity to finest shades and colour gradation 

is a must for the picture restorer. 
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- Copying ! 

(examination of the ability to close observation and re- j 

production) 

Especially suitable for copying are graphic patterns. 

The crayon compels the applicant to precise reproduction | 

and coverage of lines. 

The artistic aptitude test should be conducted so that 

manual skill and the tendency to scientific precision and 

endurance are made evident. 

Parallel to this test.admission talks, coupled with the 

examination of the knowledge of the arts and natural 

sciences .should be held. What is suitable is written 

work to be done according to a given subject of some 

measure of generality. The applicant should give the 

reason for his/her decision to become a restorer and 

voice his/her opinion of the fosterage and preservation 

of the cultural heritage. The applicant's educational 

level in history of art and chemistry should be tested 

by clear-cut questions. 

What seems to me particularly essential is the personal 

contact of the examination board to the applicant. 

Repeated talks w?11 make the full personality much more 

evident. In view of the large number of applicants 

awaiting admission to studies in restoration at the 

respective establishments, it is possible to single 

out the most gifted and sedulous applicants after their 

artistic aptitude has been evidenced. Emphasis should 

also be laid on efficiency reports, expert opinions and 

judgments from schools, workshops or specialists as well 

as on certificates whenever a decision is made. 

Applicants without any 12-year school attendance or 

graduation from a technical school (medium-level engineer) 
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are not admitted to studies in restoration. 

What has proved to be successful is the preparation of apt 

applicants for studies during a one- to two-year pre¬ 

liminary course at a larger restorers' workshop. Such an 

aptitude test in the field has lessened the number of 

those who have a low performance or even fail during 

their studies, A continued contact between academy and 

the place of work may also have an effect on the prepara¬ 

tion of the future student. The Dresden Academy of Fine 

Arts does not admit any applicant to studies in restora¬ 

tion who was not active at a restorers' workshop for at 

least one year. 
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ABSTRACT 

A graduate of the Queen's University Master of Art Conservation Pro¬ 

gramme, King.ston, Canada, discusses her training in a North American 

university situation. A description of the programme, its require¬ 

ments, stress placed on theoretical knowledge and practical experience, 

and how it prepared the trainee for work in the conservation profession, 

are evaluated from personal experience. 

I. Introduction 

When requested by the Coordinator of this Working Group to give an 

account of my conservation training in a North American situation, 

I hesitated due to the foreseen difficulty in remaining, or appearing, 

truly objective in my evaluation. I agreed to prepare this paper, 

however, after much consideration of the work experience which I have 

acquired in the conservation profession since my graduation five years I ago, and having viewed this experience in terms of how my formal 

training had prepared me for it. To this end, I hereby present a per¬ 

sonal evaluation of conservation training in the Queen's University 

Master of Art Conservation Programme, Kingston, Canada. I will be 

discussing my experience as one of the first five graduate students 

accepted into the Fine Art section when the course commenced in 1974. 

II. Description of the Master of Art Conservation (M.A.C.) Programme 

1. Organizational Structure 

The Art Conservation Programme offered by Queen's University, Kingston, 

Ontario, Canada, is a two-year programme, the successful completion of 

which results in a Master's Degree (M.A.C.). The course is divided 

into three programmes of specialization: Fine Art, Artifacts and 

Research, of which one must be selected by the student upon application 

for admission. Each year, five students are accepted into the Fine Art 

stream, six into the Artifacts section and one or two into Research. 
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2. Requirements for Admission into the Programme 

Pre-requisites for admission into the M.A.C. Programme in 1974 includeil 

a post-secondary, Bachelor's Degree in either science or arts, with a 

minimum requirement of courses in the alternate discipline. The aim 

was, as I understand it, to select individuals having a certain knowl-L 

edge of art history and having demonstrated artistic sensibility and I 
expression, as well as having the ability to comprehend scientific 

principles and approach problems in a logical or scientific manner. 

My background consisted of a Bachelor of Science Degree in Biology, 

which had included courses in Chemistry and Anthropology. Having 

always had an avid interest in fine art, I then devoted myself to the 

study of art history and undertook studio artwork for one year. To 

help make up my deficiency in formal art historical study, I took 

classes in art history at Queen's University during my first year in ‘ 

the conservation programme. Students who had studied art for their 

first degree were required to take an option course in biology or 

chemistry. 

3. Environment 

The M.A.C. Programme was fortunate in being housed in a building annex« 

to a small art gallery within the university setting. The physical 

connection with an art gallery, as well as inclusion of the Master's 

Programme in the Department of Art of Queen's University, provided an 

aesthetically and art historically stimulating environment with ^ sit^ 

exposure to the concerns of a small art gallery. 

The university environment also provided the benefits of collaboration 

with the departments of metallurgical engineering, biology, chemistry 

and physics, where interested specialists were willing to offer their 

time, expertise and instrumentation to the projects and concerns of 

the conservation programme. This affiliation provided the M.A.C. 

Programme with much desired consultation as well as analytical services 

in return for interesting and different areas of study for these 

scientists. This arrangement acted to reinforce the importance of 

collaboration between conservators and specialists from other disci7j|fc 

plines. ^^9! 
I 
I 

4. Facilities. Equipment and Staff 

The new facilities of the M.A.C. Programme were specially designed and 

built for the training of conservation students and the active treat¬ 

ment of works of art and artifacts. Included in the planning were 

ample studio work spaces with generous quantities of natural daylight, 

ventilation and exhaust installations, specialized equipment for exam¬ 

ination and treatment, a workshop, a small scientific laboratory, a 

photographic studio and darkroom, a seminar room, offices and a large 

freight elevator. A variety of types of equipment and abundant 

supplies of materials made exposure to many techniques possible. 
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The programme employed three full-time staff members: one Director 

and Professor of Fine Art Conservation; one Professor of Artifact 

Technology and Conservation; and one Professor of Conservation Science. 

Guest lecturers were brought in periodically to speak on their own 

specializations in conservation or related fields. At the time of my 

studies, there were no assistant conservators or technicians employed 

in the conservation studios. However, since that time, graduatas of 

the Programme have worked as assistants in the Fine Art laboratory. 

5. Required Courses and Practical Studio Work 

i 

Throughout the two-year period, lectures were given in the mornings 

and each afternoon was devoted to practical studio work and demonstra- 

1. Two summer internships, each of three months duration, were 

equired as an important part of the overall practical experience. 

(i) Academic Course Work 

The course work provided the trainee with a great bank of knowledge 

concerning materials, their properties including deterioration, as well 

as conservation techniques which have been used historically through to 

the present. 

Scientific principles having to do with materials and processes were 

taught along with microscope and instrumental analyses. The importance 

of turning to the published literature for information was demonstrated. 

We were introduced to the available sources of conservation literature, 

periodicals, journals, and so on, from which we could extract relevant 

information, for assistance with conservation problems or projects. 

The quickly'^growing library of resource materials at Queen's was supple¬ 

mented by the Inter-Library Loan system which made available publica¬ 

tions from almost anywhere in the world, given a waiting period of 

several weeks to months. 

Course requirements included the researching and writing of essays on 

technology-and conservation-related topics, the preparation and presen¬ 

tation of seminars, the designing and equipping of a conservation studio 

|for a small art gallery/museum, an oral comprehensive examination with 

External examiners from the conservation profession, and written exam¬ 

inations on lecture, demonstration and reading material. Each student 

was required to plan and undertake a Research Project in which some 

concept, material or technique employed in conservation was researched 

according to the scientific method, under the supervision of the 

Conservation Scientist. (My project involved an investigation into 

the surface-cleaning of paintings.) 

An attitude was nurtured in the trainees toward our work in conservation 

as an ongoing learning experience. The importance of keeping informed 

of new developments in the field, such as the testing, introduction and/ 

or abandonment of materials, was thoroughly ingrained in each one of us. 

This included not only updating our conservation literature, but also 

ongoing collaboration with other specialists. Attendance at profes¬ 

sional conferences was seen to enable the establishment of contacts, 

as well as the exchange of information. The Queen's students partici- 
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pated annually In a Student Conference where Conservation Training 

Programmes in the United States and Canada got together for the 

presentation of both professional and student papers. Membership in 

conservation and museum organizations was encouraged, not only to keej 

in touch with others in the conservation profession, but also to provj 

opportunities to deal with other museum personnel. Education of memb< 

of the public and the staff of small museums in the area of preservatl 

of collections, became assumed as one of our responsibilities as 

conservators. 

(ii) Conservation Practice 

As was mentioned earlier, studio work was undertaken during the after¬ 

noons, and at the time of my training at Queen's, this amounted to a 

minimum requirement of sixteen supervised hours per week. The upp^Kfc) 

limit of practical studio time was at the discretion of the individ^P 

student who had unlimited access to the laboratories in the evenings 

and on weekends. (I found myself working in the studio at least 

twenty-four to thirty hours per week.) Over the course of the two 

years, the student was given the responsibility for several real works 

of art - to examine and document, to propose and carry out treatments 

Objects were worked upon on an individual basis, under the supervisioi 

of the Fine Art Conservator. The importance of examining the object 

carefully, learning what to look for and how to interpret what was 

seen, was instilled in the student. Examination of the objects and 

reasoning out of the problems, as well as justifying of proposed 

solutions, was left to the student initially, in an attempt to encourjj 

independent work habits. The supervising conservator would be availal 

however, when consultation or advice was sought, or when guidance was 

deemed necessary. A critical attitude toward one's real capabilities 

and limitations was instilled. I 

Conservation treatments were carried out from beginning to completioni 

by the same student, in the interest of enhancing the student's feelii 

of responsibility for the work of art, establishing a logical sequencJ 

in the student's thought processes, and exposing the trainee to as mai 

different conservation techniques as possible. In addition to the 

development of manual skills and the manipulation of materials, an 

important facet of training in the Queen's Programme was the devel/H| 

ment of a sensitive, yet logical, approach to the problems presentehT^ 

Documentation was emphasized as an integral part of the conservation j 
process. Written reports plus photographic records became part of th^ 

routine procedure for each object. The information gained from supple 

mentary examination techniques such as radiography, ultraviolet, infrf 

red photography, or instrumental and microscopic analysis, was incorpej 

ated into the dossier on each work. Condition reports and treatment j 
proposals were prepared after carrying out a thorough examination, anc 

conservation and restoration treatment reports followed for each objej 

As most of the works treated by the students had come from private | 

collections or small museums, final reports included a special sectiot 

entitled "Recommendations to the Owner", to advise on safe handling, 

storage and display of the work. This was aimed at educating the 

collector about preservation measures in an attempt to help ensure 

conservation of the work after it had left the conservation studio. 
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The Conservation Programme was in a special situation in tliat objects 

to be treated by the trainees could be, and were, selected on the basis 

of their value in providing a variety of conservation problems, so that 

the meximum amount of experience could be gained from each project. In 

this vay, exposure to a greater diversity of approaches, techniques or 

materials was possible. The provision, by private collectors, small 

museuns and corporations, of all manner of works of art for treatment 

in the conservation programme, ensured valuable experience for the 

trainee. 

The anount of practical experience acquired during the two school years 

of the M.A.C. Programme, could provide the student with only a small 

range of the many treatments or procedures involved in the conservation 

^f fine art. However, experience gained was broader than in many work¬ 

ing situations in that, in addition to the projects undertaken by the 

individual, exposure to the projects of nine other students in the 

studio was a built-in requirement. Hence, the student was able to 

observe, and sometimes participate in, the decision-making processes 

or actual treatments carried out by the other students. 

To supplement this still limited amount of practical experience, intern¬ 

ships were arranged for three months of each year of the programme. In 

these summer internships, the trainee was required to work full-time in 

a recognized conservation laboratory in Canada or abroad, under the 

supervision of a qualified conservator. These internships provided the 

opportunity to work with different conservators and to be exposed to 

other approaches and attitudes toward conservation. Various types of 

objects with other kinds of problems, acted to reinforce and enrich the 

already-acquired theoretical knowledge and practical experience. The 

internships often added the dimension of strict deadlines and increased 

productivity which had not been overly-stressed at the beginning of the 

student's practical experience. At the end of each internship, the 

trainee was required to submit a written report on the work undertaken; 

the supervising conservator also provided an evaluation of the student's 

skills and performance. In general, these internships provided valuable 

experience for the Queen's students, and made up an important part of 

the M.A.C. training. 

II. Evaluation of the M.A.C. Programme 

Looking back upon the years spent in training in the M.A.C. Programme, 

and viewing it in terms of the work experience which I have acquired 

since my graduation, I can see definite aspects of the approach adopted 

by the staff at Queen's and the attitudes instilled there, which have 

prepared me to deal with situations that have arisen in conservation 

practice. 

1. General Approach and Attitudes 

Perhaps the most basic influence which the M.A.C. Programme has had 

upon my work as a conservator, involves ethical attitudes and profes¬ 

sional standards which have become "second nature" and a part of my 

every dealing with works of art. The manner of regarding every art 

object or artifact with respect - for its materials, its purpose, the 
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intent of its creator - accompanies every intervention which takes 

place. The approach which the student was encouraged to take in the 

treatment of any work of art, was that of regarding each object as 

being unique, to sensitively observe its properties, carefully test 

any materials or techniques to be employed in an intervention, and to 

assess the proposed treatment in terms of the implications for that 

particular object. One was to draw, of course, from previous experiei 

and the treatments employed by other conservators for similar objects 

but always being careful not to generalize common treatments to a 

situation where special precautions or modifications of method might 

be preferable. 

Specialization was encouraged to a certain extent in that one had to 

choose, upon entering the M.A.C. Programme, the Fine Art, Artifact^^ 

or Research stream. For the Fine Art trainee, this meant a generaïW 

teaching in the materials, properties and theory of conservation of" 

fine art objects and artifacts, but required practical work on only 

paintings and works of art on paper, with minor exceptions. After 

having gained experience with materials in both of these areas, the | 

student could then further specialize if desired. The internships j 
afforded the opportunity to select an area particularly appealing to 

the interests and abilities of the trainee. This structure prepared 

the student for employment in most conservation situations in Canada 

and elsewhere. 

Generalization of theoretical knowledge was, however, very much requi;j 

The multidisciplinary approach adopted by tl in the M.A.C. Programme _ 

teaching staff educated the trainee in the properties and conservatioi 

problems of a wide range of materials. Studying the technology and | 

conservation theory of organic and inorganic artifacts, in addition t(j 

that of paintings and works of art on paper, provided a greater bank 

knowledge to draw from. The student was given a familiarity with and 

understanding of methods generally used for objects, but which could 

oftentimes be applied to the conservation of paintings or sculpture. 

It was demonstrated that there was often an overlap in materials and 

techniques used traditionally in other specializations, and that this 

collaboration was not always taken advantage of 

One of the most stimulating aspects of the environment of the Queef^ 

Programme was the bringing together of individuals from different 

backgrounds to a common setting with common goals. Students in the 

Programme during my years at Queen's, had come from undergraduate and 

graduate studies in art history, studio art, chemistry, biology, arch 

aeology, anthropology and museology. The variety in attitudes, exper 

iences and thus approaches brought into the conservation programme, 

made the learning process even richer and more rewarding. The oppor¬ 

tunity of working in the studio, on personal conservation projects wh 

in close proximity to nine others working on related and dissimilar 

treatments, provided a wealth of exposure to different materials, 

techniques and applications. Not only was there exposure to the cons 

vation work being done by other Fine Art students, but also the adjac 

ency of the Artifacts studio enabled a close interaction between the 

students in both streams. 
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Another aspect of the multidisciplinary approach taken at Queen’s, 

was the emphasis placed upon collaboration amongst conservators, art 

historians, artists, curators, architects and scientists. Active 

communication and exchange between these specialists, as a complement 

to the aesthetic and artistic sensibilities of the conservator, provides, 

I believe, a well-rounded forum which takes into consideration the 

many aspects of a work of art. 

The training programme at Queen's University placed a great deal of 

emphasis on the technology and properties of materials. A strong 

grounding in these areas made an understanding of deterioration 

processes and conservation practices more logical. The trainee was 

then prepared to analyze each situation separately in terms of the 

dividual conditions presented and the properties of the materials 

involved. I found that I was provided with the background enabling 

me to reason out the reactions of materials in given situations. 

2. "Academic ¥eraua Practical" 

A commonly-voiced criticism of formal, or university-based conservation 

programmes, including the Queen's M.A.C. Programme, is concerning the 

limited amount of practical experience provided. Comments such as "too 

much theory and not enough practice" have been universally expressed. 

The amount of time spent in studio work made up a large proportion of 

the total hours of training at Queen's. Of course, the importance of 

maximizing the practical experience was fully realized, taking into 

account the necessity of theoretical training. Stress placed upon the 

academic and theoretical aspects of conservation should, in my opinion, 

not be downplayed or at all reduced. This is particularly convincing 

when one considers that a formal conservation programme will provide 

the opportunity to devote oneself so thoroughly to the acquisition of 

a great body of knowledge, in an intense manner, in a relatively short 

period of time. This basic information will be drawn from, added to, 

and modified as experience of the-trainee enlarges, but will always 

provide a strong foundation. 

m. e academic part of training at Queen's included the teaching of a 

ide range of conservation techniques, their advantages, disadvantages 

and implications. Practical experience or demonstrations of as many 

of these as possible were provided, given the restrictions of time and 

conditions of objects available for treatment. In my opinion, one could 

not realistically expect to acquire experience in every possible 

technique at Queen's. One could only hope to develop general attitudes, 

as well as the manual skills and reasoning involved in as many as 

possible, so that these abilities could be adapted to and expanded 

upon in later working situations. 

A very important consideration with respect to the practical experience 

acquired is the fact that the Queen's Programme does not propose to 

produce "fully-qualified" art conservators at the end of a two-year 

period. It does, however, attempt to provide students with a sound, 

theoretical base and adequate practical experience in handling objects 

and materials to enter into the profession, or to solidify what 
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experience they might have had previously. Ideally, this entry would 

into situations where supervision is still provided during the acquisi 

tion of further experience and development. It is fully realized by 

both M.A.C. staff and graduates of the programme, that there is no 

substitute for good practical experience, but that the training receiv 

at Queen's will help the conservation graduate to make the most of tha 

experience. i 

The existing situation in Canada concerning employment opportunities 

in conservation is that recent graduates of the M.A.C. Programme are 

accepted as interns or assistant conservators to work with more 

experienced conservators in established conservation facilities. The 

amount of responsibility allocated will depend upon individual cases 

and demonstrated ability. The most active in this area are the Cana^ 

Conservation Institute and the Conservation Division of National 

Historic Parks and Sites. The ideal situation I view as follows: aKe 

having completed the two-year programme at Queen's University, the 

graduate would acquire further practical conservation experience, firs 

in an internship, and then working in a supervised situation, graduall 

assuming greater responsibility and independence over several years. 

3. "Aesthetic versus Scientific" 

Another area which always carries with it considerable controversy is 

the "aesthetic versus scientific" approach. To some, these seem to be 

mutually exclusive. 

l| 

The M.A.C. Programme trains individuals who are not "pure" scientists,'! 

but those endowed with artistic sensibility and appreciation, capable i 

of recognizing the role science can play in the conservation field. j 

Queen's carefully screens its students, in the hopes of admitting a j 
range of individuals with varied backgrounds but with demonstrated 

skills in the domains of both art and science. During the course of 

the programme, emphasis was placed on understanding of principles and 

processes, and logical reasoning without necessarily a "cold, analytic 

approach" which has often been associated with science in conservation 

It was seen that a balance can be achieved between the craftsmanship 

and sensitivity required of a conservator, and the scientific manneiu| 

which problems can be approached and dealt with. An appreciation w!^^ 

cultivated of what the scientific specialist can do to assist in the 

better understanding of the properties of a work of art, or the 

materials used in its restoration. The trainee was required to learn 

about the chemical and physical properties of materials, and the instr 

mental and microscopic analyses available to determine them. The type 

of information sought and the kind of questions to be directed at the 

scientist were found to be important for efficient and productive 

collaboration between conservator and scientist. 

The required completion of a research project, while enabling the 

student of conservation to work through his/her own research according] 

to the experimental method, also provided a greater understanding of 

all that was involved, and enabled a more objective evaluation of 

results of the experimentation and testing of others. 
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I found the attitude generated at Queen's University to be one that 

achieved a balance between the sensitivity and the aesthetics inherent 

and required in conservation, and the ways in which the application of 

science and the scientific method can assist in the continued respect 

for, and conservation of, works of art. 

4. Preparation for the Conservation Profession 

After having fulfilled the practical and academic requirements of the. 

M.A.C. Programme, graduates have moved on to one-year internship 

positions or to posts as assistant conservators. Working under the 

supervision of experienced conservators has enabled the expansion of 

practical experience and development of abilities as competent 

\^|^onservators. 

Having proceeded to an internship position myself, I gained much 

valuable experience during that year, and found myself able to put 

into practice much of what I had been taught during the programme at 

Queen's, to experiemnt with different treatments and materials, and to 

deal directly with a much greater number of works of art. 

When I moved on to a position at the National Gallery of Canada as 

assistant conservator in 1977, I discovered that I was able to apply 

what I had learned in the M.A.C. Programme. I found it interesting to 

learn new methods, and easy to adapt the skills which I had developed 

at Queen's, to deal with new situations. Established practices of 

thorough examination and documentation were put to good use. I worked 

with a fair degree of independence and responsibility in my new position, 

but did know when to seek advice from the other conservators, who were 

always willing to provide assistance or consultation. 

Since my training at Queen's University, I had often felt that I would 

like to practise conservation in Europe at some time, to "round out" my 

training, that is, to expose myself to potentially different attitudes, 

approaches, techniques, materials, schools of thought, and, of course, 

the wealth of works of art. This opportunity presented itself after 

_two years at the National Gallery when I arranged to take six months 

'^■eave of absence to do an internship in Switzerland. This position 

^^fforded the benefits of working under an experienced conservator on 

art works of various kinds. During my six months in Europe, I found 

that my practical training and theoretical learning at Queen's had 

prepared me quite adequately to fit into the existing chantiers/ateliers 

where I worked on wallpaintings as well as polychromed wooden and stone 

sculptures. There I was able to further develop my manual skills and 

acquire valxiable experience in areas of conservation which I had been 

familiar with in only theoretical terms previously. 

In general, in my various working situations, I have found myself well- 

equipped to accept the responsibilities given me, and have remained 

willing and eager for new ideas, knowledge and experience. At times, 

I have found myself to be a liaison between conservators of different 

specializations, thus putting to use the generalist aspects of my 

training. In other situations, I have been able to answer questions 

concerning the chemical or physical processes involved in treatments 
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or concerning the properties of materials which mak.e up works of artj 

this information has been directed at curators, as well as conservatoi 

who have experienced mainly the practical side of conservation without 

having had much formal theoretical training. In all asp&cts of my woi 

as a conservator, development of a "good eye", a "good hand", scientiJ 

reasoning and patience, all of which were nurtured at Queen’s, have i 

proven to be ultimately important. 

5. The Canadian Situation 

It is important to mention the way in which the M.A.C. Programme has 

prepared its graduates for work as conservators within the Canadian 

situation. 

In Canada, the collections of artistic and historical interest havdfc; 

wide range of materials and contexts. The extremes of climate and 

deteriorating effect on collections, have helped to make preventative^ 

conservation an important priority for the conservator in Canada. Sai 

handling, storage and display of works of art is encouraged in museumi 

and art galleries across the country. The conservator in Canada must 

be able to not only conserve and restore works of art through treatmei 

but also give advice concerning the physical preservation of objects | 

through providing a safer environment for them. i 

To this end, the Queen's University Programme has, in my opinion, j 

educated the trainee quite admirably. By teaching the principles of ! 

preventative conservation, requiring the researching and writing up j 

of essays, and the preparation and presentation of seminars, the M.A.j 

has prepared the conservation student to fulfill an educational functj 

as well as a practical, treatment-oriented one. The generalist approj 

has enabled the graduate to give useful and relevant information to | 

concerned custodians of historical objects and works of art. 

With the relatively recent development of conservation in Canada, | 

museums across the country are just beginning to accept the fact thatj 

"in—house" conservation is the best answer to their problems of presej 

vation. The Queen’s graduates are well—prepared to move into supervij 

positions for several years to gain much—needed practical experienc^J 

before eventually moving out into independent situations in other 

of the country. 

6. "How it Might Have Been Better" 

What I have dealt with previously incorporates my generally positive 

feelings concerning the training which I received in the Queen’s 

University M.A.C. Programme. My following comments reflect my feelin 

about how the programme would have been an even more positive element 

in traihing. 

Firstly, I would like to have seen the addition of a third year, 

designated as a full-time internship, as part of the requir^ practic 

experience of the graduate students. Having the status of interns, 

I believe, does much to ensure "meaningful and valuable" learning 

experience for the trainee, and thus provides a more concentrated 
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acquisition of practical experience. In saying this, I realize that 

under the present university system, a Master's Degree Programme cannot 

extend over more than a two-year period. One year internships, following 

graduation from Queen's, have been organized in the past on a limited 

basis, with funding coming from the National Museums Corporation and 

Ontario government programmes. It would be ideal if such a system 

could be reinstated as a requirement, to guarantee a third year of full¬ 

time practical experience. The alternative is for employers to provide 

paid internships such as the one which I experienced in Switzerland. 

A second improvement would have been a larger staff complement. The 

addition of experienced conservators to work full-time in the studios 

with the students would have lessened the workload of the existing staff, 

(providing a further learning experience through observation of other 

bonservation treatments, and insuring varied and continuous consultation 

and assistance for the trainees. 

IV. Conclusion 

What I have presented, is a description of the Queen's University M.A.C. 

Programme, how it was structured and how I feel the emphasis had been 

directed during my training. My personal opinions about how it prepared 

me for my work as a conservator of fine art have been incorporated. 

Undoubtedly, since my graduation five years ago, changes have been made 

in the programme and different phases have been experienced. However, 

I feel that the basic aspects which I have discussed, have remained much 

the same. 
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THE SITUATION OF THE ACADEMIC EDUCATION OF RESTORERS IN 

HUNGARY 

Geza Entz 

Institute of Conservation 
Accdemy of Fine Arts 
Nepszabadsag utja 69-71 

Budapest VI 
Hungary 

Tbe need for education of restorers presented itself rat¬ 

her late in Hungary. It was after the 2nd World War that 

the Highschool of Fine Arts, started restorer training at 

high level. In the beginning the students only dealt with 

panel paintings, since 1969 the program, directions and 

depth of training have increased alike. In addition to pa¬ 

nel paintings the restoration of murals, stone - and wood- 

sculptures, too, have been included in the curriculum. 

This also enables the students to acquire, besides practi¬ 

cal training, the proper knowledge of history, history of 

arts, natural sciences and the techniques required by mo¬ 

dern demands. Tbe students work in the summer period in 

museums or in the field of preservation of monuments prepa¬ 

ring so for accomplishment of their future tasks. 

The entrance examination takes two weeks. At the end of the 

first week an expert committee decides whether the candida¬ 

te may proceed to the second. When tbe second week has come 

to an end, the expert committes prepares a proposal of se¬ 

quence to underlie the decisions of the summit committee 

upon final admittance. 

The decisive part of training is the practice going on every 

morning in 24 lessons a week. The initial two years are en¬ 

tirely devoted to basic training in painting and sculpture 

with special regard to aspects of restoration. 
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Specialization takes place in the third year. For painter- 

restorers practice comprises in the third year acquainting 

themselves with the tasks in connection with frescoes and 

in waiving them. The fourth year is for restoring panel 

paintings. The sculptors deal with simpler tasks of resto¬ 

ration in the third, and with more difficult ones in the 

fourth year including both stone and wood sculptures. From 

the third year another specialization takes place, some sbu- . 

dents go on working with stone, the others with wood statues. 

In the fifth year wvery future restorer has to prepare the 

diploma piece. Painters may choose between a mural and a pa¬ 

nel picture /some take both/, sculptors perform the restora¬ 

tion of an appointed stone or wood statue. After specializa¬ 

tion all practical work is done on original pieces, the only 

exception being wall-painting, where every technique and res¬ 

toration procedure is practised on copies made by the students. 

Summer practice work takes a month. After the first year all 

students go to colony of artists, after the second and third, 

painter restorers make a‘museum copy and participate in the 

restoration of a mural respectively. Sculptor restorers take 

part at the restoration of a wood or stone sculpture. 

After the fourth year every student has to work on his or her 

diploma pioco. 

The proportion of general and special parts of theoretical 

training is 3:2 by and large in.the initial two years, 1:1 du¬ 

ring the third and fourth years. In the fifth year there are 

language lessons only. The number of lessons devoted to theo¬ 

retical subjects is greater for the lov;er and smaller for the 

higher classes. At the and of the fifth year the students ta¬ 

ke a state examination of museology /including the preservation 

of monuments and the history of restoration /and, as an appen¬ 

dix work to the diploma work, they write a paper on a branch 

of the above subject matters of state examination. 

Since 1974 began the training of general restorers /restorers 

of objects/, too, started - for the time being in the form of 

correspondence courses - wnich deals with the objects made of 
wood, bone, metal, ceramic and glass, also touching upon leat¬ 
her, paper and textile works. 
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Tbeir training takes place in cooperation with tbe Depart¬ 

ment of Museums in the Ministry of Cultural Affairs and the 

Instituts of Conservation and Methodology of Museums» Tbe or¬ 

ganization of the training of the general restorers is simi¬ 

lar to that of tbe art restorers. 

The considerable augmentaion of tasks necessitated the increase 

of the number of teachers and students as well as their expert 

organization. Before 19^9 there bad been one appointed prefes— 

sor. This number has increased to eleven, to say nothing of 

the temporary lecturers of theoretical subjects, Tbe number of 

regular students is around 30-55, so is that of tbe correspon¬ 

dence department compared to the 8-10 students attending before 

1909* The raise of the Highschool of Fine Arts to university 

rank made it possible to organize a univeristy institute of 

the Department for Eestorer Training, 

The continous augmentation of the staff is necessitated not on¬ 

ly by tbe growing subject matter of instruction but also by 

the more and more expansive claina made by tbe museums and the, 

institutions for the preservation of monuments on restorators. 

The aim of the education of all kind of students is to preser¬ 

ve and restore the works of art at an artistic level. 

The restorer must be in close cooperation with the specialists 

of historical and natural sciences in interest of the,conser¬ 

vation and protection of all kind of cultural objects. 
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Curriculum for art restorers ip Hungary 

Art resterera,They deal with the conservation and restoration 

of paintings, frescoes, sculptures, stone, wood-carvings, 

graphic prints. 

Conditions of application: examination of secondary school, 

respectively certificate of qualification. 

Stone- or woodcarving journeyman qualification is also requi¬ 

red from sculptor restorer candidates. 

Subject of entrance examination: for painter restorers: 

head and nude drawing, to prepare coloured reproduction from 

given gothic or renaissance painting, For sculptor restorers: 

modelling the head of living model, drawing of architectonical 

ornaments, drawing of nudes, reproducing figurai reliefs. 

The examination takes two weeks. 

The term of training: five years. 

Subjects 

Practice I-V, 

History of art I-IV, 

Applied arts III. 

Polk art IV, 

History of civilisa- • 
IV, 

General and inorganic chemistry 

Organic and synthetic chemistry 

Analytics 

Physics 

tion 

Iconography 

Museology 

Philosophy 

Aesthetics 

II. 

IV. 

II-III. 

IV, 

Political economy I,. 

Architecture II-III, 

History of littérature II. 

Geometry I-II, 

Ana tomy I-II, 

Eestoration of paper III. 

Practice weekly 24 hours /fornoon/ 

Theoretical subjects weekly 20-24 hours /afternoon/ 

Painting technics 

Photography 

Material tests v;ith wood II- 

Mineralogy 

Paleontology 

Object presentment 

Knowledges of letters 

Russian language I- 

English language I- 

Sport I- 

I. 

II. 

III. 

I. 

I, 

II. 

Ill, 

II. 

IV, 

II. 

III. 

II, 

IV. 

II. 
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Curriculum for general restorers.,in Huap:arj 

General restorers. Tbej do the conservation and restoration 

work of archaeological and ethnographical collections,pieces 

of applied arts and objects made of metal, wood, ceramics, glass, 

leather, textile and paper. Conditions of application; exeminati- 

on of secondary school or specialized secondary school and em¬ 

ployment in a museum or a museological institution minimum five 

years of continous emploient as a restorer, completion of the 

restorer-conservator basic course made by the Institute of con¬ 

servation and methodology of Museums. 

Subjects of entrance examination; drawing, modelling chemistry 

and biology, curriculum of the secondary school The examination 

takes two weeks 

Term of training; four-years 

Lessons; during term monthly one week of tutorial lessons with 

daily eight hours. 

Subjects; 

Practice in the museum where the student is employed. 
Drawing and laboratory work four weeks in a year* 

Figure drawing,painting,modelling I-IV* 

Eestoration,conservation I-IV* 

Material tests and practice I-IV, 

Political economy I, 

Philosophy II-IV* 

Aesthetics III, 

General and special museology I-II, 

History of civilization III* 

History of applied arts I-II* 

General and inorganic chemistry with laboratory practice I-II* 

Organic and synthetic chemistry with laboratory practice I-II* 

Botany with practice II-III, 

Zoology with practice II-III* 

Physic II. 

Photography II* 

Prevention of accidents I* 
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AN ALTERNATIVE, INDIVIDUALISED ROUTE TO UNIVERSITY 

TRAINING IN CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION: AN EXPERIMENT 

AND A CASE STUDY - SOME PROBLEMS AND A SOLUTION 

E. Gwen Gardner 

Antioch International 
Top Flat 
5 Hastings Road 

St. Helier, Jersey C.I, 

ABSTRACT 

In view of the pressent difficulties of young 
people who wish to receive professional and/or aca¬ 
demic training in the field of ai:t conservation, 

v'ho yet, because of the shortage of university places 
and of museum workshop internship places in this 

field, or of lack of recognition of the profession 

as such, even of complete lack of access to the uni¬ 
versity in some countries, meet considerable obstacles, 

the following account of an experiment in a sustained 

partnership between a university ( Antioch Interna¬ 

tional ) and a conservation centre ( Centre for Con¬ 
servation and Restoration of the Fribourg Art and 
Histroy Museum, Switzerland ) is of interest. It 
showâ a 'third way' for academic or university 

qualification in conservation, also and even especially 
suitable for older and more mature students. 
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First I must give a brief background, showing 

how the experiment developed, in a university not until 

very recently in the art conservation field. 

Antioch College, a small liberal arts institution 

in Ohio U.S.A., gained national recognition in the 
192o when its engineer - president, Arthur Morgan, 
introduced the co - operative or alternating work and 

study plan, v'hich he had adapted from the British 

sandwhich courses for technical students and then 

applied to all his college students. 

In 1957 Antioch added an international component 

for its undergraduates, an optional year abroad, usu¬ 
ally with the work and study ingredients both included. 

Then it increased in size over the next twenty 

years by creating a network of centres in both the 
Americas, and placing students abroad, usually in in- 
digenuos universities, until in 1978 it became a natio¬ 

nal university, the University of Antioch, with a repu¬ 

tation for innovation and experimentation. 

In 1975 as a preliminary to this last step, it 

was decided to initiate degree courses at the master's 

level. I was asked to design an M.A.program, inter¬ 
national in scope, for a group or 'cluster' of older 
and mature students, in my own major field, that of 

peace studies ( social change ) and international re¬ 
lations, as I had been the Antioch International field 

director, based in Europe, for nearly twenty years. 

This group was to be a special part of the new indivi¬ 
dualised Master of Arts degree for those experienced 

students who could plan their own special program, with 

the help of the program director or a university ad¬ 

visor. 
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The design for my 'cluster' included a short 

colloqium in the U.S.A., for planning and study of 

American problems and foreign policy, and then a second 
short seminar, three month later, in Geneva, aided 

and encourages by the U.N. and Quaker House, and •‘hen 

followed by a long internship for each student, or 

series of internships, frequently in the U.N.. or 
UNESCO, or other specialised agency or international 

organisation. Reports and essays would be sent by the 
students, and evaluated also by the program director, 
myself, but the work would be done entirely within 

the agency, and closely supervised by them, the univer- 
ty and the organisation,host of the student working 

in close partnership for this training. This experience 
proved to have some relevance in conservation training. 

After two years, we had seen that this model 
was viable and valuable, much aapreciated by the U.N. 
and other officials and employers. 

The deve/ppement of the master's of art conser¬ 
vation at Antioch International. 

At that time I was approached for consultation, 

by a student, already more mature, who was trying to 
enter the field of conservation, but had become increa¬ 

singly frustrated by the difficulties and obstacles 

she had encountered on the way. She had tried several 

cncupations. teaching languages, secretarial work at 
the U.N. ana household design, before the opportunity 
to study and complete a B.A. in art history atColumbia 
University in; New York, showed where her real talents 

and abilities lay. By that time she wac thirty years. 

During several long interviews I saw the con¬ 

siderable potential on this case, if only the adminis¬ 
trative problems could be solved, which I believed they 
could be. So I encouraged her to apply to Antioch 
International for admission to the new Individualised 
M.A., specialising in her case in art conservation. 

When I was asked to be her adviser or university 
staff co-ordinator, I accepted the challenge, in spite 

of my very slight experience in this field. Yet I knew 
from my visits to UNESCO, how important is the work 

of preserving of the worlds heritage. And I had wide 
contacts. 

She was a student similar in many ways to the 

peace studies group. The special aspects of this case, 
which made it of great interest, included the following: 
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- The student was of Latin - American nationality, 

though with strong central European connections, 

as well as an American degree. She hoped to ulti- 
matl/ work in South America, possibly in Peru, 
where the need is great and the workers few, in 

the field of painting conservation. 

- An examination of her art portfolio showed talent 

and sensitivity. 

- She had remarkab.^y wide knowledge of all major 

European languages, which meant she could function 

and read English, German, Spanish, French and 

Italian, so in most of those countries, including 
North America, where conservation is most deve¬ 

loped . 

- Her training up to the point, where I was called in, 
had been scattered in different countries in very 

different typs of settings: after her B.A. in new 

York she had sta_ted training in conservation in 

a small fine arts college in Italy in a small art 

restoration class, but finding it to be highly 
theoretical, had left after one year to go to a 

German privât restorer, typ master craftsman, where 
the problem was reversed. After that she completed 

a summer field project working under supervision 

on a Roman mosaic. 

At this poinw I got involved. In spite of the 

fragmented background i aggreed to recommend her, 

taking a risk. But her caracter, her third world 

origin - and perhaps destination - made seem it 

worthwhile. 

In search for a museum workshop internship 
or a university place I met formidable obstacles. 

I spent several weeks searching the East coast - 
there I learnt of the tremenduoes pressure on places, 
and the high cost, and was advised to seek in Chicago 

or Detroit, I was '-old thst in a years time an 
opening might be possible. The same was true for a 
one year vacancy in the four U.S.Universities offering 
this degree. In Eri.tain, even more discouraging, an 

application was reiected because of the applicants 

age. Together with an associate I began an endless 
round of phonecallj to German Museums and workshops. 
We were cordially received and given sound advice, but 
no place found. Gi'en leads to Austria and Switzerland, 

we got the same frustrating replies, until we were 

advised to meet the conservator in charge of setting 
up the conservation and restoration centre for the 

convention of the Fribourg Provincial Museums, 
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H. C. von Imlioff, who had just returned from Canada 

from conservation work within Candian National His¬ 

toric Sites and Parks. Timing was favourable, a few 
month later my student could finally start. 

The time inbetween was wellused rs she could 

assist at the university of Munie a course on the 

influence of environment on works of art, given by 
Dr. H. Kühn. We also found an opening in a commercial 

art gallery workshop, where previous expérience proved 
valuable. 

By November 1973, she was installed in the 
newly equipped laboratories and thus a most fruitful 

and interesting co-operation between the conservator 

and his other students, in the professional setting, 
the university - co-ordinator, and the student began. 

The planning and execution of this workshop- 

based academic training - and thr teamwork involved. 

The conservator in charge at the conservation 
centre undertook to plan the overall professional 

program to graduation, provided the sti^dent would 

remain for at least two consecutive years ( it became 
3 academic years ) . This program induced both theory 

and practice, the reading and the conservation projects. 

First project was the preparatior. for the exhibit 

the mounting and the transportation of art foto exhibit. 
Then followed cleaning of plaster - carts, the 

conservation of a series of highly original,, techni¬ 

cally very interesting Swiss EX - VOTO paintings , 
painted in oil on unstretched canvas, to be consolida¬ 

ted, cleaned, relined, and else. Follov-ed work on a 
wooden altar piece from the late gothir - early re¬ 

naissance with considerable relevance to art history 
in Switzerland. There was carefully to be planned-how 

a complete documentation in fotografy ;^hould be done, 

- the transport to its original settin'f in a church 
some miles away, - measurements in cliP'atology, u.o. 

On each project, a paper was to be written, showing 
research, documentation, photography, scientific inves¬ 

tigation and actual conservation work. 

The subject for the students finrl thesis was 
chosen, as the decision fell within the Fribourg Museum, 

to exhibit Marcello, a Fribourg paintress and sculptress 
of the 19. century. In a broad approach the student 

covered the art historical and social l,ackground, 
the development of 'chinoiserie' in Eu:'ope - as the 
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paintings in qusstion alli'csrated this style/ the 
'usual' technology of painting at that time ani the 
applied criteria and methods for their conservation. 

The thesis is submitted and presented now, to¬ 

gether wifh the total program to her doctoral - style 

coiTimittee for evaluation and the conclusion of her 
graduate degree. Another conservator of the object 

field provided most of the supervision in the last 
year, as H. C. von Imhoff changed position to go to 
teach at the Bern Training course for basic training 

in conservation and restoration. He still gave guidance 

during the production of the thesis and evaluated it. 

My task was to gather evaluations, translate the work 
in academic credits and forward the paperwork to the 

Antioch registrar, while offering personal guidance, 
support and encouragement whenever needed. It has been 

an excellent example of teamwork. 

Two side—expe "fences were valuable during this 

time, one, a museum group study tour to egypt, where 

she did documentation and photography and , two, 
attendance of the ICOM General Assembly, the inter¬ 

national museum - directors and curators bieenial 

meeting in Mexico City, which linked her back again 

to Latin America. 

She will noe take up a graduate assistantship 

in the Basle Kunstn.useum with Dr. P. Cadorin for anot¬ 

her year, before returning to South America. 

Diskussion of the specific advantages and 

drawbacks of this program. 

I think this route could be for all those, who 

are older, mature, selfstarters, well motivated, a 

possible way, certainly not for those beginners, 
who are not sure of their direction and chosen field. 

The difference to other programs is that a 
university— student is workshop — based, throughout 

his studies, yet obtaining a degree. 

Work and training , both in theory and practice, 

is planned by a conservator, not the ùniversity. 

The universit/ provides the academic skills and 

frmaework, translated experience into university 
credits, controls quality by assembling evaluations 

and checking them, by regular visits to the workshop 

and by team discussions. Advisory services are pro- 
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vided by Ibe o^nfservafror and specialists, and by the 

er . cy statf co-ordinator. 

Final approval is given by the team, accepted 

by the university registrar, and a degree awarded. 

Outlook 

Antioch pioneered the individualised M.A. and 

would, I am sure, accept further candidates. It is 
essentiàl so, that both the conservator and the 

university co-ordinator have a high degree of ex¬ 

perience and requisite skills. There are other 
universities without walls or open universities 

now expanding in America and Great Britain, which 
cclid also make a similar design possible. Way would 

have to be made. 
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Abstract 

A study was conducted using atomic absorption spectrophotometry 

to evaluate the extent of removal of silver, copper, mercury and gold from 

daguerreotype plates during solution cleaning. The first part of the work 

compared the two main types of daguerreotype cleaning solutions referred 

to in the photographic and conservation literature: acidified thiosulfate 

((NH^)2S202) and acidified thiourea (CS(NH2)2)- Thiourea solutions were 

showm. to be preferable because of their relative selectivity in removing 

Ag2S tarnish with minimal damage to the base plate. A second part of the 

study considered the effects of varying the strength and acidity of 

thiourea solutions on the removal of mercury and gold. Preliminary 

recommendations can be made toward the optimization of thiourea/acid con¬ 

centrations in the cleaning solutions. 

Introduction 

The daguerreotype plate consists of a copper base, either 

laminated or electroplated to cover at least one side completely with 

silver. The image on the highly polished silver surface consists of 

particles of a silver-mercury amalgam. Gold toning was applied optionally 

to the photograph as a final process. Detailed information concerning the 

physical structure of daguerreotypes has been determined by scanning 

electron microscopy (1). 

The degradation of the photograph is primarily due to the for¬ 

mation of a tarnish film of Ag2S on the surface, which obscures the image. 

The purpose of our experiments was to evaluate the damage done to the 

photograph during solution cleaning. Solutions used in the cleaning 

process were monitored for Ag, Cu, Hg and Au content: those solutions 

which had removed the least material from the plate during cleaning were 

judged to be the best conservation treatment. 
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Part I: Comparison of Solution Types 

Daguerreotypes have been cleaned in a number of ways since 
their invention. Historically, the tarnish was cleaned by immersion in 
a solution of potassium cyanide (2). The toxicity of this chemical, 

however, eliminated it as a conservation treatment to be considered 

in this study. 

The commercial immersion cleaners for silver objects consist 

of an acidic solution of thiourea, which is claimed to act on the tar¬ 
nish vjithout disturbing metallic silver (2). Similarly, the action of 
thiosulfates has been reported to be selective for the removal of stains 
of silver sulfide and finely divided metallic silver on photographs, 
without touching the coarser silver of the image (3). Ammonium thio- 
sulfate has been used by artifacts conservators also, to clean tarnished 

silver objects (4). 

In order to test the effect of each solution on metallic silver,: 

clean sterling silver coupons were placed in each of the published pre¬ 

parations in common use (Table 1). Sterling sheet is 92.5% Ag and 7.5% 
Cu, and both elements were monitored in the baths using atomic absorption 
spectrophotometry. The analytical techniques used are described in 

Appendix 1 (a). The total amounts of silver and copper removed from 
1 cm^ of clean sterling sheet in two 2.5 minute baths separated by a i 

rinse in distilled water are given in Table 1. j 

Contrary to the claims of references (2) and (3) above, removal j 

of silver was observed with all solutions. The data further indicates that 
the thiosulfate solutions were significantly more reactive -with respect toj 
both silver and copper in the sample coupons than the thiourea solutions. | 
However, prolonged immersion in any of these cleaning solutions will result 
in the removal of metal from the daguerreotype; cleaning action does not 
stop completely V7hen the tarnish is removed. 

In order to compare the action of the solutions on an actual 
daguerreotype, pairs of solutions were tested on a tarnished plate. Two 
daguerreotypes were chosen for the test which had visually about the same 
amount of tarnish on each half of the plate. The back of the plate was/® 
protected with Krylon, a coating consisting of a copolymer of methyl ancN-5 
n-butyl methacrylate. Half the plate was then cleaned with a particular 
solution type, using fresh baths changed at 2.5 minute intervals with a 

2.5 minute rinse after each. The baths were continued until the 
daguerreotype was judged subjectively to be cleaned of tarnish. 

Daguerreotype 1 was used to compare the thiosulfate/formic acid 
solution (D in Table 1) to the stronger thiourea/acid solution (A in Table 

1). Daguerreotype 2 was used to compare the two thiourea/acid solutions 
(A and B in Table 1). The results of the tests are shown in Table 2. 
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TABLE 1. Daguerreotype cleaning solutions and their effects on 

untarnished sterling silver 

Composition pH Reference Metal removed 

/g Ag/cm^ 
2 

;jg Cu/cm 

A 70 g thiourea 

0.8 ml H3P04(85%) 
2 ml Photoflo 200* 

distilled water to 1 litre 

2.3 Field(s) 2.7 4.4 

B 6.5 g thiourea 

0.7 ml H3P04(85%) 
0.1 ml Photoflo 200* 
distilled water to 900 ml 

2.4 adapted 
from A 

0.22 2.8 

C 300 ml Kodafix** 

30 g citric acid 

distilled water to 1 litre 

3.4 Eenn et 

al. (3) 

12 6.0 

D 330 ml Kodafix** 

30 ml formic acid (90%) 

distilled water to 1 litre 

2.8 adapted 
from C 

17 7.2 

* Photoflo 200 is a non-ionic wetting agent available from Kodak, Inc. ; 

** Kodafix is (NH4)2S203, with some H2BO3 and Al2(S0^)3, and is 
available from Kodak, Inc. | 

i 
i 
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TABLE 2. Comparison of treatments on a tarnished daguerreotype 

(continued until clean) 

Daguerreotype 1: - Daguerreotype 2: 

Solution D (thiosulfate/formic) Solution A (strong thiourea) 

vs. Solution A (strong thiourea) vs. Solution B (weak thiourea) 

ppm Ag ppm Cu ppm Ag ppm. Cu 

in bath in bath in bath in bath 

D-1 5.1 9.2 A-1 3.9 1.0 

D-2 2.4 15 A-2 0.53 0.78 

D-3 1.5 21 2 
D-4 1.1 22 Total 23 yg/cm 9 yg/cm 

D-5 1.5 25 

D-6 1.0 26 
B-1 2.5 0.97 

Total 
2 

47 yg/cm 
2 

440 yg/cm B-2 0.15 0.78 

B-3 0.11 0.82 

B-4 0.12 0.89 

A-1 5.2 2.7 B-5 0.087 0.86 

A-2 1.5 2.6 B-6 0.046 0.83 

A-3 0.60 2.2 B-7 0.034 0.72 

B-8 0.022 0.76 

Total 32 yg/cm^ 33 yg/cm^ B-9 0.037 0.84 

B-10 0.016 0.69 

B-11 0.017 0.66 

B-12 0.014 0.72 

B-13 0.014 0.78 

B-14 0.016 0.86 

B-15 0.016 0.82 

Total 15 yg/cm^ 55 yg/cm^ 
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The results show that for all cleaning baths, the concentration 
of silver decreases in successive baths. This confirms the selectivity 

of the baths in removing the more easily dissolved silver sulfide tart; ifu. 
The concentration of copper remains relatively constant in the baths of 
each series. The removal of copper from the daguerreotype occurs in a 

different way *than for silver. There was no readily soluble copper com¬ 
pound which would be removed in the initial baths, and so the copper 

comes into solution from the metal of the plate at a fairly even rate, 
whether early or late in the cleaning sequence. Clearly, the process 
which takes the greater number of baths to effect cleaning removes pro¬ 

portionally more copper from the plate, and this is confirmed by the 
experimental data. 

It can be concluded from the experiments described above that 
with respect to the removal of major constituents of the daguerreotype, 
the thiourea type solutions tested are less damaging in their cleaning 

action than the thiosulfate solutions described in the literature. Even 
the thiourea solutions, however, will continue to remove small amounts 
of silver and copper metal from the plate on prolonged immersion. 

In the comparison of the two thiourea solutions performed on 
Daguerreotype 2, it can be seen that the weak solution is much slower to 
remove tarnish, requiring 15 baths. It has been deduced by Brenner (2) 

that the relationship for the rate of tarnish removal can be expressed 
as : 

Rate = k ^thioure^ Facid ] , at constant temperature. 

The time required for a comiplete cleaning of a plate, then, can be adjusted 
by changing either the thiourea concentration dr the pH. The ultimate 
choice of a cleaning method will be dictated by minimum removal of 

material from the plate and image. Before refining the thiourea/acid 
concentrations to provide optimum conditions for cleaning, it was con¬ 

sidered necessary to examine the effects of the cleaning process on the 
other constituents of the daguerreotype, mercury and gold. 

Psrt II: Effects of Cleaning on Minor Constituents 

a) Mercury 

Despite the fact that there is not a great quantity of mercury 
present in a daguerreotype plate, it is an essential constituent of the 
image. Tests were performed to observe the relative amounts of Hg re¬ 

moved from an amalgam at various pH levels and thiourea concentrations. 



The bat.'.s tested were made up of thiourea at the concentrations 

of 0, 0.1 and 1.0 M, with each solution being divided into three and the 

pH adjusted to 2, 4 and 6 using HoPO^ and NaOH. Small coupons of ster¬ 
ling silver were spread with liquid Hg and allowed to stand for 2 weeks; 

a coupon of area about 2 cm^ took up an average of 2 mg of mercury on 
amalgamation. The coupons were placed in the solutions for 5 minutes 
each and the resultant solution was analysed by atomic absorption 
spectrophotometry, using the techniques described in Appendix 1 (b). 

In general, the removal of Hg by the cleaning solution increased 

with acidity and the concentration of thiourea. The low levels of Hg 
removed by the treatment caused experimental difficulties in measuring the 
Hg concentration. As an example of the order of magnitude of the amount 

of Hg removed, in one sample treated with the 1 M thiourea/pH = 2 solution, 
roughly 0.5 pg of Hg was removed from the original deposit of 2mg. ^ 

In order to examine the effects of the cleaning solution on the 

Hg of an actual daguerreotype, a modern plate was made under controlled 
conditions (7). A series of tests was performed to compare the Hg re¬ 
moval in tarnished and untarnished image areas. The range of solutions 

described above was used plus a saturated thiourea solution (almost 2 M). 
The results, although once again complicated by the difficulty in detecting 

the low levels of Hg, appear to indicate that Hg is more easily removed 
from a tarnished surface than a clean one. This result is significant 

in that it indicates the possible formation of mercury sulfide compounds 
on tarnishing, v^hich are more easily dissolved in the solution than is the 

metal of the amalgam. In addition, this indicates that any attempt to 
optim.ize the processing conditions m.ust take into consideration the 

removal of mercury, a key constituent of the image. 

b) Cold 

It had been observed during the early cleaning tests on actual 
daguerreotypes that gold was present in all cleaning solutions at the 

part per billion level. As with the mercury analysis, flameless atomic 
absorption spectrophotometry was used for the analysis as described in 
Appendix 1 (b). 

The amount of gold available on the surface of a gilded 
daguerreotype can be estim.ated from the electron microscopy work of Fiori 
and Heinrich (1) at 24 yg/cm.^. In our laboratory, prolonged immersion in 
aqua regia of pieces of modern daguerreotype yielded results in the range 
of 50 - 100 yg/cm^ with further gold still undissolved on the 
daguerreotyne surface. 
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In the experiments related to the Hg investigation describc.o 
above, gold was monitored in the cleaning solutions. Even after hoi r:: 

of immersion under extreme conditions, the concentrations in the ba;hK 
corresponded to a maximum loss of gold in the order of 0.05 pg/cm^. ir 
is dubious whether the total amount of available gold would be signifi¬ 
cantly affected by a thiourea treatment. Gold would, hoviever, be re¬ 

moved (if not dissolved) by any treatment which dissolved its support, 
either the image amalgam particles or the silver sheet. 

Conclusions 

As a result of this work, it is considered that of the published 
daguerreotype cleaning solutions studied, thiourea/acid solutions can be 

recommended as the most reasonable treatment. The critical parameters of 
time of immersion, acid and thiourea concentration were exam.ined with 
respect to their effects on the rem.oval of mercury and gold. Further 

studies are in progress which will examine the effects of these parameters 
on silver and copper removal. It is suggested that a clear definition 

of the relationship of these variables will lead to the development of a 
set of optimum conditions for the cleaning of daguerreotypes and other 
tarnished silver artifacts. 
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Appendix 1 (a): Atomic Absorption methods for Ag and Cu 

Silver and copper were determined by flame AAS, using C2H2/air. 

The burner was turned parallel or perpendicular to the light beam as 
dictated by the concentration range of the solutions. Hollow cathode 

lamps were used; Ag was determined at'328;1 nm and Cn at 324.7 nm. 
Standards were made up in solutions matching the sam.ples in composition. 

Appendix 1 (b): Atomic Absorption methods for Hg and Au 

Due to the very low concentrations of these elements, flameless 

AAS was required. The graphite furnace accessory (HGA 2000) to the 
Perkin-Elmer system, was used in this work. Sample preconcentration was 
also necessary, and this was accomplished with an extraction into miethyl 
isobutyl ketone (MIBK) using ammonium pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate (APDC). 

Extraction and analysis was done as soon as possible after the cleaning 

solutions were used, as Hg in particular is unstable in solution. 

The APDC solution is prepared as follows: grind 5 g of APDC 

with 50 ml of acetone, collect the solid in a porosity 3 sintered glass 

crucible, wash with 20 ml acetone, dry in air and dissolve 1 g of the 
dried material in 100 m.l of distilled water. This solution should be 
filtered before use. The extraction then proceeds: to a 25 ml aliquot 

of cleaning, solution, add 3 ml of APDC, adjust the pH to 5 with H^PO^ 

or NaOH, add 1.5 ml MIPK and shake for 1 minute. 

Calibration should be done by the method of standard additions. 

Spikes of both Hg and Au can be added to the same sam.ple aliquot for 
extraction and analysis. For the determination, 50 yl aliquots of the 

MIBK extract are injected in triplicate into the graphite furnace. The 
drying and atomizing cycles were 150°C for 30 seconds and 2000°C for 5 - 
10 seconds. Background correction using a deuterium arc lamp was 
necessary. For i!g, an electrodeless discharge lamp was used at 253.6 nm, 

and for Au, the hollow cathode lamp emission at 242.8 nm was used. 
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Abstract: the intention of this paper is not to consi- 
der thF“method in itself hut to discuss certain factors 
in the final interpretation of experimental readings> 
connected with the limit of validity of modern standards 
and the representative qualities of analysed samples. 
The conclusion is that physicists may perhaps give more 
attention to matters of methodology in quantitative de¬ 
terminations hy XRF methods«The problem is presented on 
the example of Ag-Cu alloys, 

X 

X X 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

X-ray fluorescence is a very convenient non-destructive 
analytical method successfully used in industry and re¬ 
cently also often applied for the examination of ancient 
metal objects,As all other methods also this one has its 
limitations in application and reliability. Before a fi¬ 
nal interpretation of the direct ainalytical readings it 
is necessary to properly evaluate the real relations be¬ 
tween experimental data and their assumed meaning. 

Some of these limitations in analyses of ancient 
metal are already recognized and more or less taken in¬ 
to account«They concern the representative qualities of 
the sample in a corroded object. But some questions may 
also be asked about the influence of corrosion changes 
in samples on the validity of comparison with modern 
standard alloys,which is a basic operation in XRF me¬ 
thods of quantitative determinations, carried out to 
convert experimental physical readings into the final 
chemical interpretation. 

Very little,if any,attention is given to these re- 
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lations. but as it seems they may be of basic impor¬ 
tance in the final conclusions on the quantitative 
composition of analysed ancient alloys. 

Considerations here have to start with a brief re¬ 
capitulation of basic methodological principles in quan¬ 
titative analysis. There are,generally,three different 
kinds of procedures for the determination of proportions 
of components in composite substances : 

•1/ direct determination by chemical means.This is the 
most reliable way as concerns results.A fragment of the 
analysed substance,large enough to be weighed,is separa¬ 
ted from the bulk material,and the amounts of particular 
components are determined by chemical means.all lor the 
same piece of substance.The contribution of particular 
components (in percents,in weight proportions) can be - H 
directly calculated in relation to the weight of the sam¬ 
ple (=1OO?^0* The method is "destructive". 

2/ indirect determination by chemical means,These methods 
are applied in cases when the sample is too small to be 
weighed.or when it is more convenient to analyse larger 
samples Dy such means.The determinations are still made 
by direct methods of analytical chemistry,but with the 
help of comparative standards of known composition and 
known concentration of components.The sought relations 
are deduced from comparison of readings for the unknown 
and the standard. Here belong colorimetry,chromatography, 
etc.These determinations are based on the assumption that 
identical substances give identical chemical effects with 
a particular reagent ,in the same conditions of testing. 
This method also is destructive ,because samples have to 
be separated from the bulk material. 

3/indirect determination by physical instrumental me¬ 
thods. Tiiese methods are recently finding a growing ap- 
plication for analyses of ancient objects.They are con¬ 
sidered as non-destructive because there is no need of 
separating the sample from the bulk material.But the mea¬ 
sured physical effects have no direct chemical meaning 
and have to be"translated"into chemical terms.This is 
done by comparison with effects given by standards of 
possibly similar composition as the unknown.The identi¬ 
ty of responses to physical stimuli from both materials 
makes a base for quantitative determinations.But there 
are certain methodological requirements that must be kept 
in order to obtain correct final results. 

METHODOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES IN QUANTITATIVE ANALYSES 

Generally, between observed effect and final conclusion 
(= "result") there is a logical sequence of steps allo¬ 
wing to connect the experimental facts with conclusions 
pn quantitative composition. This "logical path" is built 
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of direct observations connected with a certain number 
of assumptions.lt is a basic methodological principle 
that to have a reliable final result it is necessary to 
give proper attention to all successive logical steps 
without omitting some as "evident'^ or "self-understood". 
Besides,the particula. assumptions have to be evaluated 
as concerns their correctness. 

In the first group of analytical procedures (deter¬ 
mination by chemical means) the experimental readings 
are directly representing the sought information.No con¬ 
necting assumptions are necessary. 

I*^ the second group of procedures standards have to 
be used and the necessary assumption will be that the 
chemical behaviour of standards will be identical with 
the chemical behaviour of the unknown.But all remains in 
the field of chemj.stry. 

In the third group of analytical procedures there is 
a marriage of physical effects and chemical conclusions. 
The logical path of reasoning is much longer here,and se¬ 
veral assumptions have to be made. The first one of them 
is that chemical substances of similar composion and in¬ 
ternal parameters will respond to physical stimuli in 
identical or comparable way.This assumption has a high 
grade of probability.In indirect determinations also the 
reverse of this is assumed to be true,that means that 
identical responses to physical stimuli in closely rela¬ 
ted substances are proof of their identity of composition. 
This assumption may,or may not,be true.Before such a con¬ 
clusion is made it is necessary to become certain that 
the internal parameters of the standard and the unknown 
are identical.A very often committed misinterpretation 
is in the assumption that this reverse process auto¬ 
matically takes place. 

Matters of identity of internal parameters are less 
pronounced for modern newly made materials.They may be 
very serious for ancient corroded alloys. 

CHANGES OF COMPOSITION IN ANCIENT ALLOYS 

In aggressive environment metals are subject to diffe - 
rent processes of corrosion.In the preferential corro¬ 
sion in alloys one of the components is more readily at¬ 
tacked than the other and it may be carried away from 
the metal,first on the surface and then deeper in.Thus 
the alloy may lose one of its components with an appa¬ 
rent ’^enrichment" in the other one.Especially sensitive 
to this kind of change are Ag—Cu alloys,and copper is 
the component that goes out.Silver stays in place. The 
density of the corroded alloy becomes lower than it was 
and the internal structure is changed.Hence,the parame¬ 
ters of the uncorroded and corroded alloy,of originally 
the same composition, become significantly changed. 
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This in turn may have influence on the validity of assum¬ 
ptions in the logical steps of quantitative analysis. As 
concerns density it may also happen that the density r>f 
the unknown Ag-Cu alloy may be higher than usual-and this 
in depressions in coins struck with dies. 

QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATIONS BY X-ray FLUORESCENCE 

This is an indirect non-destructive instmmental 
physical method largely applied for quantitative analy¬ 
ses of alloys in ancient metals.lt is based on the fact 
that metal atoms,when irradiated with X-rays of very high 
energy, become "excited" and give emission of secondary 
X-rays of wavelengths specific for each particular ele¬ 
ment.These effects can be measured by spectrometric . 
means.The presence of a particular wavelength in the X- \ 
ray spectrum is a confirmation of the presence of the 
relevant chemical element,and the intensity of the recei¬ 
ved response (impulse) is proportional to the number of 
responding atoms. 

This effect is used for quantitative determinations 
of components in ancient alloys.Two kinds of primary sour¬ 
ces may be used for excitation; either X-ray tubes with 
a continuous("white") spectrum,or different radioisoto¬ 
pes with particular wavelengths and energies of X-rays. 
The second technique is more selective. 

As in all indirect physical methods the physical 
data have to be "translated" into chemical terms with 
the help.of comparative standards.Usually,calibration 
curves are prepared for the standards (maanitude of res¬ 
ponse versus percentage of investigated component in the 
alloy) and this serves as measure for responses received 
from the unknown in the same testing conditions. 

For Ag-Cu,calibration curves are prepared for dif¬ 
ferent proportions of components,also for pure silver 
when only the fineness of Ag in objects is measured. 
It is of course assumed that not only the responses will 
be identical for materials of similar composition,but al¬ 
so that the reverse automatically is true,which means M 
that similar responses are proof of the quantitative idei^ 
tity of standard and the unknown. Hence,the composition 
of the unknown is expressed in percents descriptive for 
the standard.Is this unconditionally correct ? 

Example 1. The problem may be illustrated with the fol- 
lowi^ example (diagram 1; : let's imagine a very thin 
layer of Ag-Cu on a non-reactive support. A -is the stan¬ 
dard (50?^ Cu-50?^ Ag) and B -the corroded unknown.Mea- 
sured is the Ag content.Both give the same intensity of 
response.The answer based on calibration curve will be 
50^ Ag also for B. But owing to preferential corrosion 
copper is out and only pure Ag has remained.By wet che¬ 
mical analysis the result will be 100?^ Agi Something 
quite obviously is wrong. V/hat is the meaning of the 30% 
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as determined ty XRF? To what basic quantity is this per¬ 
centage referred to ? The general cause of the problem 
lies in a basic difference of internal parameters of the 
standard and the unknown. As it seems,this factor is not 
taken into account in XRF quantitative determinations and, 
hence, maybe the cause of "unexplained” divergences in re¬ 
sults of analyses carried out by different methods. 

Diagram 1. Determination of Ag content, by XRF. 

A = standard Ag-Cu alloy (50^ Ag,50^ Cu), 
B = old alloy,after preferential corrosion. 

Identical intensity of response to irradiation. 

Tne source of problems in the described case lies 
in the fact that the internal parameters of standard 
and sample were not taken into consideration. It must 
be said here that the evaluation whether a coin is in 
"mint condition" ,or just looks like it (surface rich 
in silver,nicely polished after cleaning), is quite a 
problem in itself.Conclusions based solely on appearan¬ 
ce may be very misleading and proper testing is full of 
problems. 

Example 2. There also are other factors that could lo¬ 
wer or invalidate the value of quantitative determina¬ 
tions by XRF.These factors are connected with the depths 
of penetration,as well of excitation rays into the alloy 
as of secondary X-rays out of the metal.The depth 
of analysis depends to a greater extent on the 
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ability of the secondary X-rays to escape from the sample 
without being absorbed (all in the range of 0,001 mm or 
less). And the percent of total received information co¬ 
mes mostly from layers nearest to surface with much less 
response from deeper layers. 

So,generally,the response from examxned sample will 
depend not only on the energy of incident primary X-ra^s 
but also on the density of the alloy (different depths 
of penetration) and different matrix effects. Under the¬ 
se effects understood are all interactions between the 
components of the alloy and the incident as well as the 
emitted radiation.The matrix effects will of course also 
depend on the density of the alloy and on its components. 
All these parameters are not easily controlled and quite ^ 
certainly will be different for the material used as stanfjj 
dard and the old corroded alloy. 

Some of these relations are illustrated on diag- 
ram 2; it concerns an Ag-Cu alloy of thickness greater 
than the’’depth of analysis" .There is the standard and the 
corroded sample (Cu partly missing). Selective radioiso¬ 
tope sources of different energies are used for excita¬ 
tion,with emission energies best suited to particular 
elements and the energies of their electron levels (ou¬ 
ter K and L electrons).In the presented diagram : 

- A is the standard ,with (a) analysis for Ag .and (b) 
analysis for Cu , The information (response)will 
quite obviously be coming from different depths,one 
reason for this being a source of incident X-rays of 
different energy.Additionally, the matrix effects will 
be stronger with deeper layers of the alloy; in (c) 
represented is a second analysis for Ag,made with in¬ 
cident radiation of kigher energy,deeper penetration 
and electrons excited on different levels.Again,un¬ 
controlled influence of matrix,and reduced amount of 
information from deeper layers. 

- B is the old corroded alloy. Here there will not on- 
ly be the already described set of influencing fac- 
tors but also the non-uniformity of composition due ^ 
to preferential corrosion, and the difference of den¬ 
sity as compared with the standard.Could be interes¬ 
ting to know and measure these different responses, 
but very difficult and risky to go too far in compa¬ 
rison and conclusions.Added here should be factors 
mentioned in example 1. and concerning the relations 
between corroded sample and measurements done for 
modern alloys. 

Both presented examples are of course very simplified 
as concerns presentation and rather exaggerated in their 
alarming tone.Their problems should not be overlooked in 
practice even that solving them in a practical way does 
not seem possible. 
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Diagram 2. Depths of penetration of X-rays from 
different sources. 

A = standard Ag~Cu alloy (50^ Ag-^Ofo Cu), 
B = old corroded Ag-Gu alloy (Cu partly carried away). 

Depth of penetration and depth of analysis depend on 
the energy of incident radiation and on the density of 
the alloy. 
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THE SAMPLE AND ITS REPRESENTATIVE QUALITIES 

Generally,the terra "saraple” means the analysed fragment* 
It may he separated from the main substance or just stay 
in place. In any case,it is supposed to represent a lar¬ 
ger area in a reliable way. 

The sample,in fact,is truly representative only of 
itself.On the theory of probability its properties may 
be extended to a larger areaoHow far this should be al¬ 
lowed depends on the size of the sample,the size of the 
represented area,the homogeneity of the sample and the 
heterogeneity of the analysed material as a whole.The 
smaller the sample in comparison with the represented 
area,and the greater the heterogeneity of this area - tha 
lower the representative qualities of the sample.This re^ 
lation concerns all analytical procedures based on 
samples. 

So,the problems of proper quantitative analytical 
data in X-ray fluorescence methods will not only be con¬ 
nected with relations between sample and standard,but 
will go further to relations between sair*ple and analysed 
bulk of material.At that,XRF samples are extremely small 
in size and located at the surface which is the part 
most open to corrosion. Hence,the necessity of posing a 
very important question about the real accuracy of XRF 
det erminations. 

To make things more difficult,the size of 
sample in XRF analyses can not be exactly delimited.The 
surface area is determined by the diaphragm for incident 
radiation.But the depth of the ”sample" (= analysed area) 
will be different in dependence of test conditions,even 
in the same analytical program, as demonstrated in dia- 
gramm 2. 

In the view of all these complications it is diffi¬ 
cult to agree with some authors estimatimg the accuracy 
of the XRF method as very high (less than 1/^ of error). 

This of course may be correct for the accuracy of di¬ 
rect physical readings,but not for chemical data dedu¬ 
ced by indirect methods.Here,the accuracy can be much 
lower owing to different disturbing factors. 

FINAL COMMENTS 

It would be difficult to say how far the mentioned factors 
tors will have a practical influence on XRF determina¬ 
tions. But they should never be neglected and in written 
reports enough attention should be given to evaluate 
their possible interference.Unfortunately there is at pre¬ 
sent very little attention paid to "factors of uncertain¬ 
ty" .Though, the XRF method is rather largely applied .And 
the conclusions from analytical measurements are far going 
and extensive. 

This is very much in need of a critical assessment. 
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Reconsidered in detail should be all interfering factors 
connected with samples,standards,corrosion ,analytical 
conclusions ,etc,,and their possible contribution in ma¬ 
king the quantitative determinations less reliable. 

Coins may be especially sensitive as concerns errors 
in accuracy.The numismatists are basing very strongly in 
their conclusions on analytical data. And these have to be 
reliable .But coins are small and thin things strongly 
exposed to corrosive processes .Hence,their alloys may be 
very gravely injured ,especially on the surface.Over*op¬ 
timistic confidence in analytical data without proper cri- 
tic^jl restraint may lead the numismatist out of the right 
way - in his studies and research. 

The presented considerations may as well concern 
not only coins but also other Ag-Cu objects,and not only 
Ag-Cu alloys though in different degree. 

For many analytical cases,not only of Ag-Cu alloys , 
there is no good agreement between XRF determinations 
and analyses done by other methods,also the most relia¬ 
ble wet chemical techniques.As it seems the whole matter 
needs a thorough reconsideration of relevant factors and 
their influence on the final analytical conclusions,be¬ 
cause the main point lies not in measuring but on the pro¬ 
per interpretation of what was measured. 

Maybe the physicists will be able to help in answe¬ 
ring these questions ? And in giving a critical assess¬ 
ment of the real "level of confidence",a matter of basic 
importance to all numismatic research ? 
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ABSTRACT 

The three nnhimllTr s__. . 

INTRODUCTION 

The nature and appearance of the corrosion products on bronze 
I antiquities vary greatly and result primarily from the artifacts' 
pre^ous storage or burial conditions (1). Sulphates, nitrates 

1 carbonates, phosphates, oxides and sulphides of copper have been 
I identified in specific cases (2-6) but it is the presence of basic 
j copper chloride, Cu2(OH)2Cl, which most strongly indicates active 
; corrosion. This compound, pale-green in colour and generally 



powdery in appearance, is commonly known as bronze disease 
The corrosion processes leading to the formation of bronze 
disease have been well described by Organ (7) and several methods 
of treatment have been proposed (8). The most common current 
method for stabilisation of bronzes against further corrosion is 

A copper corrosion inhibitor, benzotriazole 
(BTA) (9). 

Although effective in many instances, the use of BTA is not 
always totally successful in preventing further outbreaks of 
bronze disease (10). In additicHi, whereas the mechanism of 
inhibition of copper by BTA has been well studied (11) the mode 
of its action on corroded bronze antiquities has not been established. 

The origins of this report lie in the need to simulate bronze 
corrosion and to identify the crystalline products formed, prior 
to investigating the inhibiting action of BTA. It became clear 
that published reports contained conflicting results on the 
precise characterisation of basic copper chloride. Documented 
laboratory syntheses also showed variability in the form of basic 
copper chloride produced. 

The synthesis and characterisation of this crystalline compound 
is complicated by the fact that three different polymorphs are 
found in nature. These three polymorphs,botallackite, paratacamite 
and atacamite, have the same chemical formula, Cu„(OH)oCl but 
different molecular structures; they are isomers. Æiother copper 
hydroxy chloride, Cu(OH)Cl, is unstable, but can be prepared 
artificially. It may be involved in copper corrosion mechanisms 
out cannot be detected due to its instability. 

Reports of the identification of basic copper chloride by X-Ray 
Diffraction (XRD) have in some cases produced conflicting results, i 
A fourth polymorph proposed by Feitknecht and Maget (12) was * 
subsequently found to be a mixture of atacamite and paratacamite 
U3). Barton and Bethke identified the formation of atacamite from 
the reaction of cupric chloride and sodium hydroxide (14) whereas 
elsewhere the product of this reaction is identified as paratacamite 
(15). In a study of Egyptian pigments (16), XRD was used to identify 
atacamite and to show that basic copper chloride occurs naturally only 
as pure atacamite or as a mixture of atacamite and paratacamite, 
a conclusion which, on the basis of other investigations, is clearly 
untenable. 

The presence of basic copper chloride on bronze antiquities has 
been recorded in many reports. Paratacamite and atacamite have 
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been reported most frequently though a specific characterisation 
has probably been made in only certain cases. Gettens reports 
the common occurrence of atacamite with colours ranging from 
emerald to blackish green (2), the dark green crystalline 
atacamite being often altered to paler green powdery paratacamite. 
Paratacamite has been specifically identified, by XRD, as the 
corrosion product from bronze artifacts (1,17), and appears to 
be more ^despread than atacamite (17). The presence of 
botallackite on ancient bronzes is even less well documented (17) 
but it has been suggested (4) that its occurrence is probably more 
common than has been suspected. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Authentic samples of the minerals paratacamite and atacamite 
were obtained from the Natural History Department, Glasgow 
Museums and Art Galleries. X-Ray Diffraction studies were 
conducted by Dr A Livingstone, Department of Geology, Royal 
Scottish Museum. I Jl spectra were recorded by Mrs F Lawrie, 
Department of Chemistry, Glasgow University, on a Perkin- 
Elmer Model 580 Ratio Recording Spectrophotometer using 1 mg 
samples prepared as KBr discs. 

Synthesis of Basic Copper Chloride 

Botallackite 

Calcium carbonate (22. 2 m mole) was added to 0.13M cupric 
chloride solution (1000ml). The suspension was left unstirred for 
1 day and the pale green, powdery product then filtered, washed 
with water, dried and identified as pure botallackite by I.R. 
spectroscopy. 

Paratacamite 

A rectangular sheet of copper foil was suspended in 0. 02M cupric 
chloride solution and the solution stirred for 2 days. The 
precipitate was filtered, washed with water and identified as pure 
paratacamite by I.R. spectroscopy. 

Atacamite 

i) Cuprous chloride was sprinkled finely over moist filter paper 
and left exposed to the atmosphere for 3 days. The pale grey- 
green product was washed with water, dried and identified as 
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pure atacamite by I. H. spectresccpy. 

ii) Calcium carbonate (21.2m mole) was added to 0.13M cupric 
chloride solution (1000ml). The suspension was stirred for 
13 days, filtered and the pale-green powdery product washed 
with water, dried and identified as pure atacamite by I.R. 
spectroscopy. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Several methods have been reported for the laboratory synthesis 
of botallackite, paratacamite and atacamite: 

I Botallackite 

1. By the reaction of brochantite (CuSO. • 3Cu(OH) J with a 
solution of sodium chloride at 25°C for 48 hours with no 
stirring (18). 

2. By treating sodium hydroxide solution with cupric chloride 
so that the alkali remains in great excess (12). c.f. II. 5. 

II Paratacamite 

1. By spraying sea water on to brass or copper sheets at 
85°F (17,19). 

2. By exposing cuprous chloride to a moist atmosphere or 
sprinkling it over moist filter paper (17, 20). 

3. By placing crinkled sheets of copper over filter paper 
moistened with extremely dilute hydrochloric acid (17). 

4. By suspending copper foil in a cupric chloride or sodium 
chloride solution and stirring at room temperature for 
48 hours (12,18). 

5. By direct precipitation of a cupric chloride solution with 
sodium hydroxide (15). c.f. 1.2. 

6. By immersion of copper, cuprous oxide or cuprous chloride 
in a sodium chloride solution of any concentration or in a 
cupric chloride solution more dilute than 0.025M, and allowing 
the mixture to stand exposed to the air (12,15). 

rn Atacamite 

1. By the addition of calcium carbonate to cupric chloride 
solution, followed by stirring for 2-4 hours (15). 
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2. By the slow removal of ammonia vapours from IM cupric 
chloride containing excess ammonium hydroxide (13,15,18). 

3. By immersion of magnesite or calcite spar crystals in dilute 
cupric chloride for a prolonged period (15,18, 21). 

Many of these reactions have been examined in the course of 
this investigation but several have been found to give variable 
results. In some cases the isomer produced is unpredictable 
while in others a mixture of isomers may be formed. The 
reaction of cupric chloride with calcium carbonate (in.l) 
produced atacamite when the components were stirred but 
botallackite when unstirred. The observation was not reported 
by Sharkey and Lewin who proposed this method of preparation 
of atacamite (15). The dependence of the reaction product on 
stirring has, however, been previously stressed by the same 
authors in their preparation of botallackite (1.1). If this 
reaction mixture is stirred the product is paratacamite. The 
reaction of cupric chloride with sodium hydroxide, proposed 
as a method of synthesis of paratacamite (H. 5) has in our hands 
in three separate ejqjeriments produced botallackite, atacamite 
and a mixture of botallackite, atacamite and paratacamite. 
Botallackite has been reported as the product of this reaction if 
the alkali is in great excess (1.2) but in the present work 
equimolar (0. 5M) solutions were used. 

The syntheses reported in the Experimental Section represent 
the most reliable methods for preparation of each of the isomers. 
The methods described gave consistent results when carried out 
in triplicate. It is noteworthy that the product of reaction of 
cuprous chloride with moisture, the basic reaction occurring in 
ancient bronzes, is invariably atacamite. In contrast, the reaction 
of bronze or copper foil with cupric chloride and water, a reaction 
which may be implicated in the formation of bronze disease on 
bronze artifacts produces invariably paratacamite. It was not 
the initial aim of this investigation to rationalise the various 
controlling factors which govern the production of particular isomers 
on ancient bronzes. It is clear however that a fuller understanding 
of the factors which influence the resultant isomer would be 
important in understanding the process of mineralisation of bronzes 
and could perhaps be significant in authenticity studies. It may 
prove possible to establish a relationship between the basic copper 
chloride isomer present on a bronze artifact and the object's 
provenance. 
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Various factors are clearly involved of which relative thermal 
stability of the three isomers is likely to be particularly important. 
Botallackite is unstable with respect to both paratacamite and 
atacamite (18). In this property may lie the explanation for the 
few authenticated observations of botallackite on ancient bronzes. 
It has also been concluded that paratacamite is more stable than 
atacamite (18). This corresponds to the apparently more widespread 
occurrence of paratacamite on bronzes. 

In the face of such variability, the need for a ready means of 
distinguishing botallackite, paratacamite and atacamite is clear. 
XRD is routinely employed in the identification of mineral 
specimens. The technique has the advantage of small sample 
requirement but the equipment is expensive and difficulties can 
be experienced in differentiating closely related materials. I.R. 
spectroscopy has not been widely utilised for characterising 
mineral specimens but with the development of instruments which 
routinely extend to the far I.R., inorganic materials have become 
more amenable to this techniqje. Simplicity and widespread 
availability are two further practical advantages. 

Samples of botallackite, paratacamite and atacamite previously 
identified by XRD (on comparison with data from the Joiit Committee 
on Powder Diffraction Standards, 1973) were in fa.ct easily 
distinguished by I.R. spectroscopy. The frequencies of the main 
absorption bands, extracted from the illustrated spectra, are 
given in Table 1. The characteristic bands fall into three regions 
which reflect the different molecular vibrations of this mineral: 
3600-3000 cm“ (hydroxyl stretching vibration frequencies), 
1100-600 cm“l (hydroxyl planar deformation frequencies) and 
550-300 cm“^ (copper-oxypn stretching vibration frequencies). 
The band at about 320 cm"^ in each specimen is probably due to 
the copper-chlorine stretching vibration. The frequencies of the 
absorption bands for atacamite and paratacamite (the latter not 
however identified as this isomer) have been previously reported 
by Tarte (22). 

The bands from 1000-300 cm“^ are most useful as a fingerprint for 
each isomer. The botallackite spectrum is totally characteristic 
and the strong peak at 682 cm"^, not present in the other two 
isomers, enables its presence in mixtures to be easily recognised. 
The spectra of paratacamite and atacamite are more similar but 
pure samples can be readily distinguished. The presence of 
mixtures can again be identified by careful comparison of the band 
positions; the formation of both isomers on the surface of copper 
foil exposed to cupric chloride paste has been demonstrated by 
this method, for example (23). 
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I.R. spectroscopy carries the further advantage that the presence 
of organic species can also be identified. This is of importance 
in the study of the mode of action of stabilisers such as BTA 
which are likely to act by formation of a coordination complex 
with the bronze metal surface or bronze corrosion products. It 
is significant, for example, that the complex formed between 
cuprous chloride and BTA was not stabilised against further 
reaction. Complete conversion to a BTA-atacamite complex 
occurred after 72 hours' reaction with moisture (23). This 
observation is the subject of further investigation. 
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FIGURE 

I.R. spectra of BotallacMte (upper trace), Paratacamite 
(middle trace) and Atacamite (lower trace) from 4000-300cm"^. 
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TABLE 1 PRINCIPAL INFRA RED ABSORPTION FREQUENCIES 

BOTALLACKITE 

3518 VS 

3425 VS, br 

3358 s, br 

855 sh 

845 s 

811 m 

785 s 

682 s 

530 m 

505 m 

451 m 

425 s 

389 w 

320 w 

w = weak, 

br = broad, 

PARATACAMITE 

3448 VS 

3355 VS 

3308 VS, br 

987 s 

921 s 

904 w 

889 w 

864 s 

828 s 

580 s 

516 s 

500 sh 

475 sh 

411 s 

305 sh 

315 w 

s = strong. 

ATACAMITE 

3440 VS 

3340 VS, br 

983 s 

947 m 

912 s 

892 s 

864 w 

848 s 

818 w 

605 sh 

594 s 

512 s 

479 s 

455 sh 

440 sh 

396 s 

316 w 

vs = very strong. m = mediunij 

sh = shoulder 
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KINETIC CONTROL CF THE REACTIVITY OF SOME FORMULATIONS 

UTILIZED FOR THE CLEANING OF BRONZE WORKS OF ART 
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Abstract 

Some principal chemical cleaners used for bronze or 
gilded bronze works of art have been examined in order 
to study their behaviour with regard to metal alloy and 
to some more common patina components whi.ch should not 

be attacked during the cleaning procedure. 
In this preliminary work the possible reactivity of 
"Rochelle Salt", of EoDoT„A. Sodium salts and of a 
mixture of ion-exchange resins is controlled V7ith regard 
to cuprous and cupric oxides as well as to bronze alloy. 
Results of the kinetic study are reported particularly 
with respect to the selective action of Sodium Potassium 
Tartrate (Rochelle Salt) formulations» 

I 

I 1 - Premise 
l|ij|roducts which are now usually found on surface layers of 
j ^ixternally exposed bronze works of art and which consti¬ 

tute today's patina (if such a term may still be used) or 
i which more often produce surface incrustations, widely 
I differentiate from those found not so long ago. 
! With the growth of Industrialization, insoluble and there- 
\ fore protective copper oxides and carbonates progressively 

cede iheir place to sulphates, nitrates and other copper 
1 compounds much less résistent to the washing out action 

of water and in general to the effects caused by the 
environment. 

I Furthermore the situation deteriotates with the addition 
of deposit aud concretioning processes of atmospheric 
particulates; the latter are most often composed of cal¬ 
cium sulphates (Gypsum), various silicates and carbonates, 
chlorides, nitrates, carbon, hydrocarbons etc. 
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The so-called surfs ce patina is uherefore no more a true 

natina and not onl;^ for aesthetic reasons regarding 
colour. 
The conservatoi who mus o contraint the profound changes 
which nowadays bronze sculpture undergo on their surface, 
is often forced to compromise. 
The conservation operations which he has to choose are 
often not effective or satisfying. i 
In order 'o slow the deterioration processes it is some¬ 
times decided to bring the work of art indoors, substi¬ 

tuting the original by a copy. 
In other cases a protective coating is applicated on the 
surface, although this often has a limited life-time, 
thus causing further maintenance problems. 
Nevertheless the first important intervention which nor¬ 
mally occurs is the cleaning of the work of art. 
Washing processes v/ith distilled water, using the normal 
times tollerated fo-^ such operations, is able to éliminât 

the easily soluble salts while it ii, only partially 
effective in the removal of the more insidious scarcely 
soluble salts (whose solubility is, for example, compa¬ 

rable to that of Gypsum). 
This kind of saline compounds, which are most probably 
recognizable as the so-called basic salts, have a strong 
■tendency to frequenjly crystallize and solubilize with 

respect to highly soluble salts, 
y^mong the processes of degradation these salts must there 
fore be considered ns highly dangerous. 
^s a consecuence th: cleaning procedure must be carried 
out using a dslicatoly selective method and in such a waÿ 
as to permit the complete ej-iraination of all that may 
damage the work of art; conserving, on the other hand, 
all those components in the old patina which still today 
exist and which constitute a protection of the metal, Æ 

The vast experimental work for the control of the selec.™ 
tivity of the reagents is carried out in this first step, 
verifying only the non reactivity towards the principal 
and better knov/n components of the so-called "noble patin 
r.a", i.e., cupric and cuprous oxides and, above all, the 
oronze alloy itself. 
The laborious experimental tests necessary to verify the 
kinetic reactions have forced us also to limit the choic 

of possible cleaning reagents. 
Three differonttraditional "reactive solutions" are take 
in consideration: t'>-e neutral and alkaline "hochelle Salt 
and the "ET)TA trisodium salt". The behaviour of an ion 
exchange resin formulation was also examined; the latter 
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shov/ed an effective actlun in ellrci natin;!-^ surface incru¬ 

stations on the bronzes. 

2 - Kinetics of reactions: exj-ierirnent_al_^rt 

The formulations examined were the follov;in,v; 

a) RO: a mixture of the followin^T composition 

Tby weight) (pH = 7): 
"Rochelle Salt"® (Sodi''ura, Potassium Tartrate) 32^3 

micronized silica nowder 3*2 

distilled water 64.5 
b) RA: a mixture of the following composition 

X^y weight) (pK strongly altaline): 
A "Rochelle Salt"® 32.3 

Sodium hydrate® V.U 
micronized silica powder 3-2 

distilled water 57.5 
c) EP: a mixture of the following composition 

(by weight) (pH c.a. 6.5): 
EcD.T.A. tetrasodic salt® 13*0 
E.D.T.A. disodic salt® 15.1 
micronized silica powder 3-2 

distilled water 68.7 
d) RM: a mixture of the following composition 

Xby weight) (pH c.a. 6): 
m.oist oo®o cation exchange resin®® 19-6 
moist ®ooo anion exchange resin®®® 31-9 

distilled water 48.5 

0 

0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

Merck analytical grade reagents 
Biorad Dowex 50W-X8 (H+) resin repeatedly 
washed with distilled water up to pH 5 <>5 == 

constant 
Biorad Dowex AG1-X8 (Cl ) resin oonverted 
from chloride (Cl ) to hydroxil (OH ) form 
through repeated treatments with RaOH 1M 
solutions up to complete removal of Cl“; 
then washed with distilled water up to 

pH 6 = constant 
"moist" intended as a ratio of 140 parts 
of water/100 parts of resin^by weight 

Three materials on which the above mentioned reagents have 

been tested, were chosen: 
a) casting bronze: a granulate about .5 mm diameter 

was obtained as turning of a bronze alloy free 
from oxides and other corrosion products. 

The composition was the following: 
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Cu: 83.1^^ Sn: 5.Zn: b. pb : 3.8/0 ] 
cuprous oxid^ Cb.^0: prepared by wet synthesis; ^ 
controlled by Y--ray diffraction; gjeund and i 
collected as 5180 mesh particulate 

c) cupric oxid' CuO: Riedel de Haën analytical 
reagent; ground and collected as 5180 mesh 
particulate 

I'ht. three materials have been washed, dried and kept in 
an inert atmosphere up to the moment of reaction. 
The Icinetic reactions of the twelve possible reactive 
systems have been carried out in controlled conditions. 
To carry out all reactions in conformity with conditiorfÉÏ| 

used for RM reagent (an acqueous mixture of resin micro^^ 
spheres) it is necessary to use the other reagents in a 
paste form obtained by mixing it with an inert micronized 
silica pov/der. 

furthermore it was not possible to obtain a flat coherent 
surface of each of the three materials (bronze, GUpO, CuO 
in a pure state for applications of reagents in compress 
form. They were therefore used as powders. 

As a conseo.uence complications occurred during the sepa¬ 
ration of the final phases of RM reactions. 

250 mg of each of the three materials and 5 g (consti¬ 
tuting a strong excess) of each of the fiur reagents were 
used for the reactions. 

In order to control the kinetics,four times were chosen: 
20m; 40m; 90ra; I80m, for a total of 48 reactions, 
A control (free from reagent solution but only with di¬ 
stilled water) was also carried out for each of the three 
materials, in the same conditions, for the maxim.um time 
of 180m. 

The following conditions were chosen: 
temperature : 20°C constant during t’-ie entire reaction 

time in a thermostatic bath 
reaction room: open text tubes of lOcc were used in order 

to allow contact with atmospheric Oxygen 
mechanical stirring: it was obtained with a glass rod, at 

periodic Intervals of 10 m. (systems containing Cu^O 
and CuO) and of 5 m (systems containing bronze). 
The latter shorter time was to compensate the minor 
specific surface of this laaterial with respect to the 
others. 

interruption of reaction: it constitutes one of the cri¬ 
tical steps of the experim.ent. 
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RU, RA and EU Gy:nle;aS were :iiiick:i.y and st.'-onn-ly di luked 
at the prefixed times. A separation by c.entrifugatioi. 
was then carried ontj, followed by a ■uan'^i ta t,ive cjl- 
lection of the solution and of five consecutive washing 

waters. 

In the case of RM reactions, the interrupt Lo.i involves 
separation between solid phases. In tn.e R-.I/bronze so stems, 
after a complete elimination of watei by centrifugation 
and washings wit’: 'icntone, 'iio separo.tion was accomplished 

using a liquid of intermediary density (CCI ). Quantita¬ 
tive collection of the resin raixinirn followSd. 

le RM/oxides systems were quickly aid strongly diluted 
th water; they were then transfer':^ed into a 51^0 mesh 

inert sieve. Oxides particles v/hich did not react were 
completely washed away with a rapid water flux, (tlie 518U 
mesh sieve, while it guaromties the p_;nsing through of 
oxides particles, does not allow that of resi'i microsphere^ 
RO, RA and ED solutions were collected in voln.ioeti^Lc fj:;’sk: 

and dilute to 50 cc. 
Collected RM, after separation from the materials (bronze 
and oxides) was oreated with an 1 : 1 HCl/'uater solution 
until comjjlete elimination of the possi'ole fixed ionic 
copper. The chloride solutions were quantitatively co'^lected 

in volumetric flasks and diluted to 50 cco 
A.t the end of programmed reaction times a coroLrol was made 

of end reaction pH. 
In all cases no change was found fromi initial values. 
The following are the only observed phenomena during the 

reaction: 
a) RQ and RA with Cu^Q: a slight light blue colouring in 

the accrue ou s phase v;ith regard to only long time 

reactions. 
) ED with CUpQ: medium and intense blue colouring in the 

acqueous phase in all the reactions; stronger colour 
intensity for the long time reactions and progressive 
darkenirig ('^'I'oiii red to brown) in the Cu^Oj especially 

on the surface. 
c) RM with CUpO: a more or less intense greenish colouring 

of resin raicrospheres and darkening of the CUpO* During 
the regeneration of the resin with HCl, the chloride 
solutions came out more or less yellow. 

ê 

3 - Quantitative evaluation of reaction products 

Eor the quantitative determination of the copper in the 
reaction solution, atomic absorption spectrophotometry was 

used. 
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Analytical results expressed as weight percentage of 
^lateriaD.s (bronze, Cu^O, CuO) solubilized by the four 
reagents formulations at '/arious times, are shown in 
table 1 and in the graph in figd» 

■times ! Bronze Cu20 CuO 

20' < .1 .3 < .1 

EO 
40' < ,1 .4 < .1 

90' < .1 c3 < .1 

180' <»1 o4 <.1 

20» <o1 .4 < o1 

RA 
40' <„1 .4 < o1 

90' <o1 .4 < cl 

180' < . 1 o4 <.1 

20' <»1 2,0 

EP 
40' <.1 5.0 <c1 

90' <o1 12o5 Col 

180' <.1 23oO .1 

20' Ao1 9<.2 o6 

EM 
40' <o1 14o4 o6 

90' <o1 19o4 1 oO 

180' <.1 19o8 1o3 

Tabo1 - Percentage values of materials 
solubilized by the reagent solutions 

4. Conclusions 

Analytical results confirm that none of the four controlli 

reagents would attack the bronze alloy in th© conelderid ; 
periods of time, for a quantity superior to 1^»; suoh & 
value gives a remarkable safety. 
üb.th regard to the oxides, a more consistent attack of t:h< 
reagents, e^-pecially towards cuprous oxide, has been ob- 
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sei-ved. 
I entrai and all-raline .r oc-iel]e 
extent t>:at it ip no-''i , 
progressive with tire tov^/ards 

pn ; 
ciAn 

■ work: 
r; . OVO 

•ovip o: 

1 to such a n:inlr.:?l 
r: ] !.t in not 

■j.fjo; no action, 

on t],e otiier .bf:rd was found with regard to cuoric oxi 

The E.D.T.A. forr-ulation 31: cst inetov^ai-ds CuO, 

but shovt/ed a notable agjr;ression to'.vards Cu^t". 
Finally, the formulation of mixed bed ion exchiange resins 
appears the most aggressive reagent loth in respect to 
CUpO (v;hich it attacks in a nv.rked way also in short 

periods of time) as well as to CuO^ 
This study, that consists in only a preliminary approach tthe problem, showed that Potassium Sodium. Tartrate for- 

lations either alone or alkali additionated do not solu¬ 

bilize the copper present in the riotal. alloy (bronze) and 

do not attack the Copper Cxides which are still present 

in the patina. 
Therefore we r;;ay conclude tl.at th.rLS reagent Cc^n be i.sed 
with complete effectiveness and safety for the cleaning 

of gil.ded bronze. 
On the other hand, with regard to non gilded bronze, it 
remains to verify its inertia towards the other com.ponents 
of the old patina, especially towards copper carbonates. 
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Abstract 

Corrosion products in marine iron have been identified as 

iron oxyhydroxides and oxides. The principal species is akaganeite 

Tannic acid used to treat iron without further acidification permit 

the formation of a two phase film. Acidification to pH2.0 leaves 

single phase films with no trace of corrosion products. 

This investigation of the corrosion products in marine 

iron began by examining the findings of North and Pearson, with 

the intention of repeating and confirming their results. Using iron 

from a 16th Century Basque Whaling settlement at Red Bay, Labrador, 

and from a 19th Century shipwreck off Grand Mannan Island, New 

Brunswick, we sampled the corrosion layer and analyzed it using 

Co Ka x-ray diffraction. 

The corrosion products found include, goethite, akaganeite 

lepidocrocite, hematite and magnetite. The first three are hydrated 

ferric oxides, denoted by the Greek letters a,3,Y and of a chemical 

formula Fe203-H20. A structural formula is more revealing and we 

shall henceforth refer to them by the equivalent formulation, the 

ferric oxyhydroxide, FeOOH. The latter two corrosion products are 

the familiar red ferric oxide Fe203 and the black magnetic Fe304. 

We have synthesized ferric oxychloride to prepare diffraction 

standards but have found no trace, in over two hundred analyses, 

of this material occurring naturally in the corrosion layer, contrary 

to the results of North and Pearson. 
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We have subjected the synthetic iron oxychloride to mild 

hydrolysis using the alkaline sulfite treatment proposed by North 

and Pearson, and find it converts totally to akaganeite within 

several days. The extent of the conversion varies directly with 

the temperature of the hydrolysis. This was first observed by 

Kratky and later by Keller. Akaganeite is reported in the rust 

layers of steel exposed to a marine environment, in 4th Century 

B.C. iron artifacts where its presence was associated with actively 

corroding sites, and in modern ferrous metals exposed to chloride. 

It has only been found to form in chloride-rich environments and 

incorporates the chloride ion randomly into the lattice. 

The diffraction lines for akaganeite and ferric oxychlo¬ 

ride, when compared, show many close similarities especially in 

the low d value lines. The two patterns are easily distinguished 

by the higher value lines at d = 7.40 & 5.25 for akaganeite, and 

d = 8.0 for iron oxychloride. North and Pearson do not report 

lines above d = 4.15. 

After identifying the corrosion products in iron, we have 

turned our attention to a detailed study of the processes used by 

conservators, in an attempt to determine the optimum conditions 

for treatment. One process studied in depth is that using tannic 

acid. We initially prepared 0.1 to 10.0% aqueous solutions using 

Fisher A*310 tannic acid without further purification. A 5ml aliquot 

of the above solution was allowed to react with the substrate, which 

was one of the synthetic ferric oxyhydroxides. Each substrate was 

examined alone, in as pure a form as possible, as well as in 

combination with others while in contact with the tannic acid. 

When the substrate was pure goethite less than one quarter 

reacted with the tannic acid in its most concentrated form. This 

is consistent with the comparative stability of goethite and indica¬ 

tes that tannic acid alone cannot be used to treat goethite. 

When the siabstrate was pure akaganeite or lepidocrocite 

or mixtures of all three substrates, the characteristic blue-black 

solution formed. Careful x-ray analysis of the crystals formed, 

using Co Ka radiation, showed only the lines corresponding to the 

substrate used. No lines attributable to the complex tannate could 

be resolved. Further instrumental analysis confirmed that a charge 

transfer complex is formed between ferric ion and the tannic acid. 

The continued presence of corrosion products after treatment led to 

a microscopic examination of the tannic acid-iron complex. 
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Thin films of iron-tannic acid complex were produced by 

digesting the corrosion product with tannic acid either at its 

natural pH, 3.4 - 4.0, or acidified with phosphoric acid at pH 2.0. 

After filtration to remove the solid, and standing a further 24 hours, 

to allow the film to form, a microscope slide drawn upwards through 

the liquid picked up a thin film from the surface of the liquid. 

Following air drying, the film was examined by light and scanning 

electron microscopy. 

The film prepared at pH 3.4 very clearly showed under crossed 

polars, the existence of a two—phase system. Using scanning electron 

microscopy, a map of iron, (the distribution) was prepared for the 

This showed a uniform background, (the iron complexed 

f^n the tannic acid film) , with several regions containing approxima- 

^^^ely ten times more iron, at precisely those locations which were 

I observed to be due to the second phase with the light microscope, 

i The correspondence allows the conclusion that these localised concen— 

‘ trations are the unreacted corrosion products observed with x-ray 
I 
! diffraction. 

The film prepared at pH 2.0 shows a uniform distribution of 

iron as above (the iron-tannic acid complex), with no evidence of a 

second phase forming. This is consistent with the hypothesis that 

the extra acid solubilises the iron corrosion remaining which is 

stabilised by chelation with both the tannic acid and phosphate ion. 

Our conclusions may be suitnnarised as follows: 

The corrosion layer in marine artifacts consists of goethite, 

akaganeite, lepidocrocite, (iron oxyhydroxides) hematite 

and magnetite. No trace of iron-oxychloride has been found. 

Tannic acid used at pH 3.4-4.0 to treat corrosion will 

permit unreacted corrosion products to remain on the 

artifact forming a two-phase system from which corrosion 

may begin again. 

Tannic acid acidified to pH 2.0 with phosphoric acid 

will produce a uniform single phase system with no 

corrosion products retained. 

Tannic acid cannot be used alone to treat pure goethite. 
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Abstract 

Hydrogen evolution and stripping of corrosion products from mild 
: steel in IM sulphuric acid and IM hydrochloric acid in the presence 
I of various inhibitors at various concentrations has been studied. 
' These solutions have been compared to 0.5M, IM and 2M citric acid 

and orthophosphoric acid solutions, IM sulphuric acid inhibited 
I with thiourea or benzotriazole was found to be slightly superior to 

citric acid solutions. Orthophosphoric acid solutions were more 
corrosive. The results suggested that inhibited IM sulphuric acid 
could provide an alternative to citric acid for stripping corrosion 
products from iron objects in certain situations. 

Introduction 

Acid pickling or stripping solutions, usually based on hydrochloric tacid or hot sulphuric acid, are commonly used in industry to remove 
borrosion products from steel. Low concentrations of organic 
compounds, known as pickling or acid corrosion inhibitors, are added 

j to reduce the corrosion rate of the base metal during stripping. It 
has been proposed by corrosion chemists that inhibited sulphuric 
acid or hydrochloric acid solutions could be used in conservation to 
remove rust from iron objects. Inhibited sulphuric acid or hydro¬ 
chloric acid solutions might provide an alternative to the citric 
acid or phosphoric acid based solutions more often used in conserva¬ 
tion in situations where mechanical stripping methods are not 
practical. 

A vast literature exists concerning the inhibition of iron corrosion 
in sulphuric acid and hydrochloric acid solutions by organic 
compounds, and several lists of possible inhibitors have been pub¬ 
lished (1, 2). Two important groups of inhibitors for sulphuric 
acid solutions are compounds derived from thiourea (3, 4), and 
benzotriazole (5, 6). Hexamine (7), triphenylphosphine and thiourea 
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(3, 8) dérivai j been suggested as inhibitors of iron 
corrosion in ’ic acid solutions. 

No generally acc mechanisms for either inhibition by organic 
compounds or rust stripping in acid solutions have been proposed. 
In most cases effective inhibition requires adsorption of inhibitor 
molecules on the metal surface, usually through a polar N, S or P 
atom (2, 9). Several mechanisms have been suggested for the 
stripping of corrosion products from iron. Evans has proposed that 
the corrosion products are both dissolved and prised from the metal 
surface by hydrogen bubbles formed when the base metal corrodes (7) 
Iron corrosion in non-oxidising acids occurs by reactions (a) and 
(b) below: 

2H + Fe -> Fe^"^ + 2H' (a) 

2H* -> H2 (b) 

In the present work, stripping solutions based on IM sulphuric acid 
inhibited with thiourea, benzotriazole, thiosemicarbazide and 
hexamine, and IM hydrochloric acid, inhibited with hexamine and 
triphenyl phosphine, have been studied. The solutions have been 
compared to 0.5M, IM and 2M citric acid and orthophosphoric acid 
solutions. The corrosion rate of mild steel and the rate of rust 
stripping in the solutions has been assessed in each case. 

Experimental 

1. Materials 

All tests were carried out on specimens cut from a corroded mild 
steel chain. All cut ends were coated in resin. 

The chemicals used where; 

Benzotriazole (Laboratory Reagent) 

Hexamine (Hexamethylene tetramine) (Assay: 99% min) 

Thiosemicarbazide (Laboratory Reagent) 

Thiourea (Assay: 99% min) 

Triphenyl phosphine (Assay: 98% min) 

Citric Acid Powder (Assay: 99.5% min) 

Hydrochloric Acid (Assay: about 36%) 

Orthophosphoric Acid (Assay: 88% min) 

Sulphuric Acid (Assay: 97.0 to 99.5%) 

Distilled Water 
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2. Method 

The compositions of all test solutions are given in table 1 below. 
All sulphuric acid, hydrochloric acid and orthophosphoric acid 
solutions except solution 15 were prepared individually by diluting 
the appropriate acid in distilled water and then dissolving the 
inhibitor in the dilute acid solution. Solution 15 was prepared by 
dissolving triphenyl phosphine in concentrated hydrochloric acid. 
The concentrated acid was then diluted in distilled water to give a 
saturated triphenyl phosphine solution and a fine precipitate of 
triphenylphosphine. Hydrogen was bubbled through the solutions for 
at least 24 hours to minimise errors due to the solubility of 
hydrogen in the solutions. 

^^^he nominal surface area of each specimen was calculated before 
^stripping by assuming them to be smooth rods of circular cross- 

section. 

The tests were carried out by immersing the specimens in the test 
solutions for periods of up to 150 hours. The corrosion of base 
metal was studied by following the evolution of hydrogen during the 
tests. The hydrogen evolved in each test was collected above the 
solution in a burette. The time to complete stripping was deter¬ 

mined visually. 

A plot of volume of hydrogen evolved per unit nominal area^against 
time was obtained. The readings were corrected to 273K (0 C) but 
no attempt was made to allow for the solubility of hydrogen in the 

[ base metal. Results obtained in terms of volumes of hydrogen were 
converted to the weight loss results quoted below by assuming all 
hydrogen evolution to have been by reactions (a) and (b). 

Tests were carried out at 291K (18°C). 

Results and Discussion 

t 
The results obtained for each solution tested are given in table 1. 
iThe parameters quoted in table 1 were defined as follows: 

ts = time required for complete removal of rust as determined 
visually. 

rate of corrosion at time ts. 

(Ro - Ri) X 100 = percentage inhibition 

Ro 

where Ri = corrosion rate in the inhibited solution, 

Ro = corrosion rate in the corresponding solution 
without inhibitor. 
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Test Acid Inhibitor ts (h)+ 10 R{gm'^h"'') I {%) 
1 IM H2SO4 None 20 29 0 

2 
It I.IO'^M 

Benzotriazole 
40 16 45 

3 II 3.10-3m 
Benzotriazole 

60 7.3 75 

4 II 
1.10-2m 
Benzotriazole 

70 2.0 93 

5 II 3.10-2M 
Benzotriazole 

60 1.6 

6 
II 1.10"^M Thiourea 50 10.1 65 

7 II 3.10-3m 50 2.7 91 

8 
II 

1.10-2m 60 1.6 94 

9 II 3.10"2m 50 2.0 93 

10 
11 

1.10"''m 40 8.7 70 

11 
II I.IO’^M 

Thiosemicarbazide 
70 1.5 95 

12 
II 1.10“2m Hexamine 70 2.7 91 

13 IM HCL None 20 15.8 0 

14 li 1.10"2m Hexamine 70 2.7 83 

15 II Triphenylphosphine 70 2.2 86 

16 0.5M Citric None 100 + 20 1.2 0 

17 IM Citric None 90 i 20 2.6 0 

18 2M Citric None 70 3.4 0 

19 IM H3PO4 None 40 6.0 0 

20 IM H3PO4 None 30 11.6 
0 i 

21 2M H3PO4 None 15 + 5 16.9 0 

Table 1 : Stripping rate, corrosion rate and percentage inhibition 
obtained with each stripping solution. 
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Although mild steel is corroded rapidly by both IM sulphuric acid 
and IM hydrochloric acid, the corrosion rate was substantially 
reduced by all the inhibitors used. The most effective inhibition 
was obtained using thiourea (94%), thiosemicarbazide (95%) and 
benzotriazole (94%) in IM sulphuric acid. As the stripping rate 
was similar in each inhibited solution, IM sulphuric acid solutions 
inhibited with thiourea or benzotriazole, both relatively easily 
available compounds, appeared to provide the most promising 
stripping solutions. 

The effect of thiourea and benzotriazole concentration on corrosion 
rate is shown in Figure 1. Benzotriazole was an effective corrosion 

1 inhibitor at both I.IO'^M and 3.10"2m concentration. The corrosion 
rate decreased only slightly with inhibitor concentration above 
1.10"2m, and this would appear to be a suitable concentration to 

I add to a IM sulphuric acid stripping solution. 

Thiourea was effective at concentrations of between 3.10“^M and 
3.10"2m. a thiourea concentration within this range should inhibit 
a IM sulphuric acid stripping solution adequately. Excessive 
concentrations of thiourea should not be used, as it is not an 
effective inhibitor at high concentrations, or at elevated tempera¬ 
tures. (3) 

The inhibited solutions described above behaved in a manner 
comparable to that of the citric acid solutions. The 0.5M citric 
acid solution corroded at a slower rate (1.2 gm'^^h 1) than the best 
inhibited solution (1.5 grn'^h"!), but the stripping time required 
was greater in 0.5M ci trie acid. IM and 2M citric acid solutions 
corroded faster than the inhibited solutions and required slightly 
longer stripping times. 

0.5M, IM and 2M orthophosphoric acid corroded mild steel very much 
I faster than either IM sulphuric acid, inhibited with thiourea or 
I benzotriazole, or the citric acid solutions. Stripping in 

orthophosphoric acid solutions was found to result in greater 
I total corrosion of the specimen and was less controllable than t stripping in either citric acid or IM sulphuric acid inhibited with 

thiourea or benzotriazole. 

I The behaviour of inhibitors depends on the conditions at the metal/ 
liquid interface, which are influenced by metal composition and 
structure. Wrought iron and carbon steels would be expected to 
behave similarly to mild steel with respect to an inhibited acid 
solution, unless a high concentration of an impurity such as sulphur 
or phosphorus is present in the metal. Considerable care should be 
taken if an inhibited acid stripping solution is used on cast iron 

* objects. Inhibited acid stripping solutions are not suitable for 
use on composite or inlayed objects. Iron objects should never be 
placed in an acid bath which has previously contained any copper 
object, as copper may be deposited on the surface of the iron 
object. The acid solutions considered in this work all removed the 
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Figure 1 : Effect of thiourea and benzotriazole concentration on 
the corrosion rate of mild steel in IM H2SO4. 
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entire rust layer from the specimen and caused some corrosion of 
the specimen. They are not suitable for use in situations where 
complete removal of the rust layer is not desired, or where slight 
loss of base metal is not acceptable. 

IM sulphuric acid solutions inhibited with thiourea or benzotriazole 
do provide alternatives to citric acid and orthophosphoric acid 
solutions. Their properties were found to be superior to those of 
citric acid solutions, and considerably better than those of 
orthophosphoric acid solutions. The potential dangers associated 
with inhibited sulphuric acid solutions are however greater. If 

! an unsuitable inhibitor concentration is used or if the inhibitor 
i is not effective in a particular case, very rapid corrosion of an 
ij^bject will occur. Stripping in sulphuric acid or hydrochloric 
«cid solutions should be observed carefully, particularly in the 
'early stages, to ensure that no area of the object is corroded 

excessively. Localised corrosion may result in serious damage to 
an object even if the total loss of metal is small. It is not safe 
to vary the inhibitor or acid concentration of an inhibited 
sulphuric acid or hydrochloric acid solution significantly without 
ensuring that the new solution is adequately inhibited. 

After stripping in hydrochloric acid or sulphuric acid, thorough 
washing of the object must be carried out to remove all traces of 
acid. If any acid remains on the object, it may subsequently result 
in serious localised corrosion. It has been suggested that this 
problem can be avoided by dipping the object in a hot phosphoric 
acid bath for a short period (7). Iron phosphate is a white grey 
compound which is insoluble in water, and will therefore help to 
passivate iron'against further corrosion. 

Conclusions 

Mild steel corrosion in IM sulphuric acid can be inhibited effect- 
I ively by thiosemicarbazide, thiourea, benzotriazole and hexamine 
! in suitable concentrations. Mild steel corrosion in IM hydrochloric 

acid can be inhibited by hexamine and triphenylphosphine. The 
.(Hjiost appropriate solutions for use in conservation are IM sulphuric 
^^cid inhibited with thiourea (S.IO'^M - 3.102M) or benzotriazole 

(above 1.10“2M). These solutions are slightly superior to 0.5M - 2M 
i citric acid, and 0.5M orthophosphoric acid corrodes mild steel 
I considerately more rapidly. The stripping rate was similar in each 

inhibited solution and was slightly faster than the rate in citric 
acid, but was slower than the rate in orthophosphoric acid. 

Inhibited IM sulphuric acid stripping solutions provide an economical 
alternative to citric acid or orthophosphoric acid based solutions 
for use in conservation. However the potential dangers of IM 
sulphuric acid are greater. Stripping must be carefully observed to 
ensure excessive corrosion is not occurring, even in a restricted 
area of the object. All traces of sulphuric acid or hydrochloric 
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acid must be removed after stripping. Residual sulphate or chloride 
could subsequently cause serious localised corrosion. 
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RESTORATION OF THE CRUCIFIX CLOCK OF THE ESTERHAZY-TREASURY 

FROM THE 17TH CENTURY 

Jeno R5cz 

Iparmüvészeti Muzeum 
Museum of Decorative Arts 
Hungary 

The seriously damaged clock was made in Pozsony, in the thirties or 

forties of the 17. century. 
The time is shown by the movement of Roman numerals chiselled 

into a ball rotating behind a standing hand. 
The wooden parts of the clock are made of black stained nutwood. 

The figure of Christ, the skull and shin-bones placed at the foot of 
the crucifix as well as the ball-like feet were made of bronze. The 
clock work was hammered of yellow brass, the springs and axels 
were prepared of blued steel. After alcoholic cleaning the restorer 
glued the wooden parts with UHU-plus adhesive. The gaps on the base 
were completed in conformity with the original with nut-wood. Christ’s 

missing left-hand was filed of bronze. Having been soldered, it was 
gilded on the discoloured surface. The copper parts were purified with 
Argentol, the steel-parts mechanically. The broken or lost pieces 
were completed by the author. The restoration ended with the assem¬ 
bling and adjustment of the clock work. 

The National Museum of Applied Arts takes care of the very impor¬ 

tant collection of works of art recorded by the name of "Esterhâzy-trea- 

I sury" in the home and foreign special literature. During the 2nd World 

War the house guarding the collection was hit by a bomb and the material 

of the works of art was covered with the ruins of the building for 4 years. 

A great part of these objects, among them the crucifix in question, was 
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seriously damaged by the explosion of the bomb as well as by the weight 

of the fallen masonry and the effects of the rainfall and soil corrosion. 

The material of the crucifix once sawn, dowelled and stuck together 

of two parts split in 14 pieces. There were chips and cracks on it in 

several places. Its upper piece with the clock ball was built together withi 

the corrosion products of the iron stem going along the stand and was de¬ 

formed, The inner surface of the numeral ring was covered with green 

basic carbonates. It was organically corroded together with the above 

mentioned clock ball. The exterior was soiled only in spots, while the j 

other half of the ball came to light clean. The top was ended in a figur|||l 

of baluster form, which had a bent and cracked support. Also the corpus ' 

was full of earth soilings and corrosion efflorescences. The link hand, 

with the exception of the thumb, was broken and lost. The skull and shin¬ 

bones fixed to the foot of the crucifix came into the museum in good 

preservation. 

After having done photographing and mechanical cleaning, I carried 

out also the lifting out of the clock work. This was followed by flushing 

the clock work in benzine, 

I have also found the clockmaker's name and the place of the making 

written on the bottom plate. The clockmaker was Isaac EBHERT and the 

place of making PRESBURG. 

On the basis of the style of our clock (architectonic elements formed 

with saw and profile plane and by carving) it represents the early Baroque 

taste. The form of the ends of the cross is lily-like. The clock is, owing 

to its structural building-up, one of the smaller ones (it is hardly bigger 

as the clocks of the first half of the 17 century which could be carried 

round the neck)^. The making of the clock may be dated to the thirties 

or forties of the 17, century. 

Cleaning, glueing, complementing of the wooden parts, 

protection of substance 

The cleaning was carried out with 70% ethylalcohol and cotton-wool 

and the glueing was made with UHU-plus epoxy resin adhesive. During the 
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operations it appeared that the silvering of the bottom-plate and the nu¬ 

meral ring were stronghly tarnished and became defectuous, 

I was able to start planishing the cleaned bottom-plate only after the 

removal of the riveted feet. This was carried out on a polished steel 

block using a leathered hammer in order to avoid that traces of tools re¬ 

main on the surface. The lock of the small door on the bottom-plate was 

also repaired, then the feet were fixed to their old place again. 

Thereafter I examined the surface on the figure of Christ in order to 

determine the technique of its making. On the basis of the holes on the 

ad and the back of the body as well as from the way of processing one 

ould conclude that it was made using the hollow casting of wax lique¬ 

faction, but on the strength of the evidence of the ugly traces of jointings 

the arms were soldered to the body afterwards. The axle of the core 

made supposedly of clayey sand or plastery brick-dust broke through the 

material of the cast on the top of the head turned on one side and in the 

bottom region. As one could not remove the great core axle from the 

head during the processing, its end was filed down. From this we could 

determine that it was made of iron. The other small holes guard the 

places of the needles and rods fixing the core, although the masters used 

to mend them with greater care than in our case. The preparation and 

modelling of the wax mould is, however, very fine and show a good sense 

for plastic art and a great sculptural experience. 

The solution of the preparation of the hand and fingers is particular. 

I They were not formed by moulding a modell but by filing out the material 

soldered into an opening incised in form of V. 

Considering that the fingers of the left-hand were lost as a conse¬ 

quence of the splitting of the soldering caused by the hit, their comple- 

; menting needed to be made in conformity with the other hand. A break 

I was spread across the upper leg of the corpus and in the rear over the 

shawl. I did not find necessary to solder it, so much the more that the 

I gilding might loose its colour by this, I was forced to regild the disco- 

* louration by galvanic way which was already experienced during the com¬ 

plementing of the left-hand and which could not be avoided not even with 
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the localization of the soldering flame (similarly also when soldering the 

baluster support fixing the clock ball). 

The regeneration of the discoloured gilding and silvering (only on the 

concerned surfaces) was carried out in a cyanic bath, then after having 

reached the required hue, they were rinsed and dried and the surfaces 

were polished with burnishing agate. ^ 

The cleaning of the skull soldered to the shin-bones at the foot of the ' 

cross caused no problems. In connection with its preparation it must be 

noted, however, that the making of the cast surface of the face and si¬ 

milarly the finishing of the flashed surfaces formed of sheets and flushed^# 

of the rear part is very poor and superficial. All these indicate that their ^ 
! 

master might be someone else as the clockmaker. 

Supplementing of the missing and chipped wooden parts 

The continuity of the model could be determined in all cases and its 
S| 

form, due to the symmetrical fashioning, offered itself unambiguously. j 

The gaps were completed in conformity with the basic material using nut- S 

wood and the glueing was carried out in the above-mentioned way with | 

UHU-plus adhesive. After the hardening of the synthetic resin the shaping 

of the supplemented parts was made with fine chisels, knives and files. 

I made efforts for flattening the smaller indentions using a warm iron, 

but in the cases when this did not succeed, I omitted to "flush" them with 

synthetic resin or by building in wood. Similarly I did not supplement or 

mend the originally missed carvings, the defects of filing and the chips, 

(For the reason of these defects including also those of the shaping of th^ 

goldsmith's work I think it imaginkble that these parts were not made byxS 

a special technician but by one of the journeymen working by the clock- 1 
maker. ) 1 drew the gaps of the sawn sarmentum motive adorning the middle 

field of the box sides on the base of the well discernible spots on the 

cleaned base surface (which remained clear during the staining of the 

pattern stuck on it), then they were fret-sawn. The assembling and sticking 

was executed on the box in such a way that small paper slices were cut 

under the part to be stuck preventing the adhesive from binding to the base 

by this means. 
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After the spatial meshing of the synthetic resin had been developed, 

I took off the pattern, flushed the eventual differences in level, then after 

having carved the decorative row (of eggs and balls) missing from the 

short sides of the box I stuck all the elements in place with the help of 

' 3 
instantaneous clamps, underlays and counterforms. 

Protection, staining and polishing of the wooden material 

After having built together the wooden construction (box, lid, cross, 

cover-plate of the channel running along the rear side of the cross) and 

jin order to protect it from the eventual damages done by insects and from 

the fungue contamination, I treated the wood with a 2% solution of penta- 

chlor-phenol (dissolved in industrial alcohol). 

After several days I removed the fine dust-like crystals of the unab¬ 

sorbed chemical, then I darkened the supplemented and therefore clear 

wooden parts to the required hue with nut-stain. The surface, which be¬ 

came erect after staining (as the fibres on the surface of the complements 

stood on end under the effect of the moisture), was finally smoothed, 
4 

thereafter polished with the help of a varnishing ball . The restoration of 

the wooden parts ended with this. 

Cleaning of the metal material not belonging to the clock-work 

The moulded elements were made of gilded or silvered bronze, the 
5 

plate-work was produced of brass beaten out with hammer. Before clea¬ 

ning I removed the broken and rusted remains of the fixing screws mecha¬ 

nically, then they were treated in Argentol. I applied a "polishing" with 

(semiwet) bicarbonate of soda, which, according to my experiences, gives 

an adequate brilliance to the surfaces and accomplishes also the perfect 

neutralization of the acidic purifying agent. Thereafter the objects were 

boiled out in distilled water and dried. 

Iron screws 

Among all the blued nails driven into the hands and feet (in this case 

picked screws) only one remained. All the other screws needed to be 
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supplemented by preparing new pieces, respectively by transforming them 

and to be blued. 

In the last phase of the work the cleaning and repairing of the clock¬ 

work followed. 

Establishment of the defects (still in mounted state) 

The clock-work previously cleaned in benzene showed the following 

defects and damages: 

Front side: The four brass screws on the four corners keeping the 

right distance of the clock-work inside the box were broken at the neck 

The stem of the clock-hand (a long iron rod) was broken in two and 

rusted in several places. The spring operating the striking hammer was 

split in two. The heads of the screws were rusted. 

Rear side (decorative surface): The movement of the swing-wheel was 

hindered. The surface of the winding mandrel, the striking hammer and 

the arms fixing the construction were rusted in many places, the toucher 

disc stopped between the sixth and seventh striking zones. 

Inside of the construction: The brass barrels became green in some 

places (copper carbonate), the wheels were intact. The blued steel sur¬ 

faces showed punctiform corrosion centres. 

Dismantling, repairing, cleaning 

Before dismantling I made relax totally the springs in order to pro¬ 

tect the clock-work against the damages, which might be caused by the 

suddenly released forces during the taking out. First the hand-axle and 
6 7 

the escape-wheel with the plate-spring , the fixing-wheel disc, then the 

sarmentum decorated guard-plate (bridge) of the swing-wheel were dis¬ 

mantled, Thereafter the swing-spindle was lifted out, the movement of 

which was caused by the breaking off of the moment raising lead segment 

stuck to the balance wreath with sealing-wax. It was possible to stick it 

again on place by warming up the old wax (with a hot blade of knife). I 

chose intentionally no oiher stronger adhesive so that we could guard this 

peculiar solution. The one of the stems of the pig’ bristle placed on the 

< 
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guide-arm was broken, its replacement was justified for the sake of the 

later regulabliness. 

After the removal of the toucher-arm on the decorative side, the disc, 

the wheel and ornament mounted on the winding-mandrel, the escape-arm 
g 

of the striking-work , as well as of the clasping bolts placed on the small 

columns in the corners, the upper plate could be taken down. I lifted out 

cautiously the axles of the cog-wheels from the pin-borings and the whole 

construction was dismantled to its elements, I examined the wheels with 

a magnifier and could find out that they were run down only in a small 

egree what indicates that they were effectively used only for a short 

time. The copper surfaces were cleaned in Argentol, the steel screws 

and blued wheel-axles only mechanically with the help of fine silicon- 

carbide paper (of grain-fineness of 600), then they were polished so that 
9 

the blueing of the intact surfaces should not be endangered . After cleaning 

I had to reblue the surfaces of the mountings, axles and screws which 

were strongly damaged by corrosion. For this I carried out colour tests 

on a sample of similar size, then by heating the "blueing plate" with mild 

gas flame (about 300°C) I blued the polished and degreased surfaces put 

on it one by one, 
10 

Before the assembling the spring and the arrester gear were smea¬ 

red with fine (acid-free) oil^\ then the wheel-work and all the mountings 

were assembled in an opposite order with that of the dismantling, and 

the bolts were oiled. The broken spring operating the hammer was softe¬ 

ned, then on the basis of the faint outline showing wear traces on the 

photograph taken after the previous cleaning the lost part of the spring 

as prepared. For ensuring an adequate overlapping the supplement was 

cut a little longer and the parts were fastened together with the help of 

4 tiny rivets. 

The bent and broken middle part of the hand-stem, which became 

thin from the rust, was replaced by a new material fixed with hard-sol- 

12 
dering , After its replacement the clock-work became able to run and 

it was only the preparing of the lost hand to be done yet. 
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Adjustment 

In the first days the clock set going was very fast, but with the help 
13 

of the regulator I could make it relatively correct which corresponded 

to an accuracy of + 4 minutes in a daily run. 

Notes 

1, The average dimensions of the clocks, which could be carried round 

the neck: about 50 x 40 x 30-40 mm. i 

2. The polishing of the objects of complicated form was carried out in 

the past - but in certain cases also nowadays - with polishing agate, 

heliotrope or with steel polishing tools. In the course of the process ^ 

the small unevennesses of the surface made slippery with soap were 

spread in plain and polished" with the above-mentioned tools of dif- | 

ferent form. 

3. Negative form of the carved laths. The pressing down of the sawn 

patterns of the middle fields was made with wooden-plates covered 

with felt. 

4. The varnishing of the carved edges and sawn patterns was executed 

by polishing up the shellac solution brushed in a thin layer onto the 

surface after its drying. 

5. Material laminated not by rolling, but by beating flat a poured mass 

on an anvil with the help of a hammer (its characteristic is the fo¬ 

liated structure of thin layers). | 

6. Cog-wheel connected with the clock-work, which makes run the move¬ 

ment of the striking work. 

7. Three-branched structural element cut of thin brass disc, producing a 

sliding-stretching connection. 

8. Escape-arm = elastic wedge fastened to the rear bolt of the toucher- 

arm axle, which is operated by the turning away of the escape-wheel. 
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9. The acid produces a dissolving effect on the thin iron-oxide layer of 

the blueing. 

0. It is constituted of a cog-wheel hindering the winding back of the 

spring and of a small steel-plate stretched by a spring, which enables 

a movement only in one direction. 

1. It is important that the lubricant may not produce a dissolving, cor¬ 

roding effect on the material of the bolts and axle-ends. 

2. A metal-soldering technique using solders of melting temperature 

above 300°C (silver, brass and copper). In this case was used which 

melted on 800°C. The flux was borax. 

3. Regulator = pig's bristle fixed into the regulating-lever. 
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ELEMENTS OF THE PRE-CHRISTIAN SYMBOLICS IN THE ICONS OF THE 

NORTHERN RUSSIA IN THE XIV-XVII CENTURIES 

A.A.Rybakov 

Musée -Atelier de Restauration 
ul. Krasnoarmeyskaja 35 
Vologda 160000 
USSR 

The Northern Russia’s art maintained close and direct 

relations with profound inner layers of the folk spiritual 

life. Its Christian imaginative structure was often compli¬ 

cated with motives which were far apart from Christianity 

and the Christian contents were sometimes vested with the 

traditional pre-Christian form. 

As it is known some Christian saints very popular with 

the peasantry of the Northern Russia took up the function 
1 

of the previous pagan idols . Their carved wooden effigies 

were mounted in the pagan sanctuaries. In the North the cult 

of St, Nicolas the Miracle Worker and of St, Paraskeva 

Piatnitsa was especially widespread,St .Nicolas was regarded 

as the protector of agriculturists, warriers, travellers, the 

saviour of the people perishing in the waters, the quick 

intercessor and assistant of all misers and innicent sufferers, 

his image became the incarnation of the male origin in the 
2 

enviroment . The female origin was personified with the image 

of Paraskeva Piatnitsa, the protectress of love, trade and 

weaving who took up those function from the old Slavonic 

female divinity Mokosha .The sculptural wooden effigies of 

St,Nicolas and St,Paraskeva widespread in the North were a 

substitution in a certain way for ancient wooden idols, they 

inherited their certain artistic particularities - frontality, 

form undismembership. Thgye were icon images of St.Nicolas 

and Paraskeva Piatnitsa in many chapels and temples of the 

Northern Russia, The most early ones from them which were 

painted by local masters in the XIV - XV centuries are very 

near in their character to the personages of the wooden 

plastic art. They are usually ip the same way frontal and 

laconic in the figurative means. Like frosen figures of 

saints with narrow slanting shoulders, robed in long. 
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straight chasubles they resemble with their pillarlike 

pose effigies of the ancient heathen plastic art. Such pillai 

like pose and form lapidarity are also to observe in the 

figures of selected saints who were painted round the middle 

part or on the icon margins. In this strictly limited char¬ 

acter of the figurative system the echoes of the old pre- 

Christian attitude to the cult subject as to the saint 

symbol exist, its direct resemblance to real existing forms 

was not only necessary but also counter-indicative^. 

The interpretation of the idea about the three part 

world structure in the Northern Russia icons is of great 

intrest too. The idea about three worlds - upper one (heaven) 

middle one (earth) and loner one (under earth) was formed 

long before the appearance of Christianity and dwelled among 

many nations. It was known to the Slavonic peoples and also 

to the Ugro-Pinish population of the North^. In the Northern 

Russia painting this idea about three part world is to trace 

in many a subject, but in the aspect which intrests us most 

it is in the most vivid form expressed in the icons "The 

Last Judgement","Resurrection - Descend into Limbo","Fruits 

of Jesus' Sufferings"and "The Single Son", 

According to the Bysantine iconography for the "Last 

Judgement" three spheres of the world are connected through 

the fire river which originates at Jesus'throne and droos 
• • 7 
into Limbo . The Pinish-Ugro population of the Kama region 

in the /* 1st millenium A.D, was also familiar with the idea 

about the cosmic river. In some cases this river was painted 

on Perm.shaman badges as snakes spreading their heads to the 

sun , On the early Russian paintings of the "Last Judgement" 

in accordance with the Bysantine examples the cosmic river 

which took sinners to Limbo was depicted as a fire stream. 

But on Novgorod and Nothem icons of the "Last Judgement" 

beginning from the middle of the XV century and up to the 

end of the XVII century the image of the huge serpent appears 

It soars up to Jesus' throne and takes sinners down to Hell®, 

In the Russian North the old symbol of the serpent - the 

Inhabitant of the underearth reign — seemes to revive. 

On the icons that represent "Desent into Limbo","Fruits 

of Jesus' Sufferings" and "The single sun" we are to reencoun 

ter the picture of the three-part world. In the XVI century 
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the Bysantine composition scheme of the ’’Desent into Limbo" 

in the Russian North art Kept on complicating and assembling 

new personages. Among them quite sudden the symbolic figure 

of the terrible lord of the underearth reign - the enormous 

pangolin with the,long teeth in the mouth which devours 

sinners - emerges. It is distinguished through the red 

paint on the dark hack ground of the aperture.of the Limbo 

abyss in the lower part of the composition^*^. The pangolin 

image as a symbol of the underearth world is often to see 

on the art objects of the Perm animal style in the VII - X 

centuries.lt also occupies the lower part of the composition . 

Among northern icon paintings of the XVII century in accor¬ 

dance with the common trend of the barocco style to the hyper- 

bolisation the monster mouth acquires more terrible dimen¬ 

sions and occupies,the right, sometimes the left part of the 

side which represents the underearth world. 

The scene of sinners swallowed by the pangolin with the 

same purpose of frightening the sinners with the inevita¬ 

bility of their eternal ruinition was included in the XVII 

Century in the composition schemes of the icons "The single 

Son" and "Fruits of Jesus' sufferings", and they reflected 

the folk cosmogonic ideas of that time. 

The researchers often note the fact of the particulai?ly 

widÿ spreading in the North in the XIV - XVII centuries of 

icons with the image of St.Georg the Victor riding the horse 

and killing the dragon^Although the subject and the com¬ 

position basis of its figurative solution came to Russia via 

Bysantine from the East the development of its iconography 

in numerous variations and its unusual popularity in the Rus¬ 

sian North cannot be recognized as casual. 

According to ita symbolic significance the scene of 

struggle - St.George on horseback agaf -3t the dragon - inter¬ 

prets the eternal theme of struggle of Good against Evil; 

Light against Darkness,Life against Death which are the basis 

of religion and arts among many if not among all nations of 

the world in all times and which founed its expression in 

numerous forms. The particular popularity of the "St.George^ 

Miracle against the Serpent" in the Middle Age Northern Rus| 

can be explained only with the following argumentation - in| 

this case the artistic incarnation of the victory idea of 
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Good against Evil was expressed symbolically through sign 

images that were known of yore to the local population. The 

horse cult, the cult of a true friend and an assistant to 

the human being the image of which had a magic preservation 

significance existed among Slavonic and Ugro-Pinnish tribes]^ 

its echoes are to find up to the present in the Russian 

North, As for the Serpent-Dragon which personifies the dark , 

forces of the underearth world this personage as was mention¬ 

ed above was the principal one in the ideas of the local 

population about the reign of the Death and evidently not 

casually the Serpent was often painted with the long muzzle 

and the pangolin mouth with sharp teeth, vague reminiscences 

about the pangolin.were preserved somewhere in the depth 

of the folk memory. 

The above mentioned elements of the pre-Christian sym¬ 

bolics in the painting of the Russian North are very demon¬ 

strative, but they do not exhaust in the long run the whole 

of richness and versatility of connections between the art 

of the Russian North and great cultures of Old Times,in the 

first line with,artistic traditions of old Slavonic and Ugro- 

Pinnish peoples. Their fuller and more accurate research is 

the task for the future. 
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CERTAIN TECHNICAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 

ICONS IN NORTH RUSSIA IN THE XIV-XVIII CENTURIES 

A.A.Rybakov 

Musée - Atelier de Restauration 
ul. Krasnoarmeyskaja 35 
Vologda 160000 
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In the course of restoring and investigating tem¬ 

pera easel paintings of the XIV-XVIII centuries, whose 

origin was North Eussia, one can notice that the man¬ 

ner of their execution and the choice of the material 

used for them have some peculiar features, which dis¬ 

tinguishes them from ancient paintings in other parts 

of Old Eussia. 

Support (panel). In the forests of North Eussia 

conifers predominate, and thus they served there as 

the main building material. The support for northern 

icons in the XlV-th and the beginning of the XV-th 

jjCenturies was made mainly of pinewood boards (panels}, 

ffhe panels were cut with are and adze and sometimes 

they were trimmed with spoke-shave. Their butt-ends 

were also chopped off with axe, and as a result they 

always have characteristic notches and uneven surface. 

As a rule, the XIV—th century icons were painted on 

thinner panels than those of the later periods of time; 

their thickness varies from "IS roTn to ^0 mm according 

to their width and height. At the end of the XV-XVI 

centuries in the southern parts of North Eussia the 

custom of painting icons on lime-tree panels became 

popular as a result of the growing influence of 
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Lioscow artistic traditions. In the XVI-XVII centuries 

the thickness of panels gradually increased, and by 

the end of the XVII-th century it reached sometimes 
60 mm. 

With verg few exceptions the composition of icons 

was in the kovcheg - a small depression on the face of 

the panel, in which the margins above the depression 

formed something that looked like a frame. In old times 

separate parts of the panel were glued together and 

fastened with butt-end dowels and applied dowels on d 

wooden treenail pins (or pins made of hammered metal). 

In the XV-th century butt-end dowels and applied dowels 

were replaced by narrow imbedded one-sided ones. Gra¬ 

dually dowels became wider and more massive and were 

imbedded in opposite directions. Support of the XVII-th 

century icons was again often made of pinewood and be¬ 

came as thin as 25-35 lom; the kovcheg was often absent. 

Panels were usually smoothed evenly v/ith plane. 

A pinewood panel alvays has v/ell pronounced textu¬ 

re of annual rings, which enables one to apply to North 

Russian icons the method of dendr.ological attribution. 

Pavoloka (canvas). To prepare icons for the appli¬ 

cation of ground, pavoloka - a piece of unbleached 

home-made linen - was generally glued to the panel. XIV- 

XV-th centuries canvases have more grainy texture and ^ 

thicker weaving. In the XVI-XVII th centuries old worn ^ 

tablecloths, woven and embroidered in a special manner 

and adorned with designs of geometrical character as 

well as with zoomorphical elements, also served as can¬ 

vases. These canvases are unique samples of old Russian 

lugured weaving and embroidery. They are revealed by X— 

raying as well as by examining exposed fragments. In 

the XVII-XVIII centuries linen glued to panels became 

thinner. As a result of the widely used West European 

painting technique, in the XVIII-th century more and 
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more icons had no canvas. 

Levkas (ground). The prepared panel with canvas 

glued to it was covered v/ith ground made of glue mixed 

with chalk. It v;as made of finely ground chalk and so¬ 

lutions of animal glue of various concentrations. The 

chalk was taken from nearby deposits; it always conta¬ 

ins specific impurities and is an important source of 

i^^o2?mation concerning the origin of the particular 

painting. 

P The ground of ancient North Russian paintings 

(XIV-XV centuries) is characterized by its small thick¬ 

ness - from 1 to two m.m. Later, in the XVI-XVII centu¬ 

ries it became thicker and consisted of many layers ; 

in some specimens the ground is 4 mm thick. Early 

North Russian icons have more uneven surface due to 

the character of trimming panels and to the thickness 

of their ground. 

The icon ground in the ZVIII century again became 

thinner and was 1-2 mm thick. Under the influence of 

West European masters toned reddish grounds began to 

appear in North Russia at the beginning of the thir¬ 

ties of the XVIII century. 

Paint layer. The palette of North Russian icon- 

painters and their painting techniques possess great 

^originality. Generally it may be said that their works 

I'^re some-what more restrained both in the assortment 

of colors and in color intensity, than the works of 

; painters in the main artistic centers of Old Russia. 

At the same time, since ancient times, in the course 

of formation of North Russian artistic centers one can. 

observe signs of regional differences both in the com¬ 

position of paints, which determines the coloring of 

the pictures, and in the painting tôctinique; these 

differences are due on the one hand to the artistic 

tradition of Old Russia - the mother country, - which 
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had been followed by painters of the particular region 

since ancient times, and, on the other hand, they are 

due to the artistic tastes of the local population, 

which had formed in the specific conditions of the en¬ 

vironment. Thus, until the end of the XVII century, in 

the former northern domains of Great Novgorod icon-pa¬ 

inters showed tendency towards using dense thickly-laid 

P^i^its, wishing to achieve active color harmony. 

On the contrary, in regions inhabited by people of 

Eostov-Suzdal extraction painters continued for the sa-< 

me period of time to use the transparent manner of ap- 

colors, in which the ground can be seen tJirough 

the colors, the strokes of brush are free, and color 

combinations are milder and more restrained. 

In North Kussian icons one can clearly see the 

difference betv/een town and country painters. While 

town artisans—icon—painters still use such expensive 

materials as natural cinnabar, azure blue, green Vero— 

nese, gold (though not so often as they are used by 

isographs in the main artistic centers of Old Russia), 

country icon painters did not use- them at all. Inste¬ 

ad of gold they used light ochre of different hues, and 

instead of cennabar they, used red ochre. Even the as¬ 

sist on Jesus and Holy Virgin's robes was often imita¬ 

ted in ochre or auripigment. 

In the XVI-XVIII centuries North Russian icon-pa¬ 

inters often used less ei^pensive silver or silver-gilt 

instead of gold. To lend the dull earthy paints grea¬ 

ter brightness, they added to them ground mother — of 

pearl. This technique is used, for exanple, in the re¬ 

gion of the Kubeno lake and in the river Sukhona basin. 

larnish. As everywhere in Old Russia, in the North 

icon-painters applied drying oils to icons. Drying oils 

in the methods of their preparation and in 
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their quality. Varnishes on the XIV~XV century icons we¬ 

re usually rather thinner (O.5-O.8 mm); in the XVI-XVIII 

centuries their thickness increased and amounted to i.5 

mm. XVII-th century drying oils darkened, became quite 

black and remained viscous. 

In the XVIII century painters began to apply var¬ 

nishes made on the base of various resins instead of 

oils. Later these varnishes turned yellov/ and 

inçarted golden-brownish tone to paintings. The appli- 

Thorough and comprehensive study of Old Eussian 

paintings in the course of their restoration is of 

great importance for inproving methods of their attribu¬ 

tion, as well as for the development of Old Eussian art 

as a whole. There is imperative need for conducting 

complete investigation of old Eussian icons in the 

technical and technological aspect according to a sys¬ 

tem based on science; there is need for accumulation of 

the most inportant data obtained from this investiga¬ 
tion. 
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DATA ON ICONS PIGMENTS COMPOSITION AND THEIR ATTRIBUTIVE 

VALUE 

O.V.Lelekova and M.M.Naumova 

Institut de Recherches scientifiques de l'URSS pour la 
Restauration 
WCNILKR 
10 Khrestyanskaya pl. 
109172 Moscow 
USSR 

Smmnary 

A problem of icons scientific attribution according 

to the results of modern paint layers analyses is dis¬ 

cussed herein. 

It is recommended to use as attributive criteria 

the data on typical pigments mijctures which were appli¬ 

ed by old Russian painters when dealing respectively 

with faces, with draperies, with architectural details 

on their icons. Such an approach has been verified du¬ 

ring examinations of the three large icons cosplexes: 

the iconostasis from the Assumption cathedral of the 

Kirillo-Byelosersky monastery, the double-faced Nov- 

gorodian tablets and the iconostasis from the Annun¬ 

ciation cathedral of the Moscow Kremlin. All these re¬ 

lics belong to the XV century. 
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Up till now there are no special publications on 

systematic investigation of icons materials (paint 

layeri groundi wood). Some papers of general character 

do exist, but being based on written sources, they are 

of no use when concrete items are to be studied. The 

first attempt to analyse pigments on a large group of 

icons had been carried on at the State Tretyakov Galle 

ry during thirties. Some information was obtained but 

due to poor development of technical and analytical 

methods it left much to be desired. Por exanple it was 

very difficult to extract samples of paint layers. At 

the present time this operation is usually made only 

under a microscope, so that a specialist takes out 

^ust these pigment crystals which are needed with pre¬ 

cise knowledge of the layer section to which pigments 

belong. Sanples, taken without a microscope, as It was 

a practice earlier, do not include all necessary par¬ 

ticles and besides contain some spurious matter. The¬ 

refore analytical procedures did not allow to determi¬ 

ne pigments conpositions properly. After the mentioned 

works at the STG there were no systematic large-scale 

icons pigments investigations. 

Only separate art works underwent some analytical 

research. Art historians naively cherished a wrong im- 
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pression of possibility to obtain unquestionable attri¬ 

bution for this or that icon using the raw data on pig¬ 
ments . 

But collection of sucb data shows with certainty 

that during Xlth-TXth centuries old Russian artists 

traditionally used about twenty main mineral and orga¬ 

nic pigments, which were asurite, ultramarine, bice, 

indigo, malachite, copper green, glauconite, auripig- 

lent, cinnabar, lake, some variegated in colour and 

shades earthy dyes containing iron, chalk, lead white, 

gypsum, soot. Till the very end of the XTIth century 

this list remained without any alterations, but after 

that period artificial dyes appeared were widely 

used. So it can be easily seen that a bare fact of pre¬ 

sence or absence of any pigment does not suffice to a 

reliable attribution. 

During the seventies years at our Institute of 

Restoration a problem of systematic icons pigments in¬ 

vestigation was put under scrutiny. Icons grounds were 

also intensely studied. It was firmly established that 

painting materials really differ on various icons. Aut 

not so much pigments themselves as their mixtiares, de¬ 

grees of grinding, amounts of main pigments and of par- 

ticular additions to those and so on. Bach painter used 

Vj^pecific dying mixtures for carnation, for draperies, 

for architectural details and prepared his preferred 

pigment compositions in his individual way easily dis¬ 

tinguished from that of his immediate collègues. Any 

separate pigment was treated and grinded by wit¬ 

hout mechanical processing and its particles always 

bear imprint of a particular personal application. 

All these subtleties received their positive 

proofs during the reseach investigations of the big¬ 

gest classical iconostasis of the XVth century from 

the Assumption cathedrals of the Kirillo-Byelosersky 
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oonastery. Hot less than sixty icons from the said ico¬ 

nostasis are preserved now. Art historians demanded a 

uge team for their original execution, not less than 
10 painters. 

But a close scruting of paint layers reveals only 

three persons involved, each with his specific palette. 

so ca and artistic bents. One of them invariably 

used asurite for almost every dyes mixture. The lower 

layers of carnation on faces (called in Russian "san- 

^ ) he made with yellow ochre and thinly grinded 

rite, overpainted with ultramarine glazings. The second 

painter never used asurite for "sanfcyr", preferring in- 

stead glauconite and soot as additions to yellow ochre, 

e liked pigment mixtures with a high quantity of lead 

white as well as rather thick layers of paint. 

The third artist betrayed his inclinations for 

bluish-grey shades on draperies, obtained by rare In 

the icon painting combination of asurite. ultramarine, 

ce Md lead mte. He also widely applied copper gre¬ 

en, whereas his two collègues preferred for greens ma- 
glauconite. 

So a scrupulous investigation of technological as¬ 

pects of the Assumption cathedral icons reveals an en- 

irely different picture of its history and artistic 

provenance than it was usnally conceived. 

Aether interesting example of the same situation m 
emerged during examination of Hovgorodian two-faced i 
painted tablets of the CTth century, more than 20 in 

number with numierous compositions. Art historians in- 

eluding even such a first rate authority as V.H.Laza- 

rev was, were deeply convinced that these tablets were 

executed by several painters, not less than six alto- 

“ “alysls of paint layers imposed Just 
pother decision. It occured that all technological 

features - mixtures, degrees of grinding, microaddi- 

lons - for all tablets are strictly identical. Con- 
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ventional rendering of soil upon which all figures 

shand (called in Russian "poseiii”) were painhed ^ush in 

I the same manner with crystals of copper green, glauco¬ 

nite and with particles of lead white and soot ’’Posems” 

are decorated with identical black pathems composed of 

soot. Greenish ’’sankyrs" are made of yellow ochre, fine 

glauconite crystals, cinnabar and sepeirate particles of 

soot. Only on same faces without a due regularity some 

crystals of asurite can be discovered /basic copper 

carbonates PCuCOj-CuCOH)^/. Vpon all the tablets an 

olive mixture used for draperies and architectural de¬ 

tails is just the SEime as *'posems” backgrounds. An in¬ 

tensity of some shades depends upon amounts of lead 

white and alters accordingly from dark-olive to pale 
greenish. 

The only blue pigment for all the tablets appeared 

to be asurite. Mixted with lead white it gives all the 

shades of blue. With it are painted all blue draperies 

and roofs. It is necessary to say that a thick layer of 

linseed oil above the paintings renders intense blues 

somewhat emerald green and prevents an adequate ijopres- 

sion of original blues on draperies and roofs. 

As compared with blues reds appear rather varie— 

I gated in shades, from pale pink to dark brownish red. 

^Widely used was an organic red dye of lake type, dis- 

overed almost on all the tablets in the paint layers 

I draperies and architecture. Draperies were painted 

mainly with a mijctiu?e of lake and lead white and model¬ 

led with blue asurite. The same asurite applied over 

lake renders the latter into pale brownish shade, 

which also can be observed upon draperies made of 

brownish red ochre. Lights upon these draperies also 

contain an addition of asurite. 

These Novgorodian tablets of the XVth century were 

painted with twelve main pigments: lead white, asurite. 
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malachite, glauconite, lake, cinnahar, red, brown «nH 

yellow ochres, auripigment (for some details of drape¬ 

ries) soot, umber. Various mixtures of these pigments 

serve as a base for the colour-ful palette of the Kov- 

gorodian tablets of the XVth century. Their grounds 

are porous and filled with chalk (CaCO^). 

Relying upon these facts one has the right to 

conclude that all the tablets were painted either by 

a single artist or in a single work-shop where pigments 

and artistic methods were substantially the same. 

Some interesting results were obtained during 

examinations of the most inçortant complex of the be¬ 

ginning of the XVth century - the iconostasis from the 

Annunciation cathedral in the Moscow Kremlin. It was 

painted by the most famous old Bussian artists Andrew 

Rublyov, Theophanos the Greek and Prokhor. These data 

from written sources duly conform to the analytical 

ones which also reveal three hands in the execution of 

the Annunciation cathedral iconostasis. These renowned 

artists worked independently. The chief in authority 

among them, Theophanos the Greek, painted the central 

part of the iconostasis, big icons of the Deisis range. 

On his palette are remarkable exceptionally large (to 

500 me) dark-green sometime almost black crystals of 

glauconite, used in mixtures with yellow ochre and ul¬ 

tramarine for lower carnation layers, "sankyrs”. Such 

gross glauconite crystals on other Russian icons were 

practically never used for "sankyrs". Equally unusual 

for Russian «sankyrs" are mixtures of glauconite with 

ultramarine. For all Deisis range only ultramarine 

served as blue. It was extremely pure without spurious 
ore additions. 

The Feast Range betrays the participation of two 

artists. Just as on the icons of the Deisis range here 

are particularly typical "sankyrs”, easily divided in 
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two groups. The left part of the Feast Range belongs to 

A.Rublyov (icons "Annunciation", "Purification", "Bap¬ 

tism", "Entry into Jerusalem", "Raising of Lazarus") 

and is characterised by rather cold greenish "sankyrs", 

I which shades are determined by yellow ochre with a con¬ 

siderable admixture of finely dispersed soot and of se- 

I parate small crystals of glauconite together with cin- 

_ nabar. The right part executed by Prokhor has for its 

(jp"sankyrs" yellow ochre with separate crystals of copper 

green. Soot was applied on a far smaller scale th^n in 

the left part of the Feast range • 

Both Russian painters as conçared with Theophanos 

the Greek completely avoided usage of ultramarine. 

[ Their only blue pigment throughout was invariably asu— 
rite. 

j The stated above results of analytical investiga¬ 

tions of the three inportant complexes of old Russian 

easel painting reveal personal attitudes of any artist 

involved and can safely be used for attribution purpo¬ 

ses, whereas purely stylistic criteria, always highly 

subjective, yield only divergent conclusions. One and 

the same icon is often declared to be an art work of 

j Novgorodian, of Moscow of for that matter of Rostov 

I schools according to unverifiable predilections of 
yj^t historians. 

The method of attribution recommended above seems 

very promising but as it is new one needs a by far 

larger accumulation of experimental data, of course 

received not for separate icons but for big ensembles 

such as the Assumption cathedral iconostasis from Vla¬ 

dimir, the Trinity cathedral iconostasis after A.Rub¬ 

lyov from Zagorsk, the Virgin Nativity cathedral icono¬ 

stasis from the Pherapontov monastery, painted by Dio- 

nisius. It is necessary to find out the convergence 

and diversity of respective technological methods and 

attitudes for each related artistic team An<^ within 
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each team as well. 

After solution of these problems it would be possi¬ 

ble to tackle the manifold questions of isolated icons 

provenance. Only in such a way can be achieved objecti¬ 

vely reliable attribution for the choisest icons of 

primal importance from the best national collections. 
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SOME PROBLEMS IN THE RESTORATION OF OLD RUSSIAN PAINTING 

N.A.Hagmann 

Russian Art Restoration Centre I.E.Grabar 
B. Ordynka, 60/2 

113095 Moscow 
USSR 

This report discusses certain features of old 

Russian icons as objects of restoration and the under¬ 

lying principles of dealing with such relics of the 

past. It also puts problem of the historic authenticity 

of the restored works. 

The painting of old Russian icons employed the egg 

distemper technique and was notable for its exceptional 

stability and immutability of the colours. Howe'^’er, its 

traditional coating usually consisted of boiled oil 

with dissolved natural resins. With the passing years 
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such a coating dariened so much that the image became 

almost indistinguishable. 

In ancient times the darkened painting was reno¬ 

vated. It was done in tv/o ways. One consisted in the 

removal of darkened varnish by washing it out. But 

the imperfection oi the technique of washing led to 

decay, v/hen damaged images had to be ’’corrected” with 

paint. Often such ’’correction” led to entire repainting. 

There was anoth^ir method: the darkened ir age was 

not washed out. but simply painted over, trying to 

repeat the image as precisely as possible. 

In both cases the new painting was covered v/ith 

oil varnish, which led sooner or later to a new ’’renova¬ 

tion”, That is why there is no single paint layer on 

ancient icons, but two or more, one over the other. 

Tht. restoration of such icons includes the removal 

of the later layers. But the latter can be of aristic 

or historic value. We know from a number of written 

sources that the ’’renovation” of icons was entrusted 

to the most famous masters of the time. Thus the removal 

of the later layers is not always desirable, even if 

beneath lies an ancient and excellent painting. 

To resolve this problem experiments were carried 

out to divide old and new layers and to transfer them 

intact to a new support. For a long time these experi¬ 

ments produced no meaningful result, but recently 

the staff of the All-Union Scientific Institute of 
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Restoratioii in Moscow gained some sigr.ificant successes, 

and we hope that this very difficult problem will be 

soon resolved. 

However, for the time being the restorers rather 

often are confronted with a choice: whether to discover 

a genuine work of art or to conserve the latest super¬ 

imposition that has certain historic or artistic value. 

Sometimes it concerns not only the whole over¬ 

painting but only a partial painting tnat changes some¬ 

thing in the work, for example, the giound. 

The method mentioned above is only at the initial 

stage of its developeraent, but it is v.ithout doubt that 

the possibilities of the natural methods will steadily 

grow with the passing years. 

From this point of view not only the latest 

painting which has artistic and histoij-C value acquires 

great importance, but also all layers of different 

periods. A comparative study of them will open new 

possibilities for the attribution of single monunents 

and the whole complexes, to establish the origin of a 

particular monument: the zone, cultural centre and 

architectural complex, to retrace its history, displace¬ 

ment and other events the importance of which for an¬ 

cient Russian art is now difficult to calculate. 

That is why it is necessary to conserve at least 

the patterns' of all the consequent layers of the work 

in question. 
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Evidently sud patterns should not be conseived 

separately from the original (that would be rather 

simple), but at its own place in a natural state, be¬ 

cause for future research it is very important to con¬ 

serve the natural correlation of the components of the 

patterns that could be easily destroyed when they are 

moved to a new support. 

In the practice of the Soviet restoration school ^ 

it is accepted from the beginning to leave on the resto¬ 

red icons small "control pieces" of all layers, in¬ 

cluding the darkened original coating. 

However in recent years this tradition was neglec¬ 

ted. 

Some restorers even delete "control pieces" left 

on the icon many years ago. They do it in the desire to 

eliminate everything that spoils to some extent the puri¬ 

ty of the style of the work of art. 

But the elimiration of the "control pieces" cer¬ 

tainly limits the possibilities of historical science, ^ 

as we imagine it to become in the nearest future. 

The most discussed problem of ancient Russian icons 

concerns the filling-up of the losses or, in other 

words, the elimination of distortions in the painting 

which, appeared as a result of deterioration. V/e can 

discern here two contradictory tendencies. Some re¬ 

storers are inteiested in the author's version of the 

monument and for the sake of discovering it they are 
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v/illing to reconstruct some elements of the picture. 

Others, on the contrary, appreciate atove all the do¬ 

cumentary authenticity of a distorted original and see 

any filling-up as a damage to this authenticity. 

It is hardly necessary to explain that extensive 

fillings-up of a substantially destroyed work of art 

do not help to see the character of the painting and 

create difficulties in perceiving it. 

On the other hand a total refusal to neutralize 

losses deprives us sometimes of the pcssibility to seo 

the genuine nature of the painting. Experience has 

shown that a sincere rearranging of somo lost elements 

of the image helped to understand a destroyed monument 

in a correct way. 

Specialists are facing the problem of elaborating 

a certain generally accepted approach cUid standard so¬ 

lutions, that should help to avoid a subjective inter¬ 

pretation of ancient monuments and to help future re¬ 

search workers "to read" correctly a restored work of 

art without special instruments or documents created 

in the course of restoration. 

Such a measure is essential if we take as a rule 

that museum exhibits should be freely ">.vailable not 

only for experts but for every serious spectator, 

A special problem is posed by the fact that several 

precious monuments of ancient Russian art were restored 

in the beginning of this century when the methods of 
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restoration were in an embryonic state. 

This creates a special problem. ITov/ a days a re- 

t-torer eliminates ihe latest layers using special solvents, 

which have a clear elective ability and acting only on 

the layers to be e:'.iminated. Besides, he has modern 

special instrument.:! helping to distinguish ancient 

images of differen'.' periods. 

The restorer jf the past had none of them. He used ^ 

only his own intuition and the experience o-^ his pre- 

desessors. 

No wonder sometimes he could make mistakes which 

could start a kind of tradi.ion. 

Work has recently begun to explore monuments 

restored at the beginning of this century and to elimi¬ 

nate errors. 

A peculiarity of Russian icons is that various ma¬ 

terials have been used to cover paintings in different 

regions and in different periods of time. The ways of 

using them had some nueinces, too. j 

Thin vitrious coatings prevail in the classical 

icons of Moscow. I.i northern regions they are more 

intense, not always even and sometimes leaking. 

Prom the 17th century onwards some artists pre¬ 

ferred a spirituous solution of shellac to traditional 

drying oil. 

All that produced certain originality in the mo¬ 

numents of different regions. 
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In our days v/e do not consider opportune to recreate 

the coating of an ancient painting using old receipts, 

first of all because the traditional coatings, as we 

have alreadv mentioned, do not possess the necessary 

stability. Our task is to learn to recreate the pecu¬ 

liarities of these coating films using more perfect 

modern materials 
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METHODS OF EGG-TEMPERA PANEL PAINTING CONSERVATION EMPLOYED 

IN THE STATE HERMITAGE 

T.D.Chlzhova 

The State Hermitage Museum 
191065 Leningrad 
USSR 

Abstract 

In the present paper methods of conservation old Rus¬ 

sian, Byzantine and Italian egg-tempera panel pain¬ 

ting used in the easel painting restoration studio of 

the State Hermitage for the last 25-50 years are sum¬ 
med up. The methods of consolidation both the pointing 

’ ^and the ground with sturgeon glue water solu'jions, egg 

1 emulsion, natural and synthetic resins are described. 
The consolidation methods depend upon 'the character 

j and degree of the destruction of the object. Methods 

' of straightening and stabilization of supports are 

I also given. 

I , ;. • I. Introduction 

! When speaking about egg-tempera panel painting conser- 
I vation, monumental objects similar in the technique 
! and technology of the painting and in the mode of pre¬ 

paration the'support and the ground should be taken 



and considered as a separate group. In the present pa¬ 
per some problems connected with the conservation of 
Byzantine and Old Russian icons, early Italian and Spa¬ 
nish primitives are discussed. The support of such i 
works is usually some wood of comparatively soft sped- : 
es. The support^ which is made of 2-3 (and sometimes 
even more) rather thick boards glued together, requi¬ 
red additional fastenings, such as various nailed or 
inset splxnes which, besides, protected the support 
from warping. It was not seldom that canvas strips were 
pasted on in the places of gluing on llie right side, “ 
thus making the support fastening still more reliable. 
Sometimes the canvas covered all the support surface. 
The type of the wood structure, as well as the presence 
of the canvas made it necessary to have a thick layer 
of ground. Usually it is glue ground with chalk or l 
alabaster as ir irt. 

Before proceeding to the problems of conservation, 
the reasons of ^he destl’uction of the tempera painting ] 
works are to be considered. | 
In the first place, it is wrong conditions of storage, | 
Under increased moisture conditions the ground becomes | 
loose, the paint layer flakes off, the support gets ' 
deformed. The exajnin^tion of a number of works of tem¬ 
pera panel painting from the collection of the State 
Hermitage showed that most of the supports of Byzantine 
and Italian icons were affected by the larvae of beet¬ 
les and dilapidated. Due to the fluctuations of air 
temperature and moisture, the ground with the painting 
came off the badly decayed suoport. 
Russian icons are more seldom invaded by the beetles. 
In the conditions of moist and cold climate the icons 
suffer mostly from fungi, glue destruction in the ground 
and deterioration of the support itself, /!/. 
The conservation of tempera panel painting has the fol- I 
lowing tasks; to consolidate the painting and the gro- J 
und on their own support, to fasten the uecayed support I 
and in some cases to straighten out the warped wooden m 
support. ^ 
i?he restoration of works of painting in the State Her¬ 
mitage is carried out mostly according to routine me¬ 
thods by consolidating both the paint and the ground 
.'lith water solutions of sturgeon glue, as a material 
closest to the execution technique of the object itself. 
The sturgeon glue possesses some very valuable proper¬ 
ties, such as good penetrating ability, elasticity, 
reversibility. /2/. 
The methods applied tor the consolidation of the paint 
layer and the ground are dictated by the character of 
the destruction. The choice of the glue - water ratio 
depends upon the firmness of the ground, and in this no 
precise recommendations can be given, the more so that 
■'’■arious kinds of destruction are to be found in one 
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object. Nevertheless, some classes of destruction most 
often met with in practical work; can be discussed, and 
some general methods of consolidation, as well as an 
approximate ratio percentage of the glues, can be re¬ 
commended. 

2. Consolidation of the paint layer and the ground 
with the sturgeon glue water solution 

The destruction of the binding medium of the chalk 
ground is characteristic of the works of Old Russia 

I tempera painting and is most often met with. This 
! destruction is due to the long stay of the object in 
r-^high moistoi'e conditions (in churches). The chalk 
^/ground becomes loose, and the slightest changes of the 
f temperature and moisture regime cause the paint layer 
I to come off and crumble to a considerable degree. In 

cases like this the ground must be filled with a suf- 
I ficient amount of the binding medium. The method of 
i repeated impregnation of the ground with a thin (1-2%) 

warm (about 5;:?-40°C) solution of sturgeon glue is used. 
To make the glue penetrate into the whole thickness 
of the ground, the paint layer is slightly impregnated 
with 40% ethyl alcohol water solution before the first 
impregnation with the glue. The impregnation with the 
glue is performed with a soft flat brush. Every next 
imregnation is to be undertaken only after the glue 
got fully into the depth and began to dry up. In no 
case ahould much glue be put on the paint surface or 
impregnations be undertaken'after short intervals be¬ 
cause the ground can "flow”. The inçregnations are 
discontinued as soon as a thin glue film begins to 
appear on the paint surface (it means that the ground 

i is fully filled with the binding medium). After the 
j last impregnation, the paint layer is covered with two 
I layers of tissue-paper sind ironed with a warm iron 

(not more than 90-95 0) until full drying. 
^ When working with this method, it should be born in 

■ ^ mind that to achieve a more even impregnation of the 
ground with the glue, the impregnation must be perfor¬ 
med on all the surface simultaneously (in case of big 
objects within one board). Both the tissue-paper and 
the glue film on the surface of the paint layer are 
removed by wetting small areas of the paint with small 
quantities of warm water. Here it is necessary to see 
that the water should not get into the depth of the 
ground. After removing the glue remnants, the cleaned 
area should be wiped dry. 
The temperature and moisture regime fluctuatjpns cause 
the ties between the support and the ground to break. 
In these cases, the ground from the support appear 
along the craquelures. This kind of destrur'tions 
require consolidation with •r-6% glue solution anc? 
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ironing with a warm iron through 1-2 layers of tissue- 
paper. In this case, it is sufficient to consolidate 
the paint only in areas where the ground came off the 
support. Hot glue is brushed on the paint surface, and 
when the surface is ironed with a warm iron, the glue 
penetrates under the ground layer through the open 
crackes and glues up the ground to the support. 
In cases when there is some canvas on the icon, the 
moisture fluctuations cause some breaks in the ties 
between the support and the canvas (usually the tie 
between the ground and the canvas remains sufficiently 
firm), and some closed risings appear. In these cases 
the glue (5-7%) is introduced under the canvas with 
r. syringe, and the area of the paint with the risings æ 
are thoroughly pressed and smoothed down with the fin- "i 
gers so that all the lacunae should be filled up. Care 
should be tak3n that only the necessary amount of the 
glue is left under the canvas. The area which is being 
consolidated must be dried up well with a warm iron. 
Only the areas with the paint off should be consoli¬ 
dated. 
Great mois'^ure decrease leads to a sharp shrinkage of 
the board with the result that along the grains of the 
wood there mav appear dangerous rows of roof-like blis¬ 
ters (’’tents”) I that is, the ground and the paint bulge 
out forming rigid edges. 5-7% glue solution is intro¬ 
duced with a syringe or a soft brush under the ground. 
In the process of drying, the glue begins to compress 
the ground. How, the area of the paint around the roof¬ 
like blisters is wetted with thin glue (1-2%). The 
paint is slightly drawn off aside with the help of the 
fingers, and the raised parts of the paint and the 
ground on the support are laid down. 
After consolidation the paint area should be thoroughly 
ironed with a warm iron. This kind of destruction of 
the painting requires particular care. The work should 
be carried out on small areas (not more than 5-^ cm 
along the length of the blisters), (Ê 
Sometimes, durxng conservation work, the restorer faces^ 
the necessity to correct the mistakes of former reso- 
rations. It is not seldom that old rigid raised parts 
of the paint layer and the ground along the craquelures 
resulted from consolidation with thick glue. In these 
cases, the method o^' closed or open steaming is used, 
^”5% glue solution is abundantly put on the area of the 
painting with such deformations, and the glue hardened 
in the ground is steamed out with a warm iron through 
a film of teflon (or upon the glue itself). The raised 

areas should be continually pressed down with the 
fingers, V/hen the ground becomes sufficiently elastic, 
the glue remnants are removed with a brush, and the 
ground is ironed with a warm iron through tissue or 
filter paper. Simultaneously, the raiseu areas are 
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gressed down and laid along the craquelures, 
f particular complexity are works of tempera painting 

: with the lost firmness of the alabaster (gypsum)_ground. 
I In the process of consolidation such grounds begin to 

run. The method of consolidating with sturgeon glue af¬ 
ter preliminary impregnation of the ground with 4-6% 
polybutyl methacrylate (PBMA) solution in xylene was 
used in the State Hermitage with good results. The 
introduction of a small amount of the polymer protects 
the ground from being washed away and permits the pain¬ 
ting to be consolidated with sturgeon glue water solu¬ 
tions. 
In the routine work of conservation of tempera panel 

r^^painting, the sturgeon glue is used as the main but 
ynot the only material. In some cases, the character of 

the destruction of the object requires application of 
other materials, 

5, Consolidation of the paint layer with the 
help of egg emulsion 

Works of tempera painting with small pieces of paint 
flaking off the ground are consolidated with egg emul¬ 
sion, The emulsion is made from egg yolk mixed with 
water in the ratio 1:2, A small amount of the emulsion 
is put with a soft brush on the flaking off area of the 
painting. When the emulsion begins to get hardened, 
the flakes of the paint layer are combed down with a 
’’tooth" (such as used by the gilders in polishing gold). 
The emulsion film remained on the surface may be re¬ 
moved with a wad either dry or wetted in a small amount 
of the same emulsion. The method is good for fixation 
of the flakings of the gilded backgrounds and the gold 

I finishing strokes ("assist") of tempera paintings. 

4, Consolidation with wax -resin mixtures 
* \ 

./The method of consolidation of paintings with wax-resin 
' mixtures is used in the routine restoration work in the 

Hermitage comparatively seldom, only _n cases either 
when the object was restored before by applying this 
method (this is often the case with Byzantine icons) or 
when the wooden support is badly damaged by the beetles. 
The method of consolidation with wax resin mixtures 
used in the Hermitage is similar vo that applied in 
other countries, 

5, Consolidation of support 

It is not seldom that the conservation of tempera panel 
paintings requires connolidation of the support. Since 

j the 1950s low grade pûlybutyl methacrylate has been 
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used for consolidating the wooden supports damaged by 
the beetles or decrepit. Usually consolidation is 
achieved by means of deep impregnation with PBMA xylene 
solutions and additional treatment with the acetone 
solutions of the polymer. The percentage ratio of the 
resin and the solvent, as well as the number of impreg¬ 
nations, depends upon the state of preservation of the 
object. As mentioned above, PBMA, consolidating the 
support, a-llows the painting and the ground to be 
impregnated with srurgeon glue water solutions. This 
method succeeded the earlier applied methods of impreg¬ 
nation the wood destroyed by the beetles with hot 
sturgeon glue with the addition of blue vitriol and 
ethyl alcohol, and vvith hot boiled oil as well, A num- 
ber of destroyed supports of Byzantine icons was S 
impregnated with the wax-resin mixture. ^ 

6. S'''raightening of warped support 

The straightening of warped panel painting supports 
may be carried out by applying the traditional method 
of wetting the back side with simultaneous steady 
pressing. This method requires use of a ’’cradle” (a 
system of immovable and movable planks), In this way 
earlier were straightened out the supports of a number 
of early Italian paintings. This method, however, has 
an essential drawback; to perform a cradle it is 
necessary to remove old fastenings and make the sup¬ 
port of the object thinner. But the back siae is an 
important part of the object as by the mode of its 
treatment, the form and mode of fastening the splines 
it is possible to judge about the age of the work with 
a great degree of certainty. That is why, the straighte¬ 
ning out of icons in the Hermitage was employed rather 
seldom, only in cases of urgency. For example, when 
straightening out the support of a big Byzantine icon, 
it was suggested to make sectioned cradle. Another ^ 
Byzantine icon was in a very bad state of preservation, m 
and after the wood was consolidated with PBMA and the 
support straightened out it was necessary to reline the 
'.con on a new board with inset splines. There were some 
cases when cradles was used for Russian icons. A me¬ 
thod of impregnation the wood with a mixture of ethy¬ 
lene glycol and bleached shellac in ethyl alcohol was 
s'budied during some past years. It was suggested by a 
Swedish restorer Titov for straightening out the sup¬ 
ports of the painting destroyed by the beetles /3/. 
After a number of experiments founa were some ratios 
of shellac, alcohol and ethylene glycol permitting 
also of straightening out supports not damaged by the 
beetles. Some Old Russian icons were straightened out 
by applying this method. For fixing the straightened 
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support it is quite sufficient to use the original 
splines. 

For the 25 years past more than 500 objects of Old 
Russian tempera painting, about 200 Byzantine icons, 
about 50 works of early Italian painting and 6 works 
of Spanish paa.nting of the 2nd half of I5-I6th centu¬ 
ries underwent conservation by the above methods in 
the State Hermitage easel painting restoration studio. 
Long observation of the state of preservation of tem¬ 
pera panel paintings which underwent conservation 
showed thfilt in normal conditions of storage no m'ira 
interference of the restorers is required for these 
works. Some Byzantine and Italian icons make an excep- 

'^tion. They returned to the studio for repeated conser- 
yvation as the supports of these objects were badly 

damaged by the beetles. 
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METHODOLOGIE DE L'ETUDE DES ICONES: LES SUPPORTS ET LES 

CADRES 

L'EXEMPLE DES ICONES BULGARES 

R. Van Schoute et H. Verougstraete-Marcq 

Laboratoire d'étude des oeuvres d'art 
par les méthodes scientifiques 
Université catholique de Louvain 
53, rue Cardinal Mercier 
1348 Louvain-la-Neuve 
Belgique 

Si les méthodes de laboratoire sont une aide précieuse 
dans l'étude des icônes, les simples observations à 
l'oeil nu peuvent déjà donner des informations utiles 
à la conservation des oeuvres et à leur situation dans 
l'histoire de l'art. Nous avons procédé à des observa¬ 
tions de cet ordre lors d'une exposition itinérante 
d'icônes bulgares présentée aux Musées royaux d'art et 
d'histoire à Bruxelles de novembre 1977 à février 1978. 

METHODOLOGIE 
Sur les 150 icônes sur bois (le reste des 203 numéros 
du catalogue était constitué de pièces d'orfèvrerie, de 
tissus, d'oeuvres sur papier), nous avons pu examiner 
29 pièces en choisissant un échantillonage le mieux 
possible distribué dans le temps. Ont été examinées : 
une icône du XlIe-XIIIe siècle, une du XlIIe-XIVe, une 
du XlVe, une du XlVe-XVe, deux du XVe, trois du XVIe, 
une du XVIe-XVIIe, huit du XVIIe, une du XVIIe-XVIIIe, 
sept du XVIIIe et trois du XIXe siècle. 
On s'est reporté au catalogue de l'exposition (1) pour 
les numéros des icônes, les sujets, la datation, les 
lieux de conservation et de provenance. Ces données sont 
^reprises dans un tableau en annexe, de même que les 
dimensions qui ont été vérifiées. 
Les observations portent principalement sur la technolo¬ 
gie du support et de ses renforcements, et sur le système 
d'encadrement. Chaque fois on s'est efforcé de faire la 
distinction entre ce qui était original et ce qui était 
le fait de remaniements ou de restaurations. 

LE SUPPORT 
Des bois d'essences variées sont utilisés pour la con¬ 
fection de ces supports : cyprès (ou résineux) (15, 58, 
97, 122, 143, 147, 150) tilleul ou peuplier (12, 33, 46, 
54, 55, 57, 69, 70), fruitier (28), chêne (32, 115, 120, 
128) ou noyer (36). 
Dans de nombreux cas toutefois, l'identification des 
bois est difficile à cause du badigeon qui recouvre le 
revers. 
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L'épaisseur des supports varie entre 2.7 et 4 cm. 

Les supports sont fait tantôt d'un seul élément 
(15, 22, 24, 32, 36, 54,55, 57, 70, 115, 122, 128, 
147), tantôt de deux éléments d'égale largeur (14, 
33, 69, 150) ou d'inégale largeur (12, 35, 41, 46, 
58, 97, 120, 124, 130, 143). Un certain nombre 
d'icônes ne présentent au revers aucun renforcement 
original apparent (12, 14, 15, 22, 32, 33, 54, 57, 
70, 122, 128). 
D'autres sont renforcées au moyen de traverses qui 
semblent originales dans la plupart des cas. Ces 
traverses sont parfois simplement collées, clouées 
ou chevillées au support (36, 46, 115); dans le n° 
36 quatre clous sont enfoncés à travers la couche 
picturale depuis la face; les clous et les chevilles 
maintenant les traverses du n°46 apparaissent égale¬ 
ment à la face. 

Les traverses peuvent être encastrées, et parfois de 
surcroit clouées ou chevillées au support (41, 58, 
124, 130, 143, 147, 150); la traverse encastrée du 
n°41 est fixée au moyen de quatre groupes de deux 
chevilles; celle du n°58 au moyen de clous enfoncés 
depuis la face. 
Certaines icônes présentent des traverses insérées 
en "fuseau"; ce système permettait de bloquer effi¬ 
cacement la traverse dans le support (Fig. 3). Le 
sens de l'insertion des fuseaux est parfois alterné, 
pour répartir les effets souhaités, tel le renforce¬ 
ment d'un assemblage ou le contrecarrement de la dé¬ 
formation du support. 

Le gauchissement du support parait avoir été une des 
préoccupations des menuisiers; ceci est confirmé par 
le fait que même des supports d'un seul élément rece¬ 
vaient des traverses. En outre, les extrémités de ces 
traverses étaient sc;uvent chanfreinées de manière à 
éviter qué leur épaisseur à cet endroit, additionnée 
au gauchissement du support, n'augmantela profondeur 
de 1'icône et risque par exemple de l'écarter de la 
paroi qui la supporte. Dans la série d'icônes examinées, 
les traverses appliquées de profil simple (voir Fig. 
1, a et b) ont longtemps coexisté avec les traverses 
trapézoïdales incrustées (Fig. l,c). Un profil plus 
complexe est adopté fréquemment dans les icônes de la 
fin du XVIIIe et du XIXe siècle (Fig. l,d et e). 
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Le renforcement des assemblages peut encore se faire 
au revers au moyen de clous (97) ou de tourillons 
à moitié apparents (35). 

Le bois du support a parfois été renforcé à la face 
au moyen de morceaux de toile 15, 28, 33, 41 . Dans 
les autres cas il n'y a pas de trace de toile visible, 
ou cette observation n'a pas pu être pratiquée, la 
couche picturale recouvrant bien le support. Des mor¬ 
ceaux de parchemin ont été observés dans deux cas 
(28 et 58). 
Des queues d'aronde sont •'doptées d'origine pour 
renforcer le support à la face dans un cas (130) et 
ont donc recouvertes par la couche picturale. 

3 
Il semble que le bois utilisé n'était pas toujours 
sec, puisqu'entre la fabrication du support et l'exé¬ 
cution de la couche picturale on a, au moins dans 
trois cas, attendu la stabilisation du support. Des 
joints ouverts sont bouchés au revers dès l'origine, 
au moyen de copeaux de bois ou d'une languette, et 
l'enduit étendu après, éventuellement sur un renfort 
de toile. Trois icônes de la série présentent un joint 
restauré à l'arriere et une couche picturale intacte 
à la face (41, 46, 120). 

Une icône (28) mérite une attention particulière, 
puisqu'il s'agit d'une icône du XlVe siècle (?) insé¬ 
rée dans une icône plus récente (XVe siècle?) (Fig. 4) 
et que la datation de cet ensemble a suscité quelques 
controverses (3). La complexité du supp <rt est inté¬ 
ressante à relever, bien que dans le cadre de ce tra- 

! vail, nous n'avons pas la prétention d'apporter des 
j précisions quant à la datation des diverses parties. 
I Six pièces de bois forment le support à la face (Fig. 
I 2). Les pièces 1, 2 et 3 constituent un encastrement 

dans la pièce 4. La pièce 2 est une restauration d'un 
'^ngle abimé de l'icone centrale. La pièce 3 est une 
Restauration de plus grande ampleur, à un endroit où 

[ le support présente au revers des dégâts importants. 
I La pièce 5 est collée à la 4 ; le joint est renforcé 

I à la face au moyen d'une languette de parchemin, le 
tout recouvert de la couche pictu^'alt:. La pièce 6 est 
également collée à la 4, mais ici, il n'y a pas de 
renforcement de parchemin, et le joint sépare visi¬ 
blement les surfaces colorées. Cette pièce se prései.- 

; te à l'arrière également comme un élément séparé, 
I avec une surface soigneusement égalisée alors que le 
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reste du support marque le travail irrégulier d'un 
instrument. Le motif décoratif entre les deux icô¬ 
nes est exécuté en partie sur de la toile de ren- 
iort. Cette toile se superpose par endroits aux 
bords de 1'icône centrale. Il est à noter que la 
2one inférieure de ce motif, c'est-à-dire toute la 
partie qui se trouve en dessous de 1'icône centrale 
est refaite (motif plus mou). 
D'autres examens s'avèrent nécessaires pour expli¬ 
quer la complexité de cette icône. On peut seulement 
avancer l'hypothèse que le cadre est constitué par 
un découpage d'une icône existante. 

LE SYSTEME D'ENCADREMENT 
Une seule icône se preserte sans encadrement (122). 
L'encadrement peut consister en un simple bord 
peint, dans le plan du sujet principal (28, 115, 120, 
143, 147, 150), ou bien encore le bord plat de l'en¬ 
cadrement est légèrement surélevé (12, 14, 15, 22, 24, 
32, 33, 36, 97). Un encadrement hors du plan peut 
comporter des éléments en relief (35, 41, 46, 54, 55, 
57, 58, 69, 70, 130). La plupart de ces encadrements 
sont faits dans les planches mêmes du support; 
certains éléments en relief peuvent être rapportés 
(cloués ou chevillés). L ' "encadrement de 1 ' icône 24 
est fait de deux traverses indépendantes non origi¬ 
nales. 

En ce qui concerne la décoration de ces encadrements, 
pour la première catégorie, c'est-à-dire ceux situés 
dans le plan, certains sont monochromes (22 et 120 : 
rouges; 115), d'autres polychromes (143, 147), 
d'autres encore comportent des scènes historiées 
(28; 150 ; les scènes forment deux bandes verticales; 
en outre une scène se remarque au dessus et une en 
dessous de la scène centrale; un filet ocre sépare 
les scènes). 

Les encadrements plats légèrement surélevés par rap¬ 
port au plan peuvent également être monochromes (15 ; 
ceige comme, le fond; 32, 36). Un filet extérieur 
d'une autre couleur complète parfois ce cadre mono¬ 
chrome (24 : or comme le fond avec un filet exté¬ 
rieur rouge; le vêtement du Christ déborde sur l'or 
du cadre; 33, 97 : l'encadrement est recouvert d'une 
feuillle d'or comme le fond et décoré d'un filet 
extérieur rouge). Dans le cas d'une icône biface 
l'encadrement est d'un côté ocre jaune commme le fond; 
de l'autre côté, il est orné de personnages séparés 
d'un filet rouge. Un dernier encadrement dans cette 
série est orné de scènes séparées d'un filet rouge 
(12) . 
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Les encadrements hors du plan en relief se présentent 
de manière assez variée. Ils peuvent comporter une 
partie plate accompagnée d'un rotif en relief, soit 
en épi (35 : l'épi est doré et le filet plat est rou¬ 
ge), soit un mo'.if torsadé (41, 57, C9 : les torsades 
sont dorées et le filet extérieur est rouge; 130); 
dans 1'icône 41, des espaces avec peintures sont dis¬ 
posés en rectangles tout autour de la scène principa¬ 
le dans des encadrements torsadés). 
Les torsades sont parfois accompagnées de rinceaux de 
feuillage, de losanges, de fleurs; les reliefs sont 
généralement dorés et accompagnés d'un filet plat rou¬ 
ge (46, 54, 58). Dans l'icone 70, les feuillages diffè- 
>xent dans l'icone de la Vierge et dans celle de saint 
Jbean qui font pendant. 

CONCLUSION 
Il est largement admis aujourd'hui que dans la conser¬ 
vation d'une oeuvre d'art, le support joue un rôle 
primordial. En 1976 nous avons publié les résultats 
d'un examen pratiqué sur l.s supports d'icônes slova¬ 
ques faisant partie d'une exposition itinérante pré¬ 
sentée en 1973 au Stedelijk Museum de Louvain (2). 
Dans les deux sé;‘:ies d'icônes, nous avons tenté d'éta¬ 
blir la distinction entre ce qui est original et ce 
qui est apport ultérieur. Cette distinction est indis¬ 
pensable pour la conservation (et son histoire) et 
pour 3'histoire de l'art. 

Dans les icônes de la présente série, quelques éléments 
aux revers apparaissent comme des restaurations (la 
traverse du 12, les deux traverses du 33, 122); pièces 
et languettes de bois sont insérées dans le support du 
57; les queues d'aronde dans les 69, 70 ne sont pas 
originales. Dans l'icone 69 on a écarté des traverses 
appliquées et il en subsiste des traces. 

\es restaurateurs ont donc eu recours à des techniques 
traditionnelles. Ceci souligne encore la difficulté 
d'établir la distinction entre les éléments originaux 
de l'oeuvre et les restaurations. 

Ces quelques observations ponctuelles pratiquées sur 
un nombre limité de pièces ne permettent aucune conclu¬ 
sion définitive en dehors d'une mise en évidence de la 
diversité des pratiques technologiques; mais elles in¬ 
vitent à croire que pratiquées sur un plus grand nombre 
de pièces, elles contribur-raient à une connaissance 
des icônes utile à leur conservation et à leur histoi¬ 
re. 
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TABLEAU DES ICONES ETUDIEE 

n° sujet et dimensions date lieux de provenance 
(cm) (HxL) et de conservation 

12 Saint Nicolas 
(102.5 X 80) 

XlIe-XIIIe s prov. : Nesebar 
cons. : Nesebar, musée 
communal d'histoire 
(inv. 14) 

14 Christ Pantocrator 
Mère de Dieu Ele- 
ussa (108 X 96.5) 

XlIIe-XIVe s prov. : Nesebar 
cons. : Sofia, Galerie 
nationale (inv. 2488) 

15 Saint Jean de Rila 
(77.2 X 56) 

XlVe s prov. : monastère de 
Rila 
cons. : musée du mo¬ 
nastère de Rila 
(inv. 213) 

22 Saint Arsène 
(80 X 52.5) 

XVe s prov. : monastère de 
Rila 
cons. : musée du mo¬ 
nastère de Rila 
(inv. 281) 

24 Christ Pantocrator 
(96 X 73) 

XVe s prov. : monastère de 
Kremikovci 
cons. : Sofia, Galerie 
nationale (inv. 1) 

28 Saint Georges et 
saint Dimitri à 
cheval (85 x 80.5) 

XlVe et XVe s prov. : Sozopol 
cons. : Sofia, musée 
archéologique et de 
l'église (inv. 3140) 

32 Déesis 
(45 X 70.4) 

1577 cons. : Sofia, musée 
archéologique et de 
l'église (inv. 3844) 

33 Saint Georges assis 
sur un trône 
(79.8 X 51.8) 

XVI e s prov. : Plovdiv 
cons. : Sofia, Galerie 
nationale (inv. 187) 

35 Philoxénie d'Abraham 
(93 X 69) 

1598 prov. : Lovée 
cons. : Sofia, musée 
archéologique et de 
l'église (inv. 3332) 

36 Saint Constantin et 
sainte Hélène 
(83.8 X 60.6) 

XVIe-XVIIe s prov. : indéterminée 
cons. : Nesebar, musée 
communal d'histoire 
(inv. ,) 

41 Jean le précurseur 
(93 X 66) 

1604 prov. : Vraca 
cons. : Sofia, Galerie 
nationale (inv. 951) 

‘*6 Christ Pantocrator 
(88 X 68) 

1614 cons. : Dobarsko, égli¬ 
se de saint Théodore 
Str^tilate et de saint 
Théodore Tiron 

54 Sainte Parascève et 
sainte Dominique 
(67 X 50) 

XVIIe s prov. : Plovdiv 
cons. : Sofia, musée 
archéologique et de 
l'église (inv. 3858) 
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55 Sainte Marina 
(61 X 28) 

XVIIe s 

57 Saint Georges terras¬ 
sant le dragon 
(J7 X 61) 

1667 

58 Christ Pantocrator 
(90 X 65.5) 

fin XVIIe s 

^ 69 

J 
Synaxis des archanges 
(89.8 X 53) 

XVIIe s 

70 Mère de Dieu et 
saint Jean le théo- 
logue 
(77 X 29; 77 x 28.8) 

XVIIe-XVIIIe 

87 Crucifixion 
(118.5 X 111.5) 

XVIIe s 

97 Saints Pierre et Paul 
(71 X 48.9) 

XVIIIe s 

115 Christ en évêque 
(75 X 50.5) 

1797 

120 Les quarante martyrs 
de Sebaste 
(75.7 X 57.2) 

XVIIIe s 

122 Ascension du pro¬ 
phète Elie 
(89.2 X 52) 

XVIIIe s 

"124 Naissance de la 
Mère de Dieu 
(55.7 X 47.5) 

fin XVIIIe s 

128 Les douzes fêtes 
(65.5 X 48.5) 

XVIIIe s 

prov. : Plovdiv 
cons. : Sofia, musée 
archéologique et de 
l'église (inv. 3918) 
prov. : église de 
Saint Georges, monas¬ 
tère de Kremikovci 
cons. : Sofia, Galerie 
nationale (inv. 9) 
prov. : monastère 
d'Etropole 
cons. : Sofia, Galerie 
nationale (inv. 223) 
prov. : Veliko Tarnovo 
cons. : Sofia, Galerie 
nationale (inv. 67) 
prov. : Arbanasi, 
église des archanges 
cons. : Veliko Tarnovo, 
musée départemental 
d'histoire (inv. 50-63) 
prov. : Nesebar 
cons. : Nesebar, musée 
communal d'histoire 
(inv. 158) 
prov. : Metochion de 
Orlica, église des 
saints Pierre et Paul 
(entourage de Rila) 
cons. : Rila, musée 
national du monastère 
(inv. RM-III-305) ^ 
cons. : Samokov, église 
métropolitaine (inv. 
130) 
prov. : région de Velikc 
Tarnovo 
cons. : Sofia, Galerie 
nationale (inv. 293) 
prov. : Plovdiv 
cons. : Sofia, musée 
archéologique et de 
l'église (inv. 3861) 
prov. : Veliko Tarnovo 
cons. : Sofia, Galerie 
nationale (inv. 123) 
prov. : chapelle de la 
Chrelu, monastère de 
Rila 
cons. : Rila, musée 
national du monastère 

I 
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130 Christ Pantocrator 1798 
(84.5 X 57.3) 

143 Mère de Dieu 1825 
Hodigitria 
(81.4 X 59) 

147 Saint Georges et XIXe s 
saint Dimitri 
(66 X 44) 

150 Saint Jean de Rila 1839/40 
entouré dépisodes 
de sa vie 
(104 X 83.8) 

prov. : Raduil près 
de Samokov 
cons. : Sofia, Galerie 
nationale (inv. 127) 
prov. : chapelle 
saint Nicolas du Kato- 
licon, monastère de 
Ril i 
cons. ; Rila, musée na- ' 
tional du monastère 
prov. : monastère de 
Besoviski 
cons. : Sofia, Galerie 
nationale d'archéologi^ 
(inv. 2981) M 
prov. : église de Kopri^ 
vistica 
cons. : Plovdiv, trésor 
de l'église métropoli¬ 
taine (inv. 4) 
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a 

a 

Fig.l Profil des traverses appliquées 
(c, d et e) 

(a,b) et incrustées 

Fig.2 Support face et revers de 1'icône de saint 
Georges et saint Dimitri, Sofia, musée d'archéo¬ 
logie et de l'église (inv. 3140) (catalogue, n° 
28). Schéma. 

— 

Fig.3 Traverses en "fuseau", incrustées à sens alterné. 
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LA METHODE COMPLEXE DE L'ETUDE ET DE LA RESTAURATION DES 

OEUVRES DE LA PEINTURE RUSSE ANCIENNE 

I. Gorine 

Institut national de Recherches scientifiques pour 
la Restauration, WCNILKR 
10 Khrestyanskaya pl. 
109172 Moscou 
URSS 

En été 1980 dans le cadre du programme culturel 

*'Jeux Olympiques-80", l’Institut national de reclie»- 

ches scientifiques pour la restauration du Ministère 

de la culture de l’URSS a organisé une petite eaqjosi- 

tion de restauration, dont la signification êtadt 

particulière. L’exposition a réuni 60 oeuvres de la 

peinture russe ancienne (icônes) du XY sciècle de la 

cathédrale de la Dormition de l’ancien monastère de 

Xirillo-Biélozersk (aujourd’hui - le Musée-réserve 

de Kirillo-Biêlozersk de la région de Vologda. Les 

icônes ont été exposées parallèlement avec leurs copies 

faites dans la technique et la manière des icônes 

russes médiévales. On a exposé également la documen¬ 

tation de restauration. 

L’exclusivité de cette exposition a été déterminé 

par un nombre de raisons considérables. Par la quanti¬ 

té d’oeuvres, le degré de leur intégrité et par leur 

qualité artistique, l’iconostase de la Cathédrale de 

la Dormition est une des plus complètes et représenta- 
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tives parmi les iconostases russes parvenues Jusqu*à " 

nos Jours du XY siècle. 

Les oeuvres de cette icûnostase peuvent être 

classées dans le même rang que les meilleures oeuvres 

non seulement de l'art russe médiévale, mais de l'art 

mondial aussi. Elles sont la preuve (fu talent peu ordi¬ 

naire des maîtres russes de la peinture d'icônes, de 

leur compréhension proronde de la ph4.1osophie de la vi| 

et de l'art. 

Et finalement, ce qui est le plus important pour 

les spécialistes de restauration, cetce exposition a 

été conçue et faite par l'Institut comme une exposition 

des méthodes scientifiques modernes de restauration des 

icônes russes, Nous sommes convaiiçus que l'avenir appar' 

tiendra à ces méthodes, qui correspondent aux exigeancee 

les plus élevées, émises à la restauration des oeuvres 

d*art, La conférence nationale, organisée au mois de 

novembre '1980 lors de la clôture de cette exposition, 

a confirmé nos suppositions, 

L'Institut de restauration a commencé les travaux' 

de rechei'che et de restauration sur ces oeu'vres au mi¬ 

lieu des câiees 60, Dès le début ce travail de grande 

échelle et de l'importance particulière a exigé pour 

son exécution ime approche complèxe 1)* La méthode ; 

'l ) ^ 
Le Musée-réserve de Kirillo-Biéloaersh du XY-XVIIIss 

comporte 12 églises, des iconostases, des peintures mu¬ 

rales, un grand nombre d'oeuvres d'art appliqué et 
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de la restauration traditionnelle de l'oeuvre, ex¬ 

traite de son milieu culturel et liistoriciue, dans ces 

conditions n'était pas convenatle* 

L’application de la méthode complèxe est devenue 

possible grâce au développement hai'monieux des méthodes 

et des principes scientiilques de restauration des 

oeuvres historiques et culturelles, grâce à l'existance 

-U sein de l'Institut de grand nombre de spécialistes- 

restaurateurs, d'historiens d’art, de physiciens, de 

chimistes, de biologistes, d'ingénieurs, d'archéolog-ues, 

capables de résudre les tâches différentes, et également 

grâce à l'organisation correcte de tout le processus de 

restauration. 

Les travaux sur les icônes Incluaient les recher¬ 

ches dans les archives et les réserves de musée, l'ana¬ 

lyse historique et d'histoire d'art. Il est à noter, 

qu'au début des travaux il manquait dans cette iconostase 

25 icônes sur 60. Elles ont été emportées du monastère 

et leurs traces étalent perdus. Cependant toutes ces 

icônes ont été retrouvées dans différents musées, elles 

étaient datées différemment ou ion considérait leur ori- 

décoratif, une grande collection d*icônes, de livres an¬ 

ciens, de manuscripts, etc. Les travaux sur ces oeuvres 

sont effectués parallèlement. L'exposition de Moscou 

n'a réuni que les icônes de la fin du XVa de l'iconostase 

de la Catherdrale de la Dormition. 
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I 

sine comme inconnue ou indéterminée. Les spécialistes 

de 1*Institut en se basant sur les analyses compara¬ 

tives et sur les autres études ont prouvé leur appar¬ 

tenance à l’iconostase de la Cathédrale de la Dormi- 

tion. 

On a procédé aux analyses et études physiques, 

chigiiques et biologiques des supports de bois (des 

planches), des "pavoloka” (toiles collées sur le sup¬ 

port de bois), des"levkas" (préparations), des pigments, 

des liants, des pellicules de protection, on a exécuté 

tous les travaux de conservation et de restauration 

liés au nettoyage des icénes, enlèvement des repeints 

et à la nécessité d’assurer la conservation prolongée 

des oeuvres d’art uniques. En même temps on a étudié 

les objets d’art appliqué et décoratif faisant partie 

de l’intérieur de la Cathédrale. 

La plupart des élaborations scientifiques nouvel¬ 

les proposées par le Département des peintures de che¬ 

valet en détrempe est le résultat de cette approche 

complèxe. Parmi elles, par exemple, se trouve l’étude ^ 

sur les coulexars des icônes russes du XV siècle, la 

réception des pellicules de recouvreraent plus stables, 

le choix des solvants et des pâtes lors de l’enlèvement 

des surpeints, la méthode ae la séparation et de la 

transposition des couches anciennes des peinture» sur 

de nouveaux supports, le cnoix et l’utilisation des pig- 
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ments organiques pom* la restauration des dorures, des 

préparations, des lacunes sur les objets d*art appliqué. 

La méthode complexe de la restauration a suggéré 

également la nécessité de la résolution des problèmes, 

liés à la vie ultérieure de 1*oeuvre unique. On a fait 

des constructions démontable^dns.-revâtements _afiL argent 

appliqué pour avoir toujours la possibilité de les mon¬ 

ter ou de les démonter sans dommage à l'oeuvre et d'ouv¬ 

rir les fonds dorés originaux d'autein?. Les revêtements 

du rvi-ême siècle présentent aussi une grande valeur 

artistique et historique. 

En même temps avec la restauration des icônes, - . 

nous avons commencé à faire les copies exactes de toutes 

les 60 icônes dans la technique et la manière de® maître 

russes anciens pour les installer insuite dans l'icono¬ 

stase de la Cathédrale où le régime de la température et 

de l'humidité est instable, ce qui permettrait d'assurer 

la conservation des oeuvres anciennes en les installant 

dans l'exposition du Musée-réserve sur le territoire de 

l'ancien monastère. Nous nous proposons par la suite 

d'accomplir la reconstitution complète de l'intérieur de 

la Cathédrale pour lui rendre son aspect de la fin du 

XY siècle, ce qui sera un service inappréssiable pour 

l'histoire de l'art russe ancien. 

L'importance des travaux communs des spécialistes 

différents consiste à la conduite conjointe des tra¬ 

vaux de recherche et de restauration. Cette approche 
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ammène à -une métliode de 1*analyse objective des oeuvres, 

à leur caractéristique complète, elle facilite la tâciie 

de 1*attribution, garantie la restutition de l*êtat 

original des oeuvres et assure incontestablement leur 

conservation. 

Outre cela, 1*approche complèxe ouvre de larges pos¬ 

sibilités de la mise au point de la théorie de restaura¬ 

tion des oeuvres historiques et culturelles scientiflqu<j^ 

ment argumentée; elle contribue également à 1*augmen¬ 

tation de la qualité des travaux de restauration en gé¬ 

néral, devient une bonne école pour beaucoup de spécia¬ 

listes nationaux, qui augmentent le niveau de leur qua¬ 

lification au sein de 1*Institut. Pour eux, qui se fami 

liarisent avec les étapes différentes de la méthode comp- 

lêxe de l'étude et de la restauration, l'objectif final 

de tout le processus de restauration devient tout autre. 

Aujourd'hui l'Institut mène ses travaux sur tout ion 

nombre d'autres objets, et sur la base de ces travaux il 

planifie l'organisation des expositions de restauration.. 

Pour l'école soviétique de restauration c'est un nouveau 

pas en avant, encore plus important, dans sa théorie et 

la pratique, qui correspond au niveau contemporain du 

développement de le science et de la technique, aux ob¬ 

jectifs de la protection et de la restauration des 

oeuvres historiques et culturelles. 
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